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ABSTRACT 
Skills are increasingly identified by policy makers as a central means to address 
social and economic challenges at national and supranational levels. The present 
study looks specifically at the Greek economy and explores the determinants, 
nature and extent of skills development in Greek manufacturing SMEs, notably 
in the textile sector. 
The research involved three main stages. First, interviews were conducted with 
high-ranked industrial policy makers in Greece to gain an understanding of the 
key problems facing Greek manufacturing industry, and to identity the policy 
measures introduced to promote skills upgrading and industrial competitiveness. 
The policy agenda was then interrogated `in practice', through complimentary 
survey and case study research of textile SMEs. 
The study argues that current policy intervention neglects the workplace and 
production context in which skills are created and mobilised, which acts to 
impede the policy agenda of a viable skills strategy. The study reveals that a 
narrow skills supply strategy is adopted by the Greek government and policy 
action is based on simple targets for the accumulation of human capital. It is 
strongly believed by decision makers that publicly-funded boosts to stocks of 
qualifications will push the Greek economy onto a new, higher skilled, higher 
value added pathway. Yet, the demand for skills, which appears to be the real 
problem, is not considered. The research shows that the vast majority of textile 
employers do not demand a highly-skilled workforce and that formal HRD 
interventions are not their preferred method of skills development. In contrast, 
informal learning activities seem to serve as the key vehicle to help Greek SMEs 
meet their skill needs. This suggests a new agenda for policy intervention. 
What is being contested in the present study is the tendency by Greek policy 
makers to depict skills as a panacea for a range of social and economic ills. As 
such, there is an immediate need for a more open debate about what skills can 
contribute as part of wider strategies to help improve the economic performance 
of Greece and the competitiveness of SMEs specifically. 
VET has a role to play, but its nature, scope and relationship with other policies 
needs a lot more thought. Greek policy makers need to construct a more 
sophisticated and integrated approach to developing social and economic policies 
wherein skills play a part rather than carry the entire weight of policy. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Foreword 
Intensified international competition and rapid technological progress pose 
significant challenges for national systems of skill formation. The implications of 
such dynamics for changing workforce skill requirements underscore the central 
research questions of this study. More specifically, this study looks at the skills 
development process within industrial small firms in the context of an advancing 
economy in order to understand how workers develop their skills, which are 
considered crucial for boosting national competitiveness. 
Given the huge wage differences between the industrialised world and the third 
world, policy makers frequently assert that the best route for developed and 
advancing economies to maintain their competitiveness is to situate their industries 
at the high-skill, high-value added end of the global market (Mason, 2005; OECD, 
1999b; Stavrou-Costea, 2005). This, it is suggested, is equally important for 
attracting high-end multinational corporations and for the upgrading of skill levels of 
smaller businesses so as to enable them to compete (Ashton and Green, 1996; 
Tamkin et at., 2004). To this end, employee training and development has attracted 
much attention in the management literature since it is viewed as a key factor in 
developing a skilled workforce (Brown and Lauder, 1996; Harrison and Kessels, 
2004). 
Against this backdrop, this study explores the nature and extent of employee training 
and development in small and medium-sized manufacturing organisations in Greece 
and explains the key variables affecting such provision. In terms of the nature of 
training, the research investigates in particular the extent to which such organisations 
are applying a systematic approach to training and development and the extent to 
which they are using informal training activities. 
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The study reveals the contradiction between the desire of the Greek government to 
move its industry onto a high-skill, high-value added trajectory and the realities of 
training within Greek industrial organisations. The research makes an important 
contribution in two main respects. First, it informs the current literature about the 
nature of human resource development (HRD) in small firms in advancing countries, 
as well as the factors that affect the propensity of SMEs to train. Second, it 
contributes to the knowledge base of skill formation systems in advancing 
economies, where our current understanding is more limited. 
1.2 Statement of Problem 
Since the 1990s, a policy consensus has emerged across the advanced capitalist 
world stressing the pursuit of a high-skill, knowledge-based economy and learning 
society (Ashton and Green, 1996; Institute for Employment Studies, 2004). In the 
industrialised world and in many developing countries too, it is believed that human 
resource development is the answer to numerous economic and social problems, 
ranging from competitiveness, productivity and economic growth to unemployment 
and social exclusion (Brown, 1999; CEDEFOP, 2004; Lloyd and Payne, 2002). 
At the same time, there has been a broad range of criticisms about the limitations of 
such an approach, which rests on the simplistic notion that better skill formation 
systems cause better economic performance (Crouch et al., 1999; Lloyd and Payne, 
2002; Rainbird, 2000). Many commentators have stressed that, at a national level, 
the relationship between skill formation and economic performance is shaped by 
broader institutional factors such as, government, organisations, labour market 
regulation, the education and training system, the financial and banking system and 
the industrial relations system within which processes of skill formation are 
embedded (Ashton et al., 1999; Finegold and Soskice, 1988; Finegold, 1991; Glynn 
and Gospel, 1993; Keep et al., 2006; Keep and Mayhew, 1998; Lauder, 1999; 
McNabb and Whitfield, 1994; Stuart, 1996). 
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Several `sceptical' voices question whether the rules of international competition 
have really changed so fundamentally that there exists only one viable `high-skills' 
route to competitiveness and profitability for advanced capitalist economies (Ashton 
and Green, 1996; Brown and Lauder, 1996; Green, 1992; Heyes and Stuart, 1994; 
Keep and Mayhew, 1996,1999). These approaches emphasise the links between 
social institutions, production strategies and performance and stress the fact that the 
low-skills, low-wage route to profitability remains a viable proposition for many 
companies and sectors. 
Despite the existence of alternative forms of competition and a more constrained 
perspective on how capitalism is changing, it is argued that the `high skills route' 
remains for policy makers a viable option, as well as a more desirable one in social 
terms; indeed, under the `high-skills path', the benefits of business success are 
widely distributed in society, as most workers gain higher wages and skills, whereas 
along the `low-skills path', firms may continue to prosper but rewards are confined 
to employers and a limited number of high-skilled professionals (Finegold, 1999; 
Green, 1998; Mayhew and Neely, 2006). 
Similarly, Streeck (1989) and Crouch et al. (1999) have stressed the necessity of a 
high-skill strategy and the need to maximise the role of high-productivity labour if 
living standards in the advanced countries are to be sustained and improved. The 
challenges posed by the rise of low-cost producers in other parts of the world can be 
met only if labour in the advanced countries has high level of skills, which will 
differentiate it from the capacities of workers in the newly industrialising countries. 
Several other authors have pointed out that productivity gains and innovation cannot 
be achieved on the basis of low-skilled work (Booth and Snower, 1996; Brown, 
1999; De Silva, 1997; Mason et al., 1996; Muhlemeyer and Clarke, 1997). 
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In this context, much published research and policy action in the field of HRD has 
focused on the supply side of the training market. Research has been driven by the 
perceived need to reform the public provision of training to create a more highly 
skilled national workforce upon which enterprises can draw to improve their 
competitiveness. Little, however, is known about the demand side. In particular, 
processes of training at enterprise level have remained relatively unexplored (Heyes 
and Stuart, 1994; Rainbird, 2000; Smith and Hayton, 1999). Yet, the workplace is 
enormously significant as a site of learning, both for accessing formal opportunities 
and for many informal learning opportunities, which result from the nature of work 
and from social interaction with work groups (Coffield, 2000; Forrester et al., 1995; 
Rowden, 2007; Skule, 2004). 
Although the connections between skill development and competitiveness are 
unclear, continuing training is increasingly recognised by academics and policy 
makers around the world as a key variable affecting both employee productivity and 
adaptability (Cosh et al., 1998; Rainbird, 1994,2000). Despite the importance of 
workforce training for all business organisations, the majority of the literature in the 
HRD field continues to emphasise large firms. Little attention is devoted towards 
understanding how SMEs approach training and generate models of effective 
practice. This gives a distorted picture of the industrial landscape, masking the 
fundamental importance of SMEs as a source of employment and as contributors to 
a dynamic economy (Hendry et al., 1995; Sengenberger et al., 1990; Storey, 1994). 
A range of authors have bemoaned the lack of attention within the HRD literature 
that is given to SMEs and have pointed out that such under-representation seems 
inappropriate when the scale of the small business sector is considered (Bacon and 
Hoque, 2005; Hendry et al., 1991; Hill and Stewart, 2000; Johnson, 2002; Jones, 
2004,2005; Lange et al., 2000; Matlay, 1997; Patton et al., 2000; Reid and Adams, 
2001; Reid and Harris, 2002; Scott et al., 1989; Skinner et al., 2003; Westhead and 
Storey, 1996,1997). 
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A number of aspects of training and development have the potential to be of 
particular interest to SMEs both because of their restricted resources and the need to 
be responsive to fast changing demands of the marketplace (Hill, 2002; Kerr and 
McDougall, 1999). Highly motivated and developed staff, with effective transferable 
skills are more likely to be able to meet the demands of the fast changing 
environment that is typically associated with small businesses (Jones and Goss, 
1991; Penn et al., 1998; Reid and Harris, 2002). 
Recent studies have shown that training and development is deemed crucial for the 
`upskilling' of small business employees in order to increase their ability to produce 
high quality goods and services (Jayawarna et al., 2007). Moreover, it contributes 
significantly to small firm survival and growth by enabling small and medium-sized 
enterprises to meet skill shortage needs, it raises employee confidence, it promotes a 
good atmosphere at work, it increases workforce flexibility, trust and loyalty, it 
reduces staff turnover and leads to product and service innovation (Devins et al., 
2004; Kitching and Blackburn, 2002; Way, 2002; Wilkinson, 2000). 
The debate over the nature of competitiveness is central to questions of economic 
survival and welfare. The focal point for these debates concerns the question of 
national routes to a high skills economy. Policy makers and academics place 
workforce training at the heart of these discussions since it is seen as essential to 
equip employees with the skills required to make themselves more productive and 
adaptable. When tastes and technologies are changing rapidly, adaptability is crucial 
for keeping labour employed and productive. In that respect, the present study, 
which looks at Greece, attempts to examine both the role of HRD and the limits and 
possibilities of a high skills strategy in the context of an advancing economy. 
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1.3 The Case of Greece 
To an advancing country such as Greece, the need for better-trained employees is 
even more acute at a time when the Greek government is attempting to close the gap 
with average European Union living standards and provide employment 
opportunities for all (OECD, 2005a, b). The Greek economy boasts higher wages 
than developing countries but has lower labour productivity compared to the 
developed ones. The quality of human capital plays a key role in productivity 
growth, but the Greek economy suffers from a lack of high-skilled workers (Bank of 
Greece, 2007,2008). Employment and productivity do not make a sufficient 
contribution to Greek economic growth due to inadequate mobilisation of unused 
human resources, the relative lag in taking up and using information and 
communication technologies and lack of investment in knowledge (Bank of Greece, 
2008; Economic Chamber of Greece, 2005). 
Nowhere is this more acute than in the small business sector, particularly for those 
SMEs in the manufacturing sector, which experience fierce national and 
international competition (SEV, 2005a). The main problems facing such firms are 
widely acknowledged in political and academic circles, and include low product 
quality, high production costs, low capital investment, organisational inadequacies, 
lack of skilled personnel and weak supportive structures (EIRO, 2006; EOMMEX, 
2000; Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2003; IOBE, 2005; Liagouras et al, 
2003; Liargovas, 1998; Mihail, 2004; OKE, 2001; Salavou et al, 2004; Spanos et al., 
2001). Such problems in conjunction with competitive pressures from low-cost 
producers in developing countries have led to the closure of many firms and high 
levels of labour displacement (INE-GSEE, 2005a, b; OKE, 2003; SEV, 2005b). 
This study focuses on the Greek textile sector. The rationale for this is that the 
particular sector constitutes one of the leading segments of the Greek manufacturing 
industry, but it is a sector currently experiencing a severe economic and structural 
crisis. A number of indicators, such as, the production index, level of employment, 
number of firms, import/export performance and gross/net profits reveal that the 
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competitiveness of the Greek textile sector has deteriorated dramatically since 2000 
(IOBE, 2005,2006; OKE, 2001,2003; SEV, 2005b). In order to survive it is 
frequently argued by policy makers that the textile sector needs to develop a more 
careful and systematic approach to the planning and implementation of training and 
development programmes. This is important in terms of responding quickly to 
technological and product change, as well as in terms of more social concerns such 
as worker retention and employability (INE-GSEE, 2005a, b; KEPE, 2004; SEV, 
2006; Voulgaris et al., 2005). 
Against this backdrop, this study will address some fundamental concerns around 
the importance of training and development to business strategies. It will ascertain 
the significance or otherwise of workforce training on the deployment of 
organisations' resources in order to achieve the organisational objectives focusing on 
small and medium-sized enterprises. Moreover, it will inform the existing literature 
on whether failure to fund and provide staff training can only deepen the competitive 
disadvantage faced by small businesses, in both the domestic and international 
markets. 
1.4 Significance of the Research 
Europe's competitiveness depends strongly on its small businesses, which are a key 
source of jobs, a breeding ground for business ideas and a driver of entrepreneurship 
(Floyd and McManus, 2005; Gazzola, 2003). Despite their importance, the existing 
literature in relation to HRD in SMEs appears to be too limited in sound descriptive 
surveys and sparse in analytical research (Johnson, 2002). Although SMEs are 
included in several HRD survey samples, they are rarely analysed specifically or 
separately (Reid et al., 2002). 
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However, small and medium-sized firms are not `scaled-down' versions of large 
firms (Westhead and Storey, 1996: p. 18) and they face different motivations, 
constraints and uncertainties from their large counterparts. As a result, HR. D 
practices in such firms are different from those in large establishments and hence, 
these organisations should be analysed specifically in academic research (Gilbert 
and Jones 2000; Harrison, 2002; Joyce et al., 1995). As Matlay (1997) notes, 
attempts to down-scale and forcibly fit large-scale training strategies to resource- 
starved small businesses may result in drawing misleading conclusions regarding the 
nature, extent and determinants of staff training in small and medium-sized 
organisations. 
Empirical evidence in existing studies relating to employee training in SMEs draws 
mainly from samples of SMEs in advanced countries such as the U. S. A and U. K 
(Heneman et al., 2000; Johnson, 2002; Stewart and Beaver, 2004). Few studies have 
appeared in the literature utilising data from advancing economies (Stavrou-Costea, 
2005; Tanova and Nadiri, 2005). This raises important questions on the 
transferability of conclusions across national settings. The economic, political and 
social institutions differ among countries and differences in national socio-economic 
conditions may affect the nature and extent of employee training in small 
organisations. Therefore, imitation in the sense of taking a set of policies from one 
country and installing them to another, neglects questions of context. The conditions, 
problems, challenges, strategies and implementation difficulties facing small 
business firms in advancing countries are quite different than those researched in the 
developed world (Makridakis et al., 1997). 
Advancing countries are considered significant engines of world growth as they 
represent large potential markets, and the home of leading global brands and 
innovation (International Monetary Fund, 2008). Furthermore, the advancing 
countries of Europe are considered key players in making the European Union (EU) 
the most dynamic and competitive knowledge-based economy in the world 
according to the Lisbon strategy (European Communities Commission, 2000a). 
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It is therefore, important to explore HRD in such contexts in order to understand 
how it can help advancing countries raise their living standards. With this in mind, 
Greece presents a very interesting case for empirical work in the area of HRD in 
small firms given the fact that it is an advancing economy in the Euro area, as well 
as the dominance of SMEs in the particular country (SMEs represent 75 percent of 
the workforce of the private sector and 60 percent of total employment) (EOMAEX, 
2006, online). This research explores the current status of training and development 
activity in Greek manufacturing SMEs, with specific reference to the textile sector. 
A detailed consideration of the literature reveals that there is no empirical 
knowledge of training in Greek manufacturing SMEs and, as a result, there is no 
accurate information about the extent of training which employees receive in such 
firms (EIRO, 2006; Papalexandris et al., 2001; Papalexandris and Chalikias, 2002; 
Powell et al., 2000; Vouzas, 2004). Equally crucial is the absence of research on the 
drivers of industrial training in Greek small firms, as well as on the kinds of 
problems and barriers that small business owners face in their attempts to organise 
effective training programmes. In the absence of reliable data, efforts for change can 
only take place by trial and error. Therefore, this research will break new ground in a 
number of respects. 
First, it will investigate the nature and extent of workforce training activity in Greek 
manufacturing SMEs. Extant knowledge about company training in Greece is very 
limited due to the delayed development of HRM in the country, as well as the 
absence of an adequate pool of HRD professionals and academics. The primary data 
collection effort carried out by this research is expected to supplement the small 
body of evidence about the incidence, extent and patterns of enterprise training in 
Greece. This, in turn, will help us understand how HRD interventions in SMEs can 
contribute to the economic development of advancing countries. 
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Second, this research study will explore how owners or managers in these 
organisations decide upon investments on training and development. It is suggested 
in the small business literature that owners' attitudes and interventions can play a 
decisive role in the implementation of successful training and development 
programmes. In view of this, small business owners' perceptions towards employee 
training will be assessed to understand their impact on training decisions in the 
context of an advancing country. 
Third, it will provide decision makers of manufacturing industry organisations in 
Greece with scientific evidence characterising the nature and the magnitude of the 
problems and obstacles that SME owners face in their efforts to design and 
implement effective training programmes. Such information could play a positive 
role in the full appreciation of the issue in question and in its ultimate resolution. 
Some pioneering work is also expected to be generated on the impact of these 
problems on the nature and extent of training activity. 
Finally, it will identify and examine the factors that determine the level and intensity 
of training in Greek SMEs. Existing studies around the forces that trigger training 
have concentrated on large organisations. However, this research operates from the 
premise that small firms are not microcosms of large firms, and as such require 
separate treatment. It is inappropriate and inadequate simply to apply large-firm 
logic to small organisations. Therefore, this study attempts to deepen our knowledge 
about the reasons why some SMEs train and others not. 
The study will fill a significant lacuna in the current academic literature with relation 
to HRD in SMEs and will provide fresh insights into the broad area of skill 
formation systems in advancing countries. Such countries often face distinct 
problems and unique challenges that require specific attention and the development 
of their own body of knowledge. As we move progressively away from a world in 
which national economies are relatively isolated from one another into an 
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interdependent global economic system, HRD research in advancing economies 
acquires a unique urgency. 
This research is the first attempt to investigate how workers are trained in Greek 
small firms in order to develop their skills. This is important since skills are 
increasingly identified by policy makers as a central means to address social and 
economic challenges at national and supranational levels. In the case of Greece, it is 
also important to study the nature of HRD in the small business sector because 
SMEs employ a great part of the working population and thus, there is an urgent 
need to enhance their competitiveness. 
1.5 Research Questions 
The key research questions guiding the present study are as follows: 
1. What is the nature and extent of employee training and development within 
Greek manufacturing SMEs? 
2. How do owners or managers in Greek manufacturing SMEs decide upon 
investments with regard to training and development? 
3. What factors drive or hinder the provision of employee training and 
development in Greek manufacturing SMEs? 
4. How can employee training and development help Greek manufacturing 
SMEs face the challenges of the future? 
1.6 Organisation of Study 
The present study is structured as follows: In the First Chapter, the central research 
problem is outlined and the significance of the present study is discussed along with 
the research questions and objectives. In Chapter Two, a thorough critical review of 
the relevant literature is undertaken investigating the importance and the main 
characteristics of the small business sector along with the human resource 
management practices typically adopted by small organisations. The training 
strategies of small firms are also examined and the determinants of workforce 
training in SMEs presented. The research methodology adopted in this study is 
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discussed in Chapter Three, whereas in Chapter Four, the current state of the Greek 
economy and the sociopolitical context of the country are discussed and the 
contribution of the small business sector to the economic and social development of 
Greece is examined. 
In Chapters Five, Six and Seven the findings from the primary research are 
discussed. More specifically, in Chapter Five, the Greek manufacturing industry and 
its human resources are examined with special reference to the textile sector through 
a series of qualitative interviews conducted with high-ranked policy makers. The 
chapter fords that the Greek government strongly supports a supply-side approach to 
solve the skills problem in Greece and improve the industry's competitiveness 
involving investment in higher education to raise the skills of the population and 
subsidies to stimulate company training. Yet, the analysis suggests that such 
approach is unlikely to be successful because it does not take into account the 
limited employer demand for higher skills. 
In Chapter Six, the results of a quantitative survey of 117 small textile enterprises 
are presented and discussed. The analysis shows that the vast majority of textile 
SMEs do not adopt a formal HRD approach and that systematic training is not a 
priority for such firms. The chapter questions the emphasis placed by policy makers 
on supply-side interventions arguing that most textile SMEs do not require a highly- 
skilled workforce and that experiential learning is adequate to meet their existing 
skill needs. 
In Chapter Seven, an in-depth analysis of four case study textile firms is undertaken, 
which highlights the informal nature of the training activity within Greek industrial 
SMEs. The analysis shows that although small firm owners are encouraged by the 
government to invest in formal HRD activities, they continue not to be involved in 
systematic HRD efforts viewing formal training of their staff as an organisational 
expense. The findings from casework indicate that the policy measures in relation to 
HRD are based on a flawed view of how the labour market in Greece operates. The 
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main problem in the Greek labour market has been manifested in the failure by 
Greek SMEs to demand and employ well-educated workers. Yet, even those few 
firms that demand high-skilled labour seem to rely heavily on informal learning 
methods to develop their employees. 
Finally, in Chapter Eight, a number of key conclusions are drawn, the novelty of this 
study is outlined and fruitful areas for further research are identified. In particular, it 
is stressed that the efforts of the Greek government to support a shift towards a high 
skill agenda for restructuring in textiles are doomed to failure not just because textile 
SMEs look to pursue low wage, low skill routes but because their method of skills 
upgrading is highly reliant on informal means of learning. The research argues that if 
policy intervention to move the Greek economy to a high skill path is to succeed, 
there is an immediate need for decision makers to understand the realities of small 
textile firms. The present study contributes to a better understanding of skill creation 
systems in advancing economies and identifies areas where changes and 
improvements can be made in the future. 
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CHAPTER TWO: HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND 
COMPETITIVENESS IN THE SMALL BUSINESS CONTEXT 
2.1 Introduction 
As noted in Chapter One, the HRD literature has tended to focus upon larger 
organisations in order to develop an understanding of workforce skills development. 
However, it has been acknowledged that a healthy small business sector is 
fundamental to a growing, competitive economy (ILO, 2003). As such, it is 
important to explore the training strategies associated with this type of 
establishments as they differ from large organisations substantially (Westhead and 
Storey, 1996). Against this academic rationale, this chapter critically reviews the 
HRM literature in the small business context, focusing on one important aspect of 
HRM, namely, training and development. 
The chapter begins with a discussion around the perceived links between skills 
acquisition and economic growth outlining the key debates surrounding the topic. 
This leads to an examination of the conditions necessary to transform the demand 
for skills. In particular, it is stressed that an increased supply of skills has little 
impact on its own on creating employer demand for skills and qualifications. The 
chapter then proceeds to discuss the pivotal role that small businesses play in the 
global economy stressing that such organisations are key sources of employment and 
innovation. In the specific case of Greece, small and medium-sized enterprises are 
the backbone of the economy since they form 99.7 per cent of the total number of 
enterprises and they employ 75 per cent of the workforce of the private sector. The 
chapter moves on to provide an overview of the theoretical considerations regarding 
the various conditions unique to small companies. Despite the diversity of 
organisations categorised as small and medium-sized, the review attempts to identify 
several common values adopted by the majority of SMEs. 
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Given the importance of SMEs for the global economy, the remaining sections of 
this review examine the role afforded to small firms in the debates around skills 
development and economic success. Section 2.4 looks at the role and nature of HRM 
in SMEs discussing whether HRM practices exist in small companies or not and 
whether personnel methods are formalised or lack sophistication. This analysis lays 
the foundation for the subsequent discussion, which considers the nature of training 
and development activity in small and medium-sized organisations, followed by an 
investigation of some of the empirical evidence on both the drivers of enterprise 
training and barriers to small firm training. To this end, a number of determinants of 
both formal and informal enterprise training are discussed to provide an 
understanding of small firms' decisions to train. 
2.2 Skill Formation Systems 
Although there is much written about the term `skill', there is a notable lack of 
consensus of what the term means (Holmes, 2000). As Payne (1999) argues, the 
term `skill' includes a veritable galaxy of soft, generic, transferable and social skills, 
frequently indistinguishable from personal characteristics, behaviours and attitudes, 
which in the past would never have been conceived of skills at all. The notion of 
skill is now both broader and more conceptually equivocal than it has ever been. 
Nevertheless, some basic forms of consensus around `skill' have been developed. In 
particular, it has been argued that `skill' includes internalised capacities resident in 
the individual worker, it involves control over the labour process and it is socially 
constructed (Grugulis et al., 2004; Lafer, 2004). 
Across the advanced industrialised nations, the view is paramount that the way to 
economic growth is via skill formation to maintain employment levels, raise labour 
productivity and hence, average living standards. The search for better institutions 
for fostering skill formation preoccupies policy makers (Brown, 1999; Koike and 
Inoki, 1990; Lloyd and Payne, 2002). Though education and training have 
indubitable importance in the contemporary global economy, this importance cannot 
be based on the simple assumption that better skill formation systems cause better 
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economic performance since this ignores the complex interactions of several 
institutional factors including labour market regulation, employment structures, 
systems of finance and power relations within firms (Buechtemann and Soloff, 1994; 
Crouch et al., 1999; Finegold and Soskice, 1988; Keep et al., 2006; Maurice et al., 
1986). 
Finegold and Soskice (1988), for example, have stressed that education and training 
is just one element of the socio-economic system and that change in just one part of 
this system is unlikely to be successful if the rest of the system remains the same. 
They illustrate this by reference to the `low-skill equilibrium'. In this situation a 
number of mutually reinforcing mechanisms, emanating from a variety of sources, 
constrain the economy to a low skill level. Change in any one of these, which is 
aimed at increasing the level of skill formation will not succeed because the other 
forces, many of which operate outside the training market, will mitigate its effect. 
Keep et al. (2006) have also argued that policy investment in skills and people will 
fail to raise labour productivity unless it is made in relation to work organisation, 
building leadership and management, and creating positive workplace cultures, 
which are critical areas for ensuring that the productive potential of investments in 
skills, technology, and innovation are achieved. 
The search for better institutions for fostering skill formation has been affected 
significantly by fundamental changes in the international economy during the last 
three decades, which forced many firms to switch from mass production to a new 
tactic known as `flexible specialisation', according to Piore and Sabel (1984: 206). 
Increased competition from foreign markets due to globalisation and technological 
advancements made the production of large amounts of identical, cheap goods 
produced through a detailed division of labour, uncompetitive. Instead of investing 
huge amounts of money on the mass production of a single product, in many sectors 
firms now find it more profitable to build intelligent systems of labour and machines 
that are flexible and can quickly respond to the desires of the market (Amin, 1994). 
In such organisations, human capital constitutes a major component of business 
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success and employee training becomes a requirement (Gibb, 2002). However, this 
shift in production has been widely contested. Although this new production system 
based on high quality, quick response and high value-added product strategies is 
emerging in many countries (Mathews, 1993), a significant number of firms across 
large tracts of employment still choose to compete primarily on the basis of low 
price, standardised goods and services and a predominantly low-skill, low-wage and 
casualised workforce (Keep and Mayhew, 1998,1999). 
Evidence from the U. K and U. S shows that many employers enter and compete in 
markets by adopting a low value-added strategy remaining wedded to the low road 
of low skill and low wages (Grugulis et al., 2004). It remains debatable whether 
organisations have only one viable `high-value' route to competitiveness and 
profitability. For example, it has been argued that delocalisation of production to 
developing countries in order to reduce costs can be the preferred business strategy 
for many organisations operating in labour intensive sectors in advanced capitalist 
economies (European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working 
Conditions, 2004). 
Despite the existence of alternative forms of competition, it is stressed that 
businesses in the more advanced capitalist states need to invest in innovation to face 
the fierce competition from low cost producers and achieve an above average return 
(Ashton and Green, 1996; Green, 1998; Mayhew and Neely, 2006). Rising labour 
costs in many labour intensive sectors (e. g. textiles, clothing) of the European 
industry prevent organisations from competing on the basis of low quality, low cost 
goods. In contrast, new technologies promise lucrative manufacturing applications 
and thus, industrial firms need encouragement to innovate. It has been shown that 
the most successful organisations in such sectors are those companies that rely on 
innovation and the creation of unique brands (Tronconi, 2003; World Trade 
Organisation, 2004). One way in which firms operating in labour intensive sectors 
can utilise this idea of specialisation is by the development of niche markets. In such 
markets, customers have a distinct set of needs and they are willing to pay a 
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premium price to the firm that best satisfies their needs. As a result, firms have a 
great potential for profit and growth (Kotler, 2003). 
However, as noted in Chapter One, productivity gains and innovation cannot be 
achieved on the basis of low-skilled work (Brown, 1999; De Silva, 1997; Finegold, 
1991; Muhlemeyer and Clarke, 1997). As such, Finegold and Soskice (1988), 
Ashton and Green (1996) and Keep (2003) have specified a number of institutional 
conditions necessary for a `high-skills' road. These involve: the commitment of the 
ruling class to the goal of achieving a high level of skill formation and the 
innovative use of the productive system; a strong educational system which should 
produce high levels of basic competence in many core subject areas; the 
commitment of employers to pursue the high-skills route; an adequate regulatory 
framework in order to override the free market's inherent bias towards short- 
termism; the fostering of a more sophisticated consumer base that will demand high 
quality goods and services; a workforce committed to the goal of skill formation; 
and finally, a system in which on-the-job learning will be complemented by off-the- 
job training in the knowledge base of skills. Lloyd and Payne (2002) add that major 
shifts in the institutional and industrial policy framework are a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition for the achievement of a high-skill strategy. To push through a 
major transformation in work organisation requires a fundamental shift in the 
balance of power within the workplace itself. 
The above analysis shows that a number of policies would need to be implemented 
to shift organisations away from low-skill forms of competition. There is a need for 
a holistic approach to theorising skill formation, emphasising both the demand for, 
and supply of, skills. A skilled and well-educated workforce is a vital ingredient of 
any high skill economy, but equally important is the fact that there are enough 
skilled jobs for workers to do. Attention should focus on the institutional 
connections between government agencies, the education and training system, 
labour market regulation, systems of finance and industrial relations that help shape 
the skill trajectory of firms. 
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2.2.1. Skill Formation Systems and the Small Firm 
Increasingly, small and medium-sized enterprises are seen to have an important role 
in the global economy. Indeed, it would seem that both national and local economies 
are largely constituted of smaller enterprises, with the addition of a minority of 
larger enterprises. The available data show that micro firms and SMEs account for 
more than 99 per cent of companies in the European Union. For example, in 20031 
there were more than 19 million micro enterprises and SMEs in Europe-19 (Table 
2.1), providing jobs for almost 100 million people. In contrast, there were only about 
40,000 large enterprises in existence, which accounted for only 0.2 percent of all 
enterprises but employ around 42 million people (Observatory of European SMEs, 
2003b). 
In the case of Greece, the contribution of SMEs to the economic development of the 
country is substantial. As Chapter Four will detail, small and medium-sized 
enterprises constitute 99.7 per cent of all organisations in the country representing 
around 75 per cent of the work force of the private sector and 60 per cent of total 
employment (ESYE, 2005). 
Table 2.1: The Role of SMEs in Europe-19 (2003 data) 
Enterprise category Micro Small Medium Large 
(Number of employees) (0-9) (10-49) (50-249) (250 and 
over) 
Number offirms (in thousands) 17,820 1,260 180 40 
Employment (in thousands) 55,040 24,280 18,100 42,300 
Turnover per enterprise 440 3,610 25,680 319,020 
(thousand euros) 
Source: Observatory of European SMEs (2003b) 
' The year with the latest available data provided by the Observatory of European SMEs. 
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Several studies show that SMEs play a central role as an engine of productivity 
growth, job creation and competitiveness in domestic and global markets. The 
weight of the empirical evidence on employment generation is remarkably robust 
and indicates that the small organisation is a key employer in several economies 
(Floyd and McManus, 2005; Henriksen, 1999; Karmel and Bryon, 2002; Monat, 
2002). In EU-19, small and medium-sized firms employ more than 50 per cent of the 
total workforce and generate the same proportion of financial turnover. U. S evidence 
shows that such firms employ about half the total workforce, while Japan has been 
reporting for many years that SMEs account for over 80 per cent of the workforce 
(Observatory of European SMEs, 2003b). 
Small and medium-sized organisations are also important carriers of innovation 
whereby they establish a niche position in the marketplace in order to distinguish 
their products or services from the more standardised versions provided by large 
firms (Audretsch and Thurik, 2001; Hendry et al., 1995; Storey, 1994). Acs and 
Audretsch (1990), using the direct measure of innovative output (i. e. the total 
number of innovations per one thousand employees in each industry) from the U. S. 
Small Business Administration's Innovation Data Base, showed that U. S small firms 
have a better rate of innovative activity. In particular, while large enterprises in 
manufacturing introduced 2,445 innovations and small enterprises contributed 
slightly fewer, 1,954, small-firm employment was only half that of large-firm 
employment, yielding an average small-firm innovation rate in manufacturing of 
0.309, compared to a large-firm innovation rate of 0.202. 
Small firms have traditionally offered the benefit of being able to change production 
quickly and provide more differentiated products for consumers as traditional 
markets have become saturated. They can also offer a specialised personal service, 
thus further differentiating business activity (Hall, 1995). An increased number of 
small enterprises provide greater competition for new ideas and greater competition 
across enterprises can facilitate the entry of a new enterprise specialising in some 
particular new product niche. This is because the necessary complementary inputs 
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and services are likely to be available from small specialist niche enterprises but not 
necessarily from large, vertically integrated producers (Observatory of European 
SMEs, 2003b). 
Evidence also shows that small firms are active players in the international arena. 
Rather than weak and vulnerable entities that may require subsidies, SMEs may not 
only thrive in new global markets, but may be a necessary component for enhanced 
economic well-being (Observatory of European SMEs, 2003b). For example, 
Wagner (1994) employed a longitudinal database consisting of 7,000 manufacturing 
German enterprises and found that the probability that an enterprise is an exporter 
increases along with enterprise size. However, an important caveat from his study is 
that there are many successful exporters among small enterprises. As Kohn (1997) 
further argues, the international diffusion of new innovations derived from small 
enterprises is significant and crucial for continuing improvement of global economic 
welfare. 
Given the well-documented increase in the importance of SMEs within national 
economies, it is important to consider the activities of SMEs in relation to learning 
and skills development. As Johnson (2002) argues, if policy makers are to succeed 
in ensuring that the skill needs of their economies are met, they need to persuade and 
incentivise small firms to invest in their people. Specific SME research on skills 
development is rare and comparative information at international level is practically 
non-existent (Audretsch, 2003; ILO, 2003). In this context, the present study 
attempts to fill this lacuna by exploring the training strategies of SMEs in an 
advancing economy like Greece. The Lisbon European Council has recognised the 
key role that small businesses play in job creation and economic and social 
prosperity within the European Union and has endorsed the `think small first' 
principle as one way to progress towards the Lisbon objectives (Observatory of 
European SMEs, 2003a). 
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The following sections focus on small and medium-sized enterprises and discuss 
their approaches towards workforce skills development. Specifically, the next 
section offers a comprehensive review around the existing definitions of SMEs, 
whereas section 2.3 outlines the key characteristics of such organisations. The HRM 
practices of small firms and their approaches towards HRD are discussed in sections 
2.4 and 2.5 respectively. 
2.2.2 Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Defined 
Definitions of what constitutes a small organisation vary within the literature and 
defining SMEs is no easy task (Hill, 2002). Storey (1994) argues that there is no 
single, uniformly acceptable definition of a small firm because definitions which 
relate to `objective' measures of size (e. g. number of employees, sales turnover, 
profitability etc. ), when examined at a sectoral level, mean that in some sectors all 
firms may be regarded as small, while in other sectors there are possibly no firms 
which are small. Several criteria are used to define SMEs. For example, firms in the 
manufacturing industry have traditionally been categorised by number of employees, 
but retail firms by turnover. Yet, the most common criterion in the research studies 
to define SMEs and differentiate them from large firms is workforce size, though 
different thresholds are used. 
In 2003, the European Commission agreed a common definition for small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) based on number of employees, which is 
summarised in Table 2.2. Following this, SMEs essentially involve organisations 
employing more than 9 and less than 250 people. However, for some countries 
including Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal and Spain, this definition is not helpful, since virtually all firms and the vast 
bulk of employment and output in the aforementioned countries fall within this 
definition of SMEs. Hence, within these countries, the definition considers SMEs to 
be companies that employ less than 100 people (European Industrial Relations 
Observatory, 1999, online). 
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Table 2.2: European Commission's Definition of SMEs 
Enterprise category Headcount Turnover or Balance sheet total 
Medium-sized < 250 <_ E 50 million <_ E 43 million 
Small < 50 <_ E 10 million <_ E 10 million 
Micro < 10 <E2 million <E2 million 
Source: Adapted fom European Communities Commission (2003) 
There are many different ways to categorise small businesses. Different parts of the 
world have developed their own ways of defining and classifying small businesses to 
suit their own agendas. This lack of a widely accepted definition has made it very 
difficult to generalise the results of any research. It has been noted in the literature 
that there is no concept of a typical small business; instead the heterogeneity of the 
small business sector is stressed, as it is problematic to discuss the `small business' 
as one category (Simpson et al., 2004; Watson and Everett, 1993). 
The danger of many SME definitions is the assumption that there is a homogeneous 
small firm sector and all firms within it have similar characteristics. While size may 
be a factor, it alone is not sufficient to explain patterns of employment relations, for 
example. A variety of influences, both internal and external (e. g. ownership 
characteristics, sector characteristics, technology, economic indicators) explain 
behaviour (Goss, 1991). As Hill (2002: 124) notes, `small-organisation smallness is 
a multi-dimensional concept which may not always be judged from a size 
perspective alone and that, perhaps, there is no such thing as a typical small 
organisation'. 
Due to the fact that the term `SME' encompasses such a broad range of concerns, it 
is essential to define its constitution within a particular piece of research. In the 
Greek context, there is a total absence of a common statutory definition for SMEs. 
As noted in the report of the Economic and Social Council of Greece (OKE) on 
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SMEs (2001), the definition of small and medium-sized organisations has from time 
to time been the focus of confrontation due to its direct correlation with incentives, 
community programmes and state aid. In effect, the official definition adopted by 
policy makers in Greece is the one given by the Bank of Greece (2000) and 
EOMMEX (2000) and considers SMEs to be enterprises, which employ up to 100 
salaried workers. For that reason, the present research study categorises SMEs by 
number of employees and defines them as the enterprises employing less than 100 
employees (i. e. 0 5 Micro FirmsS 9 employees; 9 employees < Small Firms < 50 
employees; 50 employees <_ Medium Firms < 100 employees). 
2.3 Characteristics and Values of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
Storey (1994) notes that small firms frequently lack the financial capital resources, 
as well as human capabilities required by an organisation to start, operate and grow. 
Similarly, Welsh and White (1981: 18) argue that the very size of small businesses 
creates a special condition, which can be referred to as `resource poverty' that 
distinguishes them from large corporations and requires some very different 
management approaches. 
Welsh and White (1981) argue that `resource poverty' results because of various 
conditions unique to smaller companies. For example, small businesses tend to be 
clustered in highly fragmented industries such as, retailing, job shop manufacturing 
and wholesaling that have many competitors, which are prone to price-cutting as a 
way to build revenues. No matter that excessive price cutting quickly destroys 
profits. Furthermore, small firms normally struggle to access affordable and 
appropriate finance, which enables them to operate efficiently and finance 
potentially viable investments. Although banks are key providers of finance for most 
small firms through the provision of loans, unsecured bank finance is very limited. 
Cashflow-based lending is relatively rare and growing businesses rarely have unused 
security available. Despite the changing debt market, one of the main reasons small 
businesses fail to get the debt finance they need is their inability to provide adequate 
collateral. Even small businesses with high growth potential have difficulty raising 
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relatively modest amounts of risk capital needed to fund their ambitions for growth. 
External forces also tend to have more impact on small businesses than on large 
firms. Changes in government regulations, tax laws and labour and interest rates 
usually affect a greater percentage of expenses for small businesses than they do for 
large corporations. 
Westhead and Storey (1996) state that the constraints and uncertainties small 
organisations face differ markedly from those facing larger firms. Many of the 
uncertainties felt by small companies can be attributable to a lack of power and 
influence in the marketplace, where it is not unusual for an SME to be reliant on a 
single, large customer for most, if not all, of its business. Such a relationship 
potentially places the small organisation at the mercy of its customer, subjecting the 
small firm to a state of continual uncertainty and vulnerability. In order to 
compensate for diminished control over its own destiny, and in an attempt to satisfy 
a seemingly unpredictable and ruthless market, the SME is more often than not 
obliged to operate within a short-term strategy adopting a reactive approach to the 
future. 
A number of characteristics have been identified in the literature regarding small and 
medium-sized firms that differentiate them from their larger counterparts. Yet, it is 
not easy to provide an overall picture, given that SMEs differ substantially between 
countries and industries. For example, a distinction is made between 
`entrepreneurial' and `traditional' SMEs (McMahon, 2001: 210-211). As McMahon 
(2001) explains, `traditional' SMEs involve small establishments that generally have 
few, if any, growth aspirations. Such firms choose to compete primarily on the basis 
of low price, standardised goods and services and a predominantly low-skill, low- 
wage and casualised workforce. They principally adopt cost-cutting strategies and 
exist to provide their owner/managers with a source of employment and income. In 
contrast, `entrepreneurial' SMEs generally have ambitious growth aspirations. They 
adopt a system based on high quality, quick response and high value-added product 
strategies. They produce diverse product lines targeted at specific groups of 
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consumers and they are most often associated with entrepreneurial aptitude, 
international outlook and technical and commercial innovation. 
Quantifying the weight of innovative SMEs in the total would be a complex 
operation, but if this heterogeneity is not taken into account, there is a danger that a 
distorted picture will be given (European Industrial Relations Observatory, 1999, 
online). Notwithstanding these differences between SMEs, and although the data are 
patchy, a number of distinctive aspects of employment and working conditions in 
SMEs can be identified, which are discussed next. 
A small firm is typically one that has a relatively small share of its market, is 
administered by its owners in a personalised way, rather than through the medium of 
a formalised management structure, and is independent in the sense that it does not 
form part of a larger enterprise, and owner-managers are free from outside control in 
taking their principal decisions (Stanworth and Curran, 1976). However, this 
conceptualisation has been criticised. For example, many small and medium-sized 
firms frequently create niche markets, thus achieving quite a large market share 
(Hendry et al., 1995). The matter of administration is also contestable since once 
small firms exceed between 10 and 20 workers, they may begin to employ 
individuals to act as managers or supervisors (Storey, 1994). 
Small and medium-sized firms usually offer poorer economic rewards, employment 
terms and physical working conditions and a lower level of job security compared to 
large enterprises (Curran and Stanworth, 1981; Scott et al., 1989). They have higher 
levels of labour instability and labour turnover, inadequate safety conditions, low 
profits, restricted finance and they lack market share (Atkinson and Storey, 1994; 
Bacon et al., 1996; Hendry et. al., 1995; Hughes, 1997; Monat, 2002; Ram, 1994; 
Storey, 1994). However, they appear to offer more interesting work and satisfying 
social relations with colleagues and superiors, direct communication, a more direct 
relationship between individual effort and the objectives and performance of the 
organisation as a whole, more varied work roles with a chance to participate in 
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several kinds of work and infrequent industrial disputes (Atkinson and Storey, 1994; 
Hendry et al., 1995; Ingham, 1970; Monat, 2002; Rainnie, 1989; Ram, 1994). 
The informal routinisation of personal control in small organisations and the unitary 
view of authority held by managers, as well as the absence of trade unionism are 
also some of the attributes identified in the small business sector. There are few 
strikes since the collective element needed for strike action is absent and conflict is 
expressed through more individual means such as absenteeism and labour turnover 
(Curran and Stanworth, 1979; Scott et al., 1989). Scott et al. (1989), for example, 
conducted an empirical study in the U. K based on 397 personal interviews with the 
owner managers of small firms (the majority of which employed 50 or less 
employees) where they found that the number of firms experiencing unionisation is 
very small. This reveals that trade unions may have very little influence in this 
sector. 
Small organisations prefer to operate in an informal and flexible manner (Gibb, 
1997; Lane, 1994; Matlay, 1999). This, in turn, may ensure better communication 
since the owner or manager is closer to the workforce and, therefore, better placed to 
deliver information and decisions personally and consistently to all employees, 
receive immediate feedback and assess the likelihood of success (Stanworth and 
Curran, 1976; Storey, 1994). In large corporations, in contrast, there is an urgent 
need to ensure that decisions made at the top of the organisation are delivered 
effectively through the ranks (Hendry, 1990; Hendry et al., 1995; Westhead and 
Storey, 1996). 
The overall picture, which emerges from research in the small firm sector suggests 
that according to certain criteria such as wages, job security and hours worked, the 
quality of jobs is poorer in small firms than it is in large firms and that workers in 
large enterprises do enjoy a superior employment package. On the other hand, taking 
into account other dimensions of job quality such as, social relations and job 
satisfaction, there appears to be a considerable degree of workplace harmony with 
better communication and low levels of conflict in small and medium-sized 
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enterprises. As Wilkinson (1999: 207) points out, the existing literature tends to 
polarise into a `small is beautiful' or `bleak house' perspective, where on the one 
hand, a small firm with the `family' atmosphere provides a better environment for 
the employee than it is possible in most large firms while on the other hand, small 
firms are dictatorially run with employees suffering poor working conditions and 
having little involvement in the running of the business. 
However, these polarised views have been questioned. For example, workplace 
relations in SMEs may be complex and contradictory rather than simply either 
harmonious or autocratic (Ram et al., 2001). It should therefore, become clear that 
while greater realism has been introduced by small firm studies about their special 
attributes, the rich diversity of firms that come under that label complicates the issue 
of making generalisations about the main characteristics of such organisations given 
that they differ quite substantially, not just between countries, but also according to 
factors like sector, size, growth stage, ownership status (i. e. family owned and/or 
managed), competitive strategies and so on (Cassell et al., 2002; Storey, 1994). 
2.4 Human Resource Management in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
Although published research indicates that effective management of human 
resources is one of the most important problems faced by SMEs (Gilbert and Jones, 
2000; Heneman et al., 2000; Pettigrew et al., 1990), there is an acute shortage of 
research identifying the human resource practices in use in such establishments 
(Arthur and Hendry, 1990; Cassell et al., 2002; Way, 2002; Welbourne and 
Andrews, 1996; Wilkinson, 1999). This is mainly due to a number of difficulties, 
including definitional problems, the number and diversity of firms in this sector, 
standard error margins in the classification and conceptualisation of research 
samples and data collection difficulties (Matlay, 1997). 
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The bulk of the existing literature dealing with personnel issues specific to small 
businesses appears to be more conceptual in nature than empirical (Brand and Bax, 
2002; Chandler and McEvoy, 2000; Deshpande and Golhar, 1994; Hornsby and 
Kuratko, 1990). However, the limited data suggest that HRM practices may be a 
leading cause of small business failures since inadequate and inefficient HRM in 
small firms has resulted in low productivity, and high dissatisfaction and turnover 
among staff (Mathis and Jackson, 1991; McEvoy, 1984). For example, McEvoy's 
(1984) study of 84 small businesses, employing between 25 and 250 employees, 
found that the owners who were not concerned about planning for HRM faced 
considerable difficulties in finding competent workers and then motivating them to 
perform. 
Empirical studies have shown that the availability of quality workers is crucial for 
the survival and growth of SMEs as each employee comprises a large percentage of 
the workforce in the business and thus, small firms have to carefully implement 
human resource practices (Gilbert and Jones, 2000; Hayton, 2003; Heneman et al., 
2000; Hornsby and Kuratko, 1990; Kerr and McDougall, 1999; Way, 2002). For 
example, Heneman et al. (2000), using empirical data from focus groups with 173 
SMEs owners and survey data from 156 young SMEs entrepreneurs, found that 
SMEs owners view HRM decisions as very important to the growth of their 
enterprises. Their results revealed the importance to entrepreneurs of developing 
high-potential employees who can perform multiple roles under various stages of 
organisational growth and the matching of people to organisational culture. More 
recent evidence indicates that those SMEs that adopt more sophisticated HRM 
practices do report superior performance (Hayton, 2003; Way, 2002). Way (2002) 
studied 446 small U. S firms employing between 20 and 100 employees and found 
that HRM practices are associated with lower workforce turnover and higher 
productivity. The author showed that HRM practices enhance the ability of SMEs to 
select, develop, retain and motivate employees who produce superior output, which 
may be the key to the success of small firms. 
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Human resource management seems to be one of the functional roles handled by 
small business owners since personnel-related issues are usually limited when the 
firm employs only a few people (Heneman and Berkley, 1999; Little, 1986; 
McEvoy, 1984). Research suggests that human resource practices in SMEs tend to 
be fairly informal, short-term and opportunistic (Cassell et al., 2002; McElwee and 
Warren, 2000; Reid and Adams, 2001). Small firms have usually found it difficult to 
employ effective personnel management practices, and to contemplate the more 
sophisticated HRM practices associated with large businesses such as, formal 
recruitment methods, formal appraisal systems, structured training activities and 
employee development initiatives (Storey, 1995; Wilkinson, 1999). Recruitment is 
usually through networks of family and employee friends, off-the-job training is 
very limited and remuneration is subject to management prerogative (Arthur and 
Hendry, 1990; Bartram, 2005; Duberley and Walley, 1995; Gilbert and Jones 2000; 
Kotey and Slade, 2005). 
Cassell et al. 's (2002) empirical study of 100 SMEs owners in the U. K provides 
evidence that owners of SMEs, rather than taking a coherent, strategy-based 
approach to the implementation of HRM, are taking a more `pick and mix' 
contingency approach. The approach that SMEs take to HRM is fairly piecemeal and 
reactive, rather than proactive, holistic or systemic. Companies introduce new 
practices without a thorough consideration of how that practice will impact on the 
overall system. The authors note that this lack of consideration can result in a lack of 
effectiveness of a new practice. They conclude by saying that SMEs implement 
change programmes but in a less formal manner than big companies. This ties with 
McElwee and Warren's (2000) assertion that the challenge for growing small firms 
is to establish HRM policies and practices that are fairly flexible and do not extend 
bureaucracy in an arena of scarce managerial resources. 
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Although research evidence suggests that human resource practices tend to be fairly 
ad hoc in smaller firms, several studies have revealed that the personnel practices of 
smaller firms may be more sophisticated than the literature leads one to believe 
(Bacon et al., 1996; Deshpande and Golhar, 1994; Hornsby and Kuratko, 1990; 
Storey, 1995). For example, Storey (1995) in reviewing the results of a survey based 
on 229 SMEs in Leicestershire points out that SMEs are prepared to experiment with 
new practices associated with HRM. Bacon et al. (1996), in outlining these findings 
in more detail, argue that within small companies, specific triggers such as, direct 
communication among workers, increased flexibility and flatter hierarchical 
structures can lead to a shift towards HRM and that small companies are 
implementing change programmes, albeit in a less formal manner than large 
companies. The authors argue that rather than taking the absence of large formal 
programmes to be a weakness of HRM in small organisations, it may be the source 
of competitive advantage of the smaller organisation since they carry greater 
meaning than the bureaucratic formal change programmes of larger organisations. 
As the literature shows, there seems to be ambiguity concerning the nature of typical 
personnel practices found in the small business context and their impact on business 
success. Human resource management practices do exist in the small firm sector but 
company size seems to be positively related with the level of overall HRM 
sophistication. However, owing to the large number and diverse nature of SMEs, as 
well as the different definitions used by researchers to define the small enterprise, 
the findings cannot be viewed as generalisable to the whole population of small and 
medium-sized organisations. Most research studies are producing contradictory 
evidence and assumptions about the role of HRM practices in small firm success and 
thus, more empirical work is needed to determine the current direction of HRM for 
small and medium-sized enterprises. Furthermore, all research studies have been 
carried out in advanced countries. As such, in this study an attempt is made to bridge 
the knowledge gap that exists in relation to the nature of HRM in small industrial 
firms in advancing economies by exploring what HR practices are predominantly 
used by Greek SMEs and their level of sophistication. 
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2.5 Training and Development in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
Training and development represents any activity that develops skills, knowledge 
and behaviour and teaches employees how to better perform their present jobs, as 
well as prepare them for future responsibilities. Training activities may range from 
formal training courses run internally or externally, to informal on-the-job training 
by a supervisor (Stone, 2002). A key distinction is often made in the HRD literature 
to the different meanings of formalisation of training activity. The term `formal 
employee training' refers to initiatives that can be identified by both recipients and 
deliverers as an intervention that has a structured mode of delivery and specific 
learning objectives, where the aim is to impact new awareness or knowledge of a 
workplace process or activity. After the training experience, the recipient should be 
able to demonstrate new skills and competencies. This is in contrast to `informal 
employee training', which is a far more diffuse process and occurs throughout the 
organisation as individuals observe, imitate and learn from others on a fragmented 
and flexible basis (De Kok and Uhlaner, 2001; Garrick, 1998; Gibb, 2002; Patton 
and Marlow, 2002). 
It has been noted in the literature that human resource development theory often 
suggests solutions relating to workforce training which are practical only for large 
establishments having personnel specialists with the time and experience to 
implement suggested delivery. However, a number of aspects of training and 
development have the potential to be of particular interest to small and medium- 
sized enterprises, both because of their restricted resources and the need to be 
responsive to fast changing demands of the marketplace (Hendry et al., 1995). The 
changing requirements at the workplace due to new technologies, as well as the 
subsequent changing structures of working organisation, the internationalisation of 
the market and difficulties in recruiting and retaining staff make the study of 
workforce training in the small business context a necessity if SMEs are to maximise 
their competitive edge using effective training and development practices (Storey, 
2004). 
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Several empirical studies have shown that the relationship between training and 
small firm performance remains debatable (Birley and Westhead, 1990; Cosh et al., 
1998; Storey, 2004; Wynarczyk et al., 1993). Patton et al. (2000), following a 
review of empirical evidence investigating the relationship between training and 
small firm performance, argue that the evidence indicating a strong relationship 
between them is inconsistent. However, whilst the task of identifying a causal 
relationship between training and performance is problematic, several authors have 
pointed out a number of benefits derived from training activity in SMEs (Aragon- 
Sanchez et al., 2003; Devins et al., 2004; Hendry et al., 1995; Jayawarna et al., 
2007; Kerr and McDougall, 1999; Rowden, 2002; Storey, 1994; Way, 2002; 
Wilkinson, 2000; Wong et al., 1997). More specifically, they provide evidence that 
training increases the productive potential of workers, it helps small enterprises to 
meet skill shortage needs, it promotes a good atmosphere at work, it increases 
employee confidence, as well as workforce flexibility, it reduces staff turnover and it 
may also lead to product or service innovation. 
Despite the aforementioned benefits of training to firm performance, research 
evidence suggests that small organisations are less likely than larger employers to 
provide formal training to employees. Given the resource constraints, the high levels 
of environmental uncertainty and the short time horizons within which most SMEs 
operate, it is unlikely to expend money and time on formal HRD activities (Brown et 
al., 1990; Cambridge Small Business Research Center, 1992; Hendry et al., 1991; 
Observatory of European SMEs, 2003a). Although small organisations may not be 
involved in formal training methods, a number of empirical studies have shown that 
they take a number of initiatives to improve their competence-base focusing mainly 
on non-formal training methods linked to `learning from others' and 'on-the-job' 
practices (Birdthistle, 2006; Devins and Johnson, 2003; Doyle and Hughes, 2004; 
Hill and Stewart, 2000; Matlay, 1999). As Hill (2002) and Holden et al. (2006) 
explain, non-formal training practices have lower costs and can be easily integrated 
into the enterprise's everyday activities. 
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More specifically, Hill and Stewart (2000) conducted multiple case-study-based 
empirical work within three small organisations in the North-west of England which 
revealed a high degree of unplanned, reactive and informal training activity in small 
firms. The authors suggest that where training and development does occur in SMEs, 
not only does it tend to be spontaneous and informal but it is also short-term and 
almost exclusively aimed at solving immediate workplace problems rather than the 
development of people. Similarly, Hankinson (1991), Vickerstaff (1992), Vickerstaff 
and Parker (1995), Harrison (1997) and Birdthistle (2006) note that research has 
shown a high degree of informal training activity in micro and small organisations, 
where there is typically unlikely to be a dedicated personnel manager or training 
officer. Formal training plans and budgets are absent, whilst firm owners or 
managers appear to have a monopoly on training decisions, including choice, quality 
and duration of staff training. Several other scholars such as, Hendry et al. (1991), 
Jones and Goss (1991), Atkinson and Meager (1994), Lane (1994), Joyce et al. 
(1995), Westhead and Storey (1996,1997), Gibb (1997), Hughes (1997), Matlay 
(1997,1999) and Cosh et al. (1998) have carried out empirical work around HRD in 
SMEs and have shown that in many small organisations formal training does not 
take place at all. 
Atkinson and Meager (1994), drawing from a postal questionnaire survey of 3,289 
small organisations (up to 200 people) in the U. K, as well as qualitative interviews 
with 120 small firm managers, suggest that training in small businesses is much 
more concerned with the spreading and distribution of existing skills throughout the 
workforce, than it is with skill formation and that this is achieved mainly, and 
sometimes exclusively, through informal means. Drawing on research based on 
interviews with 94 small firms (with 50 or fewer employees) in North-East England, 
Penn et al. (1998) reaffirm the informal approach to workforce training adopted by 
most SMEs and point to the dominance of learning from others as opposed to off- 
the-job training. 
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Kerr and McDougall (1999) and Lange et al. (2000) provide evidence regarding the 
informal nature of employee training in SMEs based on a number of qualitative and 
quantitative studies undertaken to investigate the attitude of Scottish SMEs towards 
learning and skills. They find that while some SMEs engage in training and 
development, only a very small minority adopts a human resource development 
approach, which locates training and development strategically in the plans of the 
company. They conclude that on-the-job training works for most small firms and 
employees learn in the context in which their skills are used and maintained. Formal 
training is very limited in SMEs since it seems to lack flexibility and cannot be 
tailored to the needs of small organisations. Their findings tie with Patton and 
Marlow's (2002) later study on 20 small manufacturing firms (10-49 employees) 
that found that training in such organisations is relatively unfocused and lacks any 
strategic intent. 
Later studies by Johnson (2002), Kitching and Blackburn (2002), Doyle and Hughes 
(2004) and Jones (2004) confirm that SMEs are less likely than larger employers to 
provide or finance formal training for their staff. In particular, Kitching and 
Blackburn's (2002) detailed study shows that much training in small enterprises 
takes an informal character, with the emphasis on subtle forms of influence and 
guidance from employers and others at the workplace rather than structured forms of 
instruction. Training is often incorporated within routine working practices and is 
not an additional activity. Also, they stress that most training is undertaken in-house 
because it can be tailored to suit the specific requirements of worker and employer 
and can be delivered at times and in formats that are convenient to both parties. It is 
also relatively cheap in avoiding the financial costs of course fees and travel and 
accommodation costs associated with training away from the business. 
A common view in the literature reviewed so far suggests that training provision is 
positively correlated with firm size. Employees in small firms are less likely to have 
access to structured training provision than their large firm counterparts. This 
reflects a view that training is defined as merely formal and mainly provided by 
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external sources (off-the-job training). However, there is a growing evidence to 
show that this reflects a narrow definition of training (Curran et al, 1997; Goss and 
Jones, 1992; Johnson, 2002; Kitching and Blackburn, 2002; Penn et al., 1998). 
Widening the definition of training to include less formal ways of learning may 
reduce the gap between small and larger businesses. As Johnson (2002) explains, the 
extent to which there is a problem of limited training activity depends on the 
definitions and measures that are used. The more formal and quantitative the 
measure, the more negative is the picture painted of training in SMEs. Conversely, 
where the definition is broadened to include more informal learning activities, 
learning that takes place on-the-job and that does not necessarily lead to formal 
qualifications such as, learning by doing, teamwork, visits to trade fairs, dialogue 
with customers and suppliers, personal development meetings and staff meetings 
(Eraut, 2004; Garrick, 1998), the gap between SMEs and larger employers is 
reduced. 
Marsick and Watkins (1990) differentiate between informal learning, and incidental 
learning. They suggest both forms of learning take place in non-routine on-the-job 
situations, but though interconnected are not exactly the same, since incidental 
learning is a subdivision of informal learning. Incidental learning occurs as by- 
product of some other every day activity within the workplace, and because of this 
can never be intentional or planned. On-the-job incidental learning is therefore 
manifest in employees learning from experience, learning from mistakes, and 
successes; learning by doing, including through trial and error experimentation; and 
in covert interpersonal experiments. Informal learning by contrast though also 
arising from every day activities, such as those occurring in the workplace can be 
both intentional and planned. 
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Thinking in broad terms about training and development leads to the conclusion that 
the common argument that smaller enterprises lack training underestimates the 
extent of informal training undertaken by SMEs. Overall, the available empirical 
studies show that the nature of training and development activity in SMEs mirrors 
the characteristics of SMEs themselves. That is, both SMEs and their training 
activities are essentially informal, reactive and short-term in outlook. Small 
employers tend to rely heavily on informal types of learning such as, learning by 
doing and learning through staff co-operation and interaction rather than on 
structured training practices. In this context, the notion of informal learning seems to 
be central to understanding the training strategies of SMEs. 
The examination of the existing research studies around the nature and extent of 
training in the small business context reveals a number of shortcomings, such as an 
overly-narrow definition of `training', a clear partiality towards quantitative methods 
of data collection and analysis, as well as a lack of research around small business 
owner/manager attitudes towards workforce skills development. In this context, the 
present study sets out to fill this knowledge gap, which still exists on the topic of 
training in the small business sector. The next two sections look at the determinants 
of training within the small business context in an effort to identify what triggers 
skills development in such establishments, as well as to understand the factors that 
inhibit HRD in SMEs. 
2.5.1 Driving Forces for Training in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
There are a host of factors that affect the propensity of firms to train. It is therefore 
important to have an overview of the range of determinants of small enterprise 
training. This section is devoted to collecting the main factors impacting on 
companies' training behaviour that have been identified in the HRD literature. 
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The business strategy adopted by organisations appears to have a significant impact 
on the intensity of training activity. Firms that seek to upgrade product market 
strategies and enhance product and service quality generally maximise the 
opportunities for the entire workforce to both acquire and utilise higher levels of 
learning and skill. Major technological or product-market changes make an impact 
on training activity because they tend to signal a skill gap. New processes may 
involve quite fundamental changes to the way in which work is carried out and may, 
therefore, involve more extensive training in the enterprise (Jones, 2005; Pettigrew 
et al., 1988; Wong et al., 1997). As Keep (2000) and Ashton and Sung (2006) 
explain, skill formation and workplace learning are, in strategic management terms, 
normally third order issues in most organisations. First-order questions relate to 
competitive strategy. They impact upon second-order choices, which concern 
amongst other things, the nature of work organisation, job design and performance 
management systems. 
Both the external labour market and the internal labour market also appear to 
influence the extent of training provision within organisations. This involves the 
experience and skills readily available outside and inside the firm. For example, 
labour market pressures in terms of skills shortages may lead organisations to 
provide either on-site or off-the-job training, whilst a reduction in employee 
numbers to improve productivity may lead to an expansion in the tasks and skills 
demanded of the remaining staff. More responsibilities usually require a multi- 
skilled workforce and these have an impact on training provision (Hendry, 1991; 
Reid and Harris, 2002). 
Small firm owner/management commitment and a company philosophy supportive 
of training are critical driving forces of training activity (Day, 1998; Illeris, 2004; 
Leslie et al., 1997). The belief of the SME owner/management in the value of 
training influences to a large extent the training efforts of a firm since small firm 
owners determine the philosophy and strategic direction for the company as a whole, 
including training and development (Kerr and McDougall, 1999). Similarly, 
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Appelbaum and Walter (1997), Billett (1999), Macneil (2001) and Russ-Eft (2002), 
have highlighted a strong relationship between owner/managerial commitment and 
workforce skills development. They all note that owners, supervisors and managers 
can provide assistance to those for whom they have responsibility as they learn on- 
the-job, are able to provide a model of behaviours that workforce training aims to 
develop and can offer positive feedback on the use of skills developed through 
training. The authors note that owners' characteristics have a strong influence upon 
the decision to commission training initiatives. A range of variables including the 
owner's educational background, experience, growth orientation and motivation are 
critical when making decisions to train, as well as the way in which training is used 
throughout the organisation. 
Furthermore, external sources of fmance, health and safety legislation, customer 
quality requirements, as well as external training infrastructure all seem to be 
consistent drivers of increased training activity. Organisations interact with various 
external agents at different levels, which can determine the nature and intensity of 
company training. For example, the availability of grants for innovative training 
programmes may persuade some firms to make substantial investments in training 
infrastructure. Also, the development of national competency standards may have an 
effect in some companies, guiding the development of training programmes 
designed to meet these standards. Finally, a focus on improving customer service 
may lead to formal and informal training activity, usually delivered on-the-job 
(Hendry, 1991; Smith and Hayton, 1999). 
Competitive pressures can also act as triggers to workforce training. Hendry et al. 
(1991,1995) studied 20 U. K SMEs (25-500 employees) through the means of in- 
depth interviews and found that increased competition and changing market 
conditions may force small firms to keep their definitions of tasks and skills flexible. 
As a result, tasks are often put together in unusual combinations and jobs and skills 
are loosely defined and subject to change. In these circumstances, real day-to-day 
issues form the basis of learning. The authors argue that in most SMEs the desire for 
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new learning is generally associated with short-term economic and bottom-line 
pressures and workforce training is driven by problems that have the potential to 
adversely affect a firm's stability. 
The empirical evidence also shows that trade unions can determine the breadth and 
depth of workplace training and learning. Streeck (1992) suggests that if trade 
unions are able to close off routes to competitiveness based on low skills and low 
wages, this is likely to encourage employers to adopt alternative high skills, high 
wage strategies, and by implication, to invest in training that will improve the skill 
levels of employees. Heyes (1993) carried out a series of semi-structured interviews 
with management and trade union representatives in three private sector engineering 
organisations and found that unions have an influence on training decisions and 
outcomes, as well as on the skills strategy adopted by an organisation. 
As Stuart (1996,2007), Lloyd and Payne (2002) and Wallis et al. (2005) explain, 
power relations within the firm play a key role in the development of forms of work 
organisation and skill levels. Shifting towards a genuine high skill organisation 
involves workers being able to wrest from management a greater degree of control 
over the labour process. For most groups of employees, the ability to do so would be 
greatly enhanced by a shift in the balance of power towards labour more generally in 
society, and a government that is willing and able to provide a conducive regulatory 
framework at the workplace. In many workplaces, it would be trade unions, as the 
collective representatives of employees, who would need to play a major part in 
pressurising for these types of changes. 
Matlay's (1997,1999,2002) empirical work on 2,000 U. K SMEs fords that the 
market position of firm and the available training infrastructure also have an impact 
on small firms' training decisions. Yet, the market positioning of small firms appears 
to be the most important aspect to affect their training activities. The market focus of 
an organisation and its perceived positioning in relation to competition largely 
determines the choice, quantity and quality of training. In this context, firms that 
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focus on low quality products and services rely mostly on reactive strategies and 
appear to have little need to train their workforce on a regular basis. Conversely, a 
focus on better quality products and services appears to involve a proactive human 
resource development approach, determined and influenced by Research and 
Development (R&D), innovation and niche market considerations. 
Additionally, work organisation and job design can be major influences on the 
opportunities that employees have for training and learning. Forms of work 
organisation that are premised upon co-operation and collaboration between 
employees have significantly more potential to promote on-the-job learning than 
forms of work organisation that are based upon employees working in isolation 
(Eraut, 2004; Garrick, 1999; Marsick and Volpe, 1999; Osterman, 1995; Tamkin et 
al., 2004). The importance attached to `social capital' is based on the widely held 
idea that the more people communicate and cooperate the more they are able to 
achieve (Baker, 2000). Similarly, jobs that are limited in scope and interest (i. e. 
routine and undemanding jobs that have narrowly defined tasks) provide 
opportunities for employees to acquire only limited knowledge and skills. In 
contrast, jobs that involve a wide range of tasks are more likely to stimulate 
workplace training (Illeris, 2004). 
Clarke (2005) similarly suggests that more democratic workplaces characterised by 
open flows of communication, staff involvement in decision-making and clear 
organisational vision are likely to promote training. Jones and Hendry (1994), 
Ellstrom (2001) and Grugulis (2003) also argue that challenging work can provide 
the opportunity for workers to develop and hone skills. Put simply, the way that jobs 
are structured and controlled, the responsibilities that are given or withheld and the 
opportunities for learning and development within work will affect the skills that 
people can develop. 
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Performance reviews and appraisal schemes are also considered to be particularly 
important for stimulating workforce training since these enable employees to clarify 
their performance objectives, and, perhaps more importantly, identify the skills they 
need to develop in order to facilitate this. The provision of rewards for knowledge 
sharing, teamwork and on-the-job learning also has the potential to promote such 
activity (Ashton, 2004; Eraut, 2000; Rainbird, 2000; Santos and Stuart, 2003). 
As the review suggests, there are various organisational and contextual variables that 
drive training within small firms. Among these are the competitive strategy adopted 
by firms, owner commitment towards staff development, skill shortages in the 
external labour market, trade union pressures for learning provision and so on. 
However, it should be stressed that the relationship between the above variables and 
training is not a mechanistic one. For example, firms may adopt a quality-based 
competitive orientation but with most employees doing repetitive work that requires 
minimal training. Therefore, while the existing studies have certainly enhanced and 
deepened our understanding of the drivers of training, it should be recognised this 
limitation, which concerns the mechanical nature of the causality between the 
dependent and independent variables. The next section looks at the barriers to 
employee training that have been identified in the HRD literature. 
2.5.2 Barriers to Training in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
Small and medium-sized organisations suffer from a number of specific obstacles 
that make it difficult for them to engage in training activities. In their discussion on 
barriers to training take-up by SMEs, Westhead and Storey (1997: 63) highlight two 
main reasons: `market forces' and `ignorance'. The `market forces' explanation 
refers to the different factors that influence the supply and demand of training. This 
perspective rests on the view that small businesses offer a less than optimal level of 
training due to their expectations that the returns to training would not exceed the 
costs of its provision. Market forces highlight the problems of organisational 
constraints such as, lack of time and limited financial resources available for HRD 
provision. On the supply side, delivery of tailored training programmes is 
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problematic especially when trainees come from different small firms. The fixed 
cost of providing a training programme is higher than that of a standard package to 
managers in large firms. Also, dependence on one or two customers, a common 
scenario among SMEs, is associated with relatively fixed management and 
employee skills. 
The `ignorance' argument refers both to the lack of awareness by small business 
owners of the importance of training for skills development and of the training 
opportunities available. The absence of empirical evidence on the direct link 
between workforce training and small enterprise success contributes to this 
ignorance on the part of small firm owners about the benefits of training. As Smith 
and Whittaker (1998) argue, encouraging SMEs to provide training and development 
opportunities is likely to be problematic owing to the absence of empirical data to 
support a causal relationship between training and business success. Yet, this lack of 
awareness of the values of training has wider implications for small business 
development due to the adverse effects of skill shortages on competitiveness. 
Small firm owners' negative attitudes towards employee training and its importance 
for business survival, as well as their attitudes towards short-term profitability are 
also among the barriers identified in the HRD literature (Hendry et al., 1995; Kerr 
and McDougall, 1999; Matlay, 1999,2002). According to the authors, most SME 
entrepreneurs are pre-occupied by their active involvement in the daily activities of 
the enterprise. They are driven by short-term business pressures and are looking for 
quick and easy solutions that, very often, cannot be provided by some forms of 
competence development. This problem is often aggravated by the owner/managers' 
awareness of the failure risk of long-term investments in staff development. 
SME entrepreneurs are very often reluctant to invest in people bearing in mind the 
possibility of skilled labour being `poached' in imperfect labour markets, which in 
contrast may foster SMEs to `buy in' skilled employees rather than invest in 
developing their in-house competence base. As Hendry et al. (1995) explain, 
`poaching' (i. e. a risk that employees may move on taking the value of any training 
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investment too) appears to be a key barrier to training in the small business context 
due to the absence of internal labour markets and the poor economic rewards offered 
by such establishments. 
The business strategy adopted by an organisation can also act as a barrier to 
workforce training. As Kitching and Blackburn (2002) explain, if a small company 
is competing on the basis of low cost strategies with little emphasis on product 
innovation, then employers are likely to demand few labour skills. Therefore, they 
will have few incentives to offer their employees training and development 
opportunities. 
Employees themselves may be a barrier to the upgrading of their competence levels, 
especially if they are unconvinced of the benefits of training and learning, they are 
afraid of further responsibilities derived from them or they have limited time (e. g. 
persons with family responsibilities). Due to the low career development chances 
and the absence of a demonstrable link between small firm employees undertaking 
training and their earning capability, employees in small enterprises may show little 
enthusiasm for additional training (Johnston and Loader, 2003; Kerr and McDougall, 
1999). 
Finally, a significant obstacle that limits the ability of small firms to engage in 
formal training activities is that SME entrepreneurs are often not able to diagnose 
their own competence needs effectively. The entrepreneur's limited information and 
contact with sources of competence results in a limited overview of the opportunities 
available and links to their workforce's competence needs. Also, small firm owners 
are often critical about the quality of the existing supply of formal training and 
external advice arguing that it is not relevant to their specific business needs 
(Observatory of European SMEs, 2003a). 
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The review of the potential barriers to training and learning among small firms 
shows that there are numerous factors preventing HRD provision in such 
organisations ranging from conventional financial constraints, limited owner 
commitment and fear of poaching to more eclectic arguments such as, the role of 
individual uncertainties and potential misunderstandings of the role of training. The 
available studies indicate that better access to information on the applicability and 
usefulness of HRD to small firms can be crucial to overcoming the barriers to skills 
development that exists among such firms. The analysis suggests that a key 
challenge for policy makers in this area is to facilitate changes in owner attitude, 
improve access to training interventions and alter the current financial incentives for 
skills development. 
The available evidence around the determinants of workforce skills development 
suggests that numerous factors can affect small firm training. Yet, an important 
factor to any discussion about training and development in the SME sector appears 
to be the small firm owners' views in relation to HRD since firm owners determine 
the learning culture for the company. Despite the importance of owners' attitudes 
towards HRD, there seems to be limited research around this issue. Existing 
evidence shows that some owners may be keen to ensure employee skill 
development and believe that developing their staff makes a real difference to their 
business; for others, workforce training is often little more than `a motherhood' 
statement. Some view it as an operational expense rather than an investment while 
others are either not aware or yet to be convinced of the benefits of training. In this 
context, the present study attempts to fill this lacuna in the international HRD 
literature by looking at small firm owners' views around employee training within 
an advancing economy. 
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2.6 Conclusion 
The current chapter has reviewed the literature around skills development and 
competitiveness focusing on the small business sector in order to identify knowledge 
gaps, which the present study attempts to fill. The review starts by discussing the 
theory of skill formation systems. It looks at the relationship between skills 
development and economic growth and examines the fundamental impediments to 
the realisation of a high-skills economy, which lock a significant proportion of the 
workforce into low skill work. A number of key societal conditions necessary for the 
attainment of an ideal-type high-skills society are also discussed. Among the key 
conditions feature a value-adding rather than cost-cutting approach to productivity 
and competitiveness, the continuous development and investment in human capital 
and high levels of trust between employers and workers, which are embedded in the 
institutional fabric of society. The key argument that emerges from the discussion is 
that the relationship between skill supply and demand is not a mechanistic one. This 
means that an increase in the skill levels of the working population does not 
automatically affect employer demand for a skilled workforce. 
The review moves on to discuss the relationship between small firm growth and 
economic, as well as social success. The discussion indicates that SMEs play a key 
role in the global arena, as they form a major source of employment and innovation. 
Evidence reveals that large enterprises are no longer the major providers of new jobs 
for many nations. Instead, most new jobs emanate from small enterprises. In the 
Greek case, more specifically, it is stressed that 99.7 per cent of all organisations are 
SMEs representing around 75 per cent of the workforce of the private sector and 60 
per cent of the total employment. 
Given the fact that small establishments are significant contributors to a dynamic 
economy, the role afforded to small firms in the debates around skills development 
and competitiveness is examined in the remaining sections of this review. Various 
existing definitions of SMEs are discussed, whilst the main attributes and values of 
small enterprises are outlined, including the uncertainties and constraints that such 
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organisations face. A key distinction between `traditional' and `innovative' SMEs is 
made to emphasise the heterogeneous picture of this sector. The more innovative 
SMEs are characterised by a high degree of process and product innovation and by 
the use of forms of work organisation, which require high functional flexibility and a 
skilled workforce. In contrast, traditional SMEs are characterised by poor working 
conditions, standardised production and a low-skilled workforce. 
The nature of HRM in SMEs has also been discussed in this chapter. The empirical 
evidence shows that the availability of quality workers is crucial for the survival and 
growth of SMEs and thus, small firms have to carefully implement human resource 
practices. The discussion seems to suggest that HRM in such firms is fairly 
piecemeal and reactive, rather than proactive, holistic or systemic. Human resource 
practices in SMEs appear to be predominately informal, short-term and 
opportunistic; nevertheless, they may be effective in the small business context. 
Furthermore, in the present chapter, the nature and extent of training activity in the 
small business context has been examined. The available empirical studies indicate 
that the characteristics of training and development in small organisations concur 
with much that is characteristic of SMEs themselves, that is, essentially informal and 
action-oriented aimed at solving immediate workplace problems rather than the 
development of people. Employee training is focused on the specific work practices 
of the business rather than on generic skills, learning is undertaken on work 
premises, there is very limited use made of external training providers and there is 
limited forward planning. However, it is suggested that such an informal approach 
may be in some cases rational from the point of view of the individual owner. Given 
the high failure rates of new SMEs and the short time horizons within which most 
SMEs operate, it is unlikely to be an optimal approach to expend resources on long- 
term planning of human resources. Moreover, each small organisation is unique in 
its composition and culture and therefore, not readily seduced by formality and 
standardisation. 
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The determinants of enterprise training, as well as the barriers to training and 
learning in the small business sector were discussed at the end of this chapter. 
Several factors seem to impact on the propensity of firms to train such as, product or 
market development, owner commitment towards staff training, technical changes, 
competitive pressures, the external labour market, workplace changes, recruitment of 
new staff, organisational culture and structure, job design and work organisation, 
management support, industrial relations processes, performance reviews, 
government support, legislation and quality initiatives. On the other hand, the most 
frequently mentioned barriers to training and learning in SMEs tend to be owners' 
negative attitude towards staff training, financial and time constraints, lack of 
management experience, lack of employee motivation due to the absence of internal 
labour markets and poaching concerns. 
The literature review reveals that although there is much talk about the labour 
productivity of firms, industries and nations, there seems to be a lack of 
understanding around the mechanisms of productivity improvement at the workshop 
level. In particular, there is a lack of understanding around the ways individual 
workers in industry learn and acquire the skills, which are the basis of productivity 
and economic competitiveness at the national level. How effectively education and 
training are institutionalised in the industrial sector is one of the major factors which 
determine productivity, and hence the outcome of competition in the world market. 
Against this background, the present research study aims to fill this knowledge gap 
by investigating HRD in the context of an advancing economy. The study looks at 
how workers in SMEs are trained, as well as how they expand and deepen their 
skills and examines the factors that affect training provision in order to understand 
how HRD can help advancing countries such as Greece improve their 
competitiveness. 
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Furthermore, the literature shows that a number of contributions to the HRD 
literature have sought to examine the extent of formal training activity in large 
organisations and SMEs and assess in quantitative terms its impact on firm 
outcomes. However, there is scant research and understanding around owners' 
perceptions of the relationship between training and performance, as well as around 
the nature of training and its connection with other HRM practices within small 
organisations. This study seeks to fill the aforementioned gaps by looking at small 
business owners' attitudes towards HRD in the context of an advancing economy. 
Finally, the literature review indicates that existing evidence in relation to skill 
formation systems and economic performance derives mainly from empirical work 
conducted in the advanced world. Most studies have explored the route to a `high- 
skills' economy across advanced countries. Yet, there is very limited previous 
research in advancing economies looking at the conditions required for the 
achievement of a `high-skills' society. The present study attempts to fill this 
knowledge gap by exploring the extent to which the `high-skills' thesis is applicable 
to other contexts outside the developed world. 
The next chapter looks at the research design of the present study. In particular, it 
describes and critically evaluates the research tools used in order to explore the 
training strategies of Greek industrial SMEs and examine the variables determining 
training provision. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
As noted in Chapter One, the main aims of this research are to explore the nature 
and extent of employee training and development provision in small-and medium- 
sized manufacturing organisations in Greece and the key variables that shape this. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the methods and techniques that were 
employed to collect the data during the field research conducted in Greece. 
The chapter begins with a discussion around the rationales for the chosen 
philosophical position and research approach along with a justification for the 
selected research strategies. The contents and processes of the techniques for data 
collection employed in this research are presented next, with discussions on the 
strengths and weaknesses of each technique and on the methods utilised to minimise 
their drawbacks. The chapter goes on to discuss a range of ethical issues associated 
with data collection along with the data analytic approaches. Finally, a number of 
difficulties linked to the fieldwork are outlined. 
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3.2 Research Philosophy 
The philosophical position, which a research project adopts, depends mostly on the 
research questions a study seeks to answer. Taking into consideration the objectives 
of the present study, this research reflects the philosophical stance of realism. 
Realism is based on the belief that a reality exists that is independent of human 
thoughts but recognises that people themselves are not objects to be studied in the 
style of natural science (Carter and New, 2004; Saunders et al., 2003). 
The study attempts to identify broader social forces and processes (e. g. government 
regulations, trade union activities) that affect small firm owners' traning strategies in 
the Greek context without their necessarily being aware of the existence of such 
influences on their interpretations and behaviours. Yet, at the same time, it 
recognises that business situations are a function of a particular set of circumstances 
and individuals and hence, it tries to discover the details of the situation in order to 
understand the reality behind them. As such, it aims to gain a deep understanding of 
small firm owners' subjective reality in order to identify the processes that influence 
the nature of their views in relation to human capital investments. 
3.3 Research Approach 
In research practice, there is a common distinction between a deductive and 
inductive approach. The deductive approach develops a conceptual and theoretical 
structure, namely a `hypothesis', prior to any empirical observation. The hypothesis 
is then tested through a comparison to the observed results (Jankowicz, 1995; 
Robson, 1993). In contrast, the inductive approach starts from the observation of 
empirical events and gradually comes to construct the explanation and theories 
based on that empirical observation (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002; Gill and Johnson, 
1997). 
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The exploratory nature of the present study along with the absence of a theoretical 
framework around the nature and determinants of training in SMEs in the Greek 
context suggested that an inductive approach would be appropriate. This approach 
enabled the researcher to investigate both the HRD strategies of small organisations 
and owners' attitudes towards HRD in order to build theory and bring new insights 
in the field of HRD. As stressed by Storey (1994) and Hendry et at (1995), there is a 
serious lack of theory development around this topic. Similarly, Hill and Stewart 
(2000), having undertaken a comprehensive overview of existing research on 
training in small enterprises, point out that well-conducted exploratory research that 
attempts to develop new theory is notably absent from the body of knowledge 
relating to HRD in the small business sector. As a result, decision-making in relation 
to workforce skills development has been based on ignorance, guesswork and 
doctrine. 
3.4 Research Strategy 
As mentioned in Chapter One, the present study involves a general analysis of a 
single industry located within a national policy context. In effect, therefore, it could 
be argued that in this research a case study approach was adopted to answer the 
research questions and meet the research objectives. The case study approach relied 
on multiple sources of evidence including telephone interviews, a mail survey and 
semi-structured personal interviews. 
More specifically, the data collection process involved three different research 
projects. First, the researcher conducted seven telephone interviews with high- 
ranked industrial policy makers in Greece during November-December 2006. The 
second project involved a mail survey of textile firms, which took place during June- 
September 2007, whilst the final project involved twenty personal interviews with 
owners, appointed general managers, production managers and supervisors, 
technicians and machine operators of four textile SMEs. The data collection tools 
are discussed in more detail in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. 
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Traditionally there has been a prejudice against the case study approach in business 
and management. The greatest concerns have been over the lack of rigour and lack 
of scientific generalisation of case study research. Such lack of rigour is less likely 
to be present when using other strategies possibly because of the existence of 
numerous methodological texts providing researchers with specific procedures to be 
followed (Yin, 2003). Yet, the case study method has considerable ability to 
generate answers to the question `why' as it enables the researcher to gain a rich 
understanding of the context of the research and the processes being enacted 
(Bryman, 2001). According to Yin (1984: 23), `the case study research method 
allows the investigation of a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, 
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident, and 
in which multiple sources of evidence are used'. 
The decision to focus on the textile sector during fieldwork was taken because this 
particular segment of the Greek economy has been facing the greatest problems 
since 2000 in terms of lost competitiveness, labour misplacement and firm closures, 
as discussed extensively in Chapter Five (section 5.4.2). As a result, there has been 
an intense policy and academic interest in Greece to help the specific sector 
overcome this crisis. 
Conducting a sectoral case study had a number of advantages and disadvantages. In 
terms of the advantages, the particular strategy offered flexibility and revealed a 
range of perceptions around organisational change, learning interventions within 
small firms and how those involved interpret them. Given the dynamic and changing 
contexts in which Greek textile SMEs operate, this strategy proved very useful to 
investigate the training practices of such firms because of its ability to adapt to areas 
of original and emergent theory. The fact that the study did not concentrate on other 
segments of the manufacturing industry allowed the researcher to conduct a more in- 
depth analysis of HRD within industrial SMEs using various data collection tools. 
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Furthermore, it allowed the researcher to concentrate upon the owners' attitudes 
towards HRD recognising the important role that owners/managers take in the day- 
to-day running of their firms. In most cases, owners/managers are directly involved 
in all the important aspects of the decision-making process relating to training 
strategies and, hence, exploring their attitudes to training has been a key theme in the 
HRD literature. This strategy was suitable for such type of investigation because it 
informed the researcher about the reasons why some textile employers choose to 
train their staff and others not. 
Additionally, this strategy enabled the researcher to gain a richer, more robust 
understanding of the textile sector than would be possible with other strategies. The 
primary purpose of this study has been to generate understanding around the HRD 
processes within Greek industrial small firms and not to establish causal 
relationships between variables. In this respect, the sectoral analysis offered a 
richness of detail rather than statistical generalisations and explored issues that 
seemed confusing and difficult to understand such as owners' attitudes towards the 
value of HRD for their firms and managers' views around the importance of formal 
and informal training. Doing a sectoral study allowed the researcher to go beyond a 
superficial evaluation of a point of view by obtaining information from the 
informants using multiple techniques, which included the reasons for an opinion. 
Because of the wide range of techniques that were chosen to collect data, this 
strategy established valid and reliable evidence. 
As Flyvbjerg (2006) has stressed, the most advanced form of understanding is 
achieved when researchers place themselves within the context being studied. Only 
in this way can researchers understand the viewpoints and the behaviour, which 
characterises social actors. In this research, there were more discoveries stemming 
from the type of intense observation made possible by the case study than from 
statistics applied to large groups. The proximity to reality, which the case study 
entails, made the particular strategy suitable for generating advanced understanding 
around the training activity within Greek industrial SMEs. 
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Specifically, the telephone interviews enabled me to explore the supply-side of the 
training market in Greece, whilst the postal survey and the personal interviews in the 
four case study firms helped me to understand the training process at the enterprise 
level. Both the postal survey and the personal interviews provided the means by 
which results were compared and led to a more robust understanding of the training 
practices within textile SMEs. 
The main disadvantage of conducting a sectoral case study was the fact that 
respondents' views around HRD cannot be taken as representative of the entire 
Greek manufacturing industry. However, as previous studies have revealed, most 
industrial sectors in Greece face quite similar problems to the textile sector and they 
are also dominated by SMEs that follow cost-cutting business strategies (IOBE, 
2005; SEV, 2005a). In this context, it would not be unreasonable to generalise 
conclusions from the particular sectoral study regarding the training practices of 
Greek industrial SMEs. 
Published HRD research reveals that there is no `one best way' in terms of research 
strategy. The contributions display an array of specific methods of data gathering 
and analysis and all address in their own ways issues of reliability and validity 
(McGoldrick et al., 2002). For example, HRD studies seeking to examine 
relationships between and among variables make extensive use of quantitative tools 
and survey research has contributed substantially in this respect (Short and 
Kuchinke, 2002). 
Yet, there are research efforts in the HRD field that have used case studies indicating 
a preference for depth and richness of data and for texture and nuance rather than 
numerical patterns and statistical validity (Hendry et al., 1995; Hill, 2002). It has 
been argued that the case study method can be particularly suitable for researching 
HRD in SMEs as the interaction with people in various ways (i. e. observation, 
qualitative interviews) allows an understanding of people's knowledge, opinions, 
interpretations and experiences of learning and training (Hill and Stewart, 2000). 
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The main goal of the present study was to consider all the research strategies in an 
inclusive and pluralistic fashion. In this respect, a sectoral case study was undertaken 
since it enabled the researcher to obtain rich findings and gain an in-depth 
understanding of the training process within Greek industrial SMEs. 
3.5 Data Collection Tools 
As outlined in section 3.4, the present study utilised a multi-methods approach in 
data collection involving different types of interviews and 'a postal questionnaire. 
According to Jankowicz (1995) and Punch (1998), studies employing mixed- 
methods may provide a better understanding of a phenomenon than if just one data 
collection method had been used, since the possible bias or uncertainty of any 
information collected can be prevented or minimised through the process of 
`triangulation', which is defined as using multiple methods to capture a sense of 
reality. 
In this research, the questionnaire was used to explore the extent of formal training 
provision in Greek industrial SMEs, as well as identify a list of determinants of 
training activity. The flexibility and convenience associated with the questionnaire 
survey enabled me to examine the issues in question for a large sample of Greek 
SMEs and allowed generalised conclusions to be drawn. On the other hand, 
telephone interviews were used primarily to help me gain a sharpened understanding 
of the policy response in relation to the problems that Greek textile SMEs face, 
whilst face-to-face interviews brought rich findings on why Greek employers adopt 
a particular stance towards HRD. 
This methodological `triangulation' enabled me to neutralise the method effects and 
thus, led to greater confidence being placed in the conclusions reached. In the 
following sections, the data collection procedures are discussed in detail. More 
specifically, section 3.5.1 deals with the secondary data collected throughout this 
research, whereas sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 present the interview process and the 
survey procedure respectively. 
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3.5.1 Secondary Data 
Secondary data include both quantitative and qualitative data and they can be a 
useful source from which researchers may begin to answer their questions and meet 
their research objectives (Hakim, 1982). In practice, it was intended to collect and 
analyse as much secondary data as possible, which were deemed relevant to the aims 
of this study, throughout the whole period of the research. In this regard, various 
types of secondary data were collected and analysed such as organisations' reports, 
trade union surveys, government publications, industry reports, academic surveys, as 
well as numerous academic books and journals. All these data provided a wide range 
of information relevant to the research objectives of the study and were very useful 
for the corroboration of those primary data collected through questionnaires and 
interviews. 
More specifically, various secondary data were collected and analysed in order to: 
examine skill creation theories; outline the role and importance of SMEs in modem 
economies; understand and explain the main characteristics of the small business 
sector; highlight the kind of employment relations prevalent in this type of firms; 
understand the reasons why some SMEs provide training (either formal or informal) 
and others not; and stress the main benefits of employee training for the small 
enterprise. As far as the Greek background is concerned, numerous government 
publications, trade unions surveys and industry reports were used to look into: the 
competitiveness of the Greek economy; the educational and training system in 
Greece; the employment relations in the Greek small business sector; the current 
state of the Greek manufacturing industry; and the existing conditions in the textile 
sector in Greece. Due to the limited pre-existing literature and the absence of 
sufficient statistical information around Greek SMEs2, great effort was made to 
collect relevant data from secondary sources. 
2 As it has been continuously stressed by the Economic and Social Council of Greece (OKE, 
2003), the National Statistical Service of Greece (ESYE) does not collect sufficient data 
around the business behaviour of Greek SMEs. 
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3.5.2 Interviews 
Interviews are one of the most widely used methods of data collection in business 
and management research. Interviews may be highly structured discussions or they 
may be unstructured conversations. In this section, the term interview denotes the 
latter type of interviews, which are frequently used in qualitative research (Cooper 
and Schindler, 1998; Zikmund, 2003). Qualitative interviews were mainly used to 
explore and explain what is happening in the Greek textile sector in relation to 
training and development, as well as to seek new insights and understand the 
relationship between variables. 
This research involved a major exploratory element. Therefore, the use of qualitative 
research interviews as a method of data collection was thought to be advantageous. 
As Zikmund (2003) argues, studies that involve an exploratory element are likely to 
include qualitative interviews in order for the researcher to be able to understand the 
reasons for the attitudes and opinions of the participants. Among the different kinds 
of interviews, semi-structured interviews were used for the purposes of this research 
both during the first stage of the research process and during the casework. It was 
thought that a structured approach would not add any value due to the fact that it 
would involve a predetermined and standardised set of questions, while in-depth 
interviews would be very time consuming and the breadth of investigation could 
become very wide. Therefore it was more appropriate to have a list of themes and 
questions to be covered as it can be done with semi-structured interviews. 
Collecting empirical data using qualitative interviews had a number of advantages 
and disadvantages. In particular, interviews helped me to understand why 
organisations in the Greek manufacturing industry use specific training methods and 
techniques for the delivery of their training programmes, as well as the reasons 
underlying small business owners' decisions to train more extensively their workers. 
Also, they allowed me to explore the context within which Greek manufacturing 
organisations operate. Various contextual variables such as, organisational culture, 
structure, job design, work organisation, management style were explored through 
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personal interviews, as it was not possible to be explored thoroughly by means of a 
structured survey. As Wass and Wells (1994), Marshall and Rossman (1999) and 
Robson (2002) have argued, during qualitative interviews, the researcher can explore 
in depth the meanings that underpin people's lives, routines, behaviours and 
feelings, as well as observe the respondent's environment. Such observations may 
provide added dimensions to data collection. 
On the other hand, this was a time consuming method. A limited number of 
participants were interviewed due to time considerations. The structured 
questionnaire could be completed in no more than 20 minutes, while most semi- 
structured interviews lasted from 40 minutes to 60 minutes. The issue of time 
discouraged many small business owners and managers from participating in 
personal interviews. Also, it was more expensive to administer than postal 
questionnaires as the researcher had to travel by various means of transport in many 
disperse locations in order to interview the participants3. As Bryman (1988) and 
Arksey and Knight (1999) have pointed out, when it comes to interviews only a 
limited number of respondents may be interviewed due to resource considerations. 
Despite the above limitations, interviews enhanced the validity of this research, 
since they were used as a means to investigate both the measures adopted by policy 
makers in Greece in order to move the manufacturing sector to a high-growth 
trajectory and the training strategies of Greek manufacturing SMEs. In this context, 
the researcher contacted seven high-ranked policy makers who had an in-depth 
knowledge of the issues in question and had expressed an interest to be interviewed 
(during initial contacts through e-mail) in order to conduct a series of telephone 
qualitative interviews. 
I Some interviews were carried out within the owner's firm, whereas some others were 
conducted in various locations including the Athens University of Economics and Business. 
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In all, seven semi-structured telephone interviews were conducted during 
November-December 2006 with key informants from: a Greek Ministry; a business 
association; a public organisation responsible for the promotion and development of 
Greek SMEs; two Chambers of Commerce and industry; and two non-profit 
research organisations. The duration of the interviews ranged from 20 minutes to 40 
minutes depending on the informants' work commitments. The purpose of the 
interviews was to explore the problems faced by Greek manufacturing SMEs and 
identify the policy measures taken so far to resolve the issues in question with 
special reference to textiles (Appendix 1). 
In particular, the interviews enabled me to gain an understanding of the current 
government initiatives towards skills development in the Greek manufacturing 
industry and they also formed the basis for further case study work as they helped 
me to build the necessary networks that allowed me to gain access to textile SMEs 
for subsequent fieldwork. It is well known that research access to small firms is 
difficult as small business owners or managers are time pressured due to multiple 
responsibilities and often are unfamiliar with academic research (Scase, 1995). 
As such, I initially contacted fifty textile firms that were judged as representative of 
the textile sector covering a wide range of sizes and sub-sectors within Greek 
textiles in order to carry out further research work but only four of them agreed to 
participate in ongoing fieldwork. Thus, the casework involved three small and one 
medium-sized textile organisations that showed willingness and interest to 
participate in the particular research study. Research interviews took place in Greece 
during April 2007-October 2007. Specifically, the researcher conducted face-to-face 
semi-structured interviews with twenty staff members in the four case study firms 
including owners, general managers, managing directors of production, production 
supervisors, technicians and machine operators 4. Respondents were selected on the 
basis of their willingness to participate in the study, as well as on the basis of the 
4 In all, the respondents included: 2 small business owners, 2 general managers, 3 managing 
directors of production, 2 production supervisors, 2 technicians and 9 machine operators. 
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researcher's individual judgment on whether they could provide the necessary 
information needed for the research according to their job responsibilities, position 
and involvement in the subject studied. 
In the first organisation ()NEAVIX), semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
the owner of the company, the managing director of production and two machine 
operators. Various company documents were also reviewed. In the second 
organisation (WOOLTIL), interviews were conducted with the owner of the 
company, the production manager and two experienced machine operators, whilst in 
the third organisation (YARNEXIL) interviews were conducted with the general 
manager of the company, one departmental supervisor (from the wool department), 
one very experienced technician and three machine operators, whereas various 
company documents were reviewed. In the fourth organisation (KNITTCO), 
interviews were conducted with one of the general managers of the company, the 
production manager, one departmental production supervisor (from the finishing 
unit), one technician and two machine operators. The duration of each interview 
varied from 40 minutes to 60 minutes, depending on the depth and requirements of 
the discussions. 
Since the interviews were semi-structured, some questions were added during the 
interview process; a degree of flexibility was essential to exploit emerging issues 
fully, particularly when the participants were keen on discussing them. The key 
purpose of these interviews was to explore how small business owners or managers 
of Greek textiles SMEs look on training and development and to appreciate the kind 
of problems and obstacles this activity faces. The interviews included open-ended 
questions and the main themes covered during them were as follows (Appendix 2): 
general organisational information (e. g. number of employees, firm ownership, main 
markets); organisation of training (e. g. training policy, training department, human 
resource management practices used); the nature and extent of training provision 
(e. g. training needs analysis, methods of training provision, training evaluation, 
training budget, training content, frequency of formal and informal training activity); 
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the forces affecting employee training (i. e. drivers and barriers to workforce 
training); and the benefits of employee training activity. 
3.5.3 Questionnaire 
The questionnaire is one of the most widely used data collection techniques. The 
greatest use of questionnaires is made by the survey strategy. Due to the fact that 
each respondent is asked to reply to the same set of questions, it provides an efficient 
and economical way of collecting responses from a large sample prior to quantitative 
analysis (Saunders et al., 2003). Questionnaires are frequently used to identify and 
describe various phenomena, as well as examine and explain relationships between 
variables (DeVaus, 2002; Hutton, 1990; Salant and Dillman, 1994). 
The advantages of using a mail questionnaire as a data collection technique in the 
present study were numerous. In particular, it was not a time consuming method. 
The use of close-ended (standardised) questions facilitated the quick completion of 
the questionnaire since respondents could complete it in a few minutes. Also, it was 
a method that could allow the respondents to answer the questions in their own time 
and at their own pace. The fact that mail questionnaires could offer flexibility in 
time enabled me to achieve a large number of responses, since the majority of small 
business owners or managers were extremely busy during the working day and they 
were not able to respond to other types of survey. Having a large number of 
respondents, in turn, enabled me to make general inferences about the training and 
development activity in the entire Greek manufacturing industry. Finally, it was a 
method that could ensure anonymity of the respondents, allowing me to ask 
questions in which the respondents could avoid giving answers they thought I 
wanted to hear. 
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As Berdie et al. (1986), Burns (2000) and Bryman (2001) have stressed, the use of 
mail questionnaires offers the possibility to survey a large number of subjects, as 
well as subjects in more diverse locations than is practical with the interview. Also, 
postal questionnaires can ensure anonymity allowing the researcher to elicit more 
truthful responses than would be obtained with a personal interview. 
On the other hand, using a mail questionnaire resulted in a number of difficulties. 
More specifically, there was difficulty in designing the questionnaire. I had to ensure 
that the design of the questions and the structure of the questionnaire would enable 
accurate data to be collected and the research questions to be answered. As Saunders 
et al. (2003) note, the validity and reliability of the data collected through 
questionnaires depend to a large extent on the design of the questions, as well as the 
structure of the questionnaire. Also, there was a degree of difficulty in ensuring that 
the right person (i. e. the owner of the firm or appointed managers) answered the 
questionnaire. As Oppenheim (2000) and DeVaus (2002) argue, due to the absence 
of face-to-face contact in mail surveys, the researcher cannot be sure whether the 
right person has responded or not. 
3.5.3.1 Developing Questionnaire 
As mentioned above, the type of questionnaire used in the present study was self- 
administered (mail questionnaire) and included almost exclusively closed questions 
(Appendix 3) with the view to making the task of respondents easier and the 
collection and analysis of evidence simpler. I adapted questions used in other 
questionnaires along with my own. In particular, a number of previous surveys in the 
area of human resource development were reviewed, among them Abdullah (1995), 
Forde (1998), Stuart (1999), Albahussain (2000), Kitching and Blackburn (2002), 
Cosh et al. (2003), as well as The Workplace Employment Relations Survey (2004). 
Some of the items for the first draft of the questionnaire were selected on the basis of 
their clarity and relevance. However, I made changes to adapt the questions to the 
Greek context. 
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Once the first draft of the questionnaire was completed, copies were distributed to 
selected staff members at Leeds University Business School. The purpose of this 
step was to ensure that the questions covered all the important aspects of the issue 
under investigation and would answer the research questions. Also, the objective 
was to invite them to evaluate the questionnaire by answering questions relevant to 
the content, language, structure and format of the questionnaire. As a result of 
comments and suggestions offered, a number of changes were made to the 
questionnaire (i. e. some questions were added and others were deleted). 
Once the questionnaire design had been evaluated by a number of staff members and 
approved by my supervisors, it was necessary to translate it into Greek (Appendix 
3). This was considered to be necessary as the population of this study were 
predominantly Greek speakers and most of them would not understand English 
sufficiently for the questionnaire to be administered in English. Translation of the 
questionnaire from English into Greek was a delicate issue in cross-cultural 
methodology as the intention was to carry over not only the meaning of the 
questions but also to preserve their tone as closely as it was possible. As Usunier 
(1998) and Harzing (2005) note, the validity of the research may be affected by the 
accuracy of the translation and great care must be taken in rendering the 
questionnaire from one language into another so that the translation does not affect 
the concepts and meanings of the questions. The questionnaire was first translated 
into Greek by the researcher and then it was given to two expert translators to check 
the translation. Subsequently, the researcher gave the Greek questionnaire to two 
other expert translators to render the Greek questionnaire into English. The result 
was then compared with the original version to identify and correct semantic errors 
in translation. 
After completing the design of the questionnaire, piloting was carried out in March- 
April 2007 through a group of seven SME owners of Greek textile organisations and 
three researchers from private research organisations in the country. As Bell (1999) 
and Saunders et al. (2003) note, piloting the questionnaire is crucial for the success 
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of any research because it can ensure that respondents will have no problems in 
answering the questions and there will be no problems in recording the data. In 
addition, it enables the researcher to make some assessment of the questions' 
validity and the likely reliability of the data that are going to be collected. All the 
respondents provided some valuable input regarding the content of the 
questionnaire, which resulted in some modifications, including adding, deleting and 
rephrasing questions5. The final draft of the questionnaire was prepared under the 
close guidance of my supervisors. 
In terms of the population framework and sampling strategy, the population needed 
all the Greek SME textile organisations operating in Greece, which totals 3,556 
businesses according to the latest available data from ESYE census (ESYE 2002a). 
This involved textile firms employing less than 100 workers. However, due to the 
fact that the last census business survey carried out by ESYE was in 2002, it was 
imperative for the present study to find a way to identify a suitable sampling frame 
that it would be current (i. e. up-to-date) and complete (i. e. include all cases). As 
Burns (2000), Bryman (2001) and Saunders et al. (2003) argue, it is very important 
to ensure that the sampling frame of a research study is complete and precise since 
an incomplete or inaccurate list of cases means that the selected sample may not be 
representative of the total population. 
For that reason, I used a number of sources including the latest6 databases of. ICAP 
(a private Greek database company); the Greek Ministry of Development (General 
Secretariat for Industry); the Hellenic Organisation of Small and Medium Sized 
Enterprises and Handicraft (EOMMEX); the Federation of Greek Industries (SEV); 
the Athens Chamber of Commerce and Industry (EVEA); the Athens Chamber of 
Small and Medium Sized Industries (VEA); and the Hellenic Fashion Industry 
Some ambiguities in the questionnaire were removed. For example, in question concerning 
State financial support for training programmes, the pilot questionnaire did not specify a 
timeframe. The respondents suggested specifying a year (i. e. during 2006) to avoid 
confusion and thus, the question was changed. 
6 As of 2006 
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Association (SEPEE) in order to collect relevant data and information about the 
exact number of textile organisations operating in Greece at present. Although this 
was a time consuming process, it was very important in order to establish precisely 
the sampling frame of this study. By the end of this procedure, I selected the 
sampling frame of this research, which consisted of 500 micro firms, 170 small 
firms and 15 medium-sized firms. These were all textile organisations employing 
less than 100 employees that are currently operating in Greece and for which there 
were available contact details (address, tel. ) so that they could be identified and 
contacted by the researcher. 
Owing to the manageable size of the population, it was viable to survey the entire 
population and therefore, there was no need to use probability sampling techniques 
to select a representative sample in which to send the postal questionnaires. As 
Saunders et al. (2003) note, the selection of a sample is recommended when it is 
impracticable to survey the whole population due to budget and time constraints. 
Therefore, the questionnaires were sent to all Greek textile SMEs. 
3.5.3.2 Administration of Questionnaire 
The postal questionnaire was finally distributed to 685 small textile firms all over 
Greece on June 2007. Each questionnaire was distributed by direct posting to a 
named enterprise and it was accompanied by a prepaid University Freepost envelope 
and a well-written covering letter explaining the purpose of the survey and 
expressing clearly why it was important the respondent complete the questionnaire 
(Appendix 3). Additionally, the second week after the initial posting, a postcard was 
sent to all participants to thank early respondents and remind non-respondents. 
These steps were taken by the researcher in order to ensure a higher response rate. 
The questions were mostly rating questions, although there were some quantity 
questions as well. The questionnaire itself was designed to measure the extent of 
formal training activity in SMEs and investigate the opinions of small business 
owners or managers on a number of issues relating to the nature of training and 
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development. A further aim was to provide an examination of the relationships that 
exist between various organisational factors and the training activity. The 
questionnaire was divided into sections looking at: organisational characteristics; the 
nature and extent of training activity in Greek textile SMEs; the drivers of training, 
as well as the barriers to training; and, the potential benefits of workforce training 
for the surveyed organisations. 
In all, 117 questionnaires were completed, producing a response rate of 17.1 per 
cent. The respondents consisted of 37 micro firms, 74 small firms and 6 medium- 
sized textile enterprises. The response rate can be considered satisfactory given that 
the Greek textile sector is dominated by small employers who are extremely busy 
with daily operations and unfamiliar with academic research, as it has been noted in 
previous surveys (LOBE, 2005; Mihail, 2004; OKE, 2001,2003). 
As Matlay (1999a, b) has also argued, despite the growing interest of HRD in small 
firms, few would be prepared to undertake research in this long neglected area due 
to access/data collection difficulties. Similar surveys in the HRM field that included 
small firms have achieved response rates of less than 15 percent (Albahussain, 2000; 
Forde, 1998; Powell et al., 2000). Considering the limited available studies in the 
HRD field in Greece, the particular survey constitutes the richest firm-based dataset 
relating to training strategies of SMEs in the country. 
3.6 Ethical Considerations to Data Collection 
Confidentiality and anonymity were of primary importance throughout this research. 
In all cases, the data collection has been possible on the condition of confidentiality 
(investigative survey and case studies) and anonymity (mail questionnaires). This 
research does not use names of people and organisations. A conscious effort is made 
throughout this study to adhere to these ethical concerns. 
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Initial access to the case studies was secured by means of the seven interviews 
carried out with policy makers and key informants in the Greek manufacturing 
industry. This stage of fieldwork facilitated access to a number of manufacturing 
SMEs for ongoing case study work. The four case studies were selected on the basis 
of personal relationships developed between the researcher and the research subject. 
This allowed the researcher to collaborate effectively with the research participant, 
over a sustained period of time, towards the realisation of independent goals and 
mutual benefits. 
3.7 Data Analysis 
For the analysis of qualitative interviews, data were recorded by note taking since 
respondents showed a preference for informality and were more willing to have a 
long chat over a cup of coffee in a room than to be confronted with a microphone or 
a tape recorder. For some issues, quantification of some of the qualitative data was 
also carried out (to indicate, for example, how many organisations had a separate 
training department or a human resource manager). The analysis of semi-structured 
interviews was carried out by a thoroughly examination of the interview transcripts 
question by question, looking for common themes and noting down the similarities 
and dissimilarities of the answers given by the interviewees. Data analysis and 
interpretation was carried out continually throughout the fieldwork by way of 
writing up, coding and repeated reading of case notes. 
As for the quantitative primary data, they were coded prior to entry for analysis and 
they were analysed by computer using the `Statistical Package for Social Sciences' 
(SPSS). The types of quantitative data involved in this survey were mainly ordinal 
data. Descriptive statistics were applied for the purposes of this analysis in order to 
summarise, describe and compare the set of data. The survey results were presented 
using tables in order to show specific values, highest and lowest values, as well as 
compare proportions. 
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3.8 Difficulties 
No research can be conducted without some difficulty or obstacles. This research 
faced a number of problems, which were dealt with appropriately. More specifically, 
there were problems relating to the arrangement of personal interviews. I found the 
arrangement of interviews very difficult, as it typically required a form of personal 
relationship to gain access to some enterprises and the people managing them. As 
Myloni et al. (2002) note, in Greek society, personal relationships and connections 
are vital. If the researcher does not establish a good personal relationship, his/her 
effort may be doomed to failure. For that reason, I used various existing contacts to 
facilitate the interview process. 
Also, due to the fact that some interviews took place in the owner's organisation, 
there were frequent interruptions (phone calls, fax etc) that disrupted and delayed the 
interview process. Small business owners and managers were extremely busy during 
a normal working day and thus, some interviews were extended for up to an hour. 
Finally, there were sampling problems. Because no convenient listing of the 
addresses of all textile SMEs was available, the researcher had to draw up the survey 
sample from five directories (see section 3.5.3.1), which included the details of all 
small Greek textile organisations currently operating in Greece. This required a great 
deal of effort but was essential to secure the validity of the sample and allow 
generalisations to be made to the target population. 
3.9 Conclusion 
The chapter outlines the methodological framework and process by which this study 
was formulated and conducted. In this study, both secondary and primary research 
was undertaken in order to answer the research questions and meet the research 
objectives. A number of secondary literature sources were used such as survey-based 
and multiple-source secondary data in order to set the theoretical framework of this 
study. 
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As far as the primary research is concerned, the study utilised a combination of data 
collection techniques, including qualitative interviews and a questionnaire survey. 
This combined approach gave me confidence that the most important issues had 
been addressed so as to ensure greater credibility of the research findings. The 
research process involved three main stages. During the first stage, 7 telephone 
interviews were carried out with high-ranked staff working in various bodies 
including a Greek Ministry, a business association, a public organisation responsible 
for the promotion and development of Greek SMEs, two non-profit research 
organisations, as well as two chambers of commerce. The second stage of primary 
research involved the administration of a mail survey. In all, 117 questionnaire 
responses were collected and analysed from Greek textile SMEs to examine the 
nature of HRD in such establishments. The third stage involved case study empirical 
work in four textile enterprises. During that phase, 20 face-to-face interviews were 
conducted with small business owners and employees and various firm documents 
were reviewed in order to identify the nature and determinants of HRD, as well as 
explore the owners' attitude towards workforce skills development. 
The chapter concludes by describing in detail the data collection tools used, 
highlighting their advantages and disadvantages and outlining the reasons for their 
selection. The data collection process is also discussed extensively including the 
translation of the questionnaire and pilot testing. The final sections of this chapter 
deal with some ethical issues, as well as the difficulties encountered during the 
fieldwork. 
In the next chapters, an analysis of the secondary and primary data collected is 
undertaken and the results are presented and discussed. More specifically, Chapter 
Four sets the background of the present study by looking at the economic and social 
context of Greece, as well as the education and training system of the country. 
Furthermore, the characteristics of the small business sector in Greece are examined 
in order to gain understanding of the training needs of such organisations. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE GREEK BACKGROUND 
4.1 Introduction 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the study involves a general analysis of a 
single industry located within a specific national setting. As such, it is important to 
examine the macro-environment in which Greek small firms conduct their business 
activities in order to identify the wider socio-economic forces that shape small firms' 
business strategies. 
In this respect, the purpose of this chapter is to present the social, economic and 
political context of Greece. The chapter begins with an examination of the business 
environment in the country using the latest economic indicators and continues with a 
discussion around the National Development Policies adopted by the government 
during the last decade in order to improve the competitive condition of the Greek 
economy. 
The chapter moves on to present the education and training system in Greece. The 
structure of formal and non-formal education in the country is discussed. Following 
this, the ability of the Greek VET system to equip the labour force with new skills 
demanded by the market to counter unemployment and to achieve social integration 
of minorities is examined. Recent developments in VET policy are also presented, 
including efforts for the further development of lifelong learning through the Greek 
Open University. The chapter concludes with an examination of the small business 
sector in Greece. Statistical data are used to explore the contribution of small and 
medium-sized enterprises to the economic and social development of the country. 
The working conditions in such establishments are also discussed in the last section 
of the chapter. 
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4.2. The Business Environment in Greece 
In this section, the economic setting in Greece is examined along with the National 
Development policies during the last decade. The nature and extent of European 
Community support is also discussed and the policy priorities concerning the 
improvement of the competitiveness of the Greek economy for the period 2007-2010 
are presented. 
4.2.1 The Economic Setting 
Greece has a population of 10,934,097 people. It has a capitalist economy with the 
public sector accounting for 40 per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and with 
per capita GDP that reached 32,010 million euros in 2008 (ESYE, 2008). As Table 
4.1 shows, the Greek economy grew significantly between 2000 and 2008, largely 
because of increased domestic demand and an investment boom and infrastructure 
upgrades for the 2004 Athens Olympic Games. However, in 2008, the Greek per 
capita GDP is still 76 per cent of that of the EU-15 average, whereas public debt, 
inflation and unemployment remain high and above the euro-zone (EU- 15) average 
(Table 4.2) (Bank of Greece, 2008; ESYE, 2008). 
Table 4.1: Economic Activity (in million euros) 
Year 1990 1995 2000 2004 2008 
GDP 108,117 115,028 136,281 162,526 228,180 
GDP per capita 10,696 10,795 12,417 14,669 32,010 
Source: ESYE (2UU4,206) 
Table 4.2: Greece and the EU-15: Inflation (%), Unemployment (%) and Public 
Debt (% of GDP) (Data as of 2007) 
Inflation Unemployment Public Debt 
Greece 4.0 8.9 94.5 
EU-15 2.1 7.3 63.3 
Source: Bank of-Greece (1UUd) 
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Notwithstanding robust economic performance from 2000 to 2008, the Greek 
economy still lags significantly behind the more advanced economies of the EU in 
terms of living standards. Inflation and the growth rate of unit labour costs (Table 
4.3) have persistently eroded Greece's international competitiveness (Greek 
Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2006). The reasons why Greek GDP per capita is 
lower than the EU-15 average are considered to be the low employment rate and low 
labour productivity (GSEE, 2005 a, b; OECD, 2005a). In particular, the employment 
rate (the employed as a percentage of total population) in Greece in 2007 was 5.3 per 
cent lower than the EU-15, whilst labour productivity (GDP per employee) was 13 
per cent lower (Bank of Greece, 2008). 
Table 4.3: Unit Labour Costs (ULC) for the Whole Economy (annual % 
change) 
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
LULC 6.9 4.2 3.3 4.3 3.9 5.2 3.2 4.5 1.9 3.5 4.2 
Source: Bank of Greece (2008) 
Rising labour costs cause greater problems for labour-intensive businesses (e. g. 
textiles, clothing, leather goods) than for capital-intensive enterprises, with the result 
that pressure is put on employment in the former sectors, which make a major 
contribution to GDP and employment. Given the fact that production in Greece is 
still labour-intensive compared with the European norm, this trend increases relative 
costs for Greek firms, has an adverse effect on profit margins and suppresses 
competitiveness (National Bank of Greece, 2005). Thus, competing with other 
South-East European countries on price by producing low value added products and 
services is not an available growth strategy since such economies can produce goods 
at a very low cost owing to available cheap labour. It is frequently argued by policy 
makers that maintaining a competitive advantage will require moving towards the 
production of more capital and skill intensive goods and products with higher value 
added (Economic Chamber of Greece, 2005; SEV, 2003,2005b). 
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The developments in unit labour costs are mirrored in domestic inflationary 
pressures, with the inflation differential being a crucial factor determining a 
country's external competitiveness. Following EMU entry, accelerating unit labour 
costs combined with other cost-push developments related to the introduction of the 
euro and oil price increases (affecting the Greek economy disproportionately due to 
its high oil dependency), triggered a widening of the inflation differential between 
Greece and the euro area (Table 4.2) (Bank of Greece, 2008; GSEE, 2005b). In 
terms of trade patterns and especially export market share, Greece's total exports lag 
the commensurate level of other South-European countries (23 per cent, compared 
with 36 per cent in Portugal, 31 per cent in Spain, and 29 per cent in Italy, during the 
2001-2003 period). Moreover, exports of goods are following a declining trend 
during 2000-2008, hit by weak external demand, widening inflation differentials and 
strengthening competition from low-cost South East European countries (Bank of 
Greece, 2008). In 2000, the trade deficit of Greece stood at 12.8 billion euros, whilst 
in 2008 it reached 33 billion euros (ESYE, 2008). 
The low employment rate and the high unemployment rate also represent major 
challenges for the Greek economy. The employment rate in Greece has risen in 
recent years, but is still one of the lowest among the economies of the European 
Union (EU- 15). In 2004, the employment rate (i. e. employed persons as a percentage 
of the total population aged 15-64) was 59.6 per cent on average in Greece, 
compared with 64.7 per cent in the EU-15. This is attributed to the significantly 
lower rates of female employment (Greece: 45.2 per cent, EU-15: 56.8 per cent) and 
youth employment (people aged 15-24 years, Greece: 26.8 per cent, EU-15: 
approximately 40 per cent). These divergences in employment rates partly explain 
the gap between per capita GDP in Greece and that in the EU-15 (Bank of Greece, 
2005,2008). 
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Despite the increase in employment, unemployment remains high (data as of 2008) 
(Table 4.4). The unemployment rate was 9.7 per cent on average in 1995, whilst it 
reached 11.4 per cent in 2000. Although the rate dropped after 2000, standing at 8.9 
per cent in 2008, it remains significantly higher than that in the EU- 15 (7.3 per cent). 
As Table 4.4 indicates, the unemployment rate of young people aged 15-24 is 
particularly high, while a considerable proportion of the unemployed (54 per cent) 
are long-term unemployed. Also, a matter of concern is the fact that 40 per cent of 
the total number of unemployed persons have no previous work experience (i. e. they 
are new entrants into the labour market) (ESYE, 2005,2008). 
Table 4.4: Employment-Unemployment 
Year 2000 2004 2008 
Employment rate (%) 58.9 59.6 61.5 
Unemployment rate (%) 11.4 10.5 8.9 
Youth unemployment7 (%) 63.9 59.6 59.0 
Long-term unemployment (%) 56.5 55.0 54 
New entrant unemployment9 (%) 46.0 41.6 40 
Source: ESPE (2OOc ) 
The global competitiveness reports published by the World Economic Forum (WEF) 
and Institute for Management Development (IMD) in 2005 show that Greece lies 
behind advanced economies across most indicators. The reports examine the 
competitive condition of economies worldwide based on a number of factors and 
criteria such as, economic performance, government efficiency, business efficiency, 
infrastructure and human resources (i. e. education, training and lifelong learning). 
Both studies reveal that for most criteria, Greece is among the lowest ranked EU- 15 
countries (IMD, 2006; WEF, 2006). 
15-24 age group 
8 Lasting more than 12 months 
9 Unemployment amongst new entrants into the labour force 
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In particular, it is ranked 46th out of 117 economies in the global competitiveness 
index produced by WEF and 50th out of 60 in the global competitiveness yearbook 
produced by IMD, whereas among EU-15 member countries it is near the bottom of 
the table (14"` position). In the area of human resources education, training and 
lifelong learning, Greece is ranked in the last position among EU-15 states along 
with Portugal. 
The survey data from the global competitiveness reports suggest that Greek 
performance has been poor. Greece continues to have one of the highest corporate 
tax rates (29 per cent), meagre exports of goods and services and the highest level of 
deficit and debt of all the EU-15 countries. Significant entry barriers are found in 
several sectors (e. g. energy), while exit costs (i. e. bankruptcy or closure) relating to 
significant bureaucratic procedures are also high. Economic and technological 
infrastructure is very poor and the country is ranked bottom of the table in high- 
speed broadband networks (Bank of Greece, 2007). 
Furthermore, it lags significantly behind public spending on education, quality of 
educational system, in terms of the percentage of graduates among 25-34 age group 
and the relationship of university education to economy. Similarly, in the area of 
research and technological development (RTD) the country remains among the 
lowest-ranked of the EU-15 countries in the tables. According to 2005 data, Greek 
spending on RTD is just 0.5 per cent of GDP compared with 2.0 per cent of GDP in 
the EU-15 (Bank of Greece, 2005,2007). 
Entrepreneurship and business development also face a number of barriers. The 
indicators are high for entrepreneurship but very low for obstacles to setting up a 
business and adaptation to market changes. Entrepreneurial investment represents 
3.9 per cent of Greek GDP and 15 per cent of gross fixed capital investment. 
However, a number of concerns are raised about the quality of entrepreneurial 
activity. Most new firms are essentially individual efforts, classified as being of low 
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potential as they do not focus on expanding markets, augmenting employment and 
reinforcing the economy's export orientation (Bank of Greece, 2005,2008). 
As the next section will detail, the Greek government has attempted during the last 
decade to establish the appropriate framework for the proper functioning of markets, 
while safeguarding competition, fostering new technologies and ensuring sustainable 
development through specific National Development Policies and European support. 
However, as the above analysis shows, the country still faces a number of key 
challenges including, high inflation and public debt, low employment rate and high 
unemployment rate, entrepreneurial activity of low potential and the poor quality of 
education. The next two sections look at the reforms undertaken by the Greek 
government during the last decade, along with the latest policy priorities, in order to 
enable Greece to: eliminate the gaps in per capita incomes with EU-15; reduce the 
unemployment rate of the working population; upgrade education and lifelong 
learning and reduce fiscal deficits and debt. 
4.2.2 The National Development Policy During the Period 1984-2006 
Greece is a major beneficiary of EU aid, equal to about 3.3 per cent of annual GDP. 
During the last two decades, the country has received considerable financial support 
from the EU through the Community Support Frameworks (CSF), which has been 
used to underpin a rolling national development strategy. The national 
developmental strategy applied in Greece from 1984 to 1993 (first CSF) was 
characterised by a large dispersion of the available funds to small infrastructure 
projects all over the country. This policy supported economic activity and improved 
living standards in rural and remote areas. Roads, ports, hospitals, schools, irrigation 
works, water supply and drainage systems, waste water treatment plants, crop 
restructuring and improvements in training structures composed the general picture 
of the interventions carried out in that period (European Communities Commission, 
1994, online). 
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The national development policy during the period 1994-2006, which involved the 
second CSF (1994-1999) and third CSF (2000-2006), emphasised the following five 
main areas: education, lifelong training and employment growth; combating 
exclusion of the workforce; regional support; business support with a focus on 
SMEs; and, modernisation of public administration. More specifically, policy action 
involved interventions in the fields of education, basic research, life long learning, 
welfare and mental health, as well as measures for the promotion of equal 
opportunities for all in accessing the labour market with particular emphasis on 
disadvantaged groups of people such as, women and older workers. Furthermore, 
there was action aimed at the economic development of remote regions throughout 
the country involving works related to services of general economic interest (e. g. 
roads, minor ports and health infrastructure), as well as provision of training 
programmes for the unemployed in those areas. Also, efforts were made to support 
SMEs through private investment, entrepreneurship infrastructure and access to 
finance. Finally, an attempt was made for the modernisation of public administration 
through private sector management, improved ICT infrastructure, e-business and 
improvement of public buildings (Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2005). 
A large amount of money from these CSFs was spent on the development of human 
capital in Greece. The European Social Fund (ESF)1° allocation amounted to a total 
of 6.8 billion euros and measures focused on modernising secondary level education 
through the introduction of new technologies, foreign language training and 
remedial courses for slow learners and improving third-level education through the 
introduction of new university programmes and the creation of short post-graduate 
courses. Furthermore, a number of employment subsidies were provided to 
employers taking on young people for a minimum of six months after the end of 
their training in order to support lifelong training for the employed, whilst various 
10 The European Social Fund (ESF) is one of the EU's four structural funds. It is the EU's 
main source of financial support to Member States in order to promote training and make 
their workforce better equipped to face new, global challenges (European Communities 
Commission, 2000b, online). 
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training seminars were organised in professional skills to help unemployed in urban 
areas re-enter the labour market (Greek Ministry of Development, 2005a). 
However, the EU structural funds did not play the role that was envisaged. The poor 
management of the funds resulted in cost over-runs, delays and poor quality 
programmes (Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2007, online). More 
specifically, lacking from the first CSF was the promotion of major infrastructure 
projects, a prerequisite for attracting foreign investment, along with a focus on 
productivity, quality and sustainable development. Most funds were allocated to 
small infrastructure projects such as roads, ports, hospitals, schools and irrigation 
works in rural and remote areas and not to programmes aimed at the development of 
human capital that could enhance the productive capacity of the working population 
(Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2007, online; Hellenic Observatory, 
2003, online). 
Under the second and third CSFs (1994-2006), a considerable amount of funds was 
meant to help Greece upgrade its economic and social infrastructure. However, these 
funds do not appear to have had a major impact on the national growth rate up to 
now. Major projects like the new Athens Airport, the Athens Metro, bridges and 
roadworks were characterised by major delays and cost overruns (Hellenic 
Observatory, 2003, online). Also, a top priority of the above programmes was 
education and training. Yet, these funds were managed centrally by the Greek 
Ministry of Labour and the Greek Manpower Employment Organisation (OAED) 
and their management was bureaucratic and centralised focusing mostly on the 
control of the funds distributed and paying no attention to the training needs of the 
end users and the design of the training programmes (Athanasiadis, 2001). 
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Another priority was the rise in the productivity and competitiveness of public 
enterprises. The means envisaged was the introduction of private sector 
management, privatisation and restructuring programmes for loss making 
enterprises. However, liberalisation proceeded slowly. The pricing policy of public 
enterprises is still decided by the government and inflexible labour arrangements 
continue to exist. Loss making enterprises have not been restructured and obscure 
accounting practices remain (INE-GSEE, 2005b). 
The evidence indicates that Greece has invested its ESF funding mostly in HRD to 
feed the new knowledge economy, as well as boost participation in lifelong learning 
to sustain employment. Meanwhile, the country has attempted to invest in basic 
infrastructure and improve the capacity of its public administration. However, State 
strategies seem to be insufficient and badly organised. As discussed in the previous 
section, unemployment remains much higher than the EU-15 average, and women 
and young people are particularly affected. Education levels also pose problems for 
future growth and employment. As it will be shown in the following sections, 
educational policy appears to be one of the worst failures of the Greek State. The 
country has a large uneducated labour force, whilst there is a lack of intermediate 
qualifications, which does not seem to preoccupy the political authorities, who put 
all the emphasis of the educational policy in the elimination of the uneducated and 
the increase of tertiary education. 
The Greek economy was and remains the least competitive one in the European 
Union (EU-15), despite efforts for recovery. The basic problem lies with the 
development model it follows and the inability of either market forces or State 
intervention to direct it from a low cost into a high performance economy, based on 
human resources, adaptation to new technology and restructuring towards sectors 
with high value added and international demand. According to official government 
announcements, the major need of the economy is the creation of a pool of 
technological knowledge and an improvement of human capital. State policies have 
followed this direction, through CSF funding, yet the success and cost-effectiveness 
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of these policies is questioned. In particular it is not yet evident to what extent and 
which part of the Greek productive sector has adapted to the new model 
requirements. In that sense an effective matching of economic development and 
labour market policies becomes a crucial element for development. The next section 
looks at the latest policy priorities in order to identify the future focus of policy 
intervention in Greece. 
4.2.3 Policy Priorities for the Period 2007-2010 
According to official reports and public statements, the key aspiration of government 
policy is to boost the skills of all citizens, mainly through the formal education 
system. The underlying assumption is that boosting the supply of educated workers 
will, of itself, enhance labour productivity and the country's competitiveness. It will 
also allow individuals to fulfill their potential and to play more active roles in 
society (Bank of Greece, 2005,2008; Greek Ministry of Development, 2005a, b). 
In this context, improvements in tertiary education and lifelong learning provision 
are major policy priorities, backed up by more investment in research and innovation 
and stronger links between universities and firms. In particular, the bulk of the 4t' 
CSF (2007-2013) is intended to go towards the improvement of higher education 
and training for both the employed and unemployed population in Greece, whilst 
public expenditure on formal education is intended to increase from 3.5 per cent of 
GDP to 5 per cent by 2009 (Bank of Greece, 2007,2008). Furthermore, the 
government aims to increase public spending on research and development from 0.5 
per cent of GDP to 1.5 per cent by 2009, as well as create the necessary 
preconditions (e. g. provision of generous research grants, upgrade research 
infrastructure) to enable scientists working abroad to return back to Greece and 
apply their knowledge (Greek Ministry of Development, 2005b). 
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Fiscal consolidation and the acceleration of structural reforms are also among the 
main priorities of the Greek government in response to the major economic and 
social challenges of the post-Olympic era. In order to maintain high growth rates, 
while at the same time achieving fiscal targets, a different policy mix will be 
implemented involving measures to improve tax collection and intensify the fight 
against tax evasion, an increase in indirect tax revenue, along with higher excise 
taxes on fuel and tobacco products and lower expenditure for pensions. Structural 
reforms will involve the simplification in setting up a business and improved access 
to finance for firms. Furthermore, the conversion of unemployment benefits to 
employment subsidies for registered unemployed, the improvement of the job- 
matching efficiency of the public employment service and the increase of the rent 
subsidy for unemployed persons finding work away from their hometown will be 
among the measures of the government in order to reduce unemployment (Economic 
Chamber of Greece, 2005; Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2005; Hellenic 
Observatory, 2007; OECD, 2005a). 
Notwithstanding the aforementioned policy actions, the structural problems in the 
labour market seem to have been only partially addressed, thus keeping productivity 
and the rate of employment at relatively low levels. The end result is that Greece still 
lags significantly behind the more advanced economies of the EU in terms of living 
standards. The government seems to have failed so far to remove the impediments to 
the entry of young people into the labour market, through better tailoring the 
education and professional training systems to the labour market requirements, as 
well as to attract more women and older people into employment by improving, for 
example, child-care systems and promoting equal opportunities. 
The Greek government appears to be strongly committed to increase its spending on 
formal education in the upcoming years and make sufficient use of lifelong learning 
with the view to promote a knowledge-based society. Although policies aimed at 
fostering a knowledge-based society and improving job-specific skills have the 
potential to increase employment and labour productivity, they are not sufficient on 
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their own to ensure success. Increasing the rates of employment and labour force 
participation requires policies geared more directly to attracting people into the 
labour market and improving the market's flexibility. 
It becomes apparent in this section that government policy-makers seek to encourage 
the working population to acquire new skills and develop existing competences in 
order to combat unemployment and improve labour productivity. To this end, formal 
education features as the main means for upskilling. There is a widespread 
consensus in policy circles that more education and training will inevitably bring 
economic success. However, as it has been frequently stressed in the HR. D literature, 
the relationship between skills development and economic success is a complex one 
(Ashton and Green, 1996; Crouch et al., 1999). 
Although the Greek government is attempting to move the economy to a high-skill 
trajectory, a large number of domestic firms may not demand a higher set of skills. 
As it was noted in Chapter Two, firm strategy constitutes a key determinant of 
workforce skills development. Therefore, policy initiatives that do not have a direct 
impact on firm product strategy formation are unlikely to generate more high-skills 
jobs. Firms attempting to move `up-market' in terms of product strategy will need 
ready access to capital to finance investments in machinery, equipment, IT systems, 
product development and sales and distribution networks. Much will also depend on 
the capability of senior management in those firms to assess market opportunities 
accurately, to plan ahead for the additional physical capital and skills that will be 
required and to combine those resources effectively in implementing the new 
product strategy. Hence, policy intervention that places a narrow emphasis on skills 
development runs the risk of failing to deliver the desired outcomes. The next 
section looks at the quality of the education and training system in Greece in order to 
examine if it can support the governmental policies around skills upgrading of the 
working population. 
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4.3 The Education and Training System in Greece 
In this section, the education system in Greece is examined along with the recent 
developments in VET policy. The section considers the structure of formal and non- 
formal education in Greece and the latest developments in initial and continuous 
vocational training. 
4.3.1 The Formal Education System 
Education represents a core parameter shaping productivity and competitiveness in 
the long run (ILO, 2003). However, in Greece, it lags significantly compared with 
other developed countries, both on quality, as well as its links with production (Bank 
of Greece, 2008). Although the rate of university graduates has increased since 
1995, a very large percentage of the population in Greece only has completed 
primary level or secondary level education (Table 4.5) (ESYE, 2005). Furthermore, 
training and lifelong learning, which is an important element of a long-term growth 
strategy for Greece remains unexploited. The index of participation rates in job- 
related training for employees aged 25-54 years, made by the OECD in 1999, ranked 
Greece in the last position of EU-15 with just 1.4 per cent of the adult population 
involved in a training programme, compared to 8.4 per cent for EU-15 (OECD, 
1999a). 
Table 4.5: Level of Educational Attainment in Greece (1995-2005) as % of the 
Population 
Level of educational attainment 1995 2000 2005 
postgraduate diploma (Doctorate or Master's degree) holders 0.2 0.2 0.7 
University graduates 7.6 7.8 9.3 
Higher technical-vocational education graduates 5.3 6.7 8.7 
Secondary education graduates 25.2 26.1 29.6 
primary education graduates 29.6 28.4 25.6 
Attended no school at all 2.8 3.2 2.4 
Sources: ESYC (iUUJ) 
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The same situation in terms of educational attainment can be observed in the 
manufacturing industry specifically. As Table 4.6 shows, 36 per cent of industrial 
workers possess secondary education qualifications, a further 25 per cent have 
completed only primary education, whereas 15.4 per cent leave the system with no 
recognised qualifications (ESYE, 2005). As the next chapter will discuss, the lack of 
a well-educated workforce is considered by policy makers as the key reason that 
undermines the ability of Greek manufacturing organisations to adopt high value 
added product strategies and compete in international markets. 
Table 4.6: Level of Educational Attainment in the Greek Manufacturing 
Industry (1995-2005) as % of the Persons Employed in the Industry 
Level of educational attainment 1995 2000 2005 
Postgraduate diploma (Doctorate or Master's degree) holders 0.2 0.3 0.7 
University graduates 6.4 6.8 7.5 
Higher Technical-vocational education graduates 8.9 11.7 15.2 
Secondary education graduates 31.8 31.4 36.2 
Primary education graduates 33.7 33.3 25 
Attended no school at all 19 16.5 15.4 
Sources: ESYE (2005) 
Compulsory education in Greece lasts nine years from the age of 6 to 15 and 
comprises six years of primary level education and three years of lower secondary 
level education. Post-compulsory secondary level education is provided in upper 
secondary schools (Lyceum), which offer general education and Technical 
Vocational Schools (TEE), which provide vocational education and training. The 
Lyceum lasts for three years (ages 15-18). Lyceums are preferred by 75 per cent of 
pupils over TEE. During the first year of Lyceum all pupils study the same 
curriculum, while from the second year, in addition to a common curriculum, pupils 
also choose one of three different educational branches: sciences, arts or technology. 
Graduates of the Lyceum are awarded a certificate known as the `Lyceum Leaving 
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Certificate' (Greek Ministry of National Education and Religious Affairs, 2006, 
online). 
Technical Vocational Schools (TEE) provide vocational training and education in 14 
fields for 42 different areas of specialisation. Currently, there are 448 TEE that 
operate on the basis of two independent cycles, one cycle (1st) of two years and one 
(2nd) of one year. At the end of both cycles, graduates are awarded an upper- 
secondary education certificate equivalent to the `Lyceum Leaving Certificate'. The 
Ministry of Education has overall responsibility for course development and 
approval, and also supervises most of these schools". There are also 85 private TEE. 
Vocational training combined with employment is provided by 52 Apprenticeship 
Technical Vocational Schools for working pupils run by the Labour Force 
Employment Organisation (OAED) and the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. 
The first cycle lasts three years. Pupils spend the first year exclusively at school, 
while over the next two years studies take place in parallel with employment. The 
2nd cycle, just as in all other TEE, lasts one year (OECD, 2003). 
Post-secondary education is provided by Vocational Training Institutes (IEK), which 
offer formal vocational training and education of unclassified level (neither higher 
nor university level) in 110 different specialisations in 14 basic occupational sectors. 
Overall, there are 138 IEK managed by the Organisation for Vocational Education 
and Training (OEEK) and 34 IEK managed by OAED. Students are graduates of 
lower or higher-level secondary education and studies last between 2 and 4 
semesters depending on specialisation. Compared with courses at TEE, IEK courses 
are work-oriented and linked to the demands of the labour market since they are 
designed by tripartite teams of experts (i. e. state, employers and employees). 
Admission to IEK is based on criteria primarily relating to grades in the school 
leaving certificate, and age, professional experience in the area of expertise and 
social factors. Trainees are provided with a certificate of vocational training, which 
" Certain TEE are supervised by the Ministry of Health and Welfare, the Ministry of 
Agriculture and the Ministry of Development. These TEE provide vocational training and 
education in specialisation corresponding to the relative ministries. 
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gives them the right to participate in the final accreditation examinations 
(CEDEFOP, 2003). 
Vocational education in Greece has been developed only recently, mainly through 
foreign influences. Delay is largely attributed to the Greek labour market, favouring 
low-skilled labour, and to culture, prompting youths to university education. Greek 
households are very much preoccupied with general education and elder family 
members exercise a strong pressure on offspring to obtain a university certificate 
(Kanellopoulos, 1996). Traditional lack of continuity of the national education 
policy, as well as persistent low financing of vocational education by the State, has 
resulted in the accumulation of long-standing problems such as, the lack of 
laboratories and infrastructure, defective buildings, absence of maintenance, poor 
libraries, low salaries of instructors and, most of all, low morale among instructors 
and students. This situation has added up to a sluggish vocational education 
organisation, more or less incapable of effectively tackling crucial social issues like 
unemployment and the challenge of new technologies (Karalis and Vergidis, 2004; 
Patiniotis and Stavroulakis, 1997; SEV, 2006). 
Tertiary education is provided in two parallel sectors: a) the university sector 
comprising Universities (AEI), Technical Universities, the Higher School of Fine 
Arts, the Military Academies and the Police Officers Academy, and b) the 
technological sector which includes Technological Education Institutes (TEI) and 
the Higher School of Pedagogical and Technical Education (ASPAITE). Courses at 
tertiary level institutes last for 8-12 semesters. In comparison to universities, TEI 
have a much narrow vocational orientation, applied discipline curricula and a greater 
focus on training and practice. Tertiary level education also includes certain other 
non-university schools such as Higher Ecclesiastical Schools, the Merchant Navy 
Academies. Admission to tertiary education from the lyceum (for both AEI and TEI) 
is via national written examinations during the last year of school (Pan-Hellenic 
examinations). Graduates of TEE may only be admitted to TEI via special 
examinations (OECD, 2003). 
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University education is a public monopoly and public expenditure on education 
remains at only 3.5 percent of GDP, versus 4.9 percent for the EU-15 (Bank of 
Greece, 2005). In several studies, it is argued that universities in Greece are poorly 
funded, badly managed and not responsive to the needs of the economy (GSEE, 
2005 a, b; OECD, 2005a, b). For example, the Federation of Greek industries, which 
is the central organisation representing industry and private enterprises in Greece, 
has continuously stressed the failure of the Greek educational system to establish 
effective links with market-oriented organisations. Recent studies carried out by the 
Federation reveal that the lack of work-based learning such as, internships and other 
work placement mechanisms is a crucial factor that inhibits Greek youth from 
developing work skills that would enhance their employability (SEV, 2003,2005b, 
2006). 
In terms of lifelong learning in Greece, this is promoted under the following 
institutions: evening schools; Second Chance Schools; and, the Hellenic Open 
University (EAP). Evening schools are equivalents for all types of secondary 
education schools and they are designed for working students. Courses are of an 
extra year's duration. Regarding Second Chance Schools, all adults who have not 
completed their nine-year compulsory education may acquire a certificate, equal to a 
lower level secondary school leaving certificate, by attending an eighteen-month 
course at one of the five Second Chance Schools, which are supervised by the 
Institute of Continuing Adult Education (IDEKE) (CEDEFOP, 2003). 
The Hellenic Open University (EAP) has been in operation since 1997. Academic 
programmes are based on distance learning and the EAP awards degrees equivalent 
to those of conventional universities (undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral 
titles). Due to the competition for tertiary places, the number of applicants for a 
particular course exceeds by far the number of places available. For that reason, 
admission to the EAP is on a random public electronic draw for persons aged 22 and 
over, which is conducted annually in the presence of a public prosecutor in order to 
ensure legal transparency. The EAP has faculties of Social Sciences, Humanities, 
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Natural Sciences and Technology and Applied Arts. It offers courses, which are a 
combination of thematic units (students attend up to three thematic units for each 
academic year). Candidates who hold the Certificate of Secondary Education (and 
have not entered a similar institution elsewhere) may apply to study for a degree. To 
obtain a degree they must attend and pass the examinations for at least 12 thematic 
units (Kokosalakis, 2000). The Greek education system is presented 
diagrammatically in figure 1. 
Figure 1: The Greek Education System 
Source: Adapted from the Greek Ministry of National Education and Religious 
Affairs (2006) 
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In this overview of the formal education system in Greece, a last remark ought to be 
made on private tuition. A striking by-product of the Greek education system 
concerns extensive tuition provided to pupils and students privately, outside public 
school. The aim of tuition is to aid pupils and students either to proceed to the next 
class, or to prepare themselves for the entrance exams leading to third-level 
education. The magnitude of this phenomenon is impressive, since nearly all second- 
level education pupils and students resort to tuition (Kanellopoulos and 
Psacharopoulos, 1997). The problem seems to lie in the formal structure of the 
education system, posing dual requirements to students. The latter are eager to enter 
third-level education, but the public school furnishes them only with general 
knowledge, inappropriate for them to pass the more specialised entrance exams. 
Hence, most students turn to private foundations in order to become better equipped 
for this effort. Under these circumstances, a vast educational market has been 
formed with instructors that exploit the inadequacies of the education system in 
order to increase their income (Patiniotis and Stavroulakis, 1997). 
4.3.2 Non-Formal Education 
Non-formal education refers to all organised educational activities outside the formal 
education system, either on an individual basis or as part of a wider activity, which 
is aimed at a specific group and has specific educational objectives (CEDEFOP, 
2003). The main reasons that have led to the development of non-formal vocational 
education and training in Greece are: the failure of formal education to provide 
knowledge and skills that fulfill the needs of the labour market; the needs of citizens 
for education, training, and retraining in order to respond to changes arising from the 
development of new technologies in the workplace; and, the effort to confront 
unemployment and social exclusion of vulnerable social groups (Karalis and 
Vergidis, 2004). There are numerous enterprises and institutions involved in 
providing non-formal vocational education and training in Greece, but the leading 
providers are the General Secretariat for Adult Education (GGEE), the Labour Force 
Employment Organisation (OAED) and the Centres for Vocational Training (KEK) 
(CEDEFOP, 2003). 
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The General Secretariat for Adult Education is the leading public institute in adult 
education and training. Its 300 education centres that operate throughout the country 
provide education relating to basic skills, social skills and the Greek language 
mainly for the unemployed, the illiterate, former prisoners, former drug users and 
immigrants. GGEE activities are financed by public funds and the European Social 
Fund. The Labour Force Employment Organisation also implements continuing 
vocational training courses to cover the needs of the unemployed who require 
specialisation in order to find work, as well as the needs of employees, who are 
ready to acquire extra skills to facilitate their career development. Finally, the 
Centres for Vocational Training are private sector bodies (for-profit or not-for profit) 
or public bodies providing continuing vocational training courses for employees and 
the unemployed, as well as for graduates from all levels of education, in various 
subject areas (CEDEFOP, 2003). 
Certificates issued by agencies providing non-formal vocational education and 
training are not officially accredited for the purpose of certifying qualifications. 
Consequently, the above certificates are not documents that their holders can use in 
order to seek a position in the public sector. Despite this, certificates of attendance at 
such courses are an element that may be positively taken into account during staff 
selection procedures by employers (OECD, 2003). 
Overall, informal vocational training in Greece has been conducted in various forms 
and by numerous foundations with overlapping responsibilities. It still remains 
largely uncoordinated, despite the need for regulating the flow of ample funds 
coming from the EU (Patiniotis and Stavroulakis, 1997). Diverse foundations run 
similar training programmes without being informed about others' activities and 
experience. Training programmes are often roughly scheduled, without responding 
to concrete market needs, whereas teaching personnel are often of ambiguous 
quality, and are rarely submitted to rigorous selection (CEDEFOP, 2001; Karalis and 
Vergidis, 2004). The next section looks at the latest government initiatives around 
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VET and examines the extent to which they can respond to the needs of the Greek 
economy in terms of knowledge and skills. 
4.3.3 Recent Developments in VET Policy 
Taking into consideration the promotion of lifelong learning by the EU, the Greek 
Ministry of Employment and the Greek Ministry of National Education and 
Religious Affairs promoted a new law for lifelong learning (Law 3369/2005). This 
law constitutes the first integrated strategy on lifelong learning at national level, in 
contrast to the frequently fragmented and incoherent policies of the past. By utilising 
national and international experience in lifelong learning, the new law attempts to 
promote business oriented educational activities, tackle exclusion and in general set 
capital investment and investment in education and training at the same level 
(Ecotec, 2007). 
Within this initiative, the National System for Linking Vocational Education and 
Training to Employment (ESSEEKA) is being activated and the National Committee 
for lifelong learning is being established for the coordination of policies at national 
level and for providing a link between lifelong learning and ESSEEKA. Specifically, 
efforts are to be made to combat adult illiteracy, for individuals who have dropped 
out of school prematurely, mainly through `Second Chance Schools and Adult 
Training Centers' that will be established throughout the country (according to 
plans, within 2008, there must be one Second Chance School and one Adult 
Training Centre in every Prefecture). Regarding higher education, efforts will be 
continued for further development of lifelong learning through the Greek Open 
University, through departmental programmes of additional education, through the 
Institutes for lifelong learning and through Distance Learning (CEDEFFOP, 2003; 
Ecotec, 2007; Karalis and Vergidis, 2004). 
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The connection of educational and training systems with the labour market is to be 
developed through consultation and orientation structures. These structures are the 
Centers of Consultation and Guidance, (KE. SY. P), the Offices of Consultation and 
Career Guidance (GRA. S. E. P) and the National Centre for Career Guidance. The 
elaboration of informative material and tools for all students, including incapacitated 
students or student groups with a high risk factor for social exclusion, will continue 
to expand. At the same time, the training of executives wishing to offer their services 
in the new GRA. S. E. P will continue (CEDEFOP, 2003; Ecotec, 2007). 
Furthermore, the National Labour Institute (EIE) has been set up in an effort to link 
training to labour market needs. EIE aims to develop research and disseminate 
information on labour market issues and needs in training and retraining, as well as 
employment prospects, support and evaluate ESF actions and initiatives and co- 
operate with international organisations for the exchange of know-how. The 
National Employment Observatory (EPA) has also been set up to support 
employment and training policies. Its purpose is to provide a systematic analysis of 
the labour market needs in training and retraining addressed to specific geographical 
locations and target groups (CEDEFOP, 2003; Greek Ministry of Economy and 
Finance, 2005; OECD, 2003). 
A future plan also includes the establishment of regional libraries and the 
development of education from distance programmes, mainly for working students 
or women obliged to stay at home. In addition, important initiatives will be taken to 
combat school drop-out rate. Within this framework, programmes of reinforced 
teaching for high school students and additional teaching support for lyceum and 
Technological Vocational students Institutions' are being targeted, especially in 
areas where a high number of vulnerable, low income social groups are registered 
(CEDEFOP, 2003; Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2005; OECD, 2003). 
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Finally, within the framework of upgrading the quality of the vocational training 
systems, the government is looking to create an accreditation process, through which 
training providers will be evaluated. The Ministry of Employment and Social 
Protection, as the responsible national institution for Continuous Vocational training, 
will proceed, through the National Accreditation Centre of Vocational Training and 
Support Services (EKEPIS), to the planning and implementation of certification 
procedures, which are to be completed by the end of 2008 (Greek Ministry of 
Economy and Finance, 2006). 
As the above analysis reveals, the aim of the Greek government has been to promote 
educational policies that develop human resources, improve employability among 
the young and combat social exclusion. The National Qualifications System as 
implemented to date in Greece had focused on the acquisition of accredited 
qualifications via the formal education process. Only in recent years, there has been 
a move towards providing accredited VET through programmes at both secondary 
education level (Technical Vocational Schools of the Ministry of Education and 
OAED Apprenticeship Vocational Schools) and at post-secondary level education 
(Vocational Training Institutes). 
The accreditation of organisations by EKEPIS, the creation of the National Labour 
Institute (EIE) and the establishment of `Second Chance Schools and Adult Training 
Centers', among other things, seem positive steps in the area of VET and lifelong 
learning provision. However, no less than a radical overhaul of the system such as, 
decentralisation, assessment at each level, provision of funds to I. E. Ks, development 
of new courses and textbooks, uniform accreditation system, substantive 
participation by the social partners at all stages of decision making is necessary if 
dysfunctions in VET are ever to be overcome. Promotion of VET in Greece to date 
has not taken place within a specific institutional framework. In order to promote 
VET and lifelong learning, it is important that via the National Qualifications 
System: knowledge and skills be acquired for which there is ascertained demand in 
the labour market; knowledge and skills acquired are certified and accredited by the 
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labour market; there is easy access to learning and the acquisition of knowledge; 
and, there are specific financial, work-related or other benefits for participants. The 
main elements of the National Qualifications System, which appear to impede 
promotion of VET and lifelong learning, are lack of easy access to learning 
(primarily for formal education courses), the non-systematic recording of labour 
market needs and non acknowledgement, by the labour market, of qualifications 
which are acquired primarily through non-formal education courses or informal 
learning. The immediate repercussion of non-acknowledgement of such 
qualifications is that employees or the unemployed are discouraged from 
participating in the process of lifelong learning. 
National educational goals have been formulated through the need to promote 
national interests within the context of European integration. However, it would be 
helpful to discern the real intentions of the government throughout this scenario. In 
this respect, a distinction should be made between the officially declared goals of the 
State concerning education as posed in speeches of government officials and in 
preambles of laws, and the unofficial goals, revealed by the concerted practice of 
government bodies, as well as by governmental responses to crises within education. 
Official goals include the spread of democratic ideals and values for the 
development of responsible citizens, the provision of general knowledge and VET, 
aimed at supplying learners with the skills necessary to exercise their profession and 
the provision of equal education opportunities for all, so that moderation of class 
differences will be achieved. Turning to informal aspects, it appears that a crucial 
function of the State educational policy is to establish a formal VET system and 
facilitate access of youths to third-level education. The government is attempting to 
move the economy to a high skills trajectory by relying heavily on the formal 
educational system for upskilling. Yet, no consideration is given to the demands of 
Greek employers who may seek to compete on the basis of unskilled labour. Under 
such circumstances, the Greek education policy may fail to deliver the promised 
outcomes. In the next section, the Greek small business sector is examined in an 
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effort to identify the specific characteristics of Greek industrial SMEs and their 
competing strategies. Do Greek employers opt for cost-cutting strategies or to 
compete on the basis of high quality products? 
4.4 The Greek SMEs Sector 
The following sections look at the small business sector in Greece and discuss the 
contribution of SMEs to the economic development of the country. The predominant 
model of employment relations in such organisations is also examined. 
4.4.1 The Role of SMEs in the Greek Economy 
As noted in section 2.2.2, definitions of what constitutes a small organisation vary 
(Hill, 2002). Although several criteria are used to define SMEs, the most common 
criterion is workforce size, though different thresholds are used. The European 
Commission has agreed a common definition for small and medium-sized 
enterprises based on number of employees (9<SMEs<250). However, this definition 
is not helpful for small countries like Greece since virtually all firms and the vast 
bulk of employment and output fall within the definition of SMEs (EIRO, 1999, 
2006, online). In effect, the official definition adopted by policy makers in Greece is 
the one given by the Bank of Greece (2000) and EOMMEX (2000) and considers 
SMEs to be enterprises, which employ up to 100 salaried workers. Therefore, the 
present research study categorises SMEs by number of employees as it is presented 
in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7: Classification of SMEs in the Greek Context 
Enterprise Category Number of Employees 
Medium-sized firms <100 
Small firms <50 
Micro firms <10 
Sources: Bank of Greece (2000), EOMMEX (2000) 
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Small and medium-sized enterprises in Greece, prevalent in the handicraft, 
processing, and manufacturing sectors, play a catalytic role in the social and 
economic development of the country, particularly when compared to the role of 
larger firms (OKE, 2003). Supporting this argument are the following factors: a) 
small businesses can more easily adapt to the small markets, b) smaller firms are 
able to help with the problem of unemployment because they are prevalent in 
labour-intensive sectors and c) the mentality of the Greek citizenry, known for their 
preference for independence, which makes owning a business particularly appealing, 
even if the financial rewards are less. These cultural predispositions cultivate a 
strong entrepreneurial spirit (Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2003; 
Maggina, 1992). 
The contribution of SMEs to economic development, employment and social 
coherence in Greece is substantial. In total there are 879,318 enterprises in Greece 
(ESYE, 2002a), where 99.7 per cent employ less than 50 persons (Table 4.8). 
Although there are not any available statistics indicating the exact share of 
employment by enterprise category, it is estimated by ESYE (2005) that 
employment in SMEs in Greece exceeds 2,600,000 workers (i. e. they represent 
around 75 per cent of the work force of the private sector and 60 per cent of total 
employment). In addition, SMEs provide 70 per cent of new jobs created and 
reinforce the regional development and financial balance of the regions in Greek 
society (Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2003). 
The role of small firms in the national economy and employment is vital, since the 
main business model in Greece is and will remain the micro enterprise, which 
employs less than 10 persons. As Table 4.8 shows, there are 877,995 SMEs in 
Greece. Of this, 862,630 are micro firms (0-9 workers). Micro firms include 
enterprises of self-employed people in which members of their family also work, as 
well as firms with 1-9 salaried workers. Employment in this type of establishment is 
estimated by EOMMEX to be 1,600,000 workers (around 1,000,000 self-employed 
and 600,000 salaried). Small firms with between 10 and 49 salaried workers total 
13,831, whilst medium-sized organisations with 50 to 99 employees total 1,534. The 
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aforementioned data reveal that micro-enterprises with 0-9 employees cover around 
60 per cent of employment in the small business sector, whereas small and medium 
firms cover 40 per cent. There are 1,232 large enterprises (100 employees and over) 
(EOMMEX, 2006, online; ESYE, 2002a, 2005; European Employment Observatory, 
2004, online; Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2003). The data are 
summarised in Table 4.8. 
Table 4.8: Number of Organisations in Greece (by enterprise category) 
Enterprise Category Number ojßrms 
Large firms (100 and over employees) 1,323 
Medium-sized firms (50-99 employees) 1,534 
Small firms (10-49 employees) 13,831 
Micro firms (0-9 employees) 862,630 
Total 879,318 
Source: ESYE (2002a) 
4.4.2 Employment Relations in Greek SMEs 
It is extremely difficult to have a complete picture of employment relations and 
working conditions in Greek SMEs, due to factors such as the extent of 
unofficial/uninsured work in such enterprises, partly related to the employment of 
foreign workers, as well as the possible existence of atypical (non-statutory) 
practices with regard to the regulation of working time (IOBE, 2005). These factors 
in conjunction with inadequate statistical records of labour relations in SMEs (e. g. 
there is a number of enterprises operating wholly or partly in the sphere of the 
hidden economy) prevent any research efforts from having a precise picture (EIRO, 
2006, online). However, some interesting data will be presented in this section 
regarding the Greek small business sector, which have been collected by previous 
empirical surveys. 
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Greek small and medium-sized enterprises continue to be hesitant regarding 
initiatives for the introduction of innovations to the traditional work organisation 
model. Modernisation and flexibility remain of low priority and very few of the 
practices that are already applicable in European SMEs have been incorporated in 
the Greek context. The organisation of working time remains very rigid and 
traditional, with an excessive use of overtime work (legal or not), whereas the 
application of modern production methods, such as just-in-time, total quality 
management and lean production is limited (OKE, 2001). At the same time, the 
reduction or simplification of hierarchies, a participative management style, 
teamwork, autonomy and the activation of the employees remain issues beyond the 
scope of most Greek SMEs (IOBE, 2005). Recent studies show that the survival of 
most industrial small firms in the country is based on cheap labour, the adoption of 
cost-cutting business strategies, the violation of the institutional framework of labour 
relations and tax evasion (OKE, 2003; IOBE, 2005; Tsipouri et al., 2001). 
Employers in Greek small firms tend not to comply with the regulations of labour 
law. They do not seem to observe work schedules, overtime limits, dismissal 
procedures and usually overlook compensation differentials mandated by collective 
agreements at all levels of bargaining (Mihail, 2004). Recent studies have shown 
that the share of the underground economy in Greece is around 30 per cent (IOBE, 
2005). The withdrawal of a firm to the underground economy can very well 
represent a survival strategy through the avoidance of taxes, social security 
contributions and state regulations. The problem is that when a firm is trapped 
underground, it is almost impossible to extend its activities to foreign markets, since 
external trade requires a certain amount and level of official actions, contacts and 
disclosures. Thus, it is possible that SMEs that have sought to ensure their survival 
via underground activity end up facing much higher barriers to expanding their 
activities compared to firms operating in the formal sector (Liargovas, 1998). 
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On the other hand, according to the limited empirical evidence, employees in Greek 
SMEs appear to have more unsocial working hours, fewer rewards, more risks for 
physical health and less job security than employees in Greek large organisations 
(European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 
2001; OKE, 2001,2003). However, they seem to enjoy a range of atypical benefits, 
which many small firm owners offer them, such as atypical leave and undeclared 
pay (Mihail, 2004). Such benefits appear to be common features in Greek SMEs 
because they are necessary preconditions for employers to be successful in eliciting 
the best efforts of employees (IOBE, 2005). 
Both favourable and unfavourable aspects of job quality in Greek SMEs can be 
arguably attributed to informal employee relations that dominate small firms 
(Matlay, 1999; Wilkinson, 1999). This informal setting, stemming from a familial 
culture within small firms, affords flexibility to owners/managers necessary for the 
survival of small establishments. As Ram et al. (2001) have argued, it is an owner's 
very personal stake in the survival and performance of the firm that leads them to 
seek a balance between compliance and familiarity and shapes their personal input to 
the organisation of workplace. 
Given the impossibility of creating enterprise-level unions in most SMEs, since the 
legislation relating to this matter provides for the establishment of such bodies only 
in enterprises employing at least 20 people, their employees can join the relevant 
sectoral trade unions. Given the importance of commercial SMEs, the Federation of 
Greek Private Employees (OIYE) is worthy of note. OIYE is made up of unions of 
employed earners employed in a position of subordination and paid as employees of 
private industrial, commercial and service enterprises. The Greek trade unions of the 
private sector are represented at the highest level by the Greek General 
Confederation of Labour (GSEE). Normally, Greek trade unions tend to show very 
little interest in initiating experiments in HRD, work re-organisation and job 
redesign, preferring to concentrate their energies on more `traditional' forms of 
bargaining over wages and working time. The unions in Greece more or less accept 
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that it is for management to run the enterprise, organise production and design work 
systems, as well as develop the personnel (INE-GSEE, 2006). 
On the employers' side, the main organisation is the General Confederation of Greek 
Small Businesses and Trades (GSEVEE), which represents 101,883 registered 
persons (entrepreneurs). Theoretically it represents all SMEs, as well as self- 
employed people but in practice enterprises employing over 50 people are usually 
represented by the Federation of Greek Industries (SEV). At the European level, 
GSEVEE is a member of the European Association of Craft, Small and Medium- 
sized Enterprises (UEAPME) (IOBE, 2005). 
Also, one of the principal public bodies supporting SMEs and implementing the 
relevant policies is the Hellenic Organisation of Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises and Handicrafts (EOMMEX) operating under the purview of the Greek 
Ministry of Development. Its services involve the development of entrepreneurship 
and the creation of new enterprises, actions to support the competitiveness and the 
investment activities of SMEs, promotion of their technological upgrading, 
vocational training and the creation of support infrastructures (EOMMEX, 2000). 
Furthermore, the various chambers of commerce play an important role in the 
development of commerce and industry. These are mandatory, independent 
associations that carry out commercial activity in a specific region, are governed by 
public law and operate under the administrative supervision of the Minister of 
Commerce (as regards the legality of their actions). Their purpose is to protect the 
Greek industry and provide recommendations to the State and to their members on 
all issues of economic import. Membership in local chambers is mandatory (EIRO, 
2005b, 2006, online). 
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As mentioned above, on the creation of a trade union inside or outside an enterprise, 
the Civil Code requires a minimum of 20 founding members. Taking into account 
the latest available data provided by ESYE (2002), over 99 per cent of Greek 
enterprises are outside the scope of the legislation on worker representation on the 
enterprise level. Therefore, given the absence of company unions (and/or works 
councils) in SMEs, collective bargaining is also absent in such enterprises. The lack 
of collective bargaining and of statutory social dialogue in SMEs does not mean an 
absence of labour relations in the broad sense of the term. However, in most cases 
these are atypical and individualised in nature. The review indicates that workers in 
Greek SMEs do not have a strong collective voice mechanism that could use the 
notion of lifelong learning as a vehicle for campaigning for the upskilling of its 
members to improve their employability and earning potential. As such, a significant 
driver of workforce skills development appears to be absent in the case of Greek 
firms. 
As this section reveals, in terms of business strategy, the majority of Greek SMEs 
seek to survive in domestic markets by adopting low value added product strategies 
and using a predominantly unskilled workforce. Modem management approaches 
are virtually absent, whereas the autocratic management style of Greek owners 
promotes individualised and ad hoc patterns of decision-making and behaviour. In 
this context, the supply-side policy interventions in relation to HRD run the risk of 
failing to effectively improve the competitive position of industrial SMEs due to a 
lack of employer demand for more skills. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
The present chapter examined the national setting in which the primary research of 
this study was undertaken. In particular, it discussed the economic, social and 
political background of Greece highlighting the main weaknesses of the country, 
which among others include sluggish productivity growth, low employment rate, 
high unemployment, high inflation, poor export performance and a problematic 
educational system. 
Greece has achieved strong growth during the last decade. Total private investment 
(notably business investment) rose and strong personal income increases spurred 
private consumption. However, strong demand contributed to relatively high 
inflation vis-ä-vis the euro area. As a result, competitiveness weakened, causing a 
considerable loss in Greek export market shares and keeping the external balance in 
substantial deficit. Despite strong economic growth, employment growth has been 
modest and structural unemployment remains high. Greece's weak fiscal position 
has deteriorated further and the public debt-to-GDP ratio remains high. Action has 
been taken to reform product and financial markets, privatise state-owned 
enterprises, open up markets to the rigours of external competition and improve the 
functioning of the labour market. 
Notwithstanding the above, it is a fact that the scale of reform is not sufficient to 
match the challenges facing the Greek economy. The long-standing challenge for 
Greek economic policy is to bridge the sizeable gap with the average EU living 
standards. To achieve Greece's strategic goal of stronger economic growth, further 
action is required to improve Greece's international competitiveness in the years 
ahead, through reforms to strengthen the key drivers of economic growth, i. e. 
productivity and employment growth. In this context, the review discussed the main 
policy priorities for the period 2007-2010, which involve the reduction of 
unemployment, the improvement of human capital, the reduction of government 
deficit and more spending on research and technological development. 
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The education and training system in Greece was also examined in the present 
chapter. The discussion revealed that education in Greece lags significantly 
compared with other developed countries, both on quality, as well as its links with 
production. Linkages between universities and industries appear to be poor and this 
is reinforced by the paucity of vocational training. Recent reforms in vocational 
education are thought to reinforce the quality of the Greek VET system. However, 
the present analysis questions the effectiveness of such reforms. 
The current chapter also discussed the main features of the small business sector in 
Greece and explored its significance for the Greek economy. Among others, it 
revealed that small and medium-sized enterprises in Greece play a key role in the 
social and economic development of the country , as they constitute a major 
employer. With reference to working practices in Greek small firms, these seem to 
involve lower discrimination compared with large organisations but longer working 
hours, greater risks to physical health, limited payment for working social hours and 
no employee participation in decision-making. 
The secondary data analysis in relation to the Greek context indicates that the 
government's investment strategy is geared to the need to push more of the economy 
onto the `high road' by endlessly expanding skill acquisition of the working 
population. The trend towards an ever-greater emphasis on the formal education 
system as the main vehicle for upskilling (or at least raising qualification levels) has 
continued apace justified by reference to a continuing supposition of widespread 
market failure within the training system. 
However, as data reveal, rising qualification levels across the workforce have not 
been reflected in high productivity levels. There are a number of potential 
explanations for this. Research and development investment remains very low by 
OECD standards, as does investment in plant and machinery. Also, the labour 
market remains inflexible, whereas the public infrastructure in many fields continues 
to lag behind what is available in other developed economies. More and more tax 
relief is being offered to inefficient employers to support their low productivity, low 
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wage strategies, whilst trade unions have not been allotted an active role by the 
government in skills policies (e. g. statutory right to bargain over skills), both at 
national level and within the workplace. 
In contrast, skills development has been over-emphasised in the government's effort 
to block off access to the `low road' to competitive advantage at a time where most 
small fum employers appear to seek cheap labour. Although education and training 
should be embedded in this plan, a broader set of policy interventions is required to 
support the national strategy for economic transformation. The old model of low 
wage, long hours, low productivity working cannot be banished simply by pumping 
more skills into the economy. Under such conditions, a high skills economy is 
unlikely to emerge. 
Having examined the background of Greece, the study now turns to examine the 
Greek policy in practice. More specifically, Chapter Five looks at the current state of 
the Greek manufacturing industry focusing on textiles, in order to identify the range 
of problems and difficulties that Greek textile SMEs face in their efforts to compete 
in domestic and foreign markets. To this end, it offers a critical evaluation of the 
measures adopted by policy makers in Greece to help the sector overcome the 
prolonged crisis. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE STATE OF TEXTILE SECTOR IN GREECE: 
PROBLEMSAND POLICYRESPONSE 
5.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter examined the economic context of Greece along with the 
education system of the country. Furthermore, it looked at the main characteristics of 
the small business sector in Greece. Having examined the general state of the Greek 
economy, this chapter turns now to explore the background of the textile sector, 
which is the focus of the research study. The chapter presents, analyses and 
discusses the data collected through the first stage of empirical work, which 
involved seven qualitative interviews with high-ranked informants from various 
bodies including a Greek Ministry, a business association, a public organisation 
responsible for the promotion and development of Greek SMEs, two research 
organisations, as well as two chambers of commerce and industry. The purpose of 
the interviews was to investigate the major problems of Greek manufacturing SMEs 
with an emphasis on the textile sector and examine the development of HRM in 
Greek industrial firms and discuss the various policy measures taken so far to 
resolve the problems facing textile enterprises. 
The chapter begins with an overview of the Greek manufacturing industry looking at 
its contribution to Greek economic growth. The current state of human resource 
management and VET in Greek manufacturing is also discussed. The chapter 
continues with an examination of the textile sector in Greece. Historical information 
is presented concerning the important role of textiles for the industrial development 
of Greece and relevant statistical data are provided in order to examine the current 
state of the sector in relation to international competition. The chapter concludes by 
discussing the measures adopted by the Greek government to encourage small textile 
firms to move to high quality competitive strategies. To this end, it presents all the 
major governmental interventions in relation to workforce skills development 
highlighting the overemphasis placed on the supply-side of the training market at the 
expense of the demand for more skills. 
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5.2 The Greek Manufacturing Industry 
This section provides background information on the Greek manufacturing sector 
and examines its current state in relation to foreign competition. In 1990 
manufacturing provided almost 18 per cent of GDP, making up the largest portion of 
the secondary sector's contribution to national production. The four largest sub- 
sectors were foodstuffs, textiles, chemicals, and processed non-metallic minerals, 
which accounted for 43 per cent of total value added. The same four sub-sectors 
have been the leading contributors since 1980, when they totaled 45 per cent of 
overall manufacturing value added. In terms of employment, the leading 
manufacturing sub-sectors were foodstuffs, textiles, clothing and transportation 
equipment (including shipyards), which contributed a combined 51 per cent of total 
manufacturing employment in 1990. The same four sub-sectors were the leading 
providers of employment in 1980, when they contributed 48 per cent of total 
manufacturing employment (Library of Congress, 1994). 
The overall contribution of manufacturing to Greek exports was also substantial. In 
the early 1990s, manufacturing's share in total foreign-exchange earnings from 
exports of goods fluctuated between 48 and 54 per cent. In 1992 manufactured 
products earned 3.1 billion euros of national total export income of 6 billion euros, 
or 52 per cent. The main categories of manufacturing exports were textiles, earning 
1.6 billion euros, metals and metal products earning 595 million euros, chemicals 
and pharmaceuticals earning 198 million euros, and cement earning 182 million 
euros (KEPE, 2004; SEV, 2005a). 
Greek manufacturing firms used to depend on the domestic market and local demand 
for their livelihood. Because of this situation, the rapid import penetration that 
followed EC membership in the 1980s caused serious damage to Greek 
manufacturing's ability to respond to domestic demand. Between 1980 and 1990, the 
percentage of imported goods out of total manufactured goods purchased moved 
from 31 percent to 47 percent (KEPE, 2004). 
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Currently, the Greek manufacturing sector includes twenty-three sub-sectors with 
the nine largest sub-sectors (accounting for 74 per cent of total value added) being 
foodstuffs (20.02 per cent), oil refining (11.22 per cent), non-metallic minerals (8.45 
per cent), basic metals (8.02 per cent), chemicals (7.74 per cent), textiles (5.63 per 
cent), metal products (4.33 per cent), clothing (4.30 per cent) and other transport 
equipment (4.27 per cent). The three largest sectors in terms of their respective 
shares in employment are: food products, metal products and non-metallic minerals, 
accounting for 19.9 per cent, 9.3 per cent and 8.8 per cent respectively (ICAP, 2005, 
2006; SEV, 2005a). The manufacturing industry provides 11 per cent of Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP), while it accounts to 60 per cent of total Greek exports 
(ESYE, 2002b; ICAP, 2005; SEV 2005a). Yet, Table 5.1 shows that the share of 
Greek manufacturing in GDP has declined from 18 per cent to 11 per cent since 
1990 due to increased international competition from developing countries. 
Table 5.1: Share (%) of the Greek Manufacturing Industry in GDP (1990-2005) 
Year 1990 1995 2000 2005 
Share of Greek manufacturing in GDP 18 17 12 11 
Source: SEV (2005a) 
Employment in Greek manufacturing has recorded a marked decline since 1990. As 
Table 5.2 shows, 555,800 were employed in the manufacturing sector in 2005 
compared with 571,200 workers in 2000 and 680,000 in 1990 (ESYE, 2005). The 
data indicate that during the last 15 years 124,200 jobs have been lost. As a result, 
the contribution of manufacturing industry to total employment reached 19 percent 
in 1990, whereas in 2005 it dropped to 12.6 percent (ESYE, 2005). 
Table 5.2: Employment in Greek Manufacturing (1990-2005) 
Year 1990 1995 2000 2005 
Persons employed (In thousands) 680,0 600,5 571,2 555,8 
Change in persons employed - -79,500 -29,300 -15,400 
Source: ESYE (2005) 
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Small and medium-sized organisations play a key role in the Greek manufacturing 
sector. According to the latest available data by the National Statistical Service of 
Greece (ESYE) (2002a), the manufacturing firms operating in Greece total 97,005 
(data as of 2002) (Table 5.2). As Table 5.3 shows, 99.5 per cent of all businesses are 
SMEs employing around 63.6 per cent of all employees in the sector and producing 
27.7 per cent of the gross product (European Employment Observatory, 2004; OKE, 
2003). 
Table 5.3: Greek Manufacturing: Distribution of Companies by Employment 
Category (Data as of 2002) 
Enterprise Category Number ofßrms 
Large firms (over 99 employees) 481 
Medium-sized firms (50-99 employees) 547 
Small firms (10-49 employees) 4,120 
Micro firms (0-9 employees) 91,857 
Source: ESYE (2002a) 
Recent studies undertaken by the Economic and Social Council of Greece (OKE) 
and the Centre of Planning and Economic Research (KEPE) have revealed that 
Greek manufacturing employers - both large firms, and SMEs - continue to compete 
primarily on the basis of low price, standardised goods and a predominantly low- 
skill, low wage workforce (KEPE, 2004; OKE, 2003). Both studies indicate that 
highly routine, relatively lowly skill jobs, offering very limited opportunities for 
trust, creativity or discretion remain prevalent in the Greek industry. Similar studies 
conducted by the Foundation For Economic and Industrial Research (IOBE) (2001) 
and the Federation of Greek industries (SEV) (2005b) show that competitiveness in 
the Greek industry remains driven by the cost of labor, whereas other aspects like 
lead time, quality, reliability and flexibility are not included. 
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Problematically in terms of the competitive strategy being pursued by Greek 
manufacturing firms, unit labour costs have increased. More specifically, existing 
information shows that the unit labour cost in Greece has increased at a higher rate 
than labour productivity, which reflects the fact that wage increases in Greek 
manufacturing outpace the rise in labour productivity. This has affected the 
competitive position of Greek firms (Bank of Greece, 2005; ICAP, 2006). Table 5.4 
portrays the annual change (%) in unit labour cost and productivity in Greek 
manufacturing from 1997 to 2005. The government officials have repeatedly 
attributed the decline in labour productivity to the technical outdatedness of the 
Greek industry and the poor quality of the labour force (Greek Ministry of 
Development, 2005b). 
Table 5.4: Unit Labour Costs and Productivity (annual % change) in Greek 
Manufacturing (1997-2005) 
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Unit labour 
cost 
4.4 0.2 3.8 3.4 6.1 5.3 4.7 4.5 6.0 
Productivity 12 4.4 4.4 0.6 2.0 -0.6 0.6 
T1.2 1.2 -0.4 
Source: Bank of Greece (2005), ]CAP (2006) 
The real production output of the Greek manufacturing industry from 1997 to 2005 
as measured by the industrial production index is also shown in Table 5.5. During 
the period 1997-2005 from a total of 23 sectors in the Greek manufacturing industry, 
13 recorded a considerable decline with textiles being among the sectors with the 
largest decline during the specified period (SEV, 2005a, 2006). In 2005 specifically, 
the latest available data, the textile sector recorded the largest decline (-16 per cent) 
(ICAP, 2006; SEV, 2005a). The signs of deterioration of Greek manufacturing are 
also apparent in the index relating to the import and export performance of Greek 
manufacturing firms. In particular, the volume of imports in Greek manufacturing 
'2 Output per hour worked 
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increased by 44.4 per cent whilst the volume of exports increased by 23.8 per cent 
during 1995-2002 (KEPE, 2004). 
Table 5.5: Greek Manufacturing: Industrial Production Index (IPI) (annual 
change with base year 1996) 
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
L1FI(% 
change) -0.4 -0.2 -0.5 -0.1 -2.5 -0.1 -0.4 1.2 -0.7 
Sources: SEV (2005a), ICAP (2006) 
Rising labour costs in the country led Greek firms to move labour-intensive 
operations to the neighbouring Balkan countries (e. g. Romania) with a view to 
taking advantage of cheap labour in these economies. It is estimated by the Institute 
of Labour of the Greek General Confederation of Labour (INE-GSEE) that more 
than 2,000 manufacturing SMEs have moved to Balkan countries during the period 
2000-2005 (INE-GSEE, 2005a, b). The phenomenon of relocation of companies or 
part of companies' manufacturing activity to other countries has figured high on the 
economic policy and industrial relations agenda since the beginning of 2000, when 
this phenomenon began to assume importance (EIRO, 2005a, b, c, online; SEPEE, 
2005). 
Additionally, unprecedented levels of foreign competition have forced many local 
industrial firms to close down causing major job losses. It is estimated by INE- 
GSEE that around 5,000 manufacturing SMEs have been unable to cope with the 
new market demands and have gone out of business during the period 2000-2005 
(INE-GSEE, 2005a, b; OKE, 2003; SEV, 2005a). Although there is a total absence 
of any official data regarding the exact number of Greek manufacturing SMEs that 
stop their business activities annually, as many of them do not report closures to the 
Greek authorities, the estimated numbers show that many traditional manufacturing 
sectors such as, textiles and clothing are facing a severe crisis (OKE, 2003). 
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According to policy makers, new production approaches are needed to enable 
industrial establishments to survive from the intense global competition. They see as 
the only solution the production of highly specialised manufacturing units, targeting 
high added-value niche markets (Greek Ministry of Development, 2005). Both the 
current Minister of Economy and Finance in Greece and the President of the 
Federation of Greek Industries have claimed that exciting new technologies promise 
unexpected industrial applications and that SMEs need to innovate (Alogoskoufis, 
2006; Daskalopoulos, 2000). As they explain, the competitiveness of Greek 
enterprises cannot be based on cost minimisation strategies any more because low- 
cost producers in developing economies offer their products in cheaper prices. 
Hence, Greek industrial firms should opt for a different business strategy focusing 
on new and differentiated products and services in order to create niche markets that 
will enable them to gain a sustainable competitive advantage. 
However, as it has been stressed in the literature, successful innovation and high 
quality products require a highly skilled workforce (Brown, 1999; Giles and 
Campbell, 2003). In the Greek context, the evidence reveals that there is an apparent 
lack of well-educated workers (Table 5.6). The great majority of organisations 
typically operating in the sector use predominantly unskilled labour 
(Diamantopoulou, 2001). As shown in the previous chapter (Table 4.6), only 7.5 per 
cent of graduates work in manufacturing, while the corresponding figure for 
employees with no more than elementary school qualifications is 25 per cent (ESYE, 
2005). 
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Table 5.6: Occupational Levels of Workers in Greek Manufacturing (1995- 
2005) as % of Persons Employed in the Industry 
Occupational levels 1995 2000 2005 
Managerial staff 6.5 5 6.4 
Technicians (and other professionals) 5.2 5 6.9 
Clerks 7.3 8.6 9.1 
Manual staff (unskilled) 72 75 70.2 
Other unclassified employees 9 6.4 7.4 
Source: ESYE (2005) 
The option of recruiting qualified workers from the external labour market does not 
seem viable as the formal education system in Greece, as discussed in Chapter Four, 
produces graduates that do not meet the needs of Greek industry in terms of skills 
and expertise. Recent research by the Federation of Greek Industries reveals that the 
vast majority of young entrants in the labour market do not possess IT and numerical 
skills and they lack analytical abilities, team working, initiative and technical 
knowledge (SEV, 2006). It is frequently said that there is still too little exchange of 
knowledge between universities and business, and a failure on the part of university 
courses to match the needs of industry (Greek Ministry of Development, 2005b; 
VEA, 2006b). 
As the informant from a research organisation pointed out, the formal education 
system in Greece does not produce flexible graduates who can add value when 
necessary and can help transform the organisation in the face of change' (Fieldnote). 
The informant from the business association added, `formal education does not 
provide flexibility in the acquisition of new skills, and employers' representatives 
are not consulted in the design of training programmes so that they lead to skills 
demanded in the labour market such as, IT and problem-solving skills, as well as 
teamwork skills' (Fieldnote). 
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The absence of high-skilled personnel along with an inadequate supply from the 
external labour market makes training and development a priority of the utmost 
importance for all Greek manufacturing establishments if they are to compete on the 
basis of high quality products and services (SEV, 2004,2005a, b, 2006). Yet, it is 
repeatedly said by academics and policy makers that workforce training in Greek 
manufacturing firms is poor and is showing no signs of improvement unless 
awareness of the need to make progress in this area is translated into concrete and 
determined action (Diamantopoulou, 2001; EIRO, 2006; IOBE, 2005; 
Kanellopoulos, 1996; OKE, 2001,2003; Vouzas, 2004; Zambarloukos and 
Constantelou, 2002). 
In summary, the competitiveness of manufacturing in Greece has declined severely 
since 1990. It is suggested by policy makers that manufacturing establishments 
should change their business strategy in order to maintain their competitive position 
focusing on product quality and differentiation rather than on low cost production. 
However, the implementation of this strategy requires several changes both in the 
external and internal environments of manufacturing organisations. One of these 
radical reforms involves the skills upgrading of human capital. In this context, the 
next section looks at the human resource aspects of the manufacturing sector in an 
effort to explore the current state of training and HRM in Greek industrial 
organisations. 
5.3 Training and Human Resource Management in Greek Manufacturing 
Firms 
Human resource management has had a very limited development in Greece. 
Compared to the more advanced European economies, well-organised human 
resource departments in Greek organisations is a recent phenomenon. During the 
1980s only a few very large Greek and some multinational organisations had 
organised personnel departments, which, compared to other functions, seemed to 
lack sophistication, whereas the application of modem HRM practices was rather 
limited. Although some formalised personnel activities in selecting, appraising and 
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remunerating employees existed in such firms for a considerable period of time, 
these activities were not geared towards assisting individuals to develop their 
potential or make a significant contribution to their organisations' effectiveness 
(Papalexandris, 1991,1992). 
During the 1990s, some very large and progressive Greek firms started 
implementing HRM strategies in order to raise awareness of human capital quality. 
Nonetheless, the HR profession in small and medium-sized firms remained absent 
(Myloni et al., 2002; Papalexandris et al., 2001). In a recent survey of 10 Greek 
industrial firms (2 SMEs and 8 large organizations), Vouzas (2004) fords that 
systematically formulated, coordinated and implemented personnel policies, are 
absent in the majority of the industrial organisations studied. The main reasons 
behind this dismal picture are said to be the prevailing autocratic, and some time 
`patriarch' management style. Similarly, Myloni et al. (2002) and Galanaki and 
Papalexandris (2005) point out that the role of HR professionals is still undermined 
in Greek firms, which leads to the conclusion that awareness must be converted into 
understanding. Greek firms appear reluctant to implement contemporary HRM 
practices, as well as upgrade the role of the HR function in order to design and 
implement flexible working practices. In the majority of industrial firms, those 
responsible for HR matters are usually inexperienced family members, while there is 
a lack of managers with formal training in HRM. 
In the case of the small business sector, a consideration of the literature indicates 
that studies investigating HR issues in Greece are rare (Vouzas, 2004). Previous 
research in this area has shown that in small Greek organisations, the absence of an 
HR professional is a common phenomenon. Small firm proprietors usually retain for 
themselves the role of human resource management, without possessing the 
knowledge and the skills for its effective practice. Personnel practices are imposed 
by the patriarchal owner, who treats employees on a subjective basis and are usually 
limited to payment and employee legislation issues (Ball, 1992; Papalexandris, 
1992). As the respondent from a research organisation notes, `the limited empirical 
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studies carried out around HRM in small Greek enterprises have shown that firm 
owners are unable to formulate and implement human resource policies 
systematically because of ignorance and managerial incompetence' (Fieldnote). 
One of the main features emerging from HRM research in Greece is the strong 
belief, of almost all research participants, in the value of training as a means of 
improving individual, group and company performance. However, the limited 
research carried out in the country regarding company training has focused on large 
establishments (Papalexandris, 2005; Papalexandris et al., 2001; Papalexandris and 
Chalikias, 2002; Papalexandris and Nikandrou, 2000; Powell et al. 2000). For 
example, Papalexandris and Chalikias (2002) investigated the training and 
development practices implemented in large Greek organisations as part of the 
Cranet Survey13 in the 1990s and they found that the percentage of employees who 
receive training in Greek firms is significantly lower than that of other advanced EU 
countries such as the U. K, France and Germany. Also, their study revealed that 
Greek firms are in greater need for VET in all specialisations. Yet, most firms have 
realised the need to improve the skill base of their personnel in order to meet 
competition and the offer of training showed a growth over the 1990s. The authors 
stress that this picture, although quite encouraging, largely reflects the situation 
among well-managed, modem and innovative firms in Greece. 
As far as SMEs are concerned, there are no specific data on the use of training and 
development practices in the Greek context (EIRO, 2006, online; IOBE, 2005; 
Papalexandris and Chalikias, 2002). As Papalexandris and Chalikias (2002) point 
out, there is no overall survey reporting on training strategies among SMEs in 
Greece. Yet, it is believed that there is a deficient development of such practices and 
the training and development function in these establishments is not systematically 
organised and it varies a lot depending on the owner's personality, as well as level of 
education. 
O The Cranet survey took place three times in Greece during 1993,1996 and 1999 using a 
sample of approximately 150 firms from all business sectors that employ more than 200 
employees (Papalexandris et al., 2001). 
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When respondents to this study were asked about employee training in Greek 
manufacturing SMEs, they stressed that there is very limited knowledge of the 
training activity in such firms due to data collection difficulties. However, most of 
them argued that these enterprises seem to lack in-house infrastructure and expertise, 
which limits the amount and type of learning that takes place. As the informant from 
the Greek Ministry explained, `there is a serious lack of research around this 
issue... it is believed that small domestic firms are unable to provide a learning 
environment to their employees and are lacking a critical mass of skilled workers 
who could facilitate learning through co-operation' (Fieldnote). The respondent from 
the public organisation also added that most employers are unaware of the existence 
of various learning providers that are available to help them to meet their skill needs. 
As he explained, `small firm owners are overwhelmed by short-term business 
pressures and they have very limited contact with relevant sources of training 
provision. This acts as a barrier to employee training and learning' (Fieldnote). 
The above data suggest that the lack of resources and poor management practices 
limit the opportunities for learning to take place in Greek SMEs. However, it is 
frequently argued by policy makers that there is a need for small firms to change this 
unsatisfactory state of affairs as the new realities and perspectives developed owing 
to the European integration reinforce competition, which, in turn, forces 
organisations to be engaged in new management techniques requiring a high level of 
personnel professionalism and an empowered HR function (Greek Ministry of 
Economy and Finance, 2003). 
The analysis of existing studies in relation to HRM in Greek industrial firms shows 
that the personnel function in Greece has been for years seriously neglected and the 
role of the personnel departments overlooked. This has been linked to the overall 
lack of well-trained employees in Greek manufacturing resulting in Greek firms 
being unable to compete on the basis of high quality products. The industry reform 
proposals articulated by policy makers seek to increase training investment in order 
to help Greek industrial SMEs upgrade the skills of their workers. Such proposals 
target particularly the textile sector where massive firm closures and job losses have 
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occurred. In this context, the next section looks at the background of the Greek 
textile sector in an effort to identify why it has been one of the worst hit labour 
intensive sectors of the Greek industry and examine the recommendations put 
forward by the government for the restructuring of the sector. 
5.4 The Textile Sector in Greece 
5.4.1 Historical Perspectives 
The textiles sector played an important role in the industrial development of Greece. 
Around 1870 a significant concentration of men, capital and machines emerged in 
Piraeus, a port-city, which eventually, developed into the country's most important 
industrial centre. Gradually, textile industries developed also in other cities including 
Patras, Volos, Naoussa and Thessaloniki. During the 19th century the textile sector 
was the most developed sector of the Greek manufacturing industry employing the 
majority of industrial workers (43.8 per cent) and acquiring the highest percentage 
of added value in comparison to other industrial sectors (Demiri, 1991). 
During that period, the sector developed under a protective customs duties regime 
and was supported by currency devaluation, while it intensified workforce 
exploitation. The tight profit margin was probably the main reason for the delay in 
renewing the mechanical equipment of the factories (Demiri, 1991). The rapid 
expansion of the sector materialised through the establishment of numerous small 
enterprises all over the country and it was favoured mainly by the abundance of 
unskilled labour (Evmiridis, 1990). 
However, the equipment in the vast majority of textile firms remained old, 
inefficient and cost expensive. Most of the enterprises did not have the suitable 
machinery to manufacture thin thread and textiles of high quality and their small size 
hindered them from keeping up with modem technological developments. The low 
technological level of the Greek textile industry offered only one alternative: the 
exploitation of the workforce through squeezing the cost of labour and prolonging 
the working hours. In the beginning of the 20th century the main competitive 
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advantage of the Greek textile industry was cheap labour and not advanced 
technology (Papastefanaki, 2004). 
Overall, the Greek textile sector never specialised in specific or high quality 
products. The emphasis was, from the very beginning, on mass production of cheap 
products, to be consumed by the country's peasant and labour strata. The cost of 
production was thus, crucial. Greek industrialists resorted to the extension of the 
working day, the reorganisation of labour, the verticalisation of production and the 
reduction of labour costs in order to reduce the total cost of production (IOBE, 
2006). However, following the liberalisation of international trade, the cost-based 
competitive strategy adopted by the vast majority of textile firms could no longer 
ensure their survival and development. As the next section reveals, the sector has 
been in decline since 1990 with a significant reduction in domestic production and 
investment activities resulting in the closure of many firms. 
In particular, the next sections look at the current state of the Greek textile sector in 
relation to foreign competition. They highlight the major problems that the sector 
faces including high unemployment, poor export performance, low profitability and 
increased firm relocation. The social partners' responses against firm relocation are 
also examined. 
5.4.2 The Greek Textile Sector from 1990 to present 
The Greek textile sector involves various activities, including spinning of fibres, 
throwing of silk, weaving and finishing of textiles. The particular sector accounts for 
6 percent of manufacturing GDP, marking a decline of 2 percent since 1995. 
According to the latest data (as of 2005), it employs 10.8 per cent of the country's 
industrial workforce (i. e. 60,000 employees) and along with the clothing sector it 
accounts for 45 per cent of the industrial products which Greece exports and 25 per 
cent of the country's exports as a whole (SEV, 2005a). 
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The textile sector is genuinely an export industry, with more than 50 per cent of its 
products sold abroad. After 2000, however, the sector has seen a significant fall in 
production and a large reduction in its workforce. The sector has not escaped the 
more general trend observed in section 5.2 above of an increase in imports in 
manufactured goods from non-EU countries. The abolition of quotas from the Ist 
January 2005 had a detrimental effect as it signaled the expansion of manufacturing 
exports from low-cost producers in Asian and Eastern European countries to Greece 
(EVEA, 2004; SEV, 2005a, 2006). 
Following about 20 years of bilateral agreements restricting trade in textiles and 
clothing, the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA) negotiated under the auspices of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the predecessor of the WTO, 
came into force at the start of 1974. The MFA allowed textile- importing countries 
(primarily industrial countries) to negotiate bilateral restrictions on imports from 
exporting countries (primarily developing countries). The United States, Canada, 
and most other industrial countries including Greece moved to impose quota 
restrictions on imports from a number of developing countries. The Agreement on 
Textiles and Clothing (ATC), reached in 1995 as part of the GATT's Uruguay 
Round Agreement, stipulated the phasing out of MFA quotas over 10 years ending 
on January 1,2005. The expiry of the ten-year transition period of ATC 
implementation means that trade in textile and clothing products is no longer subject 
to quotas under a special regime outside normal WTO/GATT rules but is now 
governed by the general rules and disciplines embodied in the multilateral trading 
system (WTO, 2004). 
A number of indicators such as, the production index (i. e. total production output), 
level of employment, number of fines, import/export performance and gross/net 
profits indicate that the competitiveness of the sector has significantly deteriorated 
since 2000. Although the competitiveness of the Greek manufacturing industry has 
shown a general decline since 1990, as discussed in section 5.2, the textile sector 
appears to record a more severe decline than the general trend. As Table 5.7 shows, 
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production in Greek textiles has decreased considerably from 2000 to 2005. In 2005 
specifically, owing to very low product demand there was a 16 per cent decline in 
production, one of the largest recorded in the Greek manufacturing industry for that 
year (SEV, 2005a). 
Table 5.7: Production Index in the Greek Textile Sector (annual % change with 
base year 1996) 
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Textiles production 
index (% change) 
-2.5 -3.5 -3.0 -5.0 -7.4 -2.6 -3.3 -10.4 -16 
Source: SEV (2005a) 
Moreover, Tables 5.8 reveals that the number of SMEs in the Greek textile sector 
reached 4,173 in 1995, whereas in 2002 (latest available data by ESYE) they totaled 
3,556, marking a decline of 617 firms. In particular, a total of 472 micro firms, 134 
small firms, 11 medium firms and 88 large organisations declared officially that they 
stopped their business activities during that period (ESYE, 1995,2002a). However, 
it has been argued by the Greek General Confederation of Labor (GSEE) 
representatives that many more textile firms have closed down since 1995 but most 
of them do not report closures to the Greek authorities (INE-GSEE, 2005b). 
Table 5.8: Number of Organisations (by employment category) in the Greek 
Textile Sector (1995-2002) 
Enterprise category Micro Small Medium Large 
Number of firms (1995 census) 3,805 329 39 111 
Number offirms (2002 census) 3,333 195 28 23 
Change in the number offirms -472 -134 -11 -88 
Change (%) in the number of firms -12.4 -40.7 -28.2 -79 
Source: ESYE (1995), CNY; (luola) 
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The decline in competitiveness of the sector is also shown in the index relating to the 
import and export performance of Greek textile firms. In particular, the volume of 
imports increased by 50 per cent whilst the volume of exports decreased by 15 per 
cent during 2000-2005 (SEV, 2005a). The existing financial data also mirror the 
many problems of the sector. More specifically, turnover, gross profits and pre-tax 
net profits have decreased significantly since 2000. As Table 5.9 shows, between 
2000 and 2003 turnover declined by 395,894 thousand euros (-21%), gross profits by 
211,349 thousand euros (-34.3%) and pre-tax net profits by 95,601 thousand euros (- 
80%) (SEV, 2005a). 
Table 5.9: Turnover and Gross Profits (in thousands euros) in the Greek 
Textile Sector (2000-2003) 14 
Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 
Turnover 1,883,933 1,466,254 1,490,696 1,488,039 
Gross Profits 615,310 435,805 420,087 403,961 
Pre-tax Net Profits 119,187 38,246 10,436 23,586 
Source: SEV (luwa) 
A recent study by the Greek Foundation for Economic and Industrial Research 
(IOBE) (2006) on the Greek textile sector reveals its gloomy future prospects. 
According to the study, one of the major problems faced by Greek textiles is the lack 
of international competitiveness. The study notes that the sector is labour-intensive 
and depends largely on cheap labour. In order to compete in the domestic and 
foreign markets, the vast majority of textile organisations opt for a cost minimisation 
strategy with an emphasis on the production of low quality textiles using out of date 
technology and a low wage, unskilled workforce. However, the abolition of quota 
arrangements had a detrimental effect on the sector, as there was a large increase of 
imported goods originating in low-cost countries. The study goes on to suggest that 
the sector should shift its production towards a mix of products and services for 
which demand is rapidly increasing to gain competitive advantage, whereas 
11 Only firms with 2000-2003 employment data are included. 
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competition from low-cost plants in Asia and central and eastern Europe should be 
met through rapid modifications in the firms' production schedules to allow them to 
respond to changes in fashion. 
Similar studies carried out by the Athens Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(EVEA) (2004) and the Hellenic Fashion Industries Association (SEPEE) (2005) 
confirm that most textile SMEs continue to pursue low value added activities that do 
not lead to national prosperity and rising standards of living. For example, the study 
conducted by SEPEE (2005) stresses that owing to trade liberalisation, the 
competition from low-cost producers in Asian countries increased after 2005 
dramatically causing severe problems to domestic firms. During the period from 
1994 to 2004, most Greek enterprises did not invest in technology and human 
resource development and they did not manage to create the necessary 
organisational structures to cope with strict foreign competition. As a result, 
thousands of domestic companies now struggle to survive, as they are unable to 
compete on the basis of low quality, cheap products. 
Since profits are based on low labour cost, it comes as no surprise that with the 
opening up of the neighbouring countries' markets, which had previously been out 
of reach for western capital, and the increased unit labour costs in the country (see 
Table 5.4), Greek textile companies moved where they could have lower production 
costs and achieve a better rate of profit. Production then relocated to Bulgaria, 
Macedonia, Albania and Romania where wages are up to 10 times smaller. In 
particular, the average gross wage reaches up to 1,000 euros in Greece a month, 
whereas in the other Balkan countries it is no more than 120 euros (EIRO, 2005b, 
online). 
It is estimated by the Institute of Labour of the Greek General Confederation of 
Labour (INE-GSEE) that around 1,000 Greek textile companies have relocated to 
Bulgaria and Romania since 2000 (INE-GSEE, 2005b). Furthermore, the available 
data concerning employment issues in the Greek textile sector indicate that 35,000 
textile workers have lost their jobs from 1995 to 2005 (ESPE, 2005; INE-GSEE, 
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2005a). Nowadays, there are cities in Northern Greece such as Naoussa, where the 
unemployment rate has reached 50 per cent due to the closure of textile 
organisations operating in these regions (EIRO, 2005a, b, online; Papastathopoulou 
and Roubos, 2005; SEV, 2005a). 
Table 5.10: Employment in Greek Textiles (1995-2005) 
Year 1995 2000 2005 
Persons employed 95,000 85,000 60,000 
Change in persons employed - -10,000 -25,000 
Source: ESYE (2005) 
The interviewees in this study concurred on many of the trends highlighted above. 
As the informant from the Greek Ministry explained: 
`the problems experienced by the Greek textile organisations have led to the 
closure of many production plants and a significant loss of employment. The 
majority of textile firms use old technology and employ unskilled workers 
and therefore, they can't cope with this turbulent business environment. 
Although the official data in this area are sketchy, it is estimated by ESYE 
that since 2000 the number of large textile firms has declined by 70 per cent, 
whereas the SME sector has marked a decline of 80 per cent. Employment 
has fallen by 30 per cent as well' (Fieldnote). 
The main reasons behind these negative developments are thought to be: the fierce 
competition from low cost producers; low labour productivity along with high 
labour costs; limited fmancial assistance from the Greek State in order to help textile 
SMEs modernise their production methods; and lack of high-skilled staff (EVEA, 
2004; IOBE, 2005; OKE, 2001,2003). It is frequently argued that in order to survive 
the sector needs to develop a more careful and systematic approach to the planning 
and implementation of training and development programmes (IOBE, 2006). This is 
important owing to: the rapid change in systems of increasing technological 
sophistication, necessitating constant programmes of training for new recruits and 
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retraining of the existing workforce; the need to increase productivity and quality of 
home-produced goods at competitive prices locally and internationally; and the need 
to keep up with increasing foreign competition (INE-GSEE, 2005a, b; KEPE, 2004; 
SEV, 2004,2005a, 2006). 
Most interviewees argued that the need to increase productivity and quality of home- 
produced goods at competitive prices is the most important reason for textile firms 
to invest in workforce skills development. As the informant from the public 
organisation explained, `the challenge for the textile sector is to achieve international 
competitiveness in the face of the rampant expansion of Chinese exports to the 
Greek and other European markets. Policies aimed at improving product quality in 
the sector could mitigate the impact of the removal of textile quotas' (Fieldnote). 
As evidenced by the above discussion, the liberalisation of trade in the textile sector 
led to an extensive decline in domestic and international product demand. Imports 
from developing countries (e. g. China, India) increased significantly, whereas the 
value of exports dropped. The decline of various indices over time indicates that the 
broader sector has lost competitiveness. The high increase of labour costs in the 
country has led a large number of textile companies to either transfer their labour- 
intensive production units to neighbouring Balkan markets that offer a production 
basis at low costs or stop their business activities. The next section looks at 
employees' response to firm closures in order to examine whether textile workers 
have been able to reverse these negative developments or not. 
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5.4.2.1 Trade Union Responses to Firm Closures and Position of the Social 
Partners 
Workers' responses to closures and relocation have been unsuccessful and 
inadequate. While factories were closing one after the other, the workers could not 
manage to form a community of struggle and practical solidarity actions were very 
limited. For example, in 2004, the workers of a textile factory in Naoussa 
(`Tricolan') faced a closure. Although they tried to get in touch with the workers of 
another textile factory in Thrace [a region near Bulgaria] belonging to the same 
owner, still they were confronted with indifference and fear. Nevertheless, the textile 
workers of Naoussa went on a large number of mobilisations during 2004. The 
mobilisations ranged from roadblocks, demonstrations and 24-hour solidarity strikes 
organised by the local union branch to their culmination with the occupation of the 
`Tricolan' factory on 31St October 2004. However, the occupation ended on the 25`h 
of November 2004 and the plant was finally closed with the loss of around 100 jobs 
(EIRO, 2005a, online). 
Almost a year later, similar events took place once more in the city of Preveza after 
`Preveza Mills' ceased its operations in September 2005. The closure of the 
company provoked strong reactions from the workers' representatives because it was 
one of the companies that had received state subsidies in the past to enable it to 
survive. Nevertheless, the firm ultimately added to the long list of companies in the 
textiles sector that have either closed down or relocated to other countries. The final 
closure resulted in the dismissal of 174 mill workers (EIRO, 2005c, online) 
The question of company relocations and their impact on the Greek labour market 
and the Greek economy is of great concern to the social partners. The trade union 
movement has repeatedly expressed its concern about the dimensions this 
phenomenon is taking on, especially in certain industries such as textiles and 
clothing, as well as the negative effects both for the workers made redundant in each 
instance and also for entire local communities. The Greek General Confederation of 
Labour (GSEE) has continuously made indirect reference to the matter when it 
criticises all enterprises that receive substantial financial aid from the state but fail to 
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put it to good use. Many such companies have received huge sums in subsidies and 
financing but have never reciprocated in a responsible and sensitive manner towards 
society as a whole and the public interest (EIRO, 2005b). 
On the other side, the employers and their organisations lay the blame on the state 
and the institutional framework, which they claim is not company-friendly. The 
Hellenic Fashion Industries Association (SEPEE) has continuously stressed the 
urgent need for measures to support the textiles and clothing sectors. The 
Association has expressed its strong concerns and dissatisfaction with the absence of 
the political will on the part of the state in recent years to support two of the 
country's most important manufacturing sectors, namely textiles and clothing and 
has stressed that during the last decade more than 35,000 jobs were lost in the 
country (SEPEE, 2005). 
The above examples illustrate a situation that is rather gloomy for the working class 
in the textile industry. Workers respond to the closures with demonstrations, strikes 
and occupations but they seem powerless to reverse these developments by 
appealing to other parts of the working class and generalising the struggle. The 
occupation of textile plants remains a relatively isolated activity, whereas there have 
been no other militant strikes. The textile factories seem to close down despite the 
strikes and protests by workers and citizens in local societies. Such cases partially 
reflect the general recession besetting the textile industry in Greece. In this context, 
the following sections look at the key problems facing Greek textile firms and 
examine the measures put forward by the Greek government to improve their 
competitiveness. 
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5.5 Major Problems Facing Greek Textile SMEs 
As noted in section 5.4.2, the Greek textile sector is dominated by SMEs. The main 
problems facing such organisations are frequently acknowledged in political and 
academic discussions and include the low quality of final products, high production 
costs, low capital invested, lack of managerial competence and lack of high-skilled 
personnel (EIRO, 2006; EOMMEX, 2000; Greek Ministry of Economy and Finance, 
2003; IOBE, 2006; OKE, 2001,2003). During the interviews, the informants 
discussed the key problems facing the small business sector in Greek textiles. 
In particular, it was stressed that due to a fiscal discrimination against risk capital, 
most SMEs have problems accessing bank loans at reasonable rates and fast- 
growing companies are hampered by the absence of European capital markets for 
SMEs. This lack of financing institutions to support, by means of guarantees, the 
small textile businesses in Greece limits significantly the possibilities for research 
and development, which may lead to innovative products and services. As the 
respondent from the business association noted, `there is limited policy action in this 
crucial area and a lack of institutions that could provide small business owners with 
funds and meet their needs for short-term and long-term borrowings with favourable 
terms so that they can increase the competitiveness of their businesses and realise 
their ambitions' (Fieldnote). 
The lack of high-skilled personnel was another key problem identified by all 
respondents. Because of their limited size and resources, textile firms do not employ 
well-trained workers that have the required skills and attitudes (e. g. IT skills, 
teamwork skills, technical skills, manual dexterity, attention to detail) to perform 
their jobs efficiently. Also, textile firms do not seem to have the incentives to invest 
in training because they cannot provide an internal labour market, like the ones 
found in larger enterprises, through which employees may seek promotion and 
career advancement within the enterprise. As the respondent from a research 
organisation argued, `textile SMEs usually employ inadequately trained personnel 
who lack formal education qualifications and can't keep up with new technologies' 
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(Fieldnote). In the same manner, the respondent from the business association noted, 
`despite the importance of the sector for employment and the economy in general, 
there are significant deficits in knowledge and skills among employees and 
businessmen and insufficient specialisation' (Fieldnote). 
The very large number of bureaucratic processes required for the smooth operation 
of small textile enterprises in the country, which affects the effectiveness of such 
organisations, was also among the problems mentioned by most informants. The 
country has not implemented enough systematic measures towards improving and 
effectively addressing the complex regulatory environment for small business 
development, while businesses and potential employers must suffer a significant cost 
and time burden due to the lack of simplified procedures, and also from the 
proliferation of agencies requiring different procedures, to which they must turn on 
an everyday basis in order to fulfil their operating needs. As the respondent from a 
chamber of commerce and industry pointed out, `the authorisation of new 
businesses, the issuing of professional licenses and the approval of certain 
applications concerning SMEs is a time consuming process in Greece. The 
Government should reduce the required documentation, which frequently does 
nothing to enhance the procedures' (Fieldnote). 
The inflexibility of the labour market seems to be another key problem facing textile 
enterprises. The inflexibility of the Greek labour market stems mainly from the strict 
protectionist labour legislation. As most informants explained, there are still 
obstacles to hiring temporary, as well as permanent staff owing to the high costs of 
recruitment and dismissals. The non-wage labour costs in Greece are among the 
highest in the EU-15 accounting for 43.86 per cent of the paybill, whereas the 
amount of compensation and red tape involved in dismissals is said to be 
discouraging for most employers (OKE, 2003). Also, there is lack of flexibility in 
working time arrangements in accordance to company needs. Stores' operating 
hours are restricted by mandatory operating rules, which oblige companies to pay 
overtime when maximum working hours are exceeded. If working hours were 
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deregulated, most respondents argued that they could significantly enhance the 
competitiveness and productivity of firms by allowing them to extend their operating 
hours and pay lower wages by using part-time employment. As the respondent from 
a research organisation noted: 
`flexibility requires legislation that allows companies to hire and dismiss 
employees without prohibitive costs, to maintain working time arrangements 
related to production needs, to adjust wages in accordance to productivity, 
and to offer effective incentives for productive labour. Although the Greek 
government has continuously expressed its intention to take a number of 
legislative initiatives with the purpose of promoting labour flexibility, the 
labour market in Greece remains rigid' (Fieldnote). 
Furthermore, the public agencies have no mechanisms for recording and 
documenting the effectiveness of policies concerning the business environment of 
Greek textile SMEs and the developing trends in the sector on an international scale, 
all of which produce negative effects on monitoring developments in textile firms 
and on making that type of information available to the enterprises, which could 
facilitate their strategic decision making. As the respondent from the public 
organisation argued, `the government does not undertake any activities to improve 
its knowledge concerning textile SMEs (e. g. statistics, research studies, seminars) 
and evaluate policy actions that favour SMEs. This has a negative impact on policy 
development' (Fieldnote). 
As evidenced by the interview findings, small textile enterprises face numerous 
problems including lack of financial support from the State, poor quality of human 
capital, increased red tape and an inflexible labour market. All these obstacles result 
in high production costs and low quality of final product undermining the ability of 
Greek textile organisations to compete in local and international markets. The 
discussion shows that policy action aimed at enhancing the competitiveness of the 
textile sector has been almost absent so far. In several key areas policy measures 
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have been inadequate and unable to support those textile SMEs that struggle to 
survive. However, as the next section reveals, the Greek government has recently 
taken a series of initiatives in order to help Greek textile SMEs surmount their 
structural obstacles and compete in international markets. 
5.6 Policy Measures Towards Greek Textiles 
All the policy measures towards the textile sector have as a key objective to 
encourage textile firms to change their product strategy moving from low quality 
segments of the industry into high-quality goods offered in competitive prices 
(EOMMEX, 2006, online; SEV, 2005b). As the respondent from the Greek Ministry 
commented: `policy action towards textiles is designed to implement the desired 
improvement in the competitiveness of the sector, through upgrading and 
modernisation of the products and services offered' (Fieldnote). 
It became apparent during the interviews that there is a strong consensus amongst 
respondents that the sector needs to move to a high value added strategy to survive 
in line with the more general policy position discussed in section 5.2. Most 
informants argued that the key challenge facing the Greek textile sector is to evolve 
from a sector of traditional low knowledge-intensive activities to a knowledge- 
intensive sector. It was pointed out that textile organisations, which used to 
distribute their products and services to undemanding closed domestic markets must 
now open up to global competition and face on the one hand the low-cost economies 
of eastern Europe and Asia and on the other the high-quality economies of western 
and northern Europe, north America and the Far East. As the informant from the 
Greek Ministry explained, 
`persisting in offering low added value products and services will lead to a 
contraction in the profits of those involved in production activities or the 
actual disappearance of these activities, with damaging social consequences. 
Introducing internationally competitive high added value activities in textiles 
is vital for both economic and social policy in Greece' (Fieldnote). 
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On the same grounds, the informant from the public organisation noted, 
`textile firms should shift their production towards a mix of products known 
to the market with increased added value and lay emphasis on improvements 
in marketing... foreign competition should be met through rapid 
modifications in the firms' production schedules to help them reduce product 
delivery times and allow them to respond to rapid changes in demand' 
(Fieldnote). 
The informant from a research organisation also argued, `the competition has 
become so intense in the sector that the only way to achieve an above average return 
is through differentiation ... yet, most textile enterprises don't have the required 
technological infrastructure and know-how to create niche markets, achieve high 
margins for products and yield profits' (Fieldnote). Similarly, the respondent from a 
chamber of commerce and industry said: `Greek textile companies are unable to 
compete on price with low cost producers due to higher labour costs prevalent in the 
country. Greater product specialisation may enable them to gain a competitive edge 
in the long term' (Fieldnote). The respondent from another research organisation 
made a similar comment: 
`the Greek textile sector never specialised in specific or high quality 
products. The emphasis has been on mass production of cheap products. 
However, the new status of the global textile market forces Greek firms to 
move their resources from processes in which Greece no longer has a 
competitive advantage to processes in which Greece can gain a competitive 
advantage. This means moving away from basic cheap textile items towards 
high quality textiles. However, this requires both technological investment 
and workforce skills development' (Fieldnote). 
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According to the respondents, the support of the government towards textiles is 
directed mainly in the areas of financial support, tax relief and human resource 
development. More specifically, the creation of a Loan Guarantee Scheme for SMEs 
and especially the enterprises with a workforce ranging between 0-9 employees 
comes to cover a market failure, which is connected to the SMEs inability to provide 
the required guarantees to the lending institutions. The Fund is a `risk-sharing' 
mechanism between the state, banks and other institutions. The regulatory 
framework is in its final stages and an agreement has been struck with the European 
Investment Fund for a pilot scheme with certain banks. This mechanism of balanced 
risk allocation will aim to support small firms and provide guarantees of Euro 2 
billion within the decade. As the informant from a research organisation argued, `the 
scheme will facilitate SMEs' access to funding, encouraging them to update their 
equipment and introduce more productive machinery' (Fieldnote). 
With regard to tax relief for small textile companies, the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs and Finance has laid down Law 3220/2004(3), which provides relief for 
companies with liquidity problems. Article 6 grants, under certain conditions, 
exemption from income tax on the capital gain resulting from the sale to a financial 
leasing company of fixed business assets, which then form the subject of a financial 
leasing contract between the vendor company and that same leasing company (sale 
and leaseback arrangement). Also, in order to support and maintain small sole- 
proprietor businesses situated in small villages or settlements with less than 1,000 
inhabitants, article 13 grants an exemption from income tax to those who realise net 
profits of up to 10,000 euros on condition that the villages or settlements concerned 
have not been classed as tourist locations. 
In order to contribute to the upgrading of the sector through proper consultation 
services, the Greek government plans to set an SME Observatory to systematically 
monitor textile firms at the national, regional and local level in order to gather and 
process data that will assist in improving their competitiveness, as well as their 
incorporation in the new, digital economy. As the informant from the Greek 
Ministry argued, `this is an action that will enable us to collect reliable data around 
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the sector on a national scale and design initiatives that will benefit textile firms' 
(Fieldnote). 
In terms of human resource development, a number of programmes are designed by 
the Greek government in order to restructure and revise the education and training in 
textiles. The government attempts to make considerable improvements in linking 
technical education to market needs, as well as support training actions for 
businessmen and staff in such issues as the application of new technologies, 
organisation of businesses and quality assurance. These policies are perceived by the 
majority of informants to be the most important in helping the textile sector 
strengthen its position internationally. As the respondent from the business 
association explained, `in the textile sector the human factor is the most vital 
parameter in achieving the goals of industrial policy' (Fieldnote). The informant 
from the Greek Ministry also noted, 
`the key aim of the government is to improve the competitiveness of the 
sector. This objective requires a suitably specialised workforce, able to offer 
high quality products and services to meet the demands of a differentiated 
clientele with variety of special interests and needs. For that reason, policy 
action places strong emphasis on improving the supply of high-skills' 
(Fieldnote). 
One of the options open to Greek textile firms to assist them in implementing the 
above strategies is the Hellenic Research and Technology Organisation (ELKEDE), 
which was set up by the State to assist companies operating in the textile and 
clothing sectors, particularly SMEs in improving the quality of their final products. 
The Centre organises seminars for the staff of companies active in the sectors to 
train them in the use of new technology, information technology, design and health 
and safety. 
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As the informant from a chamber of commerce and industry explained, `ELKEDE 
offers assistance with a number of issues, including quantity and quality control, 
guaranteeing the quality and obtaining certification for products, environmental 
protection, advertising and promoting goods, developing new technology and 
sharing expertise ... all these services centered around the 
idea of value in quality' 
(Fieldnote). 
Furthermore, in order to meet the goal of improving the skills of the industrial 
workforce, the government place particular emphasis on identifying education and 
training needs. In that context, a number of field studies are scheduled to be carried 
out by the Employment Observatory Research-Informatics organisation during 2008 
with the aim of collecting quantitative and qualitative data on the needs for 
specialities and skills in Greek manufacturing. 
According to official data provided by the informant from the Greek Ministry, a 
number of government subsidised training initiatives have also been directed 
towards workforce skills upgrading in the textile sector. Specifically, a series of 
training programmes have been conducted under the Account for Employment and 
Vocational Training (LAEK). These are vocational training programmes for 
manufacturing SME employees, which are announced each year and are open to all 
industrial SMEs operating in Greece that want their staff to be trained. During 2005, 
over 20 vocational training and education programmes were carried out by bodies 
representing both employers and employees of industrial SMEs providing training 
for around 1,000 employees in the sector on health and safety, IT and quality 
standards. 
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In addition, a series of training programmes have been planned and carried out by 
various private institutions, business associations and chambers throughout Greece. 
Most of them have been fully funded by the Greek government. In the next 
paragraphs, some of the above training programmes are discussed in more detail. 
During 2006,10 training workshops for technicians with specific specialties in the 
textile sector were carried out by the Hellenic Organisation of Small and Medium 
Sized Enterprises and Handicraft (EOMMEX) covering new technologies in the 
design and production of products and informatics. The Athens Chamber of Small 
and Medium-Sized Industries (VEA) also planned and held 20 training seminars in 
2006 for its member entrepreneurs running manufacturing businesses in textiles, 
clothing and leather sectors. The key theme of the seminars was modern forms of 
work organisation. However, as the informants from the public organisation and the 
chambers of commerce and industry explained, `the participation rate in the above 
seminars was less than 1 per cent' (Fieldnote). 
Furthermore, the Greek Ministry of Development implemented during 2006 three 
training programmes under the 3rd CSF. The work involved the training of 
businessmen, executives and workers in the dyeing-finishing textile companies with 
the purpose of improving the ability of enterprises to incorporate new technologies 
and cope with the emerging needs of the global market. The training themes focused 
on new technologies in the production process and modern forms of work 
organisation. The project was fmancially supported by European Union, with a 
contribution of 75 per cent from the European Social Fund (ESF) topped up by 25 
per cent governmental contribution. Yet, as the informant from the business 
association noted, `the participation rate in those programmes was around 1 per cent' 
(Fieldnote). 
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The above measures indicate that the Greek government is looking to develop an 
industrial policy focusing on human capital in an effort to increase productivity and 
employment guided by the Lisbon agenda. This is heavily based on the concept of 
the learning economy. Despite the fact that the Lisbon strategy specifies a wide 
range of policies to be implemented in order to make the EU the most dynamic and 
competitive knowledge-based economy in the world, the Greek government 
demonstrates a strong focus on education and training neglecting other significant 
areas required to drive innovation, competitiveness and growth. As noted in Chapter 
Four, there is still much progress to be made in various areas at both macro- 
economic and micro-economic level including fiscal stabilisation and long-term 
sustainability of public finances, labour market flexibility, public administration 
efficiency, production management, work organisation and employment relations. 
The key issue to be addressed by policy makers is the content of this broader 
industrial policy and under what conditions can textile firms modernise their 
production methods. 
The Greek policy response has been in line with international evidence on the 
importance of investment in both physical and human capital, together with the 
importance of research and development, innovation and the uptake of new 
technology as determinants of productivity growth. However, despite the stated 
intention of putting in place mechanisms for assisting workplaces to make 
improvements across all the drivers of workplace productivity, policy investments 
have been focussed on those drivers related to investing in skills and people, and 
encouraging innovation and the use of technology. Far less investment has been 
made in relation to other drivers, particularly in relation to work organisation, 
building leadership and management, and creating positive workplace cultures, 
despite increasing research evidence that it is these areas that are critical for ensuring 
that the productive potential of investments in skills, technology, and innovation are 
achieved (Keep et al., 2006). 
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5.7 Discussion of Policy Measures 
The above analysis indicates that the vast majority of policy actions focus on 
improving the supply of high skills in the sector. Most respondents seem to agree 
with the fact that in Greek textiles, human resource development is a key factor in 
achieving the goals of industrial policy. Hence, most of the governmental measures 
involve the improvement of the quality of the national educational system, as 
discussed in the previous chapter, as well as the promotion of company training 
through State subsidies and funded classroom-based courses. 
In particular, training subsidies and government-sponsored training seminars are 
seen as significant contributors to the Greek government's policy of creating a 
society committed to personal and economic growth through a philosophy of 
lifelong learning. However, there is a serious doubt and uncertainty about their 
usefulness felt by textile employers. The low participation rate in some training 
schemes raises concerns over the applicability and value of training subsidies to 
small firms, the amount of time and resources needed to participate in government- 
sponsored training schemes and issues relating to bureaucracy. 
Greek skills policy does not appear to reflect the predominant strategy of the textile 
sector in pursuing international competitive advantage. The Greek government 
wishes to pursue a high value added, high-skill policy, but the majority of textile 
employers opt for a low-cost, low-skill approach to productivity, as revealed by 
existing studies (EVEA, 2004; IOBE, 2006; KEPE, 2004; OKE, 2003; SEPEE, 
2005). Whilst a high-skills economy is eminently desirable on behalf of policy 
makers and individuals, it is not necessarily a logical management strategy. A low- 
skill, low value-added, simple product option is one strategy by which textile 
employers appear to compete in the market. This means that the new training policy 
is likely to fail because the link between the supply of and the demand for work 
skills is absent. As several commentators have stressed, this link is a key factor 
underpinning the success or failure of skill development policies (Ashton and Sung, 
2006; Green, 1998; Keep and Mayhew, 1996). 
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It is evident that the Greek government in essence is looking to expand only the 
supply of skills, while there is no enhancement of skills usage in the labour market. 
An expansion of skills supply may be a necessary precondition for the textile sector 
to improve its competitiveness but not a sufficient one. The demand for skills is 
equally crucial. This is not to say that the stock of skills does not influence firms' 
demands. On the contrary, where a sufficient stock of high skills exists firms may 
choose more highly value-added production systems. Yet, as Ashton and Green 
(1996) have stressed, the connection is weak, uncertain and long-term. 
This chapter argues that if progress towards some form of high skills vision is 
desired, new types of policy and broader forms of intervention may be crucial. The 
existence of a higher education system that will encompass a greater proportion of 
the young population than the previous years simply means that Greece will have a 
large and rising stock of graduates in its workforce. The problem is that this may fail 
to deliver any major improvement in productivity and there may be signs of under- 
employment and over-qualification among significant segments of the labour force. 
The prevalence of low skilled, low paid employment in large sections of the industry 
means that large numbers of employers are not willing to break out of the low value- 
added production route. 
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5.8 Conclusion 
The present chapter examined, through secondary data and a series of qualitative 
interviews conducted with high-ranked policy makers in Greece, the key problems 
of Greek industry and the measures adopted by the government to assist small 
organisations in improving their position in relation to international competition. 
The analysis revealed that the competitiveness of Greek manufacturing has declined 
significantly from 1995 to 2005. A number of indicators such as the total production 
output, employment levels and export performance highlighted the poor future 
prospects of the industry. The policy consensus across decision makers in the Greek 
industry stressing the pursuit of a high-skills strategy also emerged during this stage 
of fieldwork. All the informants argued that it is imperative for manufacturing 
establishments that they should shift their business orientation towards high value- 
added production in order to maintain their competitive position. 
In the area of human resource management, the findings revealed that this function 
has been seriously neglected in Greek industrial firms. The manufacturing SMEs do 
not seem to implement modem human resource management practices, whereas 
employee training is believed to be very limited and not systematically organised. 
This is the case in the textile sector specifically, where respondents argued that there 
is a deficient development of human resource management practices. 
The chapter further examined the current state of the textile sector in relation to 
competition from developing economies. The analysis showed that the trade 
liberalisation in the textile market after 2005 resulted in an extensive decline in 
domestic and international product demand. Imports from developing countries such 
as China and India increased to a great extent, whilst the export performance of 
Greek textile firms remained poor. The discussion revealed that the competitiveness 
of the sector has deteriorated dramatically from 2000 to 2005. 
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The increase of unit labour costs in the country led thousands of textile companies to 
transfer their labour-intensive production units to the neighbouring Balkan markets 
that offer a production basis at low costs. This caused a significant number of job 
losses. Although workers responded to the closures with strikes and demonstrations, 
they have been unable to reverse these developments. 
The interview findings showed that small textile organisations face numerous 
difficulties such as, high production costs, low capital invested, increased red tape, 
low productivity levels and a lack of high-skilled personnel that limit their ability to 
compete effectively with foreign producers. All the informants stressed that the 
sector is in a critical stage of decline and therefore, radical changes are required to 
enable organisations to face the challenges of the future. The respondents appeared 
to strongly support a high-skills, high value-added strategy that will assist the sector 
in moving to the high quality segments of the market and improve its future 
prospects in relation to foreign competition. 
The fieldwork then addressed the policy measures adopted by the Greek government 
with the purpose of helping textile firms to overcome the aforementioned barriers. 
The results showed that the Greek government has taken a number of initiatives to 
support textiles SMEs in modernising their production methods, including the 
provision of loans so that small businesses can invest in new technological 
equipment, lower corporate taxes and the provision of subsidies for company 
training. 
However, the analysis indicates that the Greek government has opted for a value- 
adding approach to productivity and competitiveness, whilst the vast majority of 
textile employers opt for a cost-cutting approach. The expansion of formal company 
training along with a policy for more higher education that will raise the skills 
throughout the population is put forward by policy makers as the way to solve the 
productivity problem in Greece. Yet, there are serious concerns around this case. 
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The discussion suggests that supply-side policy measures are likely to have only 
very limited success because they are not accompanied by other strategies concerned 
with employer demand for higher skills. They simply focus on eradicating perceived 
imperfections within the training market. In its official pronouncements the Greek 
government emphasises two drivers of productivity growth, namely increased 
investment in both physical and human capital. There is a general agreement 
amongst respondents that one of the key driving forces for change and growth is 
innovation. However, as research evidence suggests, increased knowledge and more 
investment in advanced technology are necessary elements of a high-skills, high- 
wage strategy but do not automatically enable firms to move to high value added 
paths. Such fundamental changes would need to be accompanied by consequent 
changes in the nature of work and employment relations, reforms in labour market 
regulations, sound monetary policy and so on. The role of skills as a magic tool that 
can address issues of productivity and competitiveness is being over-emphasised by 
Greek policy makers and policy continues to operate at levels of aggregation that 
render interventions inefficient and expensive. 
The employer demand for high-skill workers is examined further in the next chapter 
where the data collected through the postal survey are analysed and discussed. More 
specifically, Chapter Six looks at the training strategies of Greek textile SMEs and 
explores the determinants of training provision to identify whether the training needs 
of such establishments can be met through formal government-funded HRD 
interventions or public money will be wasted. 
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CHAPTER SIX. " TRAINING PRACTICES OF GREEK TEXTILE SMEs: 
SURVEYEVIDENCE 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents my findings from a survey of training practices of SMEs in the 
Greek textile sector. The chapter aims to explore more systematically some of the 
threads emerging from the previous two chapters. First, the analysis suggests that 
SMEs play a significant role with regard to employment and social and economic 
growth in Greece. Second, the textile sector specifically has been targeted by 
government policy in relation to developing an enterprising and learning society. A 
key concern of policy makers is to encourage an up-skilling strategy in sectors like 
textiles as part of future restructuring. This policy agenda has been supported by a 
series of supply-side initiatives and support. But, to what extent are these actually 
influencing the practices of firms? Further, how exactly do firms in the textiles 
sector organise their training strategies and practices? 
This chapter aims to fill this knowledge gap by investigating HRD within Greek 
textile organisations. More specifically, drawing on survey data, it examines small 
business owners' views around the perceived benefits of HRD for their firms, the 
training policies of textile SMEs, the nature of their skills development activities and 
the determinants of training provision. 
The chapter begins with some background data around the participant firms and 
continues with an examination of HRD policies and practices in the surveyed 
organisations. It then focuses on discussing what triggers training in textile firms 
along with the barriers to workforce skills development. The chapter concludes with 
a discussion around the rhetoric and the reality in Greek textiles in relation to 
training and development. 
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6.2 Background of Participant Organisations 
The survey was administered during June-September 2007 in Greece and produced a 
total response rate of 17.1 per cent. As shown in Table 6.1, the survey sample 
comprises 37 micro firms (0-9 employees), 74 small firms (10-49 employees) and 6 
medium firms (50-99 employees). 
Table 6.1: Survey Sample and Percentage Response Rate 
Type of firm Micro Small Medium Total 
Questionnaires sent 500 170 15 685 
Questionnaires received 37 74 6 117 
Response rate 7.4 43.5 40 17.1 
The findings showed that in all cases the questionnaires were completed by the 
owner of the organisation, all respondents were males and the majority of them (80 
per cent) had over 20 years' work experience. In terms of educational achievements, 
the vast majority of them (90.6%) possessed an upper-secondary school certificate, 
whilst only 4 per cent had attained a university degree (mainly business-related). 
This last finding indicates that most small business owners in Greek textiles lack 
formal business education that can equip them with subject-specific knowledge 
around people management and help them manage their workers more effectively. 
As Hendry et al. (1995) and Smith and Whittaker (1998) note, the educational 
background of the owner can have a significant influence on the HRD efforts of 
small firms as professionally trained owners tend to value to a greater extent staff 
development than proprietors who have limited business education. 
The data further revealed that the great majority of textile organisations (95 per cent) 
employ predominantly manual unskilled workers. Almost all employees (99 per 
cent) in the participant firms work full time on a permanent basis and in most cases 
(90 per cent) they are members of a trade union. However, as noted in Chapter Four, 
workers in Greek SMEs normally join sectoral or industry-level trade unions and not 
enterprise-level trade unions because the legislation relating to enterprise-level 
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representative employee bodies provides for the establishment of such bodies only in 
firms employing at least 20 people. 
Regarding business activity, most organisations (98.3 per cent) distribute their 
products to local and regional markets, whereas just 1.7 per cent and 3.4 per cent 
operate in local markets and international markets respectively. The latter are all 
medium-sized organisations with over 60 employees. Furthermore, the majority of 
participant firms (nearly 80 per cent) have been operating for over 15 years, whereas 
there was not any firm in the sample with less than 10 years of business activity. 
In terms of business ownership, in the majority of firms (68 per cent) the owner 
alone has been responsible for managing the organisation, whereas in 29 per cent of 
firms the owner along with his/her family was responsible for running the enterprise. 
Only 2.6 per cent of respondents answered that the owner along with the appointed 
managers were responsible for running the organisation and these were all medium- 
sized firms. 
The findings further showed that none of the participant firms has a separate training 
department and in the vast majority of cases (96.6 per cent) the owner was 
responsible for managing training and development programmes, whilst in the 
remaining firms (3.4 per cent), all being medium-sized, line managers appeared to 
have primary responsibility for training activities. The above results seem to confirm 
the argument that owners in most small establishments determine the strategic 
direction of the firm and thus, have a monopoly on training and development 
decisions (Atkinson and Meager, 1994; Hendry et al., 1991,1995; Lane, 1994). 
The next section looks at the training policy of participant organisations and their 
training budget in an effort to explore if Greek small textile firms have a systematic 
training plan that provides consistent guidance to their workers in relation to skills 
development. As it has been noted in the literature, a clear training plan outlines the 
commitment of the firm to the training and development of all employees, the type 
of training which the organisation intends to provide, the purpose of this training and 
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how this process relates to the overall vision and aims of the organisation (Stone, 
2002). 
6.3 Training and Development Policy and Extent of Training Provision within 
Greek Textile SMEs 
The results showed that there is a generally positive view of small textile firms to the 
need for training. In particular, all respondents in the survey answered in positive 
around the perceived benefits of employee training in relation to business 
performance, indicating that HRD facilitates the introduction of new technology and 
improves firm's ability to meet skill shortage needs. However, just 2.6 per cent of 
them claimed to have a formal training plan and these were all medium-sized firms 
operating in international markets. The remaining enterprises (97.4 per cent) 
answered that they do not have a formal written training plan (Table 6.2). Among 
them, one in four respondents (40 per cent) replied that there was a lack of any 
perceived need, whilst 60 per cent answered that lack of time was a key factor in 
preventing them from having a formal written training plan. This contrasts with the 
findings of previous HRD studies in the small business context, which showed that 
small organisations do not use formal training plans mainly due to a lack of expertise 
and financial resources (Harrison, 1997; Hendry et al., 1995; Storey, 1994). In the 
Greek context, formal training plans are not considered a vital part of the skills 
development process by a significant number of firms. 
Table 6.2: Formal Written Training Plan (% of firms) 
Firm size Formal written training plan No formal written training plan 
Micro 0 100 
Small 0 100 
edium 50 50 
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The results show that the great majority of textile firms do not have a formal training 
plan that states clearly what the organisation is prepared to do to help its employees 
develop their skills and guides decision making around employee training. However, 
it should be noted that the absence of a training plan does not necessarily mean that 
Greek small textile firms do not train their staff. They may simply do not wish to 
formalise their development activities in a training plan. The issue of informality is 
explored further in section 6.4. 
In terms of the budget available for training purposes, the findings revealed that the 
great majority of Greek textile organisations do not have a separate budget for 
employee training and development programmes. In particular, the results showed 
that only around 3 per cent have a separate budget for training programmes, all 
being medium-sized firms. In all these cases the owner along with appointed 
managers were responsible for managing the training budget and all claimed that the 
training investment represented around 1 per cent of the total organisation budget. 
The fact that most small textile firms in Greece do not spend a significant amount of 
capital on training their personnel could be perceived by many commentators as 
discouraging because it suggests a lack of commitment towards employee growth. 
However, the data should be interpreted with caution since it has been posited in the 
HRD literature that such type of establishments may show their commitment 
towards workforce development through various informal learning interventions that 
do not require a specific training budget. As Johnson (1999) has argued, such 
quantitative measures should be treated with care in the small business context. 
Although the above findings confirm the argument that SMEs normally do not have 
a formal written training policy and a training budget (Observatory of European 
SMEs, 2003a, b), they appear to be in contrast with the latest evidence from the U. K, 
where the annual survey of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development 
(CIPD) revealed that the majority of SMEs have both a training plan and a specific 
training budget (CIPD, 2008). 
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In terms of actual participation levels in training, a paltry 3.4 per cent of respondents 
(i. e. 4 organisations) provided on-the-job training during 2006, all being medium- 
sized organisations (Table 6.3). Among them, half indicated that they trained 15 per 
cent of their staff, whilst the other half trained 20 per cent of their workforce. 
Regarding the training days allocated to on-the-job training, this varied according to 
occupational groups. In particular, three out of the four medium-sized firms trained 
their manual staff for two days on health and safety issues, while one medium-sized 
organisation offered a five day in-house training to its technical staff around quality 
standards and information technology. As for off-the-job training provision, only 1.7 
per cent of firms appeared to have offered off-the-job training opportunities to their 
staff (Table 6.3). More specifically, only 2 medium-sized organisations indicated 
that they trained 6 per cent of their workforce. The organisations offered a three-day 
off-the-job training to their technical staff on health and safety issues, as well as 
around information technology. 
Table 6.3: Provision of On-the-job and Off-the-job Training (% of firms) 
irm size On-the-job training Off-the-job training 
Micro 0 0 
Small 0 0 
edium 66.7 33.3 
As mentioned in the previous section, all respondents in the survey answered that 
they consider employee training as a key factor of improved business performance. 
Yet, the evidence in this section reveals that there is a gap between general 
awareness on the part of Greek small textile firms of the need to train their workers 
and an actual commitment towards systematic employee training provision. In other 
words, although all firm owners claimed to have a positive attitude towards 
workforce skills development, the great majority of them admitted not to have 
provided their staff with any formal training over 2006. This paradox of training 
apparent in Greek textiles reinforces the urgent need for bridging the wide credibility 
gap that appears to exist between politically-inspired VET rhetoric and the human 
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resource development needs of small firm owners faced with rapidly changing 
economic realities. 
Despite the dismal picture around employee training that the results reveal, it should 
be stressed that this question attempted mainly to capture the extent of structured 
training activity within Greek textile SMEs. As such, when respondents were probed 
to indicate if they have any kind of employee induction (orientation) programme as 
part of their training activities, 65.8 per cent of them said that they `almost always' 
have an induction training programme for new recruits, while a further 9.4 per cent 
argued that they `always' have an employee orientation programme. The main 
method used for the provision of induction training by most organisations was task 
demonstration ('always' or `almost always' used by 83.8 per cent and 16.2 per cent 
of respondents respectively). None of the respondents indicated either formal 
presentations from owner/management or instruction at educational institutes as 
their chosen methods for employee induction. This shows that Greek textile SMEs 
prefer unstructured methods for induction training, which ties with the findings from 
studies on HRD in SMEs in the advanced world that have demonstrated a high 
degree of informal training for newcomers (Hendry et al., 1995; Hill and Stewart, 
2000). The role of informal training in Greek small firms is discussed further in the 
following section where the nature of HRD in the participant organisations is 
explored. 
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6.4 The Nature of Training Activity in Greek Textile SMEs 
The purpose of this section is to explore and understand how training activity is 
implemented in Greek textile organisations. In particular, it explores the extent to 
which textile SMEs are applying a systematic approach to training and development 
and the extent to which they are using informal training activities. In this context, 
this section explores training needs analysis, design of training activity, 
implementation of training, as well as training evaluation. 
6.4.1 Training Needs Analysis 
The first question relating to the phases of the systematic training and development 
process was about training needs assessment. First, the respondents were asked to 
indicate whether they carry out a training needs assessment or not. As it can be seen 
in Table 6.4, the vast majority of textile organisations do not conduct a training 
needs assessment. In fact, 92.3 per cent of enterprises revealed that they `never' or 
`almost never' carry out a training needs analysis. Only 7.7 per cent of firms 
responded that `sometimes' conduct training needs assessment, these being three 
small firms and all the medium-sized enterprises of the sample. All firms that 
conduct training needs assessment answered that they `sometimes' conduct task 
analysis and person analysis, whereas their popular methods to determine staff 
training needs are performance appraisals and direct observation. 
Table 6.4: Training Needs Assessment (% of firms) 
irm size Never Almost never Sometimes 
Micro 0.85 30.8 0 
mall 7.7 53 2.6 
Medium 0 0 5.1 
Total 8.5 83.8 7.7 
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As for the reasons for not carrying out a training needs assessment, 51.3 per cent of 
respondents argued that time constraints is a `very important' factor, whilst a further 
38.5 per cent considered this factor as an `important' one. Similarly, a large number 
of respondents (82.1 per cent) argued that financial constraints is a major reason for 
not conducting a training needs analysis. Only a small number of firms (17.1 per 
cent and 8.5 per cent respectively) indicated the lack of knowledge and the lack of 
need as key reasons in preventing them from conducting a training needs assessment 
(Table 6.5). 
Table 6.5: Reasons For Not Assessing Training Needs (% of firms) 
Reasons Very 
important 
Important Not very 
important 
Not 
important 
Time constraints 51.3 38.5 10.2 0 
Financial constraints 7.7 74.4 17.9 0 
Lack of knowledge and 
experience 
0 17.1 42.7 40.2 
Lack of any perceived need 0 8.5 42.7 48.8 
The results show that the vast majority of Greek textile SMEs do not analyse the 
training needs of their staff to ensure that the aims of training activity are well 
defined and understood and that the subsequent developmental efforts will be both 
effective and efficient. The findings suggest that owners favour a reactive approach 
towards staff training rather than a strategic one that emphasises the long-term 
development of people. Such results confirm the findings of similar research studies 
conducted in the U. K and Ireland and revealed that small firm owners normally fail 
to assess the training needs of their staff and hence, are unable to anticipate future 
skill requirements (Birdthistle, 2006; Kitching and Blackburn, 2002). 
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6.4.2 Methods of Training Delivery 
The survey revealed that the great majority of textile firms in Greece use on-the-job 
training most frequently to provide training for their workers. In particular, the 
findings showed that on-the-job training is `always' used by three quarters (75.2 per 
cent) of respondents and `almost always' used by the remaining quarter (24.8 per 
cent). On the other hand, off-the-job training is `never' used as a training method by 
76.1 per cent of textile firms, whereas it is `sometimes' used by 23.9 per cent of 
organisations (Table 6.6). None of the surveyed micro enterprises uses off-the-job 
training. 
Table 6.6: Methods of Training Provision (% of firms) 
On the job Off the job 
Always 75.2 0 
Almost always 24.8 0 
Sometimes 0 23.9 
Never 0 76.1 
Total 100 100 
Regarding the design of training activity, around three quarters of respondents (74.4 
per cent) `always' design their training activity internally, whereas the remaining 
25.6 per cent `almost always' design in-house their training interventions. Only a 
small percentage of textile organisations (23.9 per cent), belonging to small firms 
and medium-sized enterprises, responded that `sometimes' purchase their training 
programmes from an external provider. The majority of respondents (80.3 per cent) 
further indicated that they have a strong preference for in-house training provision 
because it is a cost effective solution and can be scheduled around firms' needs 
causing less disruption in production (Table 6.7). 
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Table 6.7: Reasons for In-house Training (% of firms) 
Reasons Very important Important 
onvenience (cost and time efficient method) 80.3 19.7 
Relevance of training to specific needs of firm 43.6 56.4 
ugh rate of learning transfer 38.5 61.5 
In terms of the main training techniques used by Greek textile firms to implement 
their training activity, the survey evidence pointed to the predominance of coaching. 
In particular, 47 per cent of textile firms claimed that they `always' use coaching to 
provide employee training, whereas the remaining 53 per cent said that they `almost 
always' use the particular technique for training provision (Table 6.8). Other popular 
techniques were found to be: staff meetings (used `almost always' by 50 per cent 
and `sometimes' by 35 per cent of respondents); reading manuals (used `sometimes' 
by 86 per cent of respondents); dialogue with customers and suppliers (used 
`sometimes' by 79.5 per cent of firms); and visits to trade fairs (used `sometimes' by 
30 per cent of respondents). 
It should be stressed that coaching, as used in the present survey, denotes an 
informal training practice rather than a structured method of employee development 
delivered by HRD specialists or external coaches. As previous research in large 
Greek firms has shown, most managers in Greece understand coaching as an 
essentially informal form of employee training delivered by supervisors that usually 
lasts for a short period and focuses on improving workers' specific skills in order to 
remedy poor performance (Papalexandris et al., 2001). 
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Table 6.8: Training Techniques Used (% of firms) 
Always Almost 
always 
Sometimes Almost 
never 
Never 
Coaching 47 53 0 0 0 
Staff meetings 0 50.5 35 14.5 0 
Manuals 0 1.7 86.3 10.3 1.7 
Dialogue with 
ustomers and suppliers 
0 0 79.5 18.8 1.7 
Visits to trade fairs 0 0 30 68.4 1.6 
The results reveal that the learning and training activity in Greek SMEs takes an 
informal character, with the emphasis on guidance from employers and others at the 
workplace rather than structured forms of instruction. Training seems to be 
incorporated within routine working practices and is not an additional activity. Such 
conclusions bring new insights in the field of HRD as they unmask small firm 
owners' perceptions around the value of informal training. Existing studies have 
mainly attempted to identify a causal relationship between small firm training and 
organisational performance using hard data and quantitative tools in order to stress 
the important role of systematic training provision for firm success (Cosh et al., 
1998; Patton et al., 2000; Storey, 2004). However, there has been very limited 
research and understanding around small firm owners' attitudes towards training and 
learning despite the fact that small business owners' central role in establishing a 
learning culture within their funs is well recognised (Hendry et al., 1995; Kerr and 
McDougall, 1999; Matlay, 1999,2002). 
The above findings underpin the argument that most training in SMEs is undertaken 
in-house because it can be delivered at times and in formats, which are convenient to 
both workers and owners (Jayawarna et al., 2007; Jones, 2005). Furthermore, the 
results tie with the key features of employee training provision in the small business 
context that have been identified in advanced countries, which include training 
focused on the specific work practices of the business rather than generic skills, 
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learning undertaken on work premises, very limited use made of external training 
providers and reactive approach with limited forward planning (Johnson, 1999, 
2002; Holden et al., 2006; Kerr and McDougall, 1999; Kitching and Blackburn, 
2002; Matlay, 1999b). 
6.43 Training Evaluation 
The last questions in the particular section of the survey concerned training 
evaluation. The findings revealed that most respondents (92.3 per cent) `never' or 
`almost never' evaluate their training efforts. Only 7.7 per cent of organisations 
`sometimes' carry out a training evaluation using direct observation as their main 
data collection technique to evaluate their training efforts. These were three small 
firms and all the medium-sized organisations of the sample (Table 6.9). 
Table 6.9: Training Evaluation (% of firms) 
Firm size Never Almost never Sometimes 
Micro 7.7 23.9 0 
Small 7.7 53 2.6 
Medium 0 0 5.1 
Total 15.4 76.9 7.7 
Regarding the reasons that prevent Greek textile organisations from evaluating their 
training activity, the results pointed to financial and time constraints. More 
specifically, 92.3 per cent of participants responded that both financial and time 
constraints were either `important' or `very important' factors in preventing them 
from carrying out a training evaluation. On the contrary, just 17.1 per cent of 
respondents answered that the lack of expertise and skills to conduct a training 
evaluation is an `important' factor in preventing them from evaluating their training 
efforts. Likewise, only 8.5 per cent of respondents, all classified as micro firms, 
indicated as `important' factor the lack of need to evaluate their training activity 
(Table 6.10). 
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Table 6.10: Reasons For Not Evaluating Training Provision (% of firms) 
Reasons Very 
important 
Important Not very 
important 
Not 
important 
Time constraints 55.5 36.8 7.7 0 
Financial constraints 28.2 64.1 7.7 0 
Lack of knowledge and 
experience 
0 17.1 33.3 49.6 
Lack of any perceived need 0 8.5 42.8 48.7 
The findings indicate that most textile organisations do not evaluate in a systematic 
way their training efforts to determine whether the training and development 
programmes accomplished their objectives and in many instances, this part of the 
training process is totally neglected. Given the numerous benefits of training 
evaluation for the future development of firms' training strategies, it can be argued 
that Greek textile firms ignore a very important stage of the training cycle. As 
DeSimone et al. (2002) have stressed, training evaluation can help organisations 
identify: the strong and the weak points of a training and development programme; 
determine the cost-benefit ratio of a training effort; the participants that benefited the 
most or least from the programme; and the employees that should participate in 
future training efforts. 
The analysis so far has revealed that formal training practices are virtually absent in 
the great majority of Greek textile firms. In order to examine if this lack of 
commitment towards systematic employee development reflects a general neglect of 
HRM as a function within Greek firms, the survey further attempted to investigate 
the current state of HR in the participant organisations. In this respect, the findings 
revealed that none of the surveyed organisations use individual performance-related 
pay, flexible working practices and formal career plans for employee development, 
whereas only two (both of these being medium-sized firms) use tests and interview 
panels for employee selection. However, just over one in five organisations (i. e. 21.4 
per cent) answered that they use regular performance appraisals, as well as regular 
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feedback on performance from many sources. These were all small enterprises and 
medium-sized organisations. None of the micro firms appeared to use any kind of 
the aforementioned human resource practices. The results reveal a picture quite 
similar to the one identified in advanced countries such as the U. K, where 
sophisticated human resource management practices are almost absent in SMEs and 
the prevailing HRM model is informal, short-term and opportunistic (Cassell et al., 
2002; Gilbert and Jones, 2000; Storey, 1995; Wilkinson, 1999). 
As argued in Chapter Two, much of the HRD literature is written from the 
perspective of large organisations that have the necessary expertise and resources to 
invest in it, with the result that the dominant perspective is one of formalised, 
systems driven HRD provision. This section of the survey showed that in almost all 
Greek textile SMEs formal systems of HRD are non-existent and organisations 
prefer to operate in an informal, flexible and unstructured way. The following 
section looks at the triggers for involvement in training and development activities 
and explores the factors that impede employee training provision. 
6.5 The Determinants of Training in Greek Textile SMEs 
This part of the questionnaire survey was designed to identify the forces affecting 
organisations' decision to provide employee training. In particular, research 
participants were asked to indicate how important a number of driving forces were 
for encouraging them to provide workforce training and how important a number of 
barriers were in preventing them from providing employee training. The results are 
presented and discussed in the following sections. 
6.5.1 Driving Forces for Employee Training 
The results revealed that business strategy and management commitment towards 
workforce skills development were among the most important drivers for increased 
training activity in Greek textile SMEs. More specifically, respondents indicated as 
`very important' driving forces for employee training provision the following factors 
(Table 6.11): business strategy (indicated by 83.8 per cent of firms); owner/senior 
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management commitment (78.6 per cent); market positioning of firm (73.5 per cent); 
specific work problems (71.8 per cent); recruitment of new staff (66.7 per cent); 
customer quality requirements (65.8 per cent); external sources of finance (64.1 per 
cent). Other `important' forces for encouraging employee training were the 
following: external labour market (72.6 per cent); internal labour market (70.9 per 
cent); competitive pressures (66.7 per cent); government legislation (64.1 per cent) 
and employee motivation (59 per cent). In contrast, both training infrastructure and 
trade union pressures were indicated as either `not very important' or `not important' 
factors for encouraging employee training (training infrastructure was indicated by 
69 per cent of respondents as `not very important', whilst trade union pressures was 
indicated by 83 per cent of respondents as `not important'). 
Table 6.11: Driving Forces For Employee Training (% of firms) 
List of Driving forces Very 
Important 
Important Not very 
important 
Not 
Important 
Business strategy 83.8 16.2 0 0 
Owner/Senior Management 
commitment 
78.6 21.4 0 0 
Market positioning of firm 73.5 26.5 0 0 
Specific work problems 71.8 28.2 0 0 
Recruitment of new staff 66.7 33.3 0 0 
Customer quality requirements 65.8 34.2 0 0 
External sources of finance 64.1 35.9 0 0 
Government legislation 35.9 64.1 0 0 
Internal labour market 29.1 70.9 0 0 
External labour market 27.4 72.6 0 0 
Competitive pressures 8.5 66.7 24.8 0 
Employee motivation 2.6 59.0 23.1 15.4 
Training infrastructure 0 8.5 69.2 22.2 
Trade union pressures 0 0 17.1 82.9 
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It is evident that most owners identified the competitive strategy of their firms as the 
most important aspect to affect their human resource development activities. This 
suggests that if employers seek to enhance product quality and focus on 
innovative/differentiated markets, they will maximise the opportunities for the entire 
workforce to both acquire and utilise higher levels of learning and skill. As Ashton 
and Sung (2006) have noted, more sophisticated and higher quality market strategies 
can facilitate workplace learning and can make effective use of worker abilities and 
knowledge. In contrast, training resources may be wasted on mass production 
oriented firms unless these organisations have a business strategy that locates skills 
as a source of competitive advantage. 
The results also indicate a strong relationship between owner/senior management 
commitment and workforce skills development. This means that a positive owner 
attitude towards staff learning and knowledge features as a key trigger for the 
involvement of Greek textile SMEs in workforce development activities. Such 
findings break new ground in relation to the impact of small firm owners'/managers' 
attitudes on training provision in advancing countries as they outline the central role 
of owners/managers in creating a learning culture within their organisations. This 
has also been stressed in previous research studies carried out in advanced contexts. 
Such studies have revealed that small firm owners have a vital role to play in the 
area of skills development as they can create both structured and informal learning 
opportunities, can serve as developers (coaches or mentors), can make space for 
learning, encourage risk taking, instill the importance of sharing knowledge and 
developing others, give positive feedback and recognition, as well as serve as role 
models (Appelbaum and Walter, 1997; Billett, 1999; Macneil, 2001; Russ-Eft, 
2002). 
Furthermore, the data seem to suggest that the market focus of Greek textile firms 
and their perceived positioning in relation to competition largely determines the 
extent of training. This means that firms that focus on low quality products will have 
little need to train their workforce on a regular basis. Conversely, a focus on better 
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quality products will involve more training, determined and influenced by 
innovation and niche market considerations. The findings are consistent with 
previous studies that classified the market positioning of organisation among the key 
forces affecting small firms' decision to train their workforce (Hendry et al., 1991, 
1995; Jones, 2005; Matlay, 1997,1999a, 2002; Reid and Harris, 2002). 
One of the interesting findings that emerged from this part of the survey concerns 
the impact of trade unionism on HRD efforts of Greek textile firms. Although in 90 
per cent of respondents employees appear to join sectoral or industry-level trade 
unions, as it was discussed in section 6.2, the data showed that in 60.7 per cent of all 
organisations surveyed trade unions were `almost never' informed or consulted 
around training issues, whereas in the remaining 39.3 per cent trade unions were 
`never' informed or consulted around firm's training activities. Similarly, in 5.1 per 
cent of all textile firms trade unions were `almost never' involved in negotiations 
over training, whereas in the remaining 94.9 per cent trade unions were `never' 
involved in negotiations over training provision. 
The evidence reveals that trade unions have no significant impact upon Greek textile 
firms' training strategies and efforts. This supports the limited empirical evidence 
around trade unionism in Greece, which has shown that training and development 
does not have a notable presence in trade unions' agenda (EIRO, 2006, online). The 
fact that trade unions are not concerned with wider aspects of the employment 
relationship such as employee training and do not appear to have an active role in 
VET policy suggests that there will be little internal pressure on employers to ensure 
that they adopt high-quality product strategies, which are associated with a broad 
range of skills and development opportunities. As it has been emphasised in the 
HRD literature, while industrial relations do not act in a deterministic way to create 
particular training outcomes, yet they appear to have an important influence on these 
issues (Rainbird, 2000). 
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Furthermore, among the interesting findings in this section appears to be the high 
importance attached by small firm owners to external sources of finance. The results 
show that external sources of finance can act as a major trigger to training and 
development. As it was outlined in Chapter Five, the Greek government has 
designed a number of supply-side training interventions in order to support small 
manufacturing firms develop the skills of their workers. Yet, the survey evidence 
shows that textile firms do not engage in any off-the-job training activity. The data 
appear to highlight a major contradiction between the desire of the Greek 
government to move the textile sector to a high-skills trajectory through a supply- 
side approach and the poor take-up of government-funded training by SMEs. This 
contradiction is also highlighted in the next section. 
6.5.2 Barriers to Employee Training 
In this question, participants were asked to identify a number of barriers that affect 
their propensity to training and development. The main factor indicated as `very 
important' barrier affecting training provision was owner/senior management 
negative attitudes towards workforce training. In particular, 74.4 per cent of 
respondents indicated this factor as `very important' in preventing them from 
providing employee training, with the rest 25.6 per cent indicating this factor as 
`important' in preventing them from offering training opportunities. Additionally, 
the following factors were identified either as `very important' or `important' 
barriers to employee training provision (Table 6.12): lack of subsidies (indicated as 
`very important' by 29.9 per cent and `important' by the rest 70.1 per cent); lost 
working time (indicated as `very important' by 26.5 per cent of respondents and 
`important' by the rest 73.5 per cent); financial cost of training activity (indicated as 
`very important' by 23.1 per cent and `important' by the rest 76.9 per cent); lack of 
workforce interest (indicated as `important' by 60.7 per cent); lack of external 
training providers (indicated as `important' by 59 per cent of firms); poor quality of 
external training (indicated as `important' by 59 per cent). 
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In contrast, the following factors were identified as either `not very important' or 
`not important' barriers to training and development (Table 6.12): fear of poaching 
(indicated as `not very important' by 68.4 per cent and `not important' by 20.5 per 
cent); lack of in-house training infrastructure (indicated as `not very important' by 
69.2 per cent and `not important' by 23.1 per cent); lack of information around 
training opportunities (indicated as `not very important' by 66.7 per cent and `not 
important' by 36 per cent); and lack of any perceived need (indicated as `not very 
important' by 73.5 per cent of respondents and `not important' by the rest 26.5 per 
cent). 
Table 6.12: Barriers To Employee Training (% of firms) 
List of Barriers Very 
Important 
Important Not very 
important 
Not 
Important 
Owner/Senior Management 
negative attitudes towards staff 
training 
74.4 25.6 0 0 
Lack of subsidies 29.9 70.1 0 0 
Lost working time 26.5 73.5 0 0 
Cost of training 23.1 76.9 0 0 
Lack of workforce interest 0.9 60.7 23.1 15.4 
Lack of external training 
providers 
0 59.0 12.8 28.2 
Poor quality of external training 0 59.0 12.8 28.2 
Fear of poaching 0 11.1 68.4 20.5 
Lack of in-house training 
infrastructure 
0 7.7 69.2 23.1 
Lack of information around 
training opportunities 
0 2.6 66.7 30.8 
Lack of any perceived need 0 0.9 73.5 25.6 
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The findings seem to confirm the view stated by HRD scholars that carried out 
empirical work in the advanced world that owner/management negative attitudes 
towards workforce skills development, lack of subsidies, lost working time and 
financial cost of training provision are among the common barriers to staff training 
in SMEs (Hendry et al., 1995; Johnston and Loader, 2003; Kitching and Blackburn, 
2002; Lange et al., 2000; Matlay, 1999a, 2002). However, the results appear to 
contradict the assumption that fear of poaching can be a key barrier to staff training 
in small organisations (Sargeant, 1996). In the Greek context, it seems that the fear 
of trained workers leaving for another job is not a major hindrance in workforce 
skills development. As it was discussed in the previous chapter, the textile sector is 
in a critical stage of decline and job openings are rare. Therefore, there seems to be 
very limited worker mobility between firms. 
The evidence suggests that the greatest barrier to employee training in Greek textile 
SMEs is owners' negative attitude towards staff training. As noted in the previous 
section, small business owners have a vital role to play in the implementation of 
workplace training. However, this gatekeeper role means they can also be barriers to 
staff training where they do not see the need for skills development in their workers. 
This suggests that owners who do not value employee development can inhibit 
significantly knowledge sharing within such establishments and can prevent workers 
from engaging in training and development activities. As Kerr and McDougall 
(1999) have argued, negative personal experiences of learning in their past along 
with a disbelief about the business benefits of training and development can affect 
owners' attitudes towards employee growth making them reluctant to invest in 
human capital. 
Among the interesting findings is that small firm owners consider the lack of 
subsidies as a major barrier to employee training. Although the Greek government 
has attempted to fund training activities in the textile sector, as discussed in Chapter 
Five, these funds have not been widely used by textile firms. All respondents 
claimed that government support is inadequate, which prevents them from engaging 
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in training and development. Indeed, when respondents were asked to indicate if 
they have received any financial aid from the government in relation to HRD, all 
organisations argued that they received no financial support (e. g. training loans, 
subsidies, training grants) for training activities from the Greek State during 2006. 
In an attempt to explain the very poor participation record of textile firms in 
government-sponsored initiatives, it could be argued that small firm owners are 
simply unaware of the existence of the range of programmes that are available to 
help them meet their skill needs. Yet, the total absence of structured training 
provision, as it emerges from the survey, denotes that even if some SMEs are 
reasonably well aware of the existence of government training programmes, they 
simply choose not to use them because they may not fit their specific organisational 
needs or due to increased bureaucracy concerning financial support (i. e. difficulty in 
accessing the necessary resources). This issue is explored and discussed further in 
the next chapter. The following section compares the training strategies adopted by 
Greek textile firms of different sizes and offers a critical analysis of their HRD 
efforts. The key argument of this chapter is also outlined at the end of the section. 
6.6 Comparison and Discussion of Training Strategies Adopted by SMEs 
Operating in the Greek Textile Sector 
Although there are variations in unit response rates across firm categories, still a 
number of key conclusions can be inferred based on the findings of the present 
survey. Both similarities and differences can be observed among the surveyed 
organisations regarding their training strategies. More specifically, the majority of 
textile enterprises indicated time limitations and a lack of need, as the main reason 
for not having a formal written training plan. In comparison, only a small minority 
of surveyed organisations claimed a lack of expertise and knowledge to prepare a 
training plan. This suggests that small firms prefer to operate in an informal and 
flexible manner. In the same manner, the vast majority of Greek textile enterprises 
appear not to have a separate budget for training and development programmes. 
Only three medium-sized firms indicated that they have a training budget, which 
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implies that firm size can be a factor in determining the level of investment for staff 
training. 
Regarding worker participation in training programmes during 2006, the results 
showed small differences among enterprises of different sizes. In particular, the 
great majority of them appeared not to have provided any kind of accredited training 
for their staff during the specified period. Those few organisations that appeared to 
have provided training opportunities to their staff were all medium-sized firms. This 
may lead to the conclusion that firm size can affect the extent of formal training 
provision, as it has been suggested in the existing literature, since larger 
establishments usually have more resources and expertise to provide regular training 
to their workers than the smaller enterprises (Hendry et al., 1991,1995; Smith and 
Hayton, 1999; Wong et al., 1997). 
A number of similarities can be observed in each stage of the systematic training 
process. More specifically, all surveyed organisations have an employee induction 
programme using mainly task demonstration, they prefer mostly on-the-job training 
instead of offering off-the-job training opportunities and their preferred technique 
used to deliver in-house training is coaching. However, some differences among the 
three firm categories seem to exist around training needs assessment and training 
evaluation phases. In particular, none of the surveyed micro enterprises and just a 
minority of small firms appears to carry out a training needs analysis, as well as 
training evaluation. In contrast, all medium-sized organisations of the sample seem 
to analyse the training needs of their staff, as well as evaluate their training efforts. 
Unsurprisingly, the majority of textile firms seem not to use any sophisticated 
human resource management practices regardless of their size. Considering that 
human resource departments are absent from most small industrial firms in Greece 
and that many firm owners are not familiar with people management issues, as noted 
in Chapter Five, it can be argued that the role of the personnel function in the Greek 
industry has been overlooked. 
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In terms of the determinants of training activity, all textile firms indicated the same 
factors as major forces and barriers affecting their training provision. More 
specifically, the vast majority of surveyed organisations responded that business 
strategy and owner/management commitment towards workforce skills development 
were major drivers of training and development. On the other hand, 
owner/management negative attitudes towards staff training and lack of subsidies 
were mentioned as the biggest barriers to HRD. 
The findings seem to suggest that the vast majority of Greek textile firms do not 
follow a formal human resource development approach. Though small firm owners 
appear to be aware of the contribution of skills development to firm survival, there 
seems to be minimal systematic training provision. The current research effort 
highlights the greater utility of informal over formal training techniques and 
confirms the assumption held by Greek scholars that employee training in Greek 
SMEs is not systematically organised (Papalexandris, 1992; Papalexandris and 
Chalikias, 2002). 
In this context, the survey sheds new light around the importance of informal 
learning for firm success by revealing that it helps small firms to meet skill shortage 
needs and introduce new technology. The major implications of this conclusion for 
HRD academics and policy makers is that `preaching' to SME owners about the 
benefits of formal training interventions should be avoided; instead, a focus on the 
aforementioned particular benefits of informal learning would be more appropriate 
in communication to this sector about encouraging a culture of lifelong learning. 
According to the data presented, the cost-minimisation strategy adopted by the great 
majority of textile SMEs along with low levels of management commitment appear 
to be the main reasons for the absence of a `training culture' and a move towards 
systematic human resource development. The fmdings indicate that training 
departments are absent from all the firms surveyed and that the owner in the 
majority of the Greek industrial organisations studied takes a substantial role in 
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training and development efforts, without having adequate educational background 
to design and implement systematic training interventions. However, medium 
organisations appear to be more willing to take a `less conventional approach' to 
training and development, implementing either education and training programmes 
in order to raise awareness over quality, information technology, as well as health 
and safety or developing training programmes in-house to fit better into the existing 
organisational needs. 
Another factor that appears to affect the training record of Greek SMEs is that 
collective agreements do not seem to include any references to training designed to 
increase the competencies of workers. Although the relationship between training 
and industrial relations is both necessary and immediate, issues related to training 
figure less prominently in industrial relations in Greece. Greater cooperation and 
dialogue between the social partners seems necessary in order to enhance the 
effectiveness of training policies and systems. 
The implication of the survey findings is that Greek industrial SMEs should first 
develop a business strategy in which employee skills are seen as providing a source 
of competitive advantage in order to increase the quantity and quality of their 
training interventions. Yet, as it was discussed in Chapters Four and Five, the 
evidence indicates that most Greek textile SMEs continue to compete on the basis of 
cheap, low-quality products adopting cost minimisation strategies. The low-added 
value route to profitability along with the lack of growth aspirations by most 
employers in Greek textiles identified in the literature (TOBE, 2005,2006), suggest 
that systematic employee training is unlikely to be a priority for such organisations. 
In cases where the product or service being delivered is marketed on the basis of 
cost, using unskilled labour and a form of mass production, then the investment in 
training and development by Greek textile SMEs may be counter productive. The 
increase in costs associated with it may result in the product being uncompetitive in 
the market. In contrast, in cases where product diversification is a crucial issue for 
the survival and growth of firms, employee training and learning will be seen as a 
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key way to assist staff to adapt to changes needed so that organisations can follow 
this pathway. 
As discussed in previous chapters, the conventional diagnoses of the Greece's skill 
deficiencies involve describing problems on the `supply-side' such as, the failure of 
the formal education system to deliver the right education to the young population 
and the insufficient work-based training, for which the most common explanation 
includes a variety of market failures (e. g. poaching concerns; lack of external 
financial support; lack of awareness around the importance of training and 
development). These market failures have been at the heart of the skills problem in 
Greece. In this context, the Greek government has dealt with such failures through 
the adoption of numerous policy initiatives aimed at improving the quality of tertiary 
education and increasing accredited company training. 
However, the survey suggests that the underlying problem might be far more 
complex than this. It indicates that the demand side might be equally important and 
that most Greek textile SMEs may not want high-skilled workers. A holistic 
approach to policy change rather than one focused on eradicating perceived 
imperfections within the training market seems to be required. As Grugulis et al. 
(2004) argue, many employers may demand low-skill workers who can produce 
low-cost goods but the demand from employers is conditioned by the current 
structure of incentives they face and the information they have about education and 
training opportunities and their economic benefits. High levels of skill are an 
important prerequisite for some forms of high-value-added production but on their 
own, they are not sufficient to ensure success. They have to be combined with other 
parts of a broader package of environmental, cultural, and structural factors that can 
nurture and support high-performance, high value-added sectors (Finegold, 1999). 
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Furthermore, the trend in the current VET literature is often to assume that 
organisations only need to move `up-market' and they will automatically require a 
higher skilled workforce. A high-quality or high value-added product may enable the 
use of such a workforce but there is no guarantee. Institutional changes would 
provide a range of constraints and incentives for firms to shift their product market 
structures and block off low-wage, flexible routes to capital accumulation. However, 
these policies do not directly deal with what happens at the workplace and cannot be 
expected to lead automatically to a high-quality working environment (Heyes and 
Stuart, 1994). Employers, for example, could select a high-quality product route, but 
with the vast majority of employees undertaking a narrow range of tasks, with 
limited job autonomy and little real involvement in work. To push through a major 
transformation in work organisation requires a fundamental shift in the balance of 
power within the workplace itself (Lloyd and Payne, 2002). 
The results from the survey analysis show that the approach to SMEs adopted by 
policy makers and others concerned to promote the lifelong learning agenda in 
Greece has been based on a limited understanding and simplistic interpretation of the 
available evidence. It became apparent in previous chapters that Greek policy 
makers attempt to replicate supply-side approaches identified in the developed world 
(e. g. the U. K). However, such imitations neglect questions of context. The cultural 
specificity of many skill-supply mechanisms and their location within broader 
systems of production, industrial relations, inter-firm networks, industrial capital, 
corporate governance and politics has been stressed by previous research (Keep and 
Mayhew, 1999). 
The degree to which best-practice models within the field of VET tend to be rooted 
within particular national and regional contexts makes their replication in other 
environments extremely problematic. The world economy may be becoming more 
global, but education and training remains an area where skill supply systems 
continue to differ quite radically from one country to another (Ashton and Green, 
1996; Green and Sakanmoto, 2000). In this respect, the present survey highlights 
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some important gaps in our theoretical and empirical understanding of the process of 
learning and training in small organisations in advancing economies. 
6.7 Conclusion 
The present chapter has examined the nature and extent of training and development 
in a sample of textile SMEs in Greece. In particular, it has looked at the training 
strategies of 117 textile businesses and has examined the factors determining 
training provision. 
The survey finds that the great majority of textile firms do not adopt a systematic 
training and development approach. The provision of any type of planned training 
appears to be minimal and restricted to medium-sized organisations. There seems to 
be an apparent preference for informal training and learning methods among the 
surveyed organisations such as, coaching and dialogue with customers. The results 
suggest that the most useful learning experiences for employees in Greek industrial 
SMEs are not formal courses but rather personal instruction by owners/managers 
and visits to suppliers. This indicates that creating more opportunities for learning in 
the day-to-day work environment might be a more appropriate way for these 
enterprises to maximise their organisational effectiveness. 
According to the data presented, small firm owners, although seeming to have 
positive attitudes towards human resource development, they are indifferent towards 
formal training provision. The vast majority of respondents admitted not to have 
provided any accredited training over a period of 12 months prior to the survey. The 
reasons for this gap between rhetoric and reality appear to lie in the lack of owner's 
commitment towards staff development and the low-cost strategy adopted by Greek 
SMEs. As the data around the forces affecting workforce skills development 
revealed, the chosen business strategy and management commitment towards HRD 
are the two main triggers of training and development activity within textile SMEs, 
whilst owner/management negative attitudes towards staff training, lack of 
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subsidies, as well as time and financial constraints were the key barriers to employee 
training. 
The results further showed that fear of poaching and trade union pressures were not 
among the factors identified as having an impact on HRD efforts of textile firms. 
Although ensuring that work organisation is designed to encourage skills 
development requires a re-balance of the employee relations within the firm, trade 
unions in Greece do not seem to exert any significant pressure to organisations in 
relation to HRD. However, without a strong role for workers' organisations, 
alongside regulatory measures such as job security protection and incentives for 
training and education, there is likely to be little internal pressure on employers to 
ensure that high-quality product strategies are associated with a broad range of skills 
and development opportunities. 
The survey has attempted to develop an argument that the skills development policy 
targeted at Greek SMEs has been based on a limited understanding around the needs 
of such organisations. As the previous chapter revealed, policy initiatives have 
focused on enhancing the HRD efforts of small textile firms predominantly through 
subsidised off-the-job training programmes. Yet, the empirical evidence showed that 
owners do not participate in any formal training interventions showing a strong 
preference for informal on-the-job learning methods that offer flexibility, 
convenience and relevance. 
The chapter emphasises that the more generic lessons from other developed 
countries in relation to HRD policies should be adapted to Greece's distinctive 
institutional and cultural context. In so doing, it has outlined some important lacunae 
in our theoretical and empirical understanding of the HRD process in small firms in 
advancing countries. The survey puts forward a number of propositions about the 
nature of training and learning in Greek textile SMEs, most notably that firm owners 
seem to behave rationally - from their own perspective - in avoiding systematic 
approaches to training and development. Employers in Greek textiles have decided 
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to compete on the basis of low cost products using unskilled labour and hence, their 
motivation towards HRD appears to be very limited. 
This chapter offered a general picture of skills development in Greek textiles and the 
forces affecting training provision. In this respect, it showed that small firm owners 
are not convinced of the benefits to be derived from formal HRD interventions; 
instead, they seem to value unstructured, on-the-job learning activities. In this 
context, it is argued that policy makers should turn their attention into finding ways 
to create more opportunities for learning in the workplace to take place. 
The survey analysis offered some general insights around the nature of HRD in 
Greek textile SMEs pointing to the prevalence of informal learning. The notion of 
workplace learning is explored in more depth in the next chapter through a detailed 
analysis of four textile SMEs. In particular, the next chapter discusses the findings 
from a series of face-to-face interviews conducted with small business owners, 
managers and shop-floor workers around the nature of HRD and the contextual 
factors determining staff development within their organisations. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE NATURE OF HRD IN GREEK TEXTILE SMEs AND 
EMPLOYER ATTITUDES TOWARDS SKILLS DEVELOPMENT: CASE 
STUDYEVIDENCE 
7.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter indicated that employers in Greek textiles are not convinced of 
the benefits associated with formal HRD activities. Instead, they appear to show a 
preference for unstructured, on-the-job learning interventions in order to develop the 
competence base of their employees. Building on this, this chapter explores the 
nature and role of informal training in Greek textile small firms and examines 
owner/management attitudes towards HRD. A key distinction is made between 
different meanings of formalisation of training activity. The term `formal training' 
refers to initiatives that can be identified by both recipients and deliverers as an 
intervention that has a structured mode of delivery and specific learning objectives. 
This is in contrast to `informal training', which occurs throughout the organisation 
as individuals observe, imitate and learn from others on a fragmented and flexible 
basis (De Kok and Uhlaner, 2001; Garrick, 1998; Gibb, 2002; Patton and Marlow, 
2002). 
The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss the findings from the data 
collected during the final stage of empirical work, which involved the examination 
of HRD strategies within three small and one medium-sized textile firms (i. e. 
WEAVIX, WOOLTIL, YARNEXIL, KNITTCO). The case studies draw from 
twenty semi-structured interviews conducted with shop-floor operatives, technicians, 
production supervisors and managers, managing directors and firm owners. The 
primary aim was to obtain a broad cross-section of perspectives in greater detail than 
would be possible through a close-ended questionnaire. 
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The chapter presents each firm separately looking specifically at the following four 
areas: general organisational information; the nature and extent of training provision; 
the forces affecting employee training; and the benefits of training and development. 
The chapter concludes by comparing the training and development provision in the 
four case study organisations and evaluating their approaches towards workforce 
skills development. 
7.2 WEAVIX 
7.2.1 General Information 
The company has been operating for twenty years. It produces fabrics for the home 
(e. g. pillow cases, sheets) and also has a dyeing and finishing unit. Its raw materials 
include cotton and synthetic yarns. The organisation has 30 employees all of which 
are full time. There are 20 machine operators who are responsible for operating the 
machines. The production foremen (weaving unit-dyeing unit) are responsible for 
the overseeing of production, maintenance of the machines and repairs of 
simple/routine faults. They also carry out quality control duty. The managing 
director of production is responsible for correcting serious faults, as well as for the 
division of labour and organisation of production. The firm also employs 3 
technicians. The vast majority of workers are male (2 female workers). There are no 
part-time or temporary workers and most staff are long-serving. The company sells 
its products solely in the home market. The company owner runs the organisation. 
The educational level of personnel does not vary a lot. The firm owner, the director 
of production and the production foremen are graduates of upper-secondary 
technical schools in Greece, whereas manual workers are graduates of upper- 
secondary general schools. In terms of technological infrastructure, the level of 
technology is low and the company has not invested in advanced equipment in the 
last ten years due to financial constraints. As the owner of the company explained, 
`during the last years we struggle to survive and we don't have the money to 
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advance our equipment... sophisticated machinery usually needs to be imported from 
abroad, which is expensive' (Fieldnote). 
The company has competent technicians who can regulate the machines, as well as 
solve most technical problems that occur. As the firm owner argued, `we have 
experienced technicians who can appreciate the problems of the textile industry and 
have both the mental capacity and the flexibility to adapt to changes in production' 
(Fieldnote). The main problems in the production process take place in the area of 
machinery maintenance and repair and concern shop-floor employees (i. e. machine 
operators). Specifically, the company is deficient in trained weavers who can 
comprehend and solve simple problems of the mechanical equipment. As the owner 
of the firm explained, 
`machine operators should share many responsibilities. They should prepare 
the machinery prior to a production run and help maintain the 
equipment... yet, we lack trained operators... most of them are not able to 
repair even the simplest faults. The production foremen have to be called. 
This in turn, prevents them from concentrating on their managerial tasks' 
(Fieldnote). 
Similarly, the production manager argued that machine operators lack the necessary 
knowledge and skills to perform some basic diagnostic tests to determine whether 
major repairs are necessary. This has a negative impact on organisational 
performance as it disrupts the smooth running of production. As he noted, 
`... incomplete or non-existent maintenance of machines means lower productivity, 
poorer quality and more frequent faults. Operators should have a basic knowledge 
around machinery maintenance' (Fieldnote). 
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The owner argued that the firm suffers from increasing competitive pressures from 
Asian producers as the restrictions to textile imports have been eliminated. The 
production technology used in the factory is obsolete and labour intensive, which 
suits the prevailing conditions of developing countries and not Greece. As he noted, 
`we can't offset Asian States' comparative advantage of cheap labour because unit 
labour costs in the country are much higher' (Fieldnote). The production manager 
also noted, `the level of our firm's technology is low. Most machines are fairly old 
and second-hand, which increases the rate of faults. Currently, we try to face 
competition from low-cost producers through an improved sales network and good 
after-sale service' (Fieldnote). 
7.2.2 Organisation of Training 
The company has an informal, short-term business plan. As the owner said, `nothing 
is written down... everything is fluid and flexible' (Fieldnote). There is no policy for 
staff training and there is not a separate training unit. Furthermore, there is not a 
training budget and training is piecemeal and reactive without forward planning. As 
the owner of the firm commented: `our training activity is focused on the work 
practices of the company and is undertaken on the factory. We don't plan in advance 
any training for employees. We just train them when problems arise' (Fieldnote). In 
the same manner, the production manager added, `staff training doesn't aim at 
preventing future problems... it usually takes place after a performance gap has been 
identified' (Fieldnote). 
The firm owner was not aware of any funded training opportunities and had not 
received any financial support from the Greek government for employee training 
programmes. Specifically, he was neither aware of the available training 
programmes carried out under the Account for Employment and Vocational Training 
(LAEK), nor of the training programmes implemented by the Athens Chamber of 
Small and Medium-sized Industries during 2006. Furthermore, he was not familiar 
with the training initiatives implemented by the Greek Ministry of Development 
during 2006 under the P CSF. As he argued, `I am not aware of any training 
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initiatives taken by the Greek government for the support of small textile firms. If 
there is available such funding, I believe it should be advertised more effectively' 
(Fieldnote). 
However, it seems that even if he was aware of any Governmental aid, he would be 
hesitant to engage in formal learning interventions as he appeared to be concerned 
with the survival of the firm in the immediate future and he argued that the benefits 
from formal learning provision are visible in the long run. As he explained, `I have a 
short-term business planning in my head ... I don't think that the benefits associated 
with off-the-job training can be realised within a short time period' (Fieldnote). The 
production manager was aware of certain State-sponsored training seminars but he 
argued that they are not tailored to the specific requirements of the organisation (i. e. 
they lack responsiveness). As he explained, `as far as I know, ELKEDE offers some 
workshops around informatics funded by the Greek government but they don't 
concern us; these are for firms that possess advanced technical equipment' 
(Fieldnote). 
There is not a separate HRM department in the firm and the organisation does not 
seem to use any formal human resource management practices. The owner of the 
organisation is responsible for most staff-related issues, whereas the managing 
director of production is responsible for planning any training activity in the 
organisation. Recruitment of personnel is reactive and it is carried out predominantly 
through informal means (e. g. personal contacts), whereas selection is based on a 
brief informal interview. There is a lack of a systematic performance appraisal 
system, while rewards are based on seniority (i. e. years of employment in the firm) 
rather than on performance. Also, there is not a career development plan for the 
staff. 
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Employees are unionised (at Industry level) but they are not involved in managerial 
decision-making. They are only involved in collective agreements regarding 
payment and working hours. Most informants at this company explained that trade 
unions are predominantly concerned with the worker's salary and are not involved in 
training decisions. As one of the machine operators noted, `... trade unions offer the 
traditional support around wage levels through social dialogue but they don't do 
something to promote other areas such as, workforce training and career 
development' (Fieldnote). 
7.2.3 Nature and Extent of Training 
There is an intensive induction programme for new recruits, which lasts for two 
weeks involving on-the-job training by production foremen and more experienced 
staff around main job duties and occupational health and safety. This helps newly 
recruited staff to adjust easily to the organisational climate. As the owner of the firm 
commented: `all new employees are offered some initial training in order to learn 
important organisational norms, establish working relationships and learn how to 
function within their jobs' (Fieldnote). Likewise, the production manager explained 
that `induction training is provided to all newcomers around their main tasks, as well 
as on health and safety issues with the view of reducing their initial stress, fostering 
positive attitudes, making them feel bonded to the organisation early and 
consequently reduce labour turnover and achieve cost savings' (Fieldnote). One of 
the machine operators also noted, `some of the attitudes that new staff recruited 
bring with them such as lack of team working, do not fit with the firm's culture and 
if they don't get some training around organisation's rules, they may be driven out 
by their peers' (Fieldnote). 
During the last five years there has been no formal training for any staff category. 
Informal on-site training is provided to all manual employees but not on a regular 
basis. According to most informants, despite the technological infrastructure within 
the firm being poor, manual employees face a considerable difficulty in operating 
the existing machinery as they do not have a basic technical background around 
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textile equipment. However, the company does not seem to offer adequate support to 
enable employees to reach their potential. As the production manager explained, `we 
try to offer guidance to our workers on how to operate the equipment and do some 
very basic maintenance but production pressures don't allow us to spend much time 
on that' (Fieldnote). 
The training needs of the workforce are determined through direct observation by 
production foremen. Employee surveys and interviews, performance appraisals and 
customer comments are absent from training needs analysis. The process of 
identifying training needs seems to be undertaken in a quick and unplanned fashion. 
As one of the machine operators argued, `... learning needs analysis doesn't involve 
any systematic gathering of data to find out where there are gaps in our existing 
skills and knowledge' (Fieldnote). The production manager also explained, 
`production foremen try to observe how well each employee demonstrates the 
knowledge required by the job... yet, this does not happen on a regular basis due to 
time limitations' (Fieldnote). 
Training involves on-the-job instruction and is provided by supervisors mostly 
through informal means such as, task demonstration and story telling. Production 
foremen try to work closely with the machine operators so that they can offer them 
advice and correct any mistakes. As the production manager explained, `we talk with 
our employees about their job, we sometimes do a job with them so that we can help 
them with the tasks, we correct their mistakes and we challenge them to explore 
alternate ways of doing things' (Fieldnote). Similarly, as a machine operator 
explained: `the production foremen are listening to us about any difficulties we 
might be having in the workplace and they usually help us with our tasks. This 
enables us to learn our jobs and the different aspects of it' (Fieldnote). 
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Peer interaction also seems to serve as a learning tool among manual workers. 
Although most machine operators work in isolation under the close supervision of 
their production foremen, there are occasional conversations between them around 
their job duties with the more experienced operators responding to work-related 
questions posed by their less experienced colleagues. As one of the machine 
operators explained, `I am an experienced operator in the company and I always try 
to share my knowledge with my colleagues during the job, as well as during 
informal meetings' (Fieldnote). However, the job of operators appears to be 
monotonous, which limits skills development and affects employee satisfaction. As 
one of the machine operators argued, `our job is mostly repetitive and boring. I am 
stuck in this unfulfilling job because that's the best I could get given the high 
unemployment rate in the country' (Fieldnote). 
External training providers are not used due to financial constraints and lack of 
responsiveness. There seems to be a strong preference for informal training as 
structured off-the-job learning provision is considered an additional cost. As the firm 
owner said, `external training vendors are expensive and we haven't got the money 
for such type of learning provision' (Fieldnote). The production manager also 
explained, `on the one hand, there are training programmes that are not related to our 
business needs and hence, it's not worth paying for them ... on the other 
hand, there 
are training packets specific to our needs but involve high costs of training delivery' 
(Fieldnote). 
Employee training is evaluated by supervisors through informal discussions with 
workers. However, evaluation seems to be incremental and opportunistic. As the 
production manager noted, `we don't really know a lot about training evaluation and 
we don't have a specific plan about it. Occasionally, we try to evaluate the changes 
in employee skills through chats with our employees' (Fieldnote). One of the 
machine operators added, `our supervisors try to monitor how well we have learned 
particular skills such as, spotting faults but their assessment is mostly based on our 
views' (Fieldnote). 
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7.2.4 Reasons for Training or Not Training 
The common drivers of formal training activity such as, product or market 
development and technical change appear to be absent in this organisation. Both the 
firm owner and the production manager show a strong preference for unstructured 
on-the-job training over formal learning activities in order to meet skill shortages 
among machine operators. The employer is not convinced of the benefits to be 
derived from formal training and hence, there is no demand for systematic training 
and development. As he argued, `most operators have a very specific set of tasks to 
perform. Everything they need to know can be learnt on the factory' (Fieldnote). 
On the other hand, informal on-site training is mainly affected by the recruitment of 
new employees. As the owner of the firm explained, `when a new employee is hired 
they must be given sufficient training to perform their job as they often lack the 
practical skills required. We train them on the factory because the newcomer has the 
opportunity to practice immediately' (Fieldnote). The production manager also 
added that government regulations around health and safety standards are an 
influential factor in the provision of on-the-job training. As he argued, `when a new 
regulation is imposed by the government on occupational safety, we must inform our 
staff about these changes. We usually do that through informal discussions on the 
factory' (Fieldnote). Management commitment towards workforce development was 
also mentioned as a key determinant of informal employee training. Most 
supervisors are directly involved in employee learning through the routine 
supervisory functions of delegating tasks, setting expectations and providing 
guidance and feedback on work performed. As a machine operator commented: 
`I have been working for fifteen years in the Greek textile sector and I have 
co-operated with four different employers. My previous employers did not 
treat the staff well and I was not given the chance to train. In contrast, my 
current employer provides us with more opportunities to learn. The 
production supervisor is talking with us to work out what we don't know 
about aspects of our job, encouraging us to share our knowledge with others, 
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monitoring the quality of our work and informing us about our performance' 
(Fieldnote). 
One of the main barriers to off-the-job training appears to be the owner's negative 
attitude to accredited workforce skills development. The employer views off-the-job 
training as something that should happen when necessary and not as part and parcel 
of a continuous skills development process. His short-term attitude to business 
planning prevents him from considering formal staff development methods, as he 
believes that their outcomes and contribution to firm success cannot be viewed 
immediately. As he noted, `I want to use training methods that are proven to be of 
added value in the near future. I am not quite convinced of the value of off-the-job 
training. I believe that external trainers don't know the specific conditions of the 
employment' (Fieldnote). 
Also, the perceived financial and time constraints of formal training provision 
feature as key barriers to training and development. As the firm owner noted, `... we 
must be able to afford to train. Poaching is not an issue as there are quite few firms 
left to poach. However, the sector is in a bad state of decline and we don't have the 
financial resources to provide off-the-job training' (Fieldnote). The production 
manager added, `each employee constitutes a significant part of the production 
process and we don't have the luxury of time to send employees out to attend 
training seminars. All employees are taught on site' (Fieldnote). 
7.2.5 Benefits of Employee Training 
Both the firm owner and the production manager believe that formal training and 
development does not contribute substantially to business success. Specifically, they 
do not seem to be convinced of the applicability and usefulness of structured training 
courses to their organisation. As the owner argues, `I really don't think that such 
type of training can have an obvious impact on firm's profits' (Fieldnote). The 
production manager adds, `formal training reminds me of school.. . we don't hire 
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employees who lack basic skills so, we don't need some sort of general training 
provision' (Fieldnote). 
In contrast, unplanned training activity is considered to be a key variable of 
improved organisational performance as it reduces mistakes in the production 
process. As the owner argues, `informal learning is vital to the existence of the firm 
because it focuses on firm specific problems and it costs less than formal training 
provision' (Fieldnote). In the same manner, the production manager comments: 
`despite our low capital investment, we need employees who can operate the 
existing machinery without making mistakes. On--the-job training is more 
convenient than external training because it's done if and when working problems 
arise' (Fieldnote). 
7.2.6 Summary 
WEAVIX appears to be the typical Greek small textile enterprise that struggles to 
survive and faces considerable financial difficulties, as well as strong pressures from 
international competitors. The organisation does not use any kind of advanced 
technology and is deficient in machinery operators that have a basic knowledge of 
machinery maintenance and can work independently. 
There is not a separate human resource department in the firm and there is no 
specific budget for human resource development. The firm owner is not aware of 
any Government sponsored training schemes. Yet, even if he was aware, he would 
not be willing to participate in formal training activities as he believes that formal 
training provision is expensive, time consuming, non-responsive and has no apparent 
impact on firm performance. 
The lack of specialist HRM expertise, in terms of strategic HR planning, talent 
identification and utilisation in terms of career development are very obvious in the 
particular organisation. Both training needs analysis and training evaluation are 
undertaken in an unplanned order and do not form a part of a systematic training 
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process. Employee training appears to be predominantly on-the-job and reactive, that 
is without any forward planning with a strong reliance on the informal sharing of 
expertise on the factory. 
Owner attitudes and the financial position of the company seem to be the key 
determinants of systematic training provision. The owner of the firm does not value 
formal training and believes that there are not significant gains to be made through 
such type of learning provision. On the other hand, informal training seems to be 
affected by the recruitment of new staff, new government regulations on 
occupational safety and management commitment. 
Formal training programmes are thought to offer no actual benefits to the 
organisation, which depends primarily on informal workplace learning to develop 
the competence base of its employees since it is considered by the firm owner and 
the production manager a cost efficient method that addresses firm specific 
problems. 
7.3 WOOLTIL 
7.3.1 General Information 
The company has been operating for thirty years and produces fabrics for the home 
for the domestic market. The organisation has 36 employees. There are 24 machine 
operators with 4 production foremen responsible for the overseeing of production, 
maintenance of the machines and repairs of simple faults. In cases of serious faults 
they contact the production manager, who is also responsible for production 
organisation. The vast majority of employees are male. There are no part-time or 
temporary workers. The company owner and his son are responsible for running the 
organisation. 
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The educational level of personnel varies. In particular, the firm owner is a graduate 
of a technological educational institute in Greece, whilst his son has a university 
degree in engineering. The production manager and most foremen are graduates of 
upper-secondary technical schools in Greece, whilst manual workers have 
qualifications of upper-secondary education. 
The level of technology in the company is low and no purchase of new machinery 
has taken place in the last ten years. There seems to be a number of problems around 
the introduction of new technology due to a lack of technical knowledge among 
operators. The installation of a new machine, getting it started and operating it in the 
early stages are some of the problems that arise. Whenever a new machine is 
purchased, a representative from the supplier firm is brought to install the equipment 
and provide some initial training to technicians and machine operators. Technicians 
from the supplying firm install and regulate the machines in order to ensure their 
correct installation and avoid incorrect use and consequent damage. Yet, during this 
phase of initial training, a number of difficulties are encountered as most suppliers 
are from foreign countries and the organisation's operators and technicians do not 
speak any foreign languages. As the production manager explained, `when we 
purchased new machinery a few years ago, a representative from the supplier firm 
came to install it but he could communicate only with those few who spoke the 
language-the rest had to learn things by their colleagues or by doing, which was 
time consuming' (Fieldnote). 
The company is deficient in trained manual personnel, mainly weavers to operate 
and maintain the mechanical equipment. The production manager explained that he 
teaches new machine operators how to operate the textile equipment but it is time 
consuming to teach them how to maintain the machinery and repair simple faults 
because this requires both theoretical and practical training. In the same manner, the 
owner of the company noted, `existing and new machine operators are among those 
who need training. Most of them haven't undergone any technical training and they 
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can't make minor repairs to the machinery. Our management and technical team 
don't really need training as they are very competent' (Fieldnote). 
In regard to competition from Asia, which has been experienced within many other 
segments of the Greek textile industry, the company considers this as a real 
significant threat. The firm produces goods that are not based on a production 
process driven by advanced technology and competencies. The organisation has 
adopted a cost-minimisation strategy and does not seem to respond to growing 
international competition by investing in new equipment and reorganising the work 
practices. As the firm owner explained, `the cost of labour is quite high in the 
country and we are unable to compete with firms from developing nations that bring 
cheap textile items in the home market. However, we operate with a very strong 
service concept and we try to have a quick delivery process with our customers' 
(Fieldnote). The production manager also noted, 
`we don't have the technology to look for innovation. Keeping the 
production cost low remains our first priority. Yet, during the last two years, 
we struggle to face the increasing competition from China and India because 
the production of our textiles is labour intensive and labour costs are much 
higher in Greece than in those countries' (Fieldnote). 
7.3.2 Organisation of Training 
The company has an informal business plan. There is neither a written policy for 
staff training nor a separate budget allocated to employee training. There is not a 
separate unit in the company for training and development. The company owner 
takes all the decisions about the nature and breadth of training provision with 
recommendations made by the production manager. Training is piecemeal and 
reactive. Departmental supervisors are responsible for implementing any training 
intervention in the organisation, which is exclusively on-the-job. 
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Regarding State support for human resource development, the company has not 
received any financial aid from the government for employee training programmes 
and the owner is not aware of any funded training opportunities available by the 
Greek government. As he argued, `we haven't received any help around that issue. 
Small firms have been neglected by the government... none of them is willing to 
listen to our concerns' (Fieldnote). However, he would consider participating in 
formal training programmes if there was any government assistance available. As he 
further explained, `some off-the-job training programmes around occupational 
health and safety, as well as on quality standards could be useful to our staff... yet, 
we can't self-finance respective activities because they are expensive and we can't 
attract special deals with external training providers' (Fieldnote). 
There is not a human resource department in the firm. The company owner is 
responsible for all the personnel-related issues. Recruitment of personnel is without 
any forward planning and is done through informal means (e. g. personal contacts), 
whereas selection is carried out through brief informal chats between the owner and 
the prospective worker. There is not a formal and regular performance appraisal 
system and most workers receive base pay. Career development plans are absent and 
workers do not have any access to continuing professional development. Similar to 
the previous organisation studied, employees are unionised (at the Industry level) but 
they are not involved in managerial decision-making. According to most informants, 
trade unions do not have any notable presence in training decisions. As the firm 
owner explains, `the extent of training and development has never been the subject 
of trade union intervention in Greece' (Fieldnote). 
7.3.3 Nature and Extent of Training 
The owner of the company understands training as teaching people to do a job. 
Training for existing employees is informal. For all newcomers, there is an induction 
programme that lasts for almost two weeks, which is carried out on-the-job by 
departmental supervisors and more experienced staff through shadowing. As the 
owner explained, `... during the induction process we put new employees to spend 
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time with an experienced worker so that they can observe how the worker performs 
their daily duties' (Fieldnote). During the last five years the company has recruited 
25 new employees, as there is high staff turnover among machine operators. As the 
owner of the firm noted, `it's difficult to find responsible machine operators. Many 
young people come to work for a short period of the year and then leave work. It's a 
waste of time and money to offer formal training to newcomers ... on-the job training 
is more relevant, as well as cost and time efficient' (Fieldnote). 
In the last five years there has not been any formal training for the staff. The training 
needs of employees are determined by their supervisors mainly through occasional 
informal discussions. As the owner explained, `it takes a lot of time to monitor who 
needs to learn and what. However, every now and then, supervisors talk with the 
workers to identify areas where competence needs to increase' (Fieldnote). Training 
is chiefly on-the-job and is provided by production foremen mostly through task 
demonstration. As one of the machine operators explained, `most new operators are 
provided with on-the-job instructions and advice to perform their activities by 
supervisors... the extent of support varies depending on the machine-yet, it is 
without any organised system' (Fieldnote). 
A large amount of learning takes place through peer interaction. It seems that there 
is room for knowledge sharing through the formation of informal teams and 
supervisors appear to support this type of learning. As one of the long-serving 
machine operators pointed out, `when difficulties arise during the job, most workers 
ask me to teach them some aspects of their job... I talk to my colleagues about the 
job as I work with them' (Fieldnote). The production manager also noted, `line 
managers normally encourage operators to co-operate by allowing them to exchange 
views and experiences during work' (Fieldnote). The firm owner also seems to be 
satisfied with the informal nature of skills development. As he explained, `I have a 
short-term perspective in running my business. Off-the-job training requires 
considerable planning and the benefits are not visible immediately' (Fieldnote). 
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Similar to the previous organisation examined, external training providers are not 
used by the company due to financial barriers. As the firm owner commented, `I 
believe that outside training vendors charge too much for the services they provide. 
We try to cut back expenses in order to survive and we can consider this option in 
case there are available grants or subsidised training programmes' (Fieldnote). 
Production foremen try to evaluate employee training through observation. 
However, there seems to be a lack of knowledge and understanding among 
informants about the concept of training evaluation. As the production manager 
argued, `I don't know how to measure training success. I just observe the workers to 
see if they have developed through on-site training the skills required to have a 
performance adequate for company needs' (Fieldnote). One of the operators added, 
`our supervisor doesn't use any particular tools to assess the learning taking place 
within the factory-he just observes us to see if we have any concerns around our 
main tasks' (Fieldnote). 
7.3.4 Reasons for Training or Not Training 
The most important single factor in driving formal training activity within the 
organisation appears to be government legislation around health and safety and 
quality standards. As the owner of the firm argued, `we understand that regulations 
imposed by the Government around workplace safety place responsibility on us. For 
that reason, if we don't know much about the legislation, we are forced to refer to 
external training providers' (Fieldnote). 
Although the recruitment of new employees and skill shortages in the external 
labour market were two of the most frequently mentioned drivers of training, both 
seem to act as triggers to informal training and not as driving forces of structured 
training activities. In particular, the majority of respondents argued that the 
recruitment of new employees has an impact on the extent of informal on-site 
training. As the firm owner noted, `when a new employee is coming to work for us, 
we need to train him/her so that they can contribute to the firm's goals... the quickest 
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and cheapest way to do that is on-the-job' (Fieldnote). The production manager also 
added that the extent of on-site training is significantly affected by labour market 
conditions. This means that skills shortages in the external labour market produce an 
impetus for the organisation to train. As he explained, `it is difficult to recruit trained 
machine operators and this forces us to offer some sort of training on the 
factory ... new employees, who 
have previous work experience within the sector, 
usually need minimal training' (Fieldnote). 
One of the interesting points that emerged during the discussion around the 
determinants of human resource development was the shortage of well-trained 
machine operators, who possess both adequate theoretical technical background and 
practical experience, in the external labour market. As one of the machine operators 
explained, `although most textile organisations in Greece employ unskilled 
operators, there are a few firms that demand competent operators with the skills 
already in place so that they don't have to train them. However, there is a lack of 
skilled operators in the labour market and thus, the firm has to provide some sort of 
training' (Fieldnote). As outlined in Chapter Four, the Greek education system has 
been oriented to provide mainly general knowledge, appropriate only to students 
who wish to enter tertiary education offering no alternatives to individuals who aim 
at following a technical career. Vocational qualifications have long failed to gain the 
same public acceptance as academic alternatives. The vast majority of the student 
population chooses to study for non-technical diplomas and degrees and hence, there 
has been a lack of workers with a technical background (Patiniotis and Stavroulakis, 
1997; SEV, 2006). 
One of the key barriers to formal training in the firm seems to be the lack of owner 
commitment towards staff development. The low value-added strategy chosen by the 
firm along with the short-term perspective of the employer contribute to his negative 
attitudes to systematic training. As the owner of the company explained, `I don't 
have much interest in formal training because it's generic and the benefits are not 
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clear. I prefer training to be short and focused on the specific problems we face' 
(Fieldnote). 
The financial cost of the training activity and time constraints were also identified by 
the respondents among the main barriers to off-the-job training. As the owner noted, 
`having the time to train off-the-job is an important issue. The firm can't afford to 
release workers to attend external programmes' (Fieldnote). The production manager 
also noted, `employees may benefit from formal training courses on work safety. 
Yet, we need to have enough funds to train' (Fieldnote). 
7.3.5 Benefits of Employee Training. 
The owner of the company does not consider formal training provision as a key 
factor of business survival and growth. He does not seem to be convinced of the 
association between systematic training and firm performance. As he argued, `I 
prefer on-the-job training over off-the-job because the link between cost and benefit 
is more visible' (Fieldnote). In the same manner the production manager explained, 
`our employees have to perform some highly specific and routine tasks... formal 
training is too theoretical, general and expensive. Informal learning seems to me 
more relevant and low-cost' (Fieldnote). 
In contrast, informal methods of training are important for the firm as they reduce 
employee errors. As the owner stressed, 
`machine operators play an important part in producing all of the textile 
goods by controlling equipment that cleans and weaves the yarn into textile 
products. They start, stop, clean and monitor the machines for proper 
functioning. On-the-job training is essential to enable them to perform their 
tasks without making mistakes' (Fieldnote). 
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The production manager also argued that informal training increases the ability of 
the organisation to meet skill shortage needs. As he explains, `it is very difficult to 
find operators in the external labour market that have the required skills such as, 
hand-eye coordination, manual dexterity and the ability to perform repetitive tasks 
for long periods. Hence, workplace training becomes essential to avoid any skill 
shortages' (Fieldnote). 
73.6 Summary 
This second case study also concerns a small textile establishment with restricted 
financial resources that faces strict international competition. The organisation 
neither possesses modern technology nor well-trained machinery operators that have 
the ability to do basic machinery maintenance and repair simple faults of the 
mechanical equipment. 
There is not a separate human resource management function in the firm and the 
owner does not have any specific capital available for training and development. He 
also appears to be unaware of any State-funded support around human resource 
development. However, he considers external training around occupational health 
and safety useful and hence, he appears willing to participate in relevant 
government-sponsored training schemes. 
Nonetheless, formal training provision is virtually absent for both managers and 
shop-floor employees. Both training needs assessment and training evaluation are 
unplanned processes and opportunistic, whereas workforce training is undertaken 
predominantly on the factory if and when problems arise. Although supervisors offer 
guidance to employees around their main job tasks through demonstration, staff 
learning is based primarily on employee co-operation and learning by doing. 
Regarding the factors that affect the propensity of firm to train off-the-job, these 
include government legislation, owner commitment towards skills development and 
the financial position of the organisation. On the other hand, the recruitment of new 
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employees and labour market conditions appear to have a significant impact on 
informal training and learning. 
As with the previous case study, WOOLTIL seems to require convenience and 
relevance in its training efforts. The human resource development approach adopted 
by the firm appears to fit with the generic SME model where there is minimal 
demand for systematic training provision as it is deemed expensive and not flexible. 
The owner appears to be unconvinced of the value of formal training and prefers 
informal training methods, which allow staff participation without disruption to 
work. 
7.4 YARNEXIL 
7.4.1 General Information 
The company has been operating for thirty-five years and produces, dyes and 
finishes woollen and synthetic yarns for the requirements of the knitwear trade. The 
organisation has 45 employees all of which are full time. There are 30 machine 
operators who are responsible for operating the machines. The main tasks of 
departmental supervisors are the daily flow of production, maintenance and repairs 
to machinery. This excludes serious faults, which are dealt with by the production 
manager. The division of labour and organisation of production are also controlled 
by the production manager. 
Three quarters of employees are male, whilst one quarter are female. There are no 
part-time or temporary workers and most of the staff are long-serving. There are 
people of all ages from early 20s to retiring age. The company sells its products 
solely in the home market. The owner and an appointed general manager run the 
organisation. As for the educational level of personnel, the general manager has a 
degree in Chemical engineering from the National Technical University of Athens, 
whereas the production manager has a degree in engineering from the Technological 
Educational Institute of Piraeus. Most of the departmental supervisors and 
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technicians have attended upper-secondary technical schools, whilst the vast 
majority of manual workers have attended upper-secondary general schools. 
The level of technology in the company is fairly modern. In the wool department 
there is an advanced monitoring system, while in the dyeing department there is a 
data colour system and a computerised quality control check system. There is also a 
modern air-conditioning system. The technological equipment is imported from 
abroad. New technology does not create overall restructuring problems in the firm. It 
does not, for example, dispense with existing specialist skills. It mainly speeds up 
the production process. Yet, it creates problems for older employees working in the 
organisation.. As the technician argued, `the importation of new machinery affects 
the older machine operators in the firm because they feel inadequate when using 
new technology and have difficulty in adjusting to its demands' (Fieldnote). 
The main problems in the factory occur in the area of maintenance of machines and 
repair of faults. Difficulty in maintenance is increased because the machines are 
electronic and machine operators usually lack the knowledge to operate such 
equipment and solve routine technical problems. The company tries to recruit 
experienced machine operators but there seems to be a shortage in the external 
labour market. For that reason, most operators are trained on-the-job by more 
experienced workers. Operators begin with simple tasks and are assigned more 
difficult operations as they gain experience. As the departmental supervisor noted: 
`we have operators who are graduates of Greek technical schools and have 
sufficient theoretical knowledge of the textile industry procedures. Yet, they 
fall short in practical experience and cannot solve routine technical problems, 
as well as handle more complex tasks. We put them to work in teams so that 
they can learn from the more experienced ones but it takes time to become 
fully trained on more than one machine' (Fieldnote). 
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Regarding international competition from developing countries, the general manager 
does not believe that it can jeopardise the future of the company. The organisation 
has opted for investment in high quality equipment in order to produce unique textile 
products. According to his view, most producers in developing economies do not 
possess the know-how to manufacture similar goods. As he explained, `the 
organisation produces high-quality yarns using advanced technology. Low-cost 
competitors will have difficulty using this approach as they can't afford to introduce 
expensive machinery' (Fieldnote). 
7.4.2 Organisation of Training 
The company does not have a formal business plan. There is not a separate unit in 
the company for training and development and neither is there a written training 
policy or training budget. Training is implemented according to current business 
needs and it is mainly reactive with no previous planning. The company owner and 
the general manager take all the decisions around the level and breadth of training 
provision, while the supervisors in charge of each section do the training, which is 
principally on-the-job. 
The company has received some limited financial support from the Government 
during the last five years primarily for management training programmes. As the 
general manager explained, `a few off-the-job training seminars for supervisors 
around ICT have been fully funded by the Ministry of Development. If there was 
more funding available we would train our personnel more often' (Fieldnote). Both 
the owner and the general manager of the firm were not aware of the full range of 
government-sponsored training schemes available to manufacturing SMEs. Yet, they 
were aware of a series of training programmes conducted in 2005 under the Account 
for Employment and Vocational Training (LAEK) but the firm chose not to 
participate due to increased red tape associated with the process. 
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As the general manager explained, 
`the complicated application procedures to public agencies were not worth 
the time spent for the training provided. I had to gather many documents and 
visit in person one of the offices of the Greek Manpower Employment 
Organisation (OAED) to submit an application, which was time consuming. 
There should have been an opportunity for electronic submission and much 
less documentation' (Fieldnote). 
There is neither a separate HRM department nor a personnel director in the firm. 
The company owner and the general manager share responsibilities for employee 
selection and payroll issues. Recruitment is carried out mostly through 
acquaintances (networking) and selection is based on a formal interview. Also, there 
is a formal performance appraisal every six months, whilst rewards are based on 
individual performance (i. e. whether machine operators show initiative or not, as 
well as problem-solving abilities). 
Performance appraisal appears to serve as a key tool for skills development within 
YARNEXIL. During the appraisal process, the development needs of the workers 
are considered, whilst achievement is recognised and reinforced. As one of the 
machine operators explained, `during the appraisal meeting, my performance over a 
six-month period is reviewed and major problems are identified. Then, I discuss with 
my boss the kind of support that I need in order to develop my skills and do my job 
better' (Fieldnote). However, as far as career development is concerned, it seems 
that there are no career development schemes for the workers, which means that 
performance appraisal does not provide a link to employee career planning within 
yARNEXIL. The size of the organisation appears to be a key factor in that respect 
since it does not facilitate the development of an internal labour market. As one of 
the machine operators explained, `there is no room for advancement in the firm. If I 
was working in a large textile organisation, then I could become a first-line 
supervisor but this enterprise is quite small and there aren't promotional 
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opportunities' (Fieldnote). Employees are unionised at the Industry level but they are 
not directly involved in managerial decision-making, neither through formalised nor 
representative structures. 
7.4.3 Nature and Extent of Training 
There is an on-the-job induction programme for new recruits, which is offered by 
departmental supervisors and more experienced staff on health and safety, as well as 
on their main job tasks, which lasts for approximately one month. The induction 
training involves mainly task demonstration and story telling. However, the firm has 
low staff turnover. During the last five years the organisation has recruited only four 
new machine operators. The main criterion of staff selection is previous experience 
in the textile industry, whereas technical qualifications carry little weight. As the 
departmental supervisor explained, `practical know-how is necessary rather than 
having any degree or diploma. There is no use of having all that theoretical 
information, which does not directly apply to your job' (Fieldnote). 
During 2006, there was no off-the-job training for any staff category but during the 
last five years supervisors and technical staff have each attended 30 hours of off-the- 
job training mainly in the areas of IT, quality standards and occupational safety (in 
training seminars organised by EOM EX and ELKEDE). All machine operators 
undertake on-the-job training on a regular basis around technical issues (e. g. 
working methods and quality standards) through informal coaching, as well as 
around various health and safety topics through manuals and formal meetings. As 
the general manager noted: 
`textile machinery operators play an important part in the organisation by 
controlling equipment that cleans, cards, combs, and draws the fibre, as well 
as spins the fibre into yarn and hence, they need to be trained to perform 
efficiently all these tasks. Production foremen work closely with them to 
manage the flow of work while helping them to learn what has to be done. 
They guide the less experienced machine operators on how to operate the 
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equipment and demonstrate [them] how to carry out machinery maintenance 
without the need of a technician' (Fieldnote). 
Whenever a new machine is purchased, a representative from the supplier firm is 
brought to install the equipment and provide some initial training to technicians and 
machine operators. Technicians from the supplying firm have responsibility for 
installing and regulating the machines. The production manager, supervisors and 
technicians in the organisation are experienced and very competent in their work. 
However, machine operators appear to have problems with the introduction of new 
equipment due to a lack of basic IT skills and knowledge around electronics. Most 
modern textile machines are electronically controlled and hence, machine operators 
should know how to programme controls for tension, speed and heat. As the 
technician argued: 
`most of our machine operators inspect their machines to determine if they 
need repairs or adjustments, they clean and oil their machines and they also 
install, level and align components such as gears and chains. However, they 
are unable to replace worn parts and they display little ability to adapt to new 
ideas in their work' (Fieldnote). 
The production foremen attempt to identify the skill deficiencies of their staff that 
can result in lower labour productivity through direct observation and discussions 
with the workers. As the departmental supervisor commented, `it's not unusual to 
talk with employees about their training needs during our lunch break.. . we take 
every opportunity that arises during the day to discuss with our people about their 
job' (Fieldnote). 
Training is chiefly on-the-job and is provided by departmental supervisors through 
informal coaching and staff meetings. Additionally, a large amount of learning takes 
place through co-operation with others. There seems to be regular unstructured 
training provision by foremen and experienced staff, which may last from a few 
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hours to several weeks depending on the type of machine. Teamwork also seems to 
be an effective learning mechanism within the firm. Most machine operators work in 
teams thus, having plenty of opportunities to impart tacit knowledge to each other. 
This kind of work organisation appears to encourage significantly workplace 
learning. As the general manager pointed out, `the introduction of new technology 
creates new forms of knowledge and skills that have to be transmitted to the 
workers. We believe that the quickest and most cost efficient way to do this is by 
helping our employees share their experiences and knowledge through social 
interaction. Machine operators usually work in teams in which there is always a very 
experienced worker' (Fieldnote). 
It seems that more experienced workers act as team leaders for the inexperienced 
machine operators. In this way they act as facilitators or coaches to get the most out 
of production workers and to encourage learning. In terms of their team leadership 
styles, they appear to be democratic as they listen to team members, question them 
to understand their points of view and be responsive to feedback. As one of the 
machine operators explained, `sometimes the more experienced colleague, by 
instinct, is a bit directive; that is, he wants to tell us what to do without listening to 
our concerns. However, normally he will ask questions and listen to our views to get 
us on board, whereas quite often he will correct our mistakes and make constructive 
comments around our performance' (Fieldnote). 
There is limited use of external training providers mostly due to financial 
constraints. The general manager of the firms argues that outside training vendors 
are expensive and the organisation can consider this option only when there is 
available funding. However, there are times where external providers are used owing 
to lack of in-house expertise. As he explained, `external training providers are used 
when it's about subsidised training seminars or in case our management team don't 
have the subject knowledge to provide in-house training' (Fieldnote). 
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Training outcomes are assessed informally through observation by departmental 
supervisors and feedback is given to workers on their performance during informal 
meetings. Departmental supervisors use as their main criterion of training evaluation 
the extent of applied learning back on the job. Employee reaction and results 
evaluation (i. e. the effects on the business by the trainee) do not seem to be taken 
into account. As the departmental supervisor noted, `I do not know how to use 
particular tools to assess the outcomes of our training efforts. I just observe my staff 
over time to identify any changes in their behaviour that can help them do their jobs 
with fewer problems' (Fieldnote). 
7.4.4 Reasons for Training or Not Training 
Formal training seems to be affected by external sources of finance as it is 
considered by the organisation an expensive option for workforce skills 
development. The general manager considers HRD to be among the key priorities of 
senior management since the company needs workers that can easily adapt to 
technological changes. However, he appears to value informal training to a greater 
extent than formal HRD interventions as it can equip employees with the required 
skills and knowledge in a cost effective manner. As he explained, `our success is 
based on modern technology and hence, we need well-trained personnel. We train 
our people predominantly on-the-job but there is also the option of off-the-job 
training ... the only 
disincentive to off-the-job training is cost but we try to keep 
ourselves informed of any funded government training initiatives' (Fieldnote). 
On the other hand, informal training provision is mostly affected by skill shortages, 
the introduction of new technology and other technical changes. As noted in section 
7.4.1, the firm attempts to compete in growing markets as opposed to declining 
segments of the textile industry and hence, the introduction of sophisticated 
technology is of paramount importance. To this end, the organisation is engaged in 
on-the-job training provision to upgrade the technical skills and knowledge of 
production workers. As the general manager explained, `we wish to embrace 
technological advances and therefore, we need to develop the competencies of our 
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staff as technological changes demand a new set of skills' (Fieldnote). Likewise, one 
of the machine operators pointed out, 
`the firm invests a significant amount of money on technological 
infrastructure to get ahead of competitors... because more automated 
machinery is used in textiles and a greater number of processes are controlled 
by computers, we all need to be trained in order to operate such machines. 
On-the-job training is more effective than formal courses because it's highly 
relevant. Formal courses are too theoretical' (Fieldnote). 
The fact that most respondents expressed a major concern around the financial cost 
of formal training activity suggests that this factor is one of the key barriers to 
training and development for YARNEXIL. This comes in contrast with the view that 
companies producing differentiated products to achieve a quality advantage over 
their competitors tend to be less cost sensitive compared to companies that focus on 
the use of mass production techniques when it comes to HRD issues (Kitching and 
Blackburn, 2002). This case study suggests that cost can still be a key barrier to 
employee training even for those small firms that follow a `high road' strategy using 
teams of highly skilled labour. As the general manager argued, `there is heightened 
competition in textiles and we recognise that our people's skills are vital to our 
success. We have a positive approach to formal training but sometimes this is not a 
viable option for the company because we don't have enough financial resources' 
(Fieldnote). 
7.4.5 Benefits of Employee Training 
Formal training is limited in the company and concerns only middle management. 
The general manager argues that the company would provide more off-the-job 
training if more funds were available. As he noted, `there are some IT and language 
courses that would be helpful to our staff but the cost of external training is a major 
issue for the firm' (Fieldnote). 
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Similarly, informal ways of training are considered by the general manager of the 
company as crucial to the competitiveness of the organisation as they facilitate the 
introduction of new technology. In particular, he argued that `new technology 
influences skills requirements. It does not reduce the need for employees but it 
changes job profiles. We have invested a lot in new materials and technology and a 
well-trained workforce is vital to give us a competitive advantage' (Fieldnote). One 
of the machine operators also explained that both accredited and informal training 
are key for the employability of the firm's personnel. As he noted: 
`training is vital within the Greek manufacturing industry ... it is important to 
possess a wide array of skills and to know a little bit about everything. Being 
specialised in only one type of machine, for example, tends to limit and 
confine individuals, within both the organisation and the external labour 
market' (Fieldnote). 
7.4.6 Summary 
YARNEXIL is a small textile firm that competes on the basis of high quality textile 
products rather than on cheap goods. The organisation has invested in advanced 
technology and employs experienced and competent managers and technicians. Yet, 
it appears to lack well-trained machinery operators that can adapt to rapid 
technological changes. 
The organisation does not have a formal plan in relation to human resource 
development and there are no specific financial resources allocated to employee 
training. However, in contrast to the previous two organisations, the company 
appears to have a formal performance appraisal system to facilitate skills 
development. In the context of governmental subsidies to support training and 
learning activities, the organisation has received some limited financial assistance 
for management development. Specifically, the production supervisors and 
technicians have attended a few off-the-job training courses around IT, quality 
standards and health and safety. 
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The cost of formal training along with the extent of external financial support seem 
to determine the extent of accredited training provision in the company. 
Governmental financial aid is considered to be a key factor that can create the 
conditions in which formal training courses are likely to occur. In contrast, informal 
human resource development appears to be triggered by operational matters 
including the introduction of new technology and is a requirement to support the 
changes that this brings. 
YARNEXIL seems to value formal training provision to a greater extent than the 
previous two case studies mainly due to the differentiation strategy adopted by the 
firm. However, the demand for systematic training and development seems to be 
minimal and restricted to middle management. Machine operator training has been 
primarily on-site involving staff meetings, story telling, informal coaching, reading 
manuals and peer interaction. 
7.5 KNITTCO 
7.5.1 General Information 
The company has been operating for 27 years and its main activity is the 
manufacturing and distribution of knitted fabrics in the home market. It also has a 
dyeing and finishing unit. The organisation has 60 employees all of which are full 
time. The organisation has 37 machine operators who are responsible for operating 
the machines. The departmental supervisors are responsible for overseeing the 
production and maintenance of the machines, as well as repair of routine faults. 
Professional staff (i. e. technicians, electronics experts) are responsible for 
maintaining and repairing machinery. The production manager is responsible for 
more serious technical problems. He is also responsible for the division of labour 
and organisation of production. The vast majority of employees are male aged 20 to 
55 and most of them are long serving. There are no part-time workers but two newly 
hired machine operators work on fixed-term contracts, which are renewed every six 
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months. The company owner, along with two appointed managing directors, run the 
organisation. 
The company produces a wide variety of fabrics, differing mainly in technical 
characteristics such as fibre source, weight, yarn type, colour and texture. The 
company produces fabrics using both natural and synthetic fibres and has an 
increasing turnover since 2000 guaranteeing very good profits. Regarding the 
educational level of personnel, the owner of the firm holds an upper-secondary 
education certificate, the general managers possess university degrees in chemical 
engineering from the National Technical University of Athens, whereas the 
production manager has a degree in engineering from the Technological Educational 
Institute of Piraeus. Most of the departmental supervisors and technicians have 
attended upper-secondary technical schools, whilst the majority of operators have 
achieved upper-secondary education qualifications. 
The organisation has adopted a high value added product strategy since it is 
considered by the owner and the senior management team as the only route to long- 
term firm success. As the general manager noted, `we believe that continuous 
product innovation in response to changing customer requirements is a precondition 
for success in the Greek textile sector' (Fieldnote). In the same manner, the 
production manager argued, `the company has chosen to compete on the basis of 
high value added products because of the higher profit margins available, whereas 
there is intensity of market competition in many low value added product areas' 
(Fieldnote). 
The organisation has invested significant funds into technology in the last five years. 
The technological equipment is very advanced and is mainly imported from abroad. 
There is a modern air-conditioning system, a sophisticated quality system capable of 
checking a wide range of the raw materials' qualities with an impressive accuracy 
rating, as well as advanced knitting equipment. As the general manager argued, `we 
have updated equipment of round knitting machinery where the highest quality and 
designing needs can be met and satisfied. This is valid for all kinds of fabrics of 
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latest knitting technology and for complicated patterns of structures and styles' 
(Fieldnote). 
Raw materials used in the production procedure of the group are yarns supplied from 
companies of the domestic market. Those yarns are mostly cotton, synthetic, man- 
made, acrylic, polyester, polyamide, woollen and elastic. All fabrics are subjected to 
quality control before being delivered to the client ensuring defect rates are low. 
Moreover, all cotton and elastic yarns are certified with quality standards. The 
company place much emphasis on product and service quality. As the general 
manager explained, `most firm's departments are equipped by the latest and most 
advanced technology. One of the strongest advantages of our company is the very 
fast delivery of the orders and the high quality of our products' (Fieldnote). 
Similarly, the production manager added, `the high-skilled personnel and the passion 
for creation are the core advantages of our company, which has taken up a leading 
position in the field of textiles developing modem designing trends' (Fieldnote). 
Regarding competition from low-cost producers, the general manager explained that 
this is seen as an opportunity for the organisation to boost its quality and efficiency 
rather than a threat. As he commented: 
`many Greek textile firms have relocated their production activities to Balkan 
countries in order to resist competition from China. For us, the opening of 
markets is not seen as a threat but as an opportunity to offer more efficient 
service, pay attention to the evolution of demand and identify new markets 
with great potential... competition on quality rather than merely on costs has 
led us to take another pathway to competitiveness than delocalisation' 
(Fieldnote). 
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7.5.2 Organisation of Training 
The company has both a formal business plan and a written training policy. The 
general manager described this policy as follows: 
`the organisation is committed to the training and development of all 
employees and recognises the importance of this investment. In order to 
compete effectively in the market, the company is committed to developing 
the skills and abilities of its people to meet and exceed customer 
expectations. The continual reinforcement of our personnel's knowledge and 
skills is a necessary element for the constant upgrading of our product and 
service quality' (Fieldnote). 
There is not a separate unit in the company for training and development and the 
firm does not have a specific training budget. The owner of the company and the 
managing directors take the decisions around the nature and extent of training 
provision and are responsible for managing training programmes in the organisation. 
However, training proposals by the director of production, production foremen and 
other employees are taken into consideration. The supervisors in charge of each 
section offer on-the-job training, whereas the general managers decide about the 
type and extent of off-the-job training provision. 
The company has received some limited financial support from the Government 
during the last five years for employee training programmes. In particular, it has 
received funding for subsidised staff training seminars on health and safety, carried 
out in certified vocational centres in the region. Also, the general manager was 
aware of some of the latest Government funded training initiatives, but he cited 
bureaucracy as a barrier to participate in such training activities. As he explained, 
`there are some State-funded training programmes under the Account for 
Employment and Vocational Training (LAEK) that can help our operators become 
familiar with quality standards but the whole application process is a bit frustrating 
as it requires lots of information' (Fieldnote). 
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However, none of the respondents were familiar with the full range of the 
government-sponsored training schemes available to small textile firms. In 
particular, the general manager was not aware of the series of training seminars 
carried out by VEA in 2006 and he was ignorant of the latest training programmes 
implemented by the Greek Ministry of Development under the 3'd CSF during 2006. 
As he explained, `I haven't heard anything about these initiatives. I guess the 
government should promote them better' (Fieldnote). 
There is neither a separate HRM department nor a human resource manager in the 
organisation. However, in contrast with the former three organisations, KNITTCO 
appears to use some modern human resource practices. More specifically, 
recruitment of personnel appears to be proactive and it is done via employment 
agencies or local newspapers, while selection is carried out through application 
screening or CVs and formal interviews. There is a performance appraisal process 
every four months, whilst payment is based on individual performance and is usually 
above market average. Production foremen seem to use appraisal discussions to 
identify what training the worker has received in the review period and what training 
they should receive in the future. As the production manager explained, `we put 
much emphasis on the kind of behaviour we want our workers to exhibit. 
Performance appraisal enables us to consider how well the individual has performed 
since the last meeting, examine the factors that have affected their performance and 
identify possible training support' (Fieldnote). 
Also, there is an informal development scheme for high-skilled employees. The 
organisation offers promotional opportunities to those operators that perform above 
the requirements of their roles. As the general manager explained, `there is some sort 
of career development within firm... those operators that demonstrate exceptional 
problem-solving and technical skills may advance to first-line supervisors' 
(Fieldnote). Trade unions are not involved in training decisions. 
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7.5.3 Nature and Extent of Training 
There is an informal induction programme for new recruits, which lasts one month 
and involves mainly informal coaching on-site by departmental supervisors. The 
purpose of employee orientation is to enable newcomers to adjust to the firm and 
learn some initial aspects of their job. As the general manager argued, `induction 
training is provided to all new employees as it helps them become familiar with the 
tasks of the job, as well as the policies of the organisation. It mostly involves task 
demonstration by supervisors' (Fieldnote). 
However, during the last five years the company has recruited only five new 
employees (machine operators). The selection is based on both the educational 
background of the individual and their previous employment experience. According 
to the general manager, `the new employees in the firm need to possess some sort of 
educational background because thereafter, on-the-job training, which is provided to 
them, runs much more smoothly' (Fieldnote). 
During 2006, there was no off-the-job training for any staff category. Yet, since 
2000, supervisors and technical staff have attended around 60 hours of off-the-job 
training mainly in the areas of IT, quality standards and safety issues. These 
structured learning activities concerned mainly seminars organised by EOMMEX, 
ELKEDE and EVEA. The company has also sent one departmental supervisor to 
language courses at a local college. 
All machine operators undertake on-the-job training on a continuous basis around 
technical issues such as, working methods and quality standards through coaching. 
As the general manager explained, `all inexperienced machine operators work 
closely with the more experienced ones so that the latter can guide them. Also, 
production foremen help operators through demonstration and discussion to identify 
how textile equipment works and what things might create problems for them in 
their work' (Fieldnote). They have also attended formal external health and safety 
courses funded by the Greek Ministry of Development. As the departmental 
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supervisor explained, `in 2005, we sent all our machine operators to attend training 
seminars organised by ELKEDE around health and safety to minimise workplace 
injuries' (Fieldnote). 
Whenever a new machine is purchased, a representative from the supplier firm is 
brought to install the equipment and provide some initial instructions and 
demonstration to technicians and machine operators. There seems to be no major 
problem in the introduction of new equipment. As the production manager said, `the 
fun's technicians are all very experienced and highly competent... they face no 
problems in becoming familiar with new equipment. Our machine operators are also 
well-trained' (Fieldnote). Similarly, the technician added, `... with some minimal 
guidance by the supplier firm's representative we can operate any type of 
sophisticated machinery' (Fieldnote). 
The training needs of the workforce are determined through direct observation by 
departmental supervisors and personal interviews with the employees. It seems that 
training needs analysis is undertaken not only at the individual level but also at 
organisational level and seeks to identify the amount and type of learning that will 
be required to ensure that all workers have the right knowledge to perform the jobs 
they do. As the departmental supervisor explained, `we try to make time to talk to all 
our employees about their job and come to an agreement with them about the types 
of activities we can implement to help them improve their skills' (Fieldnote). 
Employee training is chiefly on-the-job and is provided by departmental supervisors 
and the production manager through coaching, staff meetings and manuals. As the 
production manager argued, `apart from training our staff on technical issues 
through task demonstration and discussion, we also provide them with books and 
other manuals to enhance their knowledge on work safety' (Fieldnote). Additionally, 
a large amount of learning takes place through teamwork. Most workers are 
encouraged by their line managers to observe their colleagues, as well as work with 
them and share responsibilities. The integration of experienced machine operators 
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into production teams of less experienced ones seems to be a key source of skills 
development as it enables workers to develop both their technical and interpersonal 
skills. 
As one of the machine operators noted, `my supervisor encourages us to ask other 
experienced workers to help us around the job... sometimes, I spend time watching 
my colleagues doing the job and asking questions... this helps me a lot to learn many 
aspects of the job' (Fieldnote). Also, there is job rotation among machine operators 
in order to develop expertise in more than one machine. This enables them to 
develop their technical knowledge, whilst it makes their work more interesting. As 
one of the operators explained, `I feel excited when I am transferred to a new 
machine because this means that I will have to perform a new set of tasks and work 
with different people. It also means that I will develop some new skills, which gives 
me a sense of progression' (Fieldnote). 
External training providers are used by the organisation mostly when it comes to 
maintenance training owing to a lack of in-house expertise. As the general manager 
argued, `sometimes the introduction of new regulations around health and safety 
forces us to use outside training vendors because we don't have the knowledge to 
train our personnel in-house' (Fieldnote). 
Employee training outcomes are measured informally mostly through close 
observation by production foremen and personal interviews with workers. The main 
criterion used by supervisors to measure the effectiveness of training seems to be 
trainee behaviour (i. e. whether trainees improved their on the job performance as a 
result of the training). As the departmental supervisor argued, `I am trying to be 
close to the employees to see if things have gone well or otherwise. Also, there are 
scheduled meetings with employees to discuss the value of training' (Fieldnote). 
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7.5.4 Reasons for Training or Not Training 
Formal employee training activity is mainly affected by customer quality 
requirements. The organisation faces the challenge to respond to rapidly changing 
customer desires and hence, it needs a competent workforce that can deliver high 
quality products and services. As the production manager explained, `customer 
needs are changing frequently and we need people who can use new technologies 
and adapt to new working methods' (Fieldnote). The general manager also 
commented: 
`we expect that customers will focus more attention on the environment and 
health and safety in the upcoming years... sometimes, on-site training is not 
enough to cover relevant issues and external training is required such as, in 
cases we need to keep our staff updated with the latest safety regulations and 
quality standards' (Fieldnote). 
On the other hand, informal on-the-job training provision is mostly affected by the 
introduction of new technology, which usually signals the expansion of the skills 
demanded by employees. As the production manager noted, `the company has 
enjoyed continuous investments in advanced equipment and this has led us to place 
much emphasis on training employees with the purpose of enabling them to operate 
a wider range of different machines' (Fieldnote). 
The general manager also explained that skills shortages in the external labour 
market can give an impetus to staff training provision. As he pointed out, `the more 
difficult it is to recruit high-skilled employees, the more flexible and better-trained 
existing staff has to be' (Fieldnote). As noted, the company has invested in new 
technology and as a result there seems to be a rise in the skills levels used by manual 
staff. As one of the machine operators commented: `the company now wants us to 
be able to use computerised equipment.. .a couple of newcomers, who joined the 
company last year, had just completed upper-secondary education schools and they 
had no idea around computers. They had to undergo some sort of training' 
(Fieldnote). 
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In contrast to the previous three organisations, the main reason mentioned by the 
general manager for not providing more off-the-job employee training is the lack of 
need since the personnel have the required technical and analytical skills to perform 
at satisfactory level. As he explained, `our operators have a good understanding of 
the mechanical equipment they work with. For the time being, there is no need for 
external training' (Fieldnote). 
7.5.5 Benefits of Employee Training 
Both formal and informal training activities are deemed very important for the 
competitive position of the firm. All interviewees consider employee training as 
essential to business success since it leads to increased productivity and product 
quality. As the production manager argued, `the primary emphasis of the company is 
on product quality and therefore, we need well-trained individuals who have the 
right attitude, are motivated and they possess a wide variety of skills such as, 
teamwork, analytical and computing skills to produce unique textile products' 
(Fieldnote). 
Similarly, one of the machine operators claimed that off-the-job training can help 
workers enhance their theoretical background around the textile sector so that they 
will be able to understand the equipment and perform more complex tasks. In 
particular, off-the-job training provision can help machine operators develop a better 
understanding of the textile production process, which in turn facilitates subsequent 
in-house training. As he explained: 
`when I am watching my supervisor or a colleague directly performing the 
task, I can feel free to ask questions at any time, see exactly what is 
happening and I can try out the various functions myself. This on-site 
training helps me learn how to do the job. Yet, I feel that I am lagging behind 
other better-educated operators who have a technical theoretical background 
because I have limited capacity to learn new skills' (Fieldnote). 
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The general manager added that employee training enables the organisation to fill 
any potential job vacancies in a cost efficient manner. As he commented: 
`those employees who acquire greater knowledge and technical expertise on 
different machines and operations can be also prepared for advancement 
when a new position arises. We can then send them on short external 
courses, in order to improve their theoretical knowledge and develop some 
managerial skills.. . it takes far too much time and money to 
have to hire 
managers from the external labour market' (Fieldnote). 
Likewise, one of the machine operators argued that staff training increases employee 
satisfaction. He further claimed that it contributes to job security since employees 
can acquire a wide range of skills and become more adaptable to new production 
methods. As he noted, `by learning new skills and being able to operate more 
machines, I can enjoy a greater degree of job security than those workers who can 
operate only one type of machine, as I can more easily be moved between different 
sections. This also gives me more job satisfaction' (Fieldnote). 
7.5.6 Summary 
The last case study is a medium-sized organisation, which has invested in up-to-date 
machinery in order to improve product quality. KNITTCO competes on the basis of 
unique, high quality textile goods and hence, it seems to have placed greater 
emphasis on human resource development than the previous establishments. 
The production foremen and technicians are all very experienced in the processing 
of knitted fabric, whilst machinery operators are all well-trained and possess the 
necessary problem-solving, IT and interpersonal skills to perform their tasks 
effectively. Although both training needs analysis and training evaluation lack 
sophistication, they seem to be given more consideration compared to the previous 
firms. During the last five years, the company has offered accredited off-the-job 
training courses to supervisors and technical staff around IT and quality standards, 
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as well as to machine operators on occupational health and safety. Furthermore, all 
operators are provided with regular on-the-job training through task demonstration, 
staff meetings and manuals. 
Customer quality requirements features as the key force determining formal training 
provision. The company competes on the high quality segments of the textile sector 
and therefore, meeting customer expectations in terms of product specification and 
service delivery is a major concern for the organisation. On the other hand, informal 
in-house training seems to be affected by the introduction of new equipment and 
skills shortages in the external labour market. 
The organisation manufactures a number of differentiated products, in which 
complex tasks predominate. For that reason, it seems to value accredited off-the-job 
learning to a greater extent that the previous case studies, as well as adopt a more 
strategic approach to human resource development. The managing director of the 
firm seems to consider how to grow employee talent at both the top of the 
organisation and at lower levels. 
Factors such as lack of resources, lack of management commitment and availability 
of personnel for release to undertake development programmes, which appeared to 
hinder human resource development in the previous three case studies, do not seem 
to affect the training strategies of this organisation. 
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7.6 Comparison and Evaluation of the Training and Development Activity in 
the Case Study Firms 
Both WEAVIX and WOOLTIL are small textile firms that struggle to survive and 
face financial difficulties, as well as strong pressures from competitors. They do not 
use sophisticated technology and they are deficient in high-skilled machinery 
operators that can: determine when and what kind of maintenance is needed; identify 
the causes of simple technical problems and find solutions for them; and, set up 
equipment to meet specifications. Both companies have chosen to compete in the 
market by adopting a cost-cutting business orientation, which does not seem to be a 
viable long-term business path owing to increased competition from low-cost 
producers in the developing world. 
Human resource development does not seem to have been considered to any notable 
degree. The firm owners are not aware of any Government funded training activities, 
whilst there is no formal process to encourage management and employee 
development or dissemination of knowledge and skills among the management team 
and shop-floor workers. Likewise, there is no specific budget for employee training, 
whereas training activities are solely on-the-job and reactive, that is without any 
forward planning with a reliance on the informal sharing of expertise on the factory. 
In both organisations, there is not an accurate identification of learning needs and 
systematic training evaluation is omitted. The main means of training involve peer 
discussions and informal staff meetings. Task demonstration is also used by 
supervisors as a learning vehicle but it seems to be limited. Owner commitment 
towards training and development, government legislation around health and safety, 
as well as the financial position of the enterprises appear to be the key forces 
affecting formal training provision, whilst informal on-site training is mainly 
affected by the recruitment of new staff and external labour market conditions. In 
both firms, there is not a positive culture for systematic training and development 
and firm owners consider off-the-job training both irrelevant to firm needs and 
expensive. 
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In contrast, YARNEXIL is a small textile organisation differing from the first two 
firms in that it follows a business strategy focused more on product quality rather 
than on cost minimisation. The organisation possesses advanced technology and 
employs experienced and well-trained managers and technicians. Yet, similar to the 
first two cases, it lacks machinery operators capable of maintaining and repairing 
equipment on a routine basis. The firm has offered off-the-job training opportunities 
but they have been restricted to middle management. It seems that the employer 
would not consider financing formal training activities without any governmental 
aid. 
Employee training is predominantly on-the-job but it involves more various training 
means compared to WEAVIX and WOOLTIL such as, staff meetings, story telling, 
informal coaching, reading manuals and peer interaction. As in the first two cases, 
the cost of off-the-job training seems to affect the extent of accredited training 
provision in the company along with external financial support. Informal on-site 
training is mostly affected by the introduction of new technology. The employer 
seems to value formal training to a larger extent than in WEAVIX and WOOLTIL 
since it can facilitate the rapid introduction of new technology and enhance 
workforce employability. However, there seems to be a gap between practice and 
good intentions since the organisation has not offered any formal training activities 
to its manual workers during the last five years. 
As opposed to the other three organisations, KNITTCO is a medium-sized 
organisation with a dynamic presence in the field of Greek textiles. The firm has a 
modern management philosophy and an efficient growth strategy with continuous 
investments in modern machinery targeting the increase of its production capacity 
and product quality. Having as an objective to better serve the customers' needs by 
producing fabrics of the highest quality, the organisation has invested over the last 
five years significant funds in new technology. The company's production foremen 
and technicians have vast experience in the processing of knitted fabric in all stages 
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of the procedure using state-of-the art equipment. Their machinery operators are also 
very competent. 
Although the organisation has offered accredited training courses to all staff 
categories (i. e. managers, technicians and shop-floor workers), the training of 
machine operators is undertaken mainly in-house involving regular staff meetings, 
coaching and reading manuals. As opposed to the other three cases, customer quality 
requirements appears to be the key force determining formal training provision, 
whilst informal in-house training is mostly affected by the introduction of new 
technology and skill shortages in the external labour market. The organisation seems 
to appreciate the contribution of formal training to business performance to a greater 
extent than all the other firms and hence, it has participated in more off-the-job 
training initiatives. This is because increased competition from low-cost producers 
in the Far East has forced KNITTCO to concentrate on niche markets. In the latter 
areas, customers demand small quantities of very complicated items in various 
combinations and colours and expect a very short lead-time for product delivery. In 
order to cope with this diversification of production and an increasing specialised 
niche demand, the company has sought to develop a multi-skilled workforce in order 
to increase productivity and allow the organisation to respond to customer needs and 
delivery times. To this end, investment in human capital has acquired a unique 
urgency within KNITTCO. 
In comparing the four case study firms, it is observed that YARNEXIL and 
KNITTCO show more determination to workforce skills development than 
WEAVIX and WOOLTIL. Both firms have developed formal performance appraisal 
mechanisms in order to monitor the performance of their staff and support them 
through training to overcome any issues raised during the appraisal process. 
KNITTCO specifically, appears to be more committed to organised employee and 
management training and learning than all the other firms examined and seems to 
adopt an HRD approach, which locates training strategically in the plans of the 
company. WEAVIX and WOOLTIL most closely match the conventional SME 
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paradigm identified in the small business literature where staff training provision is 
mainly informal, on-the-job, reactive and short-term in outlook (Hill, 2002; Jones, 
2004; Kerr and McDougall, 1999; Lange et al., 2000; Patton and Marlow, 2002; 
Penn et al., 1998; Storey, 1994). 
Most of the organisations studied demonstrate little or no formality in their training 
processes and they consider informal workforce training as a key factor affecting 
their survival and growth. The findings shed new light around the importance of 
informal learning for organisational success by revealing that it can help Greek 
industrial SMEs to meet skill shortage needs, reduce worker mistakes, introduce 
advanced technology and increase job satisfaction for employees. Previous research 
efforts in the advanced world have also shown that small firms prefer an informal 
approach to workforce training involving collaborative learning activities with 
colleagues and supervisors over off-the-job training methods because it is relevant, 
cost effective and has a positive contribution to their performance (Atkinson and 
Meager, 1994; Hendry et al., 1991; Hill, 2002; Kerr and McDougall, 1999; Kitching 
and Blackburn, 2002; Poell et al., 2006). 
Although human resource development activities involve primarily training 
interventions that are not accredited and systematically organised (e. g. task 
demonstration, learning through co-operation, informal staff meetings), they seem to 
be effective in the Greek context since such practices can be integrated easily into 
the enterprises' everyday activities. The analysis reveals that greater formality and 
more systematic training are not necessarily the right direction for Greek textile 
SMEs to take and that an informal approach to workforce training can be rational 
from the point of view of the small firm owner. 
Regarding the determinants of formal training provision, in WEAVIX, WOOLTIL 
and YARNEXIL, the financial position of the organisation and owner commitment 
towards HRD are among the key forces affecting the take up of training initiatives, 
whereas financial and time constraints are the dominant factors that inhibit firms 
from engaging with formal training schemes. The case study analysis underscores 
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some of the main limitations of contemporary HRD strategies within small firms 
including the lack of owner support in relation to staff development, the cost of 
formal training and the dominance of short-term survival issues (Hendry et al., 1995; 
Johnson, 2002; Johnston and Loader, 2003; Kitching and Blackburn, 2002; Matlay, 
2002). Yet, in KNITTCO the main motivating factors for employee training 
provision appear to be product differentiation and meeting customer quality 
requirements. The results show that an organisational strategy that emphasises the 
provision of high quality products and customer service constitutes a critical variable 
for SMEs when making decisions to train their staff in a systematic way. 
In terms of the key factors affecting informal training and learning activities, they 
included recruitment of new personnel (WEAVIX and WOOLTIL), external labour 
market conditions (WOOLTIL, YARNEXIL, KNITTCO), the introduction of new 
technology and product development considerations (YARNEXIL and KNITTCO). 
Also, the organisation of work practices, job design and performance appraisals all 
appear to facilitate informal training and learning. In particular, the findings revealed 
that the organisation of the workplace, characterised by greater levels of employee 
collaboration and task variety can lead to a steady expansion of knowledge and skills 
in the workplace. Similarly, performance reviews in which learners can pay attention 
to their goals and to turning points along the way of their learning journey and 
provision of feedback that suggests some alterations to their performance have the 
potential to stimulate informal workplace learning and training. 
The findings shed new light around the impact of firm strategy on HRD in the small 
business context indicating that industrial SMEs producing high-quality goods 
usually develop strategies, which involve a more proactive HRD approach and more 
frequent in-house training interventions. To this end, the analysis reveals that in 
firms where a cost-cutting strategy is evident (i. e. WEAVIX and WOOLTIL), skill 
shortages in the labour market and recruitment of new personnel are the key triggers 
for increased workplace training. In contrast, in industrial firms where a quality 
business orientation is prevalent (i. e. YARNEXIL and KNITTCO), technological 
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advances and an emphasis on product innovation along with skill shortages feature 
as the key forces affecting the extent of on-the-job training provision. 
The case studies stress the fact that all the training issues in Greek textile SMEs are 
handled predominantly by the firm owner or production manager, who seem to lack 
specific knowledge on most HRM aspects. The findings support the idea held by 
various policy makers and academics in Greece that HRM in Greek small firms has 
been seriously neglected. The results also appear to have many similarities with 
previous empirical studies carried out in the country regarding large industrial 
establishments, where they showed that the application of modern HRM practices in 
the Greek context has been very limited (Papalexandris, 1992; Papalexandris et at, 
2001; Vouzas, 2004). 
The case study findings seem to confirm the survey results, which revealed that 
Greek textile firms do not adopt a formal human resource development approach. 
Though some of the case study organisations appear to be aware of the value of 
systematic human resource development, accredited employee training is absent in 
most firms examined. All firms seem to require learning interventions at times and 
locations that allow employee participation without disruption to work. Experiential 
learning and social interactions appear to have greater importance over formal 
learning practices. 
In all case studies, work seems to be organised in such a way that allows workers the 
opportunity to co-operate and gain new insights around their jobs. In particular, the 
organisation of work appears to be one of the main channels of transmission of 
human capital across workers in the case study firms. An employee working entirely 
on his/her own has fewer opportunities than an employee integrated into a work 
team to take advantage of his/her colleagues' knowledge. The results highlight that 
working in teams seem to enhance informal workplace learning. Team working 
seems to take a notable form in YARNEXIL and KNITTCO where it appears to 
serve as a key vehicle for the dissemination of knowledge and skills development 
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within both firms. The presence of job rotation in both firms also serves as a means 
of making the work of operators more interesting and skill intensive, thus 
contributing to increased workplace learning. 
According to the data presented, in Greek small and medium-sized textile firms the 
application of formal training and development practices is rare, which can be linked 
to the absence of a business strategy that locates skills as a source of competitive 
advantage. This means that high-quality oriented firms are more likely to invest in 
human resource development and co-operate with external training providers that 
have the knowledge and experience to design and implement training interventions. 
In this context, WEAVIX and WOOLTIL that have adopted a low value-added route 
to profitability appear to show low levels of commitment towards systematic human 
resource development. In contrast, YARNEXIL and KNITTCO, which compete on 
the high quality segments of the textile sector, are more enthusiastic about 
implementing formal training programmes and regular on-the-job training in order to 
raise awareness over quality, information technology, as well as health and safety. 
As mentioned in the survey analysis, the common explanation of the skill 
deficiencies in Greece involves problems on the `supply-side'. It is assumed by 
policy makers that improvements in the Greek VET system will directly improve the 
productivity levels of manufacturing organisations through the supply of a large pool 
of highly-skilled workers in the labour market. However, case study analysis 
suggests that this assumption is over simplistic since supply does not necessarily 
create employer demand for skills. The findings indicate that systematic HRD will 
remain a neglected area within those firms that adopt competitive strategies that 
stress cost as opposed to quality and have a short-term decision-making perspective. 
A central argument of this chapter is that the development of a predominantly 
supply-led training system in Greece is based on unsubstantiated assumptions. As 
mentioned in Chapter Five, the Greek textile sector was always specialised in the 
production of unsophisticated products, with lower unit values, using simple 
processes and unskilled labour. Work was organised and jobs were designed in such 
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a way that manual employees had to undertake a relatively narrow range of tasks 
with limited job autonomy and little real involvement in work (IOBE, 2006). 
The present study indicates that rather than seeking to break into new markets and 
technologies, Greek textile employers continue to compete on the low quality 
segments of the sector relying heavily on the use of unskilled or semi-skilled rather 
than skilled labour. Under such conditions, there will always be a failure by 
employers to demand, employ and develop well-educated and trained workers. This 
seems to be the case in WEAVIX and WOOLTIL, where both firms seem to demand 
essentially semi-skilled operators that can perform simple, routine tasks. To suggest 
that more State-sponsored training provision will result in increased accredited 
company training underestimates demand circumstances. Textile firms that produce 
low-cost goods will demand mainly unskilled or semi-skilled labour, thus having 
few incentives to invest in formal workforce skills development. 
However, even those companies that follow a quality-based competitive strategy 
(i. e. YARNEXIL and KNITTCO) and demand high-skilled labour appear to be 
reluctant to adopt formal training methods showing a strong desire towards informal 
HRD approaches. They do not seem to require employees that are equipped with 
some kind of generic knowledge acquired through formal post-compulsory 
education. Instead, they want to employ workers that possess a basic technical 
background developed through apprenticeships or other vocational training courses 
and subsequently expand their skills through informal on-the-job training. 
The fact that all participant firms mentioned skills shortages in the labour market as 
one of the key reasons for providing more in-house training reveals that vocational 
education in Greece has been seriously neglected. Even those companies that appear 
to hire graduates from technical schools (i. e. YARNEXIL and KNITTCO) expressed 
concerns around the quality of technical education pointing to the absence of 
adequate practical training. Such findings indicate that apprenticeship training in 
Greece requires much more attention by Greek policy makers and a more central 
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place in their supply-side interventions if they are to help to some extent industrial 
SMEs face the challenges of the future. 
An important message of this chapter is that informal learning seems to be the most 
significant source of development for people in Greek textile SMEs. This means that 
the current training policy, which focuses too much on formality of training rather 
than supporting informal practices, will fail to deliver the desired outcomes. Better 
support for informal learning in small textile firms may therefore be as important as 
exhortations to take-up more formal learning opportunities. It appears that a re-think 
is needed of the learning and development support offered to small companies by the 
Greek State. 
The fact that the notion of learning is absent from trade union agenda in Greece, as 
noted in Chapter Five, is another limiting factor to human resource development. As 
it has been stressed in the literature, trade unions can develop their own lifelong 
learning policies, promote skills through bargaining and engage in partnerships with 
employers. Evidence reveals that the trade union movement has made significant 
contributions to lifelong learning and that unions are providers of significant 
amounts of training (Stuart, 2007). However, casework shows that trade unions in 
Greece do not participate in negotiations around training and staff development and 
as such, workers are deprived of a collective voice that could pressurise small textile 
firms into investing in staff training. As it was outlined in Chapter Four, employees 
in SMEs do not have a collective voice at enterprise-level; they can only join 
sectoral or industry-level unions. Yet, training issues have been completely 
neglected in trade union's agenda (INE-GSEE, 2006). 
As revealed in Chapter Five, at the present time, there is much discussion within 
policy circles of the need to treat workers within the sector as an asset to be 
developed and not as a fixed cost. Yet, in practice this appears to be very limited. 
The prevalent business culture in Greek small firms, which favours short-terrnism, 
appears to hinder any employee development efforts. As Green (1992) stresses, 
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short-term profit seeking implies cost cutting rather than investment-led techniques 
for improving productivity. In that respect, casework highlights a major 
contradiction between the desire of the Greek government to move the sector to a 
high-skills, high value-added trajectory and the realities of training within textile 
organisations. 
The findings suggest that the idea of specialisation, as discussed in section 2.2, could 
prove to be the key to the competitiveness of small textile enterprises in the country 
that could enable them to remain profitable without having to relocate their 
production units to Balkan countries causing severe job losses. Greek textile firms 
can capitalise on the prospect of niche markets so that imports will not be nearly as 
much of a threat as they currently are. As case study analysis revealed, organisations 
that compete on the basis of unique products such as KNITTCO, have the potential 
to maintain an increasing turnover and achieve high profits. 
In this context, employee training can help Greek textile firms face the challenges of 
the future. More specifically, off-the-job training can equip shop-floor textile 
workers with the necessary theoretical background around electronics in order to 
develop further their technical abilities through specific on-the-job training. As 
many respondents argued, a good theoretical background around the manufacturing 
industry and its processes could enhance the capacity of textile machine operators to 
learn new skills through informal on-site training. This combination of training 
methods could enable them to become more productive, flexible and able to operate 
technologically advanced machinery. However, numerous studies have stressed that 
the market for training is located in a broader social and economic system and that 
change in the former must be viewed in relation to its impact on the latter (Ashton 
and Green, 1996; Finegold and Soskice, 1988; Keep and Mayhew, 1996; Lloyd and 
Payne, 2002). This means that workforce training alone is not a sufficient factor to 
force small business owners to upgrade their equipment and adopt differentiation 
strategies that will help them to face foreign competition. Further changes are 
required at the enterprise level and in the macro-environment of firms. 
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7.7 Conclusion 
The present chapter explored the nature and extent of workforce training in small 
and medium-sized industrial firms in Greece through an in-depth investigation of 
three small and one medium-sized textile organisations. Furthermore, it examined 
the forces determining employee training provision. To this end, the study found that 
Greek small firms are characterised by a paternalistic culture and an informal 
approach to business planning. The importance of the owners' ideas and character 
for the strategic direction of the firm and HRD decisions became evident during the 
interviews. Due to the greater external uncertainty experienced by small firms and a 
lack of power in the market, owners respond by adopting a short-term horizon and 
tend to favour strategies with short-term returns. As such, they seem not to value 
continual and systematic training activities as their benefits normally accrue in the 
long term. 
In terms of the nature of HRD within Greek textile SMEs, the research found a 
learning culture that emphasises learning by doing, as well as working with others as 
opposed to formal training. Experienced colleagues and direct supervisors, who do 
occupy a formal position related to the employee's work, are often the ones who 
perform the roles of mentor, coach, counselor and facilitator thus, contributing 
significantly to employee learning. 
The research findings further showed that the training and development activity in 
Greek industrial SMEs is affected significantly by the competitive strategies adopted 
by organisations. Those firms that seek to upgrade product market strategies and 
enhance product and service quality appear to maximise the opportunities for the 
entire workforce to both acquire and utilise higher levels of learning and skill. 
Organisational change in the form of major change in production technology and 
innovation appear to be consistent drivers of increased formal training in the 
organisations. In contrast, firms that adopt cost-minimisation strategies appear to 
offer unstructured and opportunistic workplace training. 
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Employers that compete on the low-quality segments of the textile sector seem to be 
negative towards formal employee training and they do not regard it as a critical 
element in the overall business strategy. The organisation of work practices, job 
design, performance appraisal, financial and time constraints, the recruitment of new 
personnel and skill shortages in the labour market were also among the main 
contextual and organisational factors that appear to have an impact on the extent of 
workplace training within the four case study firms. 
As it was stressed in Chapters Four and Five, textile employers are under pressure 
from government agencies to invest in HRD. Yet, case study analysis suggests that 
small business owners continue not to be involved in systematic HRD issues seeing 
formal training of their staff as an organisational expense. They appear to question 
the validity, convenience and relevance of formal, off-the-job training programmes, 
which take their staff away from the very job that they are supposed to learn how to 
do more efficiently. External sources of finance to offset training costs appear to be 
a weak influence on a firm's propensity to train. The general view is that 
governmental subsidies make no difference to the training they do and that support 
for learning in small textile firms needs to expand to include attention to developing 
better informal and in-company learning. 
Case study analysis argues that current thinking and measures in relation to human 
resource development in Greek industrial SMEs seek to operate only on the supply- 
side and without reference to the demand circumstances. The present chapter 
indicates that these policies are likely to have only limited success because they rest 
upon a flawed view of how the labour market in Greece operates. The research 
findings reveal that if demand for learning within Greek industrial small businesses 
is to be generated and enhanced there is a requirement for Greek policy makers to 
engage seriously with the worlds in which those owner/managers inhabit. This is to 
suggest that a greater added value will come from a demand for more strategic 
learning and that this is unlikely to be easily met with generic and bureaucratic 
State-funded training provision. 
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The chapter questions if policy makers have really understood the implications of 
demand-led training within the small business sector. The frameworks, in which 
policy makers in Greece operate, require a radical re-think. In the next chapter, the 
key conclusions of the present study are discussed and a number of areas for fruitful 
research are outlined. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Introduction 
The main objectives of this research have been to explore the nature and extent of 
training and development in Greek industrial SMEs and examine the factors 
determining training provision in such establishments. 
Such concerns have been of particular significance for Greece since the country has 
set the skills upgrading of the adult population as its first priority, in its attempt to 
close the gap with average European Union living standards and provide 
employment opportunities for all. Yet, the economy suffers from a lack of high- 
skilled workers and faces a number of problems regarding the development of its 
human resources. Nowhere has this been more acute than in the SMEs sector, 
particularly for those SMEs in the manufacturing sector, which experience fierce 
national and international competition. Against this background, empirical research 
was carried out to meet the aforementioned research objectives. 
In this closing chapter, a number of key conclusions are drawn based on the results 
of the empirical work. In particular, the chapter begins with a summary of the main 
findings around the nature, extent and determinants of training in Greek industrial 
SMEs derived from the empirical part of this study. It then moves on to outline the 
main contribution of this study to the HRD literature and concludes by identifying 
areas for further research. 
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8.2 Employee Training in Greek manufacturing SMEs 
The study has attempted to fill the knowledge gap in relation to the ways industrial 
workers in advancing economies learn and acquire new skills, which are considered 
the basis of productivity growth and economic competitiveness at the national and 
international level. In this context, it has explored how workers in Greek small 
textile firms are trained in order to understand how advancing countries such as 
Greece can develop appropriate skill formation systems. 
The study revealed that the competitiveness of Greek manufacturing has declined 
significantly since 1995. A number of indicators such as, the total production output, 
employment levels and export performance highlighted the poor future prospects of 
the industry. Amongst policy makers it is clear that a consensus exists around the 
value of adopting a high-skills industrial strategy. All the high-ranked informants 
interviewed pointed to the need of industrial SMEs to abandon their cost- 
minimisation approaches to profitability and shift their business strategies towards 
high value-added production in order to remain competitive in domestic and foreign 
markets. In the case of the textile sector specifically, the findings showed that the 
competitiveness of the sector has deteriorated dramatically from 2000 to 2005, 
leading to a significant number of firm closures and job losses. To this end, the 
analysis examined the policy action introduced to help textile SMEs overcome their 
difficulties. 
The study showed that the agenda of policy makers to encourage textile enterprises 
to specialise in high value-added goods in response to changing customer 
requirements was less than effective. This is because the measures put forward by 
the Greek government to encourage textile firms to change their production 
strategies do not take into account all the necessary conditions for high value added 
production to succeed. 
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The government appears to acknowledge the fact that a strong education and training 
system is needed to support such intentions, but fails to recognise that the 
commitment of employers to pursue the high-skills route, an adequate regulatory 
framework to override the free market's inherent bias towards short-termism, a 
workforce committed to the goal of skill formation and a fundamental shift in the 
balance of power within the workplace itself are also equally important (Ashton and 
Green, 1996; Finegold and Soskice, 1988; Lloyd and Payne, 2002). 
As Chapters Four and Five revealed, the severe problems facing the Greek 
manufacturing industry are believed in government circles to be simply a question of 
the problem of supply of qualifications in the labour market (Bank of Greece, 2008). 
In attempting to tackle the problem, the main policy response has been to 
concentrate on measures designed to increase the supply of skills and qualifications, 
mainly in the form of an expanded formal education system and training subsidies. 
However, such a narrow policy intervention neglects other significant areas required 
to support a `high-skills' strategy such as, coherent macroeconomic policies and 
changes in the workplace (Keep et al., 2006). As the study revealed, there is still 
much progress to be made in Greece in relation to fiscal stabilisation and long-term 
sustainability of public finances, labour market flexibility, public administration 
efficiency, production management, work organisation and employment relations. 
The study argues that in a business environment characterised by serious weaknesses 
in the above areas and a business culture that glorifies short-termism, a `high-skills' 
strategy seems unlikely to be realised in the Greek context. 
In particular, the study points out that the Greek government's focus on supply-side 
policy measures is likely to have only very limited success, because such policies 
fail to influence employer demand for higher skills. The findings showed that rather 
than seeking to break into new markets and technologies most Greek textile 
employers continue to follow the low-cost, low value-added route to profitability 
concentrating on standardised and less complicated products and on product 
development processes which require low skill levels. 
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As a result, they tend to reinforce the existing skill situation by relying heavily on 
the use of unskilled or semi-skilled rather than skilled labour. This means that 
government investment in human capital will be wasted because Greek industrial 
SMEs do not actually demand a highly-skilled workforce. The key questions of how 
effectively skills are utilised by Greek employers and how motivated individuals are 
to use their skills are not addressed in policy discussions. A central message of this 
study is that the answers to such questions depend on a complex of factors 
influencing the skill intensity of the production process and that the significance of 
employer demand for more and higher skills should be recognised. Boosting 
qualification levels will not, of itself, produce the kind of economic benefits that 
Greek policy makers desire. The key issue is to ensure that skills once created get 
used to productive effect within firms. 
Furthermore, policy makers have considered formal learning a major target area for 
public intervention claiming that formal learning constitutes the most important way 
of acquiring and developing the skills and competencies required at work. To this 
end, a number of government-funded formal training programmes have been 
designed. Yet, they appear to lack the required flexibility and relevance to attract 
small firm owners' interest. The study showed that small textile firms do not want, 
require or need formal systems of off-the-job training. Even in those firms where a 
more highly-skilled workforce is demanded, informal learning features as their 
preferred method of skills development. 
As the survey evidence revealed, textile firm owners do not participate in any formal 
training interventions showing a strong preference for informal methods to develop 
the skills base of their staff. In particular, the findings from this study indicated that 
small industrial firms favour HRD approaches that emphasise experiential, informal 
and self-directed learning, thus facilitating organisational development. Learning 
from other people and the challenge of work itself proved to be the most important 
dimensions of learning for all the research participants. 
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The case studies explored this picture in more detail and corroborated the survey 
findings. Only the medium-sized firm appeared to have engaged with formal training 
provision, offering a very limited number of accredited training courses to all staff 
categories (i. e. managers, technicians and machine operators). The findings pointed 
to the presence of a learning culture within textile firms that encourages learning by 
doing, as well as working with others as opposed to formal training activities. 
Experienced colleagues and line managers appeared to be the people who perform 
the roles of mentor, coach, counselor and facilitator, thus contributing significantly 
to employee learning. Peer interaction also featured as a key element of skills 
development. The fact that machine operators tend to work in teams within the 
factories under the guidance of a more experienced colleague or their line manager 
enables them to learn new skills and reduce their mistakes. 
The study argues that formal education is not the single most important factor 
towards skills upgrading of the working population in Greece. As the empirical work 
revealed, learning in the day-to-day work environment appears to be the best way for 
small firm owners to meet any skill shortages and maximise their organisational 
effectiveness. It should be recognised that learning within Greek industrial SMEs is 
often informal and incidental, and facilitated by managers, supervisors and peers. 
Employees learn from their everyday experiences in informal ways, which means 
that many small firms do not want or need to adopt more formal approaches to 
learning. Unless decision makers engage with the issue of informal learning and 
understand exactly how such informal practices can be harnessed in more productive 
and sophisticated ways to raise SMEs towards more high skills agendas, skill 
development policies will be doomed to failure. 
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The chances of success of existing and future policies to promote training and 
learning in small industrial firms will be increased if a number of key points are 
recognised about learning within Greek textile SMIEs. These are: the role and 
importance of informal learning in Greek industrial SMEs needs to be recognised 
and appreciated; it is crucial to understand the reasons why the vast majority of 
SMEs do not undertake formal training; and, government training and learning 
initiatives need to be introduced in the context of business support and not `sold' as 
stand alone packages. 
In terms of the determinants of training in Greek industrial SMEs, the findings 
showed that the training activity is influenced mostly by the owner's commitment 
towards employee learning and knowledge sharing, management support, skill 
shortages in the external labour market, the way work practices are designed, 
financial constraints and the competitive strategies adopted by textile firms. The 
research found that an owner's ideas and character play a crucial role for the 
strategic direction of the firm and consequently for the training decisions. Due to the 
high external uncertainty experienced by Greek small firm owners, a lack of power 
in the market and a business culture that glorifies short-termism, textile employers 
appear to adopt a business orientation that places much emphasis on short-term 
returns. As such, they seem not to value systematic training interventions as the 
benefits from structured HRD efforts normally accrue in the long run. 
Also, the findings showed that work practices and structuring of work that 
encourage collaboration between workers have the potential to promote workplace 
learning through knowledge sharing. Employers that place much emphasis on 
allowing operators greater interpersonal contact through the formation of production 
teams seem to facilitate skills development within their organisations. Similarly, 
employer attempts to expand the range of tasks through job rotation appear to have 
an impact on employee learning. 
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The results further highlighted the impact of business strategy on training provision. 
Textile enterprises that seek to compete on the basis of premium product quality 
appear to offer more opportunities for their staff to acquire new skills through in- 
house and off-the-job training, compared to firms with a cost-cutting business 
orientation. The latter appeared to neglect the systematic development of their staff 
viewing it as an insignificant factor in organisational success. 
The crucial role of firm strategy for HRD leaves for Greek policy makers an 
important question to be addressed concerning the main factors that encourage 
Greek industrial SMEs to adopt high value-added product strategies or discourage 
them from doing so. This is not to say that the relationship between business strategy 
and the demand for skills is a mechanistic one, but to suggest that understanding the 
factors that have the potential to affect HRD within Greek SMEs is necessary if 
policy makers are to understand how to stimulate skills development in such firms. 
For example, a range of economic reforms that have been identified in the HRD 
literature as having the potential to encourage organisations to follow the `high road' 
are absent from the policy agenda in Greece. Among these are the following (Keep, 
2003): government commitment to block off access to the `low road' to competitive 
advantage (e. g. through a higher national minimum wage); the fostering of a more 
sophisticated and demanding consumer base that places quality over price; and new 
forms of mandatory employee communications and involvement that offer all 
workers a direct say in the long-term future of their organisation. The present study 
argues that the nature of the skills problem is deeply embedded in the structure of 
the Greek economy. Yet, this has not been recognised in policy discussions and 
therefore, decision-makers have failed to realise the need for wider reforms and 
modernisation in Greece. 
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The Greek government has recognised the importance of workplaces as a source of 
potential growth but it does not seem to have considered ways in which Greek 
industrial SMEs could be assisted to perform better, and in particular ways in which 
they could `move up the value chain' to contribute to a higher value, higher skill, 
higher wage economy. Greek policy makers have not put in place strategies 
designed to facilitate the development of innovative and productive workplaces such 
as, changes in the nature of work and employment relations. Only one particular area 
of focus was identified in this research: the continued need for further investment in 
skills. 
However, increased knowledge may be a necessary element of a high-skills, high- 
wage strategy but do not automatically enables firms to move to high value added 
trajectories. Such fundamental changes would need to be complemented by further 
changes at both the macro and micro-economic environment of firms. The study 
argues that Greek economic policy interventions continue to be clumsy and 
expensive because they fail to recognise that employer demand for more learning is 
unlikely to be met with generic and bureaucratic government-sponsored training 
provision and that skills are not a panacea for lost competitiveness. 
8.3 Original Contribution of this Research 
This study has presented the first systematic analysis of training and learning 
practices in Greek SMEs. It has shown the failure that exists between the supply side 
policy agenda and the practices of small firms. 
In particular, the research offers new insights in the area of skills development in 
SMEs in advancing countries where there has been little research and our knowledge 
is under-developed. As the literature review revealed, virtually all research and 
publishing in the field of HRD is for large firms in advanced countries (Heneman et 
al., 2000; Johnson, 2002; Stewart and Beaver, 2004). There is little evidence on how 
small firms develop the competence base of their staff, which underestimates the 
vital role that SMEs play in the world economy in terms of employment and 
innovation (Hendry et al., 1995; Observatory of European SMEs, 2003b; 
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Sengenberger et al., 1990; Storey, 1994). Equally crucial is the absence of research 
around the nature of HRD in such firms in advancing economies (Stavrou-Costea, 
2005; Tanova and Nadiri, 2005). However, the number of advancing countries like 
Greece is growing and the evidence shows that such countries are an increasingly 
important force in global economic affairs as they represent potential markets for 
many suppliers, and the home of leading global brands and innovation (IMF, 2008). 
In this context, it becomes indispensable to study the nature of HRD within small 
enterprises in such nations in order to better understand how HRD can improve their 
competitiveness. Given that advancing countries face distinct problems and unique 
challenges that require specific attention (Makridakis et al., 1997), the research 
findings and conclusions of this study come to fill a significant knowledge gap in the 
international HRD literature. 
The study brings fresh thought around the impact of informal training and learning 
on firm competitiveness within industrial SMEs by revealing that informal training 
can be a key factor for improved organisational performance. The prevailing wisdom 
on HRD in small firms is that not much is done: the evidence is that SMEs do not 
spend equivalent on training compared to large companies and rarely have a staff 
member with a dedicated training role. Hence, it is assumed their HRD is inferior, if 
not non-existent (Birdthistle, 2006; Brown et al., 1990; Harrison, 1997; Hendry et 
al., 1991; Observatory of European SMEs, 2003a). 
However, the present study reveals a high degree of unplanned and informal training 
activity in industrial SMEs, which simply cannot be measured by means of 
indicators traditionally used in the field of education and training, such as 
participation rates, training hours, expenditures or level of qualification. One of the 
key messages of this research effort is that an absence of formal training does not 
mean that small firms do not train per se. They do train and it should be 
acknowledged that informal learning is not an inferior form of learning whose main 
purpose is to act as the precursor of the main business of formal learning. It is 
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fundamental, necessary and valuable in its own right as it helps small firms to: meet 
skill shortage needs; reduce errors during the production process; introduce 
sophisticated technology; and increase job satisfaction for workers. This is not to 
suggest that such forms of learning automatically relate to improved firm 
performance, but to suggest that understanding the processes by which informal 
learning practices are stimulated, developed and implemented in SMEs, and how 
such practices link to wider firm strategy and HRM context, is necessary if we are to 
understand how to stimulate skills upgrading and skills demand in such firms. 
This has far-reaching implications for policy makers and HRI) academics and 
professionals as it reveals how learning within SMEs might be supported across the 
small business sector in advancing countries. It suggests that any skills development 
policies related to small firms should recognise the key role of informal learning and 
indicates that there is an immediate need for decision makers to target resources on 
better support for in-company learning. Existing evidence shows that formal 
learning remains at the heart of governments' determination to skills upgrading by 
means of qualifications in several countries (Coffield, 2000; Forrester et al., 1995). 
Yet, the present study challenges the belief that knowledge is the special province of 
formal institutions and argues that learning in the workplace is an important source 
of knowledge and skills acquisition. Work-based learning should now feature firmly 
on the political agenda of advancing countries if they wish to develop effective 
systems of skill formation to support their industries. 
A second key contribution of this study is that it challenges the widespread 
consensus in policy circles that skill supply mechanisms within a country inevitably 
lead to the realisation of a high-skills economy. The existing criticism about the 
limitations of such a consensus, which rests on the simplistic notion that better skill 
formation systems cause better economic performance (Crouch et al., 1999; Lloyd 
and Payne, 2002; Rainbird, 2000), derives mainly from empirical work carried out in 
the advanced world (Ashton et al., 1999). However, there has been very limited 
research in the advancing economies in order to identify the necessary preconditions 
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for a high-skills society. A key message from this study is that while a high skills 
route to industrial development may be feasible, achieving it requires care in 
building appropriate institutional conditions and in ensuring that employers demand 
such skills. Unless policy makers recognise the importance of employer demand for 
a well-educated workforce, government interventions will prove inefficient and 
significant resources will be wasted. 
Such conclusions have major implications for any long-term trend of skill upgrading 
within advancing economies as they underline the importance of employer 
commitment to the achievement of a high skills society and the key role of informal 
learning for workforce skills development. Skill policies need to embrace a much 
broader range of `demand-side' interventions capable of changing the way firms 
compete, design jobs and manage their employees, if substantive progress is to be 
achieved. Such interventions should involve high trust people management systems, 
which encourage new forms of work organisation and job design (and thereby a 
sharp reduction in dead end, no skill jobs) and the spread of mentor and coaching 
networks that facilitate the informal learning activities of small firms. 
8.4 Suggestions for Future Research 
This last section encompasses some recommendations for further research. The 
present study focused on a particular national setting, namely Greece. It was very 
interesting to investigate the training strategies of SMEs within the context of an 
advancing economy. However, further empirical studies in other advancing 
countries could form the basis for insightful cross-country comparisons with the 
purpose of identifying potential similarities or differences in the HRD approaches 
adopted by small manufacturing firms in such contexts. 
Furthermore, the present study focused on a particular manufacturing sector. Similar 
sectoral studies can be conducted in other sectors of the Greek economy 
investigating the nature and extent of training provision, as well as other human 
resource practices. The state of human resource management in Greece merits 
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further empirical development with the view of examining the role of this function 
in fast growing economies. 
Finally, it would seem beneficial to explore whether a formal HRD approach 
towards workforce skills development leads to better business results as opposed to 
informal HRD models adopted by most micro firms and SMEs. Small firm owners 
and managers will not move to more systematic approaches towards training unless 
they are clarified about its link with, and contribution to, business performance. 
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APPENDIX 1 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (Telephone Interviews) 
1. What are the main problems facing Greek manufacturing SMEs? 
2. What are the main problems of the Greek textile sector? 
3. Could you inform me about the human resource management practices used 
in Greek manufacturing SMEs? 
4. What policies have been developed so far to resolve the problems facing the 
Greek manufacturing SMEs and Greek textile SMEs specifically? 
5. Have these policies been evaluated by the Greek government? If yes, what 
are the outcomes? 
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EPSZTHEEIE EYNENTEYEHE (T1i%wcyuKhS Euy y 6ge1i) 
1. IIotd Eivat ca Küpta irpo(k jiaia iwv EAIgvtKd)v uKpo-µmaa{wv 
µctarzotijulabv Emxslpija&wv; 
2. iota Livai tia xvpw tpof 3 4aia tS Ekaqvti ar xXwatoü(pavtiovp7{ag; 
3. Oa p topoüaati - va µs sqµspt)actc axgT1Kä gE its npaKr1KaS Swilgaug 
avOpchmvov SvvagtKov 7cov xpriati to7otiovviati at EX?. uv1K4 µucpo-pEaa{ES 
}=a7tot1jt1Kkg Emx£LpYjastc; 
4. Tt stSovs nArrtic S txouv avawuXOcI cthS ti(bpa yta Tnv cn{.. van tiwv 
apoß?, rnµäiwv row EXXivtiKt)v mpo-pEaafwv p taitotijulabv c1nxsipu acwv 
Kat tug EXkxjvud g KWaioiicpavtiovpyiag et uckepa; 
5. 'E ovv a4tokonftt aviag ot 7to?. tttKcg; Eav vat, cotä s{vat Ta axcneMapm; 
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APPENDIX 2 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (Case Studies) 
QI: What is the total number of employees in your organisation? 
Q2: How many employees work full time and how many work part time? 
Q3: How many employees are in each occupational group? 
Q4: How many of the employees at this establishment are working here on 
temporary or fixed-term contracts? (Do not include employees who are working 
through a probationary period that might lead to a permanent contract of 
employment) 
Q5: How many employees at this establishment are members of a trade union - 
whether recognised by management or not? 
Q6: What are the main market(s) for your organisation's products or services? 
Q7: Where is your manufacturing organisation based? 
Q8: How long has your organisation been in business? 
Q9: Who is responsible for running your organisation? 
Ql: Can you give me some information around your organisation's plan for 
training and development? 
Q2: Does your organisation use any human resource management practices? 
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Ql: Does your organisation have a separate budget for training and development 
programmes? If yes, can you inform me in detail about that? 
Q2: Did your organisation receive any financial support (e. g. training loans, 
subsidies, training grants) for training from the Greek government in 2006? If yes, 
can you give me some more information about this type of support? 
Q3: Can you inform me about your recent training programmes (e. g. methods of 
training, percentage of employees who participated in training programmes 
during 2006, training days, issues covered)? 
Section Four: Information on how training and development is implemented in 
your organisation 
Ql: Do you have a separate departmendunit in your organisation for human 
resource training and development? 
Q2: Who is responsible for managing training and development programmes in 
your organisation? 
Q3: Are trade unions informed, consulted or involved in negotiations over 
training? 
Q4: Do you have an employee orientation (induction) programme for the new 
employees? If yes, can you inform me about it (e. g. content of induction 
programme, training days, methods used)? 
Q5: Do you conduct a training needs assessment in your organisation? If yes, can 
you inform me about that stage? 
Q6: Which methods of training does your organisation use? 
Q7: How frequently do you design your training programmes internally and how 
often do you purchase them from an outside source? 
Q8: What are the most popular training techniques used by your organisation 
when you deliver training programmes internally? 
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Q9: Do you evaluate the training and development programmes in your 
organisation? If yes, can you inform me about the particular process? 
Section Five: Information about the determinants, as well as the benefits of training 
and development activity for your organisation. 
Ql: What are the key driving forces for encouraging you to provide training for 
your staff? 
Q2: What are the key factors that prevent you from providing training for your 
staff? 
Q3: What are the main benefits that training and development activity may offer 
to your organisation? 
Section Six: General information related to yourself as a participant in this 
research 
Ql: What is your current Job title? 
Q2: How many years of work experience do you have in total? 
Q3: What is your highest level of formal education? 
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EI: Iloläq eivat 0 avvo2tKA; ap10pös epyaCoµivwv ariv E, tuXeip? Ja, j aas; 
E2: 17öooi epyaCipevoi araaXo2. ovvrai µe; r2ijprj airaaX62göry (30 cüpec ij 
7replca6repo) teat 2röOOt ue µeptxtj anaa o2i t, (2työrepo afro 30 cüpec rqv 
e/J8opäba); 
E3: Ee zrothg erctµEpovc etöttcörgres anacXo2oiSvrat 01 epyaCöpevof aas; 
E4: Hl oot epyaCöpevot azraaXo. Zovvrat m7v etuXeiprycrj aas pe aüpßaaP, 
optcpEvrlc%povtxtjc ötäpxetas; (Mi, v Qvµwrept). äßerat Epyacopevovc'rov 
ßpIQtcovrat ac 8oxtµaav1nj irepfobo a7raoX6iI0rJ (; teat 07räpXe1 ro evöeX6Nevo va 
povlponotrl0ovv) 
ES: MM, EpyaC'öµevot argv eir: Xefpgarj aas efvat 1u .27 Külrotov epyarttcod 
Qcuµareiov (avezaprtjrcus eäv avayv(opic rat tj d%t a7<6 rti 8toftcgaq nis 
euxefptlajlc); 
E6: Ho: ic eivat 01 tn5ptes ayop6s ans oirofes öpaan ptoirosdfrat'J eK'Xefpjtnj oac; 
E7: Hov eöpevet il eri eiprjatj aas; 
E8: Ilöoa yp vta Spaa-rr ptonoteirat 1 EXlXefpiotj oaS; 
E9: Ilotös Efvat virc iOvvos yta rq 8tofxryQl rrys er XElPj1 a76; 
El: Oa p2ropovaare va µE EVi/ pcüQete QXeriKä Ne rryv 7roi, iTIKPj pa rjv 
EKnaIBCv" Kar aväirrvýi, aTtiv e rlxeipicij mg; 
E2: Xpi/aipolroi I cmXEip7, Q, j Qaq Kä, roia a& ns npaKrIQ a, oIK7, aryc 
avOpcün: vov 6vvauiKo6; 
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exiraibeval scar aväirrv4i, s; Eäv vaf, pzropefre va pe eviJpepo5aere QXerucä pe 
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APPENDIX 3 
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 
Cover Letter 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
I am writing to ask for your valuable assistance in completing a questionnaire that is part of 
my Doctoral research which I am undertaking at Leeds University Business School, U. K. 
The research is related to human resources development and my topic is: `An Empirical 
Investigation of Employee Training and Development in Greek Manufacturing Small and 
Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs)'. 
Existing research in this area is very limited and the purpose of this survey is to investigate 
the training strategies in the Greek manufacturing SMEs and identify the determinants of 
workforce training provision. Your participation in this research is very important. A good 
response in answering the questions is vital and can make all the difference in coming up 
with valid results, which could potentially form the basis for the formulation of constructive 
suggestions for improving future training and development in Greece. 
I appreciate that you may have a lot of time pressures and as such, for the vast majority of 
questions you need only to circle the appropriate answer. Your name and that of your 
organisation are not requested in any part of the questionnaire and all the information 
collected will be treated as strictly confidential and anonymous. 
If you wish to receive a copy of the research findings, once the study is completed, please 
fill in the slip on the last page of the questionnaire and return it to me, as well as the 
completed questionnaire, using the enclosed stamped addressed envelopes. Finally, if you 
have any question relating to the questionnaire, please do not hesitate to contact me either by 
phone on (210-2927548) or e-mail at busapanleeds. ac. uk 
Thank you in anticipation for your help and your kind co-operation. 
Yours faithfully, 
Antonlos Panagiotakopoulos 
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The questionnaire is designed to investigate the nature and extent of training and development 
activity in Greek textile SMEs, as well as identify the determinants of training provision. Please 
indicate your answer by CIRCLING the appropriate answer, unless indicated otherwise. Please 
return the questionnaire in the FREEPOST envelope provided, by 10/08/07. Thank you for 
your time. 
Section One: The purpose of this section is to obtain general information related to your 
manufacturing organisation 
Ql: What is the total number of employees in your organisation? 
0-4 5-9 10-29 30-49 50-99 100+ 
Q2: How many employees work full time (30 hours or more per week) and how many 
work part time (fewer than 30 hours per week)? 
Male Female 
Full Time Employees Employees 
Part Time Employees Employees 
Q3: For each of the above groups of employees, how many are in each of the following 
occupational groups? 
Owner/Management 
Professional/Technical 
Clerical 
Manual (unskilled) 
Other employees, 
please specify......... 
Full Time Part Time 
Employees Employees 
Employees Employees 
Employees Employees 
Employees Employees 
_Employees 
Employees 
Q4: How many of the employees at this establishment are working here on temporary or 
fixed-term contracts? (Do not include employees who are working through a probationary 
period that might lead to a permanent contract of employment) 
Employees 
Q5: How many employees at this establishment are members of a trade union - whether 
recognised by management or not? 
Employees 
Q6: How would you describe the main market(s) for your organisation's products or 
services? (please circle all that apply) 
Local Regional National International 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Q7: Where is your manufacturing organisation based? 
Attiki Yes 
Thessaloniki Yes 
Other Prefecture, 
please specify ..................................... 
Yes 
Q8: How long has your organisation been in business? 
Years 
Q9: Who is responsible for running your organisation? 
Owner alone Yes 
Owner with his/her family Yes 
Appointed Managers Yes 
Other, please specify .................................... 
Yes 
Section Two: The purpose of this section is to obtain information related to your organisation's 
training and development policy, as well as human resource practices. 
Ql: Does your organisation have a formal written plan for training and development? 
Yes No 
- If Yes, please go to Question 3. If No, please go to Question 2 
Q2: Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with any of the following reasons as 
to why you do not have a formal written training plan (please circle one number per row) 
Strongly 
agree 
Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly 
disagree 
Lack of knowledge and expertise to 
formulate a training plan 
5 4 3 2 1 
Lack of any perceived need 5 4 3 2 
Lack of time 5 4 3 2 1 
Other, lease s eci ............ 5 
4 3 2 1 
- Please go to Question 4 
Q3: To what extent do you agree with the following statements about your training plan? 
(please circle one number per row) 
The training plan in our firm is long-term (over 3 years ) in nature Yes No 
The training plan in our firm is medium-term 1 year-3 years) in nature Yes No 
The training plan in our firm is short-term (less than ay ear) in nature Yes No 
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Q4: Does your organisation use any of the following human resource practices? 
Use of tests and interview panels for employee selection Yes No 
Regular performance appraisals Yes No 
Regular feedback on performance from many sources Yes No 
Individual performance-related pay Yes No 
Flexible working practices (e. g. part-time/weekend/temporary work, job sharing) Yes No 
Use of formal career plans for employee development Yes No 
Section Three: The purpose of this section is to investigate the extent of training and 
development activity in your organisation 
Ql: Does your organisation have a separate budget for training and development 
programmes? 
Yes No 
- If Yes, please go to Question 2. If No, please go to Question 5. 
Q2: Who is responsible for planning the training and development budget? 
Owner Yes 
Senior Manager Yes 
Human Resources Manager Yes 
Line Manager Yes 
Other, please specify ................................. 
Yes 
Q3: How adequate do you perceive is your budget for achieving the objectives of the 
training and development programmes? 
Very adequate Adequate Unsure inadequate Very inade uate 
54321 
Q4: What percentage of your total organisation budget did the training and development 
investment represent in 2006? 
Q5: Did your organisation receive any financial support (e. g. training loans, subsidies, 
training grants) for training and development from the Greek government in 2006? 
Yes No 
Q6: If your answer to Question 5 is YES, please specify. 
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Q7. " Which is the percentage of the employees who participated in training and 
development programmes during 2006? 
On-the-Job Training % of the employees 
Off-the-Job Training % of the employees 
Both % of the employees 
Q8: How many days training did employees in each staff category below receive in 2006? 
On-the-Job Off-the-Job 
Owner/Management days days 
Professional/Technical days days 
Clerical days days 
Manual (unskilled) days days 
Other employees, days days 
please specify......... 
Q9: What was the content of the above training programmes for each staff category? 
(please circle all that apply) 
Owner 
/Managern ent 
Professional 
/Technical 
Clerical Manual Other 
Induction training for new recruits Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
New working methods Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Occu ational health and safety Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Quality standards Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Information Technology skills Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Business strate or planning Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Other, please 
specify ................................ 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Section Four: The purpose of this section training and 
Ql: Do you have a separate departmendunit in your organisation for training and 
development? 
Yes No 
Q2: Who is responsible for managing training and development programmes in your 
organisation? 
Owner Yes 
Senior Manager Yes 
Human Resources Manager Yes 
Line Manager Yes 
Other, please specify ................................... 
Yes 
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Q3: How frequently are trade unions informed, consulted or involved in negotiations over 
training? 
Always Almost always Sometimes Almost never Never 
Informed 5 4 3 2 
Consulted 5 4 3 2 
Involved 5 4 3 2 1 
Q4: Do you have an employee orientation (induction) programme for the new employees? 
Always Almost always Sometimes Almost never Never 
54321 
-If Always. Almost always or Sometimes, please go to 
Question 3 If Almost never or 
Meyer, please go to Question ¢, 
Q5: How frequently do you use the following methods to provide induction training for 
new recruits? (please circle one number per row) 
Always Almost 
always 
Some- 
times 
Almost 
never 
Never 
Formal presentations from owner/management 
e.. corporate videos) 
5 4 3 2 1 
Instruction at educational institutes 5 4 3 2 1 
Task demonstration by the owner and/or 
experienced staff 
5 4 3 2 1 
Other, lease specify ................................. 5 4 3 2 1 
Q6: Do you conduct a training needs assessment in your organisation? 
Always Almost always Sometimes Almost never Never 
54321 
-If Always. Almost always or Sometimes, please go to Question 7 
If Almost never or 
Never please go to Question 9. 
Q7: How frequently do you conduct a training needs analysis in the following levels? 
(please circle one number per row) 
Always Almost Some- Almost Never 
always times never 
Organisational analysis (In which parts of the 5 4 3 2 1 
organisation training activities should be 
conducted) 
Task analysis (What knowledge and skills 5 4 3 2 1 
em lo ees need to ossess to perform a 'ob 
Person analysis (How well the employees 5 4 3 2 1 
demonstrate the knowledge and skills required by 
the 'ob 
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Q8: How often do you use the following methods to determine employee training needs? 
(please circle one number per row) 
Always Almost 
always 
Some- 
times 
Almost 
never 
Never 
Skills inventories 5 4 3 2 1 
Job descriptions 5 4 3 2 1 
Performance Appraisals 5 4 3 2 1 
Direct Observation 5 4 3 2 1 
Personal Interviews 5 4 3 2 1 
Questionnaires 5 4 3 2 
Other please s eci .................................. 5 4 3 2 1 
Q9: How Important are the following reasons in preventing you from conducting a 
training needs analysis? (please circle one number per row) 
Very 
Important 
Important Unsure Not very 
im rtant 
Not 
im rtant 
Lack of any perceived need 5 4 3 2 1 
Financial constraints 5 4 3 2 1 
Time constraints 5 4 3 2 1 
Lack of knowledge, skills and 
experience to conduct a training needs 
assessment 
5 4 3 2 1 
Other, please specify ...................... 5 4 3 2 1 
Q10: Which of the following methods of training does your organisation use? (please 
circle one number per row) 
Always Almost 
always 
Some- 
times 
Almost 
never 
Never 
On-the-job training 5 4 3 2 1 
Off-the-'ob training 5 4 3 2 1 
Q11: How frequently do you design your training activities internally and how often do 
you purchase your training programmes from an outside source? (please circle one 
number per row) 
Always Almost 
always 
Some- 
times 
Almost 
never 
Never 
Designed internally by the organisation 5 4 3 2 1 
Purchased by an outside vendor 5 4 3 2 1 
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Q12: How important are the following reasons for choosing to design your training and 
development activity internally? (please circle one number per row) 
Very 
important 
Important Unsure Not very 
important 
Not 
important 
Relevance of training to the specific 
needs of the organisation 
5 4 3 2 1 
High rate of learning transfer 5 4 3 2 1 
Convenience (i. e. time efficient method, 
reduced training costs) 
5 4 3 2 1 
Other, please specify ........................ 5 4 3 2 1 
Q13: How frequently are the following training techniques used by your organisation 
when you design in-house training? (please circle one number per row) 
Always Almost 
always 
Sometimes Almost 
never 
Never 
Coaching (personal instruction by 
owner/manager or/and more experienced staff) 
5 4 3 2 1 
Job rotation 5 4 3 2 
Visits to trade fairs 5 4 3 2 1 
Dialogue with customers and suppliers 5 4 3 2 1 
Staff meetings 5 4 3 2 1 
Lectures/seminars/conferences 5 4 3 2 1 
Individual projects 5 4 3 2 1 
Case studies/role playing 5 4 3 2 1 
Simulations 5 4 3 2 1 
Computer-based training 5 4 3 2 1 
Reading manuals or trade press 5 4 3 2 
_ Other please s eci .............................. 5 4 3 2 1 
Q14: Do you evaluate the training and development activity in your organisation? 
Always Almost alwa s Sometimes Almost never Never 
54321 
- If ®jwavs. Almost always or Sometimes. please go to Question IL If Almost never or 
Neve r, please go to Question 17. 
Q15: How often do you evaluate the training and development activity according to the 
following criteria? (please circle one number per row) 
Always Almost Some- Almost Never 
always times never 
Reaction em lo ee satis action 5 4 3 2 1 
Learning (how well the trainees have learned the 5 4 3 2 1 
papticular skill) 
_ Behaviour 5 4 3 2 1 
(changes in employee skills, knowledge, abilities) 
Results 5 4 3 2 1 
or anisation's effectiveness improvement) 
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Q16: How often do you use the following data collection methods to evaluate the training 
and development activity? (please circle one number per row) 
Always Almost 
always 
Some- 
times 
Almost 
never 
Never 
Interviews 5 4 3 2 1 
Questionnaires 5 4 3 2 1 
Direct observation 5 4 3 2 1 
Written tests 5 4 3 2 1 
Simulation/ performance test 5 4 3 2 1 
Archival performance data 5 4 3 2 1 
Other, please specify ................................. 5 4 3 2 1 
Q17: How important are the following reasons in preventing you from conducting a 
training evaluation? (please circle one number per row) 
Very 
important 
Important Unsure Not very 
important 
Not 
important 
Lack of any perceived need 5 4 3 2 1 
Financial constraints 5 4 3 2 1 
Time constraints 5 4 3 2 1 
Lack of knowledge, skills and 
experience to conduct a training 
evaluation 
5 4 3 2 
other, please s eci ...................... 5 4 3 2 1 
Section Five: Thep uq-ose of this section is to identify the determinants, as well as the benefits 
of training and development activity for your organisation. 
Ql: How important are the following driving forces for encouraging you to provide 
training for your staff? (please circle one number per row) 
Very 
important 
Important Unsure Not very 
important 
Not 
important 
Business strategy (product or market 
development/technical change/product 
diversification/introduction of new 
e ui ment 
5 4 3 2 1 
Competitive pressures 5 4 3 2 1 
S ecific work problems 5 4 3 2 1 
External labour market (skill shortages) 5 4 3 2 1 
Internal labour market (expansion in the 
tasks and skills demanded) 
5 4 3 2 1 
Recruitment of new staff 5 4 3 2 1 
Owner/Senior Management commitment 5 4 3 2 1 
Trade union pressures 5 4 3 2 1 
Company training infrastructure and/or 
availability of in-house trainers 
5 4 3 2 1 
External sources of finance 5 4 3 2 1 
Government legislation 5 4 3 2 1 
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Customer quality requirements 5 4 3 2 1 
Market positioning of firm 
ow qualitylhigh quality products 
5 4 3 2 1 
Employee motivation for training 5 4 3 2 1 
Other, please specify ......................... 5 4 3 2 1 
Q2: How important are the following factors in preventing you from providing training 
for your staff ? (please circle one number per row) 
Very 
important 
Important Unsure Not very 
important 
Not 
important 
Lack of any perceived need to train 
(employees are fully trained before they 
are recruited, low-skilled jobs 
5 4 3 2 1 
Lost working time while workers are 
being trained 
5 4 3 2 1 
Financial cost of training 5 4 3 2 1 
Lack of any subsidy for training 5 4 3 2 1 
Owner's/ Senior Management's negative 
attitudes towards training 
5 4 3 2 1 
Lack of information about training 
opportunities 
5 4 3 2 1 
Lack of external training Providers 5 4 3 2 1 
Poor quality of external training 5 4 3 2 1 
Lack of skills and/or infrastructure to 
rovide in-house training 
5 4 3 2 1 
Lack of workforce interest 5 4 3 2 1 
Fear of trained workers leaving or being 
ached _ 
5 4 3 2 1 
Other, please specify ....................... . 5 4 3 2 1 
Q3: Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the benefits that training and 
development activity may offer to your organisation (please circle all that applies) 
Training offers no benefits to the Training offers ers benefits to the 
organisation 
organisation 
Workers are all fully trained before they Yes Improved business performance Yes 
are recruited (e. g. increased 
productivity/profitability/sales) 
Jobs require low-skilled workers Yes Reduced labour turnover Yes 
Other, please ............... Yes Increased worker flexibility Yes 
Improved customer service and/or Yes 
product quality 
Improved ability to meet skill Yes 
shortage needs 
Introduction of new technology Yes 
Improved organisational climate Yes 
Other leases i .................... Yes 
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Section Six: The purpose of this section is to obtain general information related to yourself 
as an anonymous participant in this research 
Ql: What is your current Job title? 
Owner Yes 
Senior Manager Yes 
Human Resources Manager Yes 
Line Manager Yes 
Other, please s eci ............................... 
Yes 
Q2: What is your gender? 
Male Female 
Q3: How many years of work experience do you have in total? 
Years 
Q4 What is your highest level of formal education? 
Lower-Secondary school Yes- 
Upper-Secondary School Yes 
_ University Bachelor's degree in (please s eci .................................. Yes _ Master's degree in (please specify) 
Doctorate in leases eci .................................................. Yes 
Other, please s eci ............................................... Yes 
Please feel free to make any comments or suggestions, which you think may also be relevant 
to the research being undertaken. 
If you would be willing to take part in a more detailed interview about the issues raised in 
this questionnaire, please leave your name, address and a telephone number and we will get 
in touch with you. Thank you. 
Name: .................................................................................................... 
Address: .................................................................................................. 
Phone number: .......................................................................................... 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. Please return the 
questionnaire in the FREEPOST envelope provided, by 10/08/07. 
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ý. 
(GREEK VERSION) 
Aýiänuc xüpishcvpfa, 
Eac wtoatVo aut1jv viv emotoXtj µe rnconcb va ýT tijoa Tqv 7toXvitiq mrv8poA ßaS Mv 
cyuNaAP TI tiov icap6vtoS EPcugl='rOXo'yiov, To 07tOiO a7OTEXe{ µkpos tS AtSaxtoptctic 
µov Sta'cptßýS riv oito{a elcnovtu ato IIaventat uo rou Leeds, Hvco vo Baaf to. H 
7ra. povaa tpeuva acpopä inv avdmtuE avOpCh7rtvov Svvaµlxov uat TO Ot. «TqS AtSaxTopuc1 S 
µov StatptoAq c{vat TO uätiW9t: `Mta eµctptxý 8&Epe6vr1a1 TqS elmaf&uaiic ict avämv rlc 
avOp6nnvov Suvaµtuov mriý µtxpo-wcya{c vaXetpi aetu 'r1; E? vucf SN {tiatic'. 
Ot cp titxgS 7rpoßnä9Et Gov xovv ), äßet xG)pa tu ti6ipa aro wTnc8xptµtvo 
e7no µovtx6 7rZSt0 s{vai ILO? lteptoptßµevEý 1ca1 0 rnco7C6g tTg tapovaaS tpcuvaS e{vat va 
St$pcOovv of itparnic4 e1aca{8EVarlc Twv µixpo-isaaiwv emxstp1ja&nv acv EA, ttvtxfj 
tzranoir1rn1 uat va 6 aatoüv 01 itapä'yovicS aov eitr pth ovv TIJv itapoA Exnat6cuaiic 
avepoi7rtvov Svva. tticoe. H ovµµ oxrj aa. atlIv apevva s{vat no? 5tt uff. 'Evas 
txavonotýitx6S aptoµ. 6S w avi1jacav ea ßo11O1jßst ai amxä vtv aa6xcmrn1 tmpwv 
atoteUßµätiwv, is ono{a Aa a7rCTsßovv ev avvcXE{a TI ßä01 yta try 8tIgtovpyta 
Cnottco&oµtltitxd)V 7tpoTäaewv µE axo7t6 TT1V ßctiiwrnT TIlS Clcna{SEValc xt avämt 1i 
8a. avOptntvov Svvaµtxoü atriv EU ä8a. 
Aapdvovtac vt6ynv Tqv nfzaq too xp6vov aaS ? öyw enayyeXpanutov WtoXpe&Omv, To 
nap6v EpcuTgtLaTO-, byto c(vat axcStaaµtvo .. ls TtToto Tp61Co thatc yta my 7t r edDpa tow 
spot* a&ov xpct L cTat a iS va xvx? 4uaeTe T qv emkoyi aag. To 6voith aas waft xat avT6 
ni; cxsPnat oaS Ssv 1r1Tovvtiat ae uaviva p1poc, rau epwgpaTo? oy{ov xat Aa 
burn pi Oct 7r prlS avo vvµ{a Kara tt v Sta8txaa{a auAjoyý; Se5oµtvwv. 
Eäv smOuMetre va Xäßete eva avstypacpo rwv euptlµätwv rr1S itapaüaOS Cpevva;, napaK" 
ouNAi1PGborre Ta atotxeia aas arv TeXcuta{a ae f&a. Tov epaoT%aro? oy{ov scat an(npCyrtc 
to cpwgtmTo to Xptlrn, µoaotthvtac tov apo , ripo)µvvo $icc) o. Edv C cte onota&1jxme 
eptMati a txä µE To napöv epwtµaioMyto, napaxaU emicotvwvi ate µaß{ Nm Njaro 
TqXe plhvov (210-2927548) t gkocw e-mail (busap g. leeds. ac. uk). 
la; Evxapwtth Ocpi ä yta thy zo? u tt 1 poi ozjd aaS icai Tnv evyCV w ovvspyaQict act;. 
Me ae8aaµ6, 
AvrOvtos Havayuorax6Rowios 
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To nop6v -pcurryparoA6yto eivat a%eöiaaµivo µe oicoir6 va 6tepevvv0ei 'J exora1Bevary Kai 
avdxmr tj av0pcunivwv ir6p(ov ans E1 , vucks Muxpopeaaiec e7AXelpicelc rjq 
x2ouQrob oavrovpyiac, xaüthc enim s va 6iaruo-tm0ot5v of 7rapäyovres rov e7fi, pe6Covv rqv 
napoXtl njS HapaKaAo5 vnoöei4re rev ajrävrga j Qas KYKAQNONTAI rryv ezrrAo74 aaq, 
exr6s av aas v7ro6elKvverw 8tacpopenKä HapaKaA65 e narptyire ro epwrgparo26yro tcuc rryv 
10/08/07 Xpryrnpo; roi6vrac rov I1POHAHPQMENO ýp6xe2o. £aq evXapurrcö Oeppä yia ro 
Tprjpa Hpcüro: £KOjrös avro6 roa rprjpaTOS efvai va airoKrtj(luIiv yevsKr5s ithjj oopfec 
6ZETLKGi/V T71V t rsyy. lp, ja# aag. 
EI: 17oi6S Eivcu o avvo ucO6 apiüp6c Epya optvcuv . m7v eiriXEtprynnj QaS; 
0-4 5-9 10-29 30-49 50-99 100+ 
E2: Mew ep7aC6pevot anaaXo Zot5vrat pe 7thjpq anafX62rya?, (30 (üpes if nepiaaörepo) 
teat n6aot pe pCplK# atraaa62i ate (2t76repo afro 30 tpes n, v e/lboydba); 
AM CC ruVaiKEc 
flXijpic Epyaýö vot Epyaý6µ£voi 
AmaaxbXi ai 
MEpud Epyaýö vot Ep'ya&öpzvot 
AnaaX6Xijarj 
E3: Ze noes eiujitpovc eiöucdn, res airao o2oüvrcu of ep'aCdpevo1 aaC, 
fl? prlS M£ptxºj 
Aitaci O? jai AltaaX6Xl1rnl 
Otou cr tuth cnektXii Epyacöµ£vot Epyacöµ£vot 
T£XvUKÖ 7Cpoaü»rucÖ Ep7ac6p. vot Epyaýöp£vot 
Y7CdL UxjXot ypacp£iou Epyacöµ£vot Epyaýöµevot 
AvtS£ix£uTO x£tpwvaxTtxö lrpoawmxö Epyacöµ£vot Epyac6pzvot 
Akk £t6tK6u to (napaxa? A Epyacöµ£vot Epyacöp£vot 
7Epoa6topiat£) ................................................ 
E4: Mum epyaC6Nevot awraaXo2oiivrar onqv ensjElpgoij aas pe m5pfiaaq opiapt`vrys 
, Xpovucºjs 
8iäp, ceiac, (Mryv QopnepiAdfle w EpyaCopevovs; rov /lploKovra, o 6oKrpaOMK# 
'repfoöo awraou6AiQn(; Kai viräpy : To evöeX6Nevo va powponoigOo6v) 
Ep1aýb voi 
E5: Mum ep7aC6pevo: m, v eaiXEfp, Q4 oas efvai &q Kälroloo epyarrxo6 owpare(ou 
(ave apnjrtus Eäv avayvcupiCEraw if 6i and rq öioiKgaq rqc emXelpiQ, c); 
Epyaýöµevot 
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E6: Motes efvat of "ptws ayopes arts otrof Bpacn ptonoteftat ry etttyefptjatj aas; 
(napatcaAo5 KvKw vors 62a 6aa taZ6ovv) 
Toro ý IIE LE cix EOv ALE 
NAI NAI NAI NAI 
E7: llov E8ptt5E: il E; rcXEipija# aaq, 
Att ' NAI 
OeaaaXovi NAI 
Akku No ö ma axa?, ch n ou8io icte) ....................................... 
NAI 
E8: H6aa ypövia apa m piono, Efras il enivcfp?, cif caS; 
Xpövia 
E9: Hotos -viva' vireiüvvos yta v, 8toitn, Qij n7S vaXeipja1g; 
ISto aTO tKä NAI 
ISto i 46 v otxo tvctä Tov/ NAI 
Ato to a Stot TLKEL 6T&Xt NAI 
AUO (ira axaAcib 7E oaöto icTe) ......................................... 
NAI 
Tp#pa Aellrepo: ZKOwr(SS avroi roll rpi)paroq c val va airoicr glom5v irI)ipo(popleg ce wI h sui. 
r>>v Jr&J. rnK? j EK7ra1&l)c1Js Kai avänruc, S 771S snrxeipl, aj aas, Kal thQ Kai va (5repCt)V1/Oo6v 
1rpaKnwL`S (StoiKry6ns avOpciýnývol) cSvvapIKOý 
EI: EXet n e2rllefp1mj aas wa zvJraxij ypwrnj lro inrc? f yia tryv eA7rafMev(jl xm 
avänruzn; 
NAI OXI 
-Eäv NAI, 1rapaxa? t ovvexiaTS ßßv cpthtaii 3. Eäv OXI, ltapaxaXcw m vcX{aTc arIJv 
cpwqß112. 
E2: IlapaKaU6 v roöef re ae ri ßaOµö ovpýpwvdre if öiaipwveire µe roux ; rapaKärw 
Aöyovc yia roes oirofovs Bev here runiiaj ypawrnf no)jnK4 yia rjv Exnaföeva1 Kai 
avd ra ,, (napaxaicü KvKAo5are p6vo evav apiOyd avä aeipä) 
Eu 
.t pcovt 
Eu ly with ACV Diacpwvw Diacpwvw 
a16kuta yvwptc o anbXDTa 
'EWtWil yvwaTlc yta n Srlµioupyia 5 4 3 2 1 
iroXttuctic 8xnai6cum-iS xat 
avdxw 
'EXX t avä 5 4 3 2 1 
'Ek? xiyý övou 5 4 3 2 1 
AX? o; ), öyoS (napaxaXG) 5 4 3 2 1 
7C oa&o latE .......................... 
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- flapaua m vexiate ßßv Epthuiari 4 
E3: Ee n 8aßµ6 av1uqcovc r8 pe rov, zrapaxärw ie vpwpo6S o%erlKä pe ro aXeö: aap6 
EK rcJe5evai c avep6mvov övvaplicO6 Qrl, v E7UXEfpºjaij aaC; 
Euv(pwvw Euµcpcwvth &v Aiacpwvdd Dtacpwvw 
amöXuta wiw anbXuza 
Oa c6taa iö cKxai6EußrjS 5 4 3 2 1 
av9p6)mvou Suva m ov civat 
ax on ö9ca o cite väct Ta 3 tTI) 
O 6xc&i. aaµb sxiraI6euaiic 5 4 3 2 1 
av6p6)itvou 81)vaµixov civai 
ßoß ÖOca 0 (anö I hog 3 trq) 
O aXE8taaµ6 eicnat6eurnic 5 4 3 2 1 
avOpchmvou 5vvaµixo6 civat 
Ppaxu7cp60eßµog (AiyOtcpo aicö 1 
etoS) 
E4: Xpgotpoiroief ry enexsfp, aij aas Kärroaa azrd ns zraparcärco npa'cnKts 8roiKla,, c 
avüpwmvov övva wcoi; 
Xprlßlµonofilml ypaitTwv TEAT at auvEvreu4ijs yla TIV 7Ep6Gk7lyrn vtou 
oawmKOü 
NAI OXI 
E, uXvý 1oß, 6 awt66o avA wmvou Suva ucoü NAI OXI 
Euxv1 cmavankilpocpöp lml ß2ov ep'yaý6pzvo ßxETlxä µE clly anö oßlj Tou amö 
Slä oe (7E.. it olßtiä o, auvOSck ol) 
NAI OXI 
Atio lK a of e avO) osv a7E68ooil tou Kä8e eab ou NAI OXI 
Euta, uc-ra o-uat1 taTa anaßxö? , uric (n. x. µ£puct azraa oX7jCM, npoawpwt 
anaß bý 
NAI OXI 
IIpoypä aTa Ka lE ac 6K0i[6 TIJV aväirn eao wv NAI OXI 
El: EXei q czrq ipq. ij aas ivav ýeXwpiar6 npoüzro.? oyiap6 yia irpoypaNpara 
e, aralöevaryc KM avänrvZryc; 
NAI OXI 
Eäv NAI, napaxaXth auvexiaTc cmiv epühiqarl 2. Eäv OXI, ltapaxaXd auvexiate amv 
epwrIall 5. 
E2: Hoioc dvar une60vvoc yia rryv icaräpnuj roo spovno2oytapo6 yia ra npoypbupara 
eiaraiöEvaig Kai aväxru qc, 
ISio NAI 
Avcbtato Slot 'EIKÖ at co NAI 
AICUOUVTýg av9 wlnvou Suva ixoü NAI 
A ao 7E otiatä o NAI 
AX? o lra axaXt oo&io iatE ................................. NAI 
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E3: H6ao znapx4c Beowpetze du etvw o irpoiJ roAoywQpds avr6s y: a ri, v e2drev4ry nov 
mcontvv nov eiaraiöevnnucüv oas irpoypappdrwv; 
IIo? e=plcAq Enapxýq Acv ww AmapKýq Ilok- avenap)cAq 
54321 
E4: Ti noaooT6 rov avvo uxoi5 npo6jrodo7wQµoi$ rqs emXetpt a, Jc cas avnnpoat revos I 
exivavoi yia z=aföevo xai avä rq ro 2006; 
ES: EI4s il emXe[prymj Qas icäirota yºpryµarnxaj vno mjps i/ and ro EAZgvtx6 updros ': a 
nPoyPa1Nara eiaratöev nc rcai avkirw i, s (9. X. adrveta, emöonjQe, c) ro 2006; 
NAI OXI 
E6: Edv ry wrdvn, ci aas ar7v epo5rq J7 S divas NAL napaKa b irpocdioplase ro eiaoc 
'gisXPq/Sarm#q awroar4p: 41c 
............................................................................................................... 
E7: 7 noaoar6 s+wv ep7aCo voIv ovp eretXe 0,..; r. 007 
avämvV77c ro 2006; 
p4Vara emudöeocryc sm 
Euna{Suuaq oTOV xcipo epyao{aS % i(Ov epygoµhvwv 
Exna{Seua11 Ext6S iov xd)pov epyyaa{aS W row epygoµtvwv 
Eunaf8c aq evTöS icat eutiös Xeopov Epyaa{aS % iwv Epyatop wov 
E8: Voces µtpec exxaidev n, LZapav of ep7aC6µevoi rwv napaxäswv xazryrop#Ojv ro 2006; 
IStoicr ti c, /etotia1nxä atexq 
Tsxvuc6 apoawmx6 
Y7dul), ot ypape{ov 
AviSstxsno xetpwvalCrtx6 7Epoßwmx6 
AU I etStx6TqTa (itapaxaX6 
npoaStop{(ne) ............................... 
Eiaca{8c»an atov 
x(bpo Epyaa* 
MepeG 
Mips 
Mips 
Mtpe; 
M6pe; 
EunatScuoq ex~tös Tov 
XcbP°U Cpyaa* 
M&pe; 
Mapes 
Mtpec 
Mipe; 
MtpE; 
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E9: How ryrav ro ; cepw 6µevo T(ov avwrepoi emaibevw«C v npoypappärcuv pa K60B 
sari, yopia epyaCopivwv; (napaicaZ. cb xvK2cbcre 6. ßa 6aa wr5ovv) 
I&oxcr rj TEXvtxö YndUTIý, oi Avt&E{x£uto AXXrl 
/Otouxrituth ltpoawmxö ypacpeiou XEipwvaKtlKö El& K6TIJTa 
atiE icpoowmxö 
flpöypaµµa NAI NAI NAI NAI NAI 
itpoaappoyi c (ap uaj 
Exnai&Euarl) yta 
vcO71 oaf O VTF- 
NeES npaxrnutS aiov NAI NAI NAI NAI NAI 
woE aaIa 
Yy£Ia xat as $XEia aio NAI NAI NAI NAI NAI 
E aaiaxö irE i &XXov 
Ilpöruira iroiötTag tiic NAI NAI NAI NAI NAI 
Ein £1 
OEµaTa ir) pocpopuaic NAI NAI NAI NAI NAI 
(u7toXoyt6Tk; Kai vEa 
iE oX is 
Exe&taßµöS NAI NAI NAI NAI NAI 
S7LjXELpljCFICW jq 
at al 
Aa. Xo AEµa, napaxa? NAI NAI NAI NAI NAI 
itpoaSiopiatC............ 
TNij/ra Ta`rapro: Xhonös avrotS rna r/44uaros Fivat va KaravoryOci o rpdnoc w rov 
oiroio Wo roiwirai' EimaMeuary Ka: avh7rroýry arjv EnrXripjcij aas 
EI: AlaOerei il ezri dpia4 aaS Ze wplarr6 rprypa EicnaMMellm, s Kai aväzrvZgs 
avOpcömvov ävvapucoü; 
NAI OXI 
E2: Hoidq avaaafl&cI Tijv öio1KIJ6tj TWV zrpoypapparwv -K7nalö&vugq Kai avdxrvý 
Qrt, v E7uvdpi, c4 oaS, 
ISto NAI 
AvdhiaTO Slot nxö ate o NAI 
OcvOu av9 thlLwou Suva ixoü NAI 
A ßo oiaiä o NAI 
Äß,, o 7ta axaXth n oß&io iate ................................ 
NAI 
E3: I16ao ov, 'vä ra op7anKd aw iaTEJa -vj p(6vovTa,, napIXovv av i/1ovi 4 
avp/4Ere ovv evepyti ang axo(pdaEls QXEnK( pE njV Ek7rai6mri7 TQ)V EpyaCoulv(UV; 
IIävTa E ESÖv nävTa Me ixt (POPtg E E66v not flott 
Evil cbvovtai 5 4 3 2 1 
IIa ovv m ou?. 5 4 3 2 1 
Ev tt ouv eve ä 5 4 3 2 1 
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E4: Y; räp et irpdypaµpa rpoQappoy? S (apx eiaraIöevam) via roes veoirpou ,, ý . OEvres 
ca, v eiuudfpgaq 
IIävra E c8Öv aävTa ME u 4poptq E e&Öv t Motif 
54321 
-Eäv IIävsa. Exc8Öv nävra i Mcpuc c %opj . ztapaxa. )) auvextatc aqv ep m1 ý. Eäv 
LXESÖ iI, napaxaabb rn v¬ to ne CMIv epdrVlcnl fi 
ES: 176Qo ovXvä Zpgmpo; roidrat tic ; rapaKd2w exnaeövrixis µeO6aovc yia va 
npoQiptpew apux4 axafbzvai, orovs veoxpoc ?, OOv 8c (naparca th KvKA6a re p6vo 
ivav apsOpö avä aeipä) 
IIävta Exc66v MEpix Exc66v floh 
7Cävia q*pk aotg 
E µ17capovß{arnl aOco Tov 18101c j11/Sw{xnmi 5 4 3 2 1 
(a. x. p{vtco µE larlpocop{ES o ctitxä iz trlv 
E7Ll E{ 
El={SEV aE Exaat&EVTtxä *161=a 5 4 3 2 1 
KaOo3i yiiaii ano To' t8t" 1Tº1 uaiJA aaö 5 4 3 2 1 
7tC7tCL ao 7[ oaW7rtxö 
AXkil ptOo8o9 (rapaxa 5 4 3 2 1 
7cpoa&o {arc ............................................... 
E6: llpayparonoieITC aväi, val siacai8evuicty avayxty zwv ep7aCop6wv crgv 
e, u dpgo4 cac; 
IIävra E ES6v nävTa MELK (pop9q E eöfv t flott 
54321 
- Eav flavsa, EYESbv zavTa Aj Meuix&c moo! c, napaic& th wvex{aTE atv Epdm ai 2. Eäv A RQI, rapal(" auvsXIGT8 atv eplu g012 
E7: H7 ßo avivä aiftoioyeirat o rcaOevas ßn6 rovs ; rcpaxärw napdyovres y: a rov 
Evromcp6 rcuv eiaralJeortxaiv avayKCÜV; (xapaiw; h KvxMare µ6vo ivav api9p6 avd 
Qetpä) 
II6vTa Ext86v MEptxt; Exe86v IIoth 
nävta o MW 
Ato Anal opyavißµov 5 4 3 2 1 
(Es iroiovs roµsis Tqs e rixeipriorlc icptzsi va 
n atonoi gei sxxai8 
A4to rnl apµo&tor tcov 5 4 3 2 1 
(Aezo. ZöyrytM yväharic Kai &eezor4rcov nov 
ana: TBfrai va t ei c49s epya4'öpwvos rporcezp1vov 
va axcp Qei mcorcAea ar: xä ra xa 'xovrä Tov 
Aýtio o11 epyct oµtvov 5 4 3 2 1 
(Is R ßaOß emöeucvÜez o KGEes spya 6ßevos rqv 
yvcbon Kai öeetoTllrsc iron axaMeiTat va es1 
rpoxeipbov va eKre2. oei axov&Qeaµawixä Ta 
Ka '1COVTÜ wv 
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E8: Mores aar6 rz(; napaxärw µe668ovs ypgoiµoiroictze y: a 17V avtdv n, Ewrat& vuicthv 
avayxcöv; (napaxa kü xv, do a ce µ6vo ivav apiOp6 awl aeipä) 
IIavza Exe&Öv 
nävta 
MEptxc 
o 
Exc66v 
wott 
flott 
A1t696S swv 5 4 3 2 1 
IIst a '8 Epyaoüg 5 4 3 2 1 
A to =68 5 4 3 2 1 
Agol em "E 5 4 3 2 1 
Euvmzuýq ME tiov 8bo 5 4 3 2 1 
'Epsvva (epc)Tlµaro byto) txavo7oftia19 
eo urv 
5 4 3 2 1 
AA) ii µtOoöog (napaxa h 
a oa&to fate ............................................. 
5 4 3 2 1 
E9: Mao o pavnxot etvai of napawcäzw )byoi oro va aas eµno8teovv va 
7rpa azo2tOttIOCT7 avä. vaq rwv eiacalöevTu &v avayxähv rwv epyaCoµevtov; (napaKaA& 
xv, dt oTE #dvo tvav api0p6 av6 Qeipä) 
IIoXtS Eilµavnxös &v Oxt to? Ka96A, ov 
ßxß w{ cu Ongavnick vnxö 
'Eý? avä 5 4 3 2 1 
IIEptoptapbot xfmpartxo{ 5 4 3 2 1 
x6of 
ncto ß 5 4 3 2 1 
'E)JE 4M yv(um1S, tixavm4c0)v 5 4 3 2 1 
xat Eý1? [Etp{ac ''ta 'Ctjv 
u toAono{r1a11 av&A, va11S 
cimatSEtmxfbv ava Grv 
Aal ; k6yo; (rapaxaWD 5 4 3 2 1 
a aSto atE ..................... 
EJO: Mow; air us irapaicäzw ue068ovq ypqozponoidre 7sa sqv exralöevo, tov 
xpouw2rucotf aas (napaxa o5 xvx)icvcYe µ6vo hm apiOpd ava Qeipä) 
IIävTa EXE86v Mepix £xe86v IIo r 
Elami8et)oll atov ti e aa{ 5 4 3 2 1 
E=ai8euoll sxz XCOPOU epyacyict; 5 4 3 2 1 
Ell: 176ao ov vä a eöidCesi eawrepacd rqv exnatöevaq sov npoco»wcod gal; uar R60ro 
av, Yvä ZW2d7m va rpopilOevrdre 2rpoypöu/sasa eic talöev qc scat avdmcvj`gc aa6 
401 99K6 opyawQ06/m5 ov io; (napaxa th rcvrcZ&GTe p6vo evav aptOp6 ava cap)) 
IIävia Exc&Öv MEptx ExcöGv lose 
Eaon¬pixös axe&taaµöc ExaatSE yv uw 5 4 3 2 1 
tpoypagOto v (axcSwailoc aao T qv 
E? Cn E{ 
Ayopd Eiaratöcutiucthv rpo ypaµµä. Twv 5 4 3 2 1 
a cots LKÖ o auto /o ouXo FI 
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E12: A! ioAoytioze z, v anpavrncdrgra Twv napaxczw 26ywv &Mv acrd amj aac va 
t&5sdiere eawzepucä ra eunashevrnxä aas npo'p4KNara (napaK&h xvx tho rc Novo 
ivav api6N6 ava QEipä) 
no? E7jpa vc6 DEv 0t NOV) Ka86ÄAv 
cnlpamic6q ww 
_cnlWvnic6Ng x6 Evväupctia E=at&EVitxd)v 5 4 3 2 1 
ipoWpaµ d, rcov Nc Ti; avä7KES 
Tnq Eemxeipyl"g 
AVE" N acopa t11; 5 4 3 2 1 
axoxni9E{aac wE6 Tilv 
Exna{&uall yvthai S at-gv 
E aaia TOV elaLat&EUÖ ov 
E4otxov6n1aTj xbatou; xati 5 4 3 2 1 
övov 
AJ, oS ? byoS (irapaxa cb 5 4 3 2 1 
7C oa&lA {atE ........................ 
E13: 1764yo ovZvd Zpgmponow JTe iris irapaxärw c=auöcvnic4 zevvixc dray oXeöid ere 
icai vAonoieire 8O'WT6pncd z, v e=aIBevaq sov npouwicmxot$ aaq, (napaxaAh icv mare 
µ6vo hm apiOp6 avä aeipd) 
IIäv tct Exe86v 
n6ma 
MeptxtS 
(popiq 
Exs86v 
noTI 
Ilo 
ATo .n uuOo& at1 a7c6 
tSto /7ce7tst o oawmxö 
5 4 3 2 1 
Eva a' eaaewv s aa{ 5 4 3 2 1 
E2tt 1c E aE Eo tx EK09a 5 4 3 2 1 
00 7M%äi6uat 9eiT 5 4 3 2 1 
Evald a(olctxov 5 4 3 2 1 
tv t&Evvt6 to 5 4 3 2 1 
Atio txä projects 5 4 3 2 1 
Avä. 7i vtoOkaswv/Ynb b),, wv 5 4 3 2 1 
fl o mýE 5 4 3 2 1 
Eumat&evaTI g Tnv xp-natµonott a1 
K6v wto dw 
5 4 3 2 1 
MgkftTl E t6{wv 5 4 3 2 1 
A., rJtVXvucf (napaxaa l0 
a oaSto tote ........................................ 
5 4 3 2 1 
E14 Moo avrvä a iotoyeira rqv anos eorXmK6r7ra swv eraauösvuxcuv 
lpo7p«ViµäTwv aas, 
IIävta E ESÖv aävza Meptid4 "=A =A hott 
54321 
- Eäv LldvTa. Exc66v aävsa A Mcpu c mop . 7tapaKQ) vvvextate GM spthiiaq IS. Eäv Ercö6v Mart A 1193L napa=a A awc tatie o'v EP&Mcnl 12 
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E15: Hdao 6vyV a iolo' re ra Eiarathsvrixä Qas 7rpo7päppara o-6p(Pwva Ne ra 
irapauärcu icprrºjpia; (napaxa 6 KvKc cöa-re p6vo tvav ap: Op6 avä aeipä) 
navTa Exe86v MepixhS EXCSbv not 
7EävTa 
___TO2tq 
irott 
Avi{S a (IKavo7rohjo7j s raiesvo evwv 5 4 3 2 1 
MäOirnl (eäv anö cav of c aiösvöpevoi r? 7v 5 4 3 2 1 
yvcöo77 Kai rig 8eci6rgwc nov irpoeß), eir ro 
sxnau5evnzK6 nöaa 
Evµnepupopä (cev vmjpce a. Uayrj c77 7v yvcöoi7 Kai 5 4 3 2 1 
its öe iö iss ic)v eicicai6cvo evoov 
Airotektopta (säv v7crjpýc aUayrj arv 5 4 3 2 1 
ajrorc, lEcpanxö is TIN eni si S) 
E16: How; an6 riq iraparcärw µeO66ovs 7pnaiµonowwlrc yia va agio2oyijaere rryv 
awror apanxörryra rcuv exiratöevruuihv npoypauparcuv oaS; (lrapaxaA(b KWC wate 
µ6vo evav ap, Op6 ova c ipä) 
IIävTa Ex£66v 
7EävTa 
M£puxhs 
Topt; 
Ex£SÖv 
itoT 
IIoTa 
II oßwln " auvevT£u Tov £icnai&£uö o 5 4 3 2 1 
Ew ToA, ö is 5 4 3 2 1 
A6 £itt '6 Tou £xnai8eu6 ou 5 4 3 2 1 
I'a7['££Ta6 5 4 3 2 1 
II oao oiw 5 4 3 2 1 
M£XtTTI 6Totx£iwv a7LOT£Ä£QýIaTu CÖTIlTQS TTI; 
JCw% ' a£i £7R £l 6 iC. . KE 
8, 
5 4 3 2 1 
AXXil p OoSo;, ttapax6.6 
mpo68iopiaT£ ........................................... 
5 4 3 2 1 
El 7: H7 oo 67pavnrcoi Eivm o1 JrapaKcarw ; yoi oro va aaS epiroöiaovv va aZio. Zoylueri 
ra e'c7rmäevnKcä aas npoypäupara; (napaicadw xvK9u3are pÖvo bav ap: 0N6 avä Qeipä) 
1-10Ä, 6 E'gpvnKdg ACV O XI nok-6 Ka06kou 
6 avnKd wLw VnKd avnxd 
'EXXxi ccv6yKq; 5 4 3 2 1 
IIE io tia oti anxoi 7t6 pot 5 4 3 2 1 
flc to to o dvo 5 4 3 2 1 
'EX iyrn yv6hßr1S, LKavot1 cv Kai 5 4 3 2 1 
cµtuipiaq yta a . o?, yi icov 
cKnathsunxwv noa 2wv 
AX? og ?. dyOq (napaxaXt 5 4 3 2 1 
71 o(yöto picFTF). 
Tp4pa ITepnrov: EKOYt S aoro6 rov rpnjparos Ffvai va r4aKpl/J wOo1Sv or Trapäyovrns 7W1) 
KaOopiýovv r? lv rK7ratärunxrj hpaanlprdrryra crnly F7riXrfpgrnj (ras, K(10()s Ka, va 
eaKpI/i wOovv raOG? riS ernraiöCU6iis Kar av&rn)411s avOlminrivov hova/BKO1S 71a To)' 
opyavwpý Qac - 
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El: l76ao mlpavnºcol dvai of ; rapaxärow Napäyovres aro va oac evOapp6vovv va 
£Ic7W8960lCT8 TO Xpoaw wc6 oaC (napaxa tdi xvihere p6vo ivav apiOµ6 awl aeipä) 
HOX15 Ei avrxö Dev Off. noA, ü Ka667wv 
-nwvuic6g 
ww xö x6 
Eatxstpi ataxn atpaTqytk- 5 4 3 2 1 
(avänzv npoi6vroc rj 
a7opa5vhexvnr5c 
aAAayýg1& goponoh7o77 
npotövros/stoayrvyt v&v 
eeonri ov 
Avia wvtattx Rita 5 4 3 2 1 
Evyxcxptµtva TEvnxä 5 4 3 2 1 
! cod, Ta 
E4wtcpua a^yopä Epraß{at 5 4 3 2 1 
(W zn xarapnu vov 
avO rvmvov 8vv txov 
EawtSptxrj ayopä epyaoiaS 5 4 3 2 1 
(aväyn yta av8pthntvo 
Svvaµtxö µE no? a 
8e&i6rn, reg) 
rIp6a eo wv 5 4 3 2 1 
'Ev rovo ev&ta(ptpov at Tov 5 4 3 2 1 
tStoK-r jTq/avdnati Sto(icr ml yta 
Tnv 8xnai6eucr j Twv 
Eo wv 
H ae atö e attxä aw teta 5 4 3 2 1 
Y) tucoTe . xf UXO6OI 
j Tq; 5 4 3 2 1 
87C ct ptlan1SY WPO C 
ccnatSevTtx«bv npoypagpdTwv 
xat%i Staftcnpt e=at6EVTks 
ew6q T11; e ei E4oneptx4 mlrt; 5 4 3 2 1 
xpnpaToS6Tqcnj; 
NoµoOeata wo cn dXXm nv 5 4 3 2 1 
napol-A eiata{SEv 
Aaarn sets ne%aT6)v yta 5 4 3 2 1 
ß , nat q =ö"Ta 
n otövTO v taiz v 
Tie lail 'r 1e XeipMa 1S 5 4 3 2 1 
a rfly ayo pä (LX. qYT 1V L 
npotbvtia-xa,. tT j 
irot6 nTa/axptßä apoibvia- 
v *% ? CO Ta 
Ev&tapapov epy4oµtvwv yta 5 4 3 2 1 
mamiseuOrn 
A7 XOG 7mpäyovtaS (napaXW 5 4 3 2 1 
7LpOQSIOp{ate) ....................... 
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E2: 17690 ofryµavnxoi dual of xaparcddsw rapäyovres aso va aas epnodtaovv va 
s, orwöetae zo irpoßcumx6 aas, (rapaua. c vvxAd5areµ6vo hay ap: Bµ6 avd oetpä) 
IIoXv Eriµavnac6S ivv Off, Eo? KaO67wv 
angavTtic6q wi cu x6 x 
'EV rI av& S Yux i8 1 5 4 3 2 1 
avOP&MVov Svvaµucoü 
(ot epyaCöpevot swat' ö, j 
Karaptlafcevot Kath rryv irp6orAtl rj 
sovs, of npoa pepö/¬eves Won; 
epyaaiac arpopot5v avetöixevro 
n oQo)7V1Kö 
Xagvos xp6vos Epyaoiac xarh 5 4 3 2 1 
T StdpKEla ciatat&uo jS twv 
eo wv 
K6a"co; emat&Vttxijc 5 4 3 2 1 
S6T 
'Ewi" c "ae v na. 5 4 3 2 1 
Eiaca{SEV 7C oaOMICOv 
Apqux1 avtifA1i n1 tov 5 4 3 2 1 
t5tox-r tiTq/avthTaTq Stour a 
c; Xmi ä µE ca O Pa11 TnS 
Eiata{Seu Eo cov 
'E W11 1ltp om g GCETLld µE 5 4 3 2 1 
Swo6o, tpa gpoypäµµaia 
eiatat6eu 7t oaant co 
T-Wtytq E4cutcptlabv 5 4 3 2 1 
Op7avw«bv/avµßovXcav aov 
ap06( povv ciata1SEVtiKa 
XPO-f is 
'E ,E 4M icot6qug 5 4 3 2 1 
Eunat6EVmxGrv papoTO)v 
7tpoa(pcp6NEVa an6 E4wtcpucoi s 
o cm(y av ofAm 
'EA). Etiyri ucavott ruv uaiJi 5 4 3 2 1 
UXIxotcxvudjý vao6oj. &1S yia 
erapox`j elmat& uvt1G)v 
nPo1'PagN6TCUV Evi6S 'i1S 
emxeinR; 
'E 144 EvSw*povsoq 5 4 3 2 1 
Ev6Ex6pevo ofEknat8eugivot 5 4 3 2 1 
epy46Mo1 va EyxaiaWWovv 
thy cxEtinan und Trv 
eiata{Seucnl yta va a rcw oÄ. ijOo'l)v 
vE avraymcmtký emxcipll 
ALko; P&Yavxa; (iPa h 5 4 3 2 1 
7rpooStopiacc) ......................... 
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E3: HapaxaAth v»roöei re Qe n /1aOp6 Qvpipcuveire ij 8racpcwvefre pe Ta irapaicärcu oýp&q 
rov EVÖt%ETaW va npoarpipei ry clarai&evci at avdrm4 avOpcünivov övvapuco6 on/v 
eir: dpryaij aac, (rrapaxa2c5 i v, c%(bo-re 62a 6Qa urXÜovv) 
H euzaf5svori avOpo57rivov 6uvapuco6 öev H c, araiöeuor7 av9pctintvov 
icpoccpepst 00-b7 OD1v c7z%efp7p77 pov 6vvapuuo6 7 /OQDpepei ocpe). ry ar7V 
EXI si ov 
Ot Epyac61Evol cIval NAI Be), naop cnr Soars clnxe{pllag; NAI 
1jörI Rx1 pwS xatapnaµkvot xaTd Trly (n. x. avýrjµhv1 ltapay(Oylx6t>1Ta/ 
np6akljyý Tov KE So o la 
Ol 7tpoa(pEpöJEvcc NAI MeyaXi rcprl SEaµtl m1 Twv NAI 
9eact; Epyaa{aS acpopoliv avi66xeuTO cpyacoµtvwv irpoS 'fly emxeipiiall 
7[ oaci)7nxö 
Ä? ) og Xöyo; (napaK& th NAI BeXTicoa>l Trls Euckl4ia; Tuov NAI 
..................................... 7[ oa&lo 
laTE Eao (ov 
Bc nwµhvll rapoxlj umlpsauwv NAI 
xal/' nolö Ta 7t otövTo 
Ixav6TTITa 1c&. oynlc Aeaecv NAI 
T[ov ai[aiTO'ÜV &ýOVJTES of oiroItS 
amovat6. ovv aztö uiv ayopä 
e aaia 
Elaa w" vea Te oXo "a NAI 
BcXTlw o xXt a rpyaaiotý NAI 
kXXo öcpcA, o;, lrapaxaXt NAI 
7I Oa& o IaTE ........................... 
Tptiua E, crov : Exonäs aoroü rov rp)jparos Eiva: va aronnlOoüv ysv, i r zr gporpoplcc 
a%enKä pE F6äg ups avcüvvµo QuµusriZovra aMv xapodaa 1psvva 
El: Ho: OÖ, dva, o TIr2oO 'L7, C, OtagS as ; 
ISio NAI 
AvwtaTo Slot Ttxb aTtXc o NAI 
LiEDOu avA thinvou Suva ixov NAI 
A ao 7C olaT6 o NAI 
AXXo; (7tapaxa? th 
7EP00810piCFTF-) """""""""" 
NAI 
E2: How Eivag ro ýpiS2o aas; 
AvtpaS Fuvaiua 
E3: Höaa ypövia -p7arncx4 ew r pfa tXere avvo)JKä; 
Xpövia 
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E4: HoiI c Edvw o vlin 2ÖTBpo( Tlr2os e oraföcllrns 7toll KQTrXETE; 
A7roXu to Fu vaaiou NAI 
AicoXi)' to ADKEiO NAI 
IIruxio AEI/TEI as (1rapaxa? ) npoa&tiopiatc to yvwßnxö NAI 
avrlKcf o ............................................................................................. 
McTaictuxax6S TFr os as (napax& th itpoa&toptatc To yvwß-[txö NAI 
................................................. At&OCTOpixÖ as (7CapaKaM) 7Cpoa&opIatc To yvw6Tu cÖ NAI 
avnx$i o ..................................................................................... 
AX. a. og T{TXog (napaxa), w NAI 
7[ oaöio LaTE ............................................................... 
IIapaK& th SiaTUiccnßie 7tapaxdTw ozrota6ýnote c yö? a ij itpoth. vetS znou cv&xoµ&wc tXETE, 
Ta onoia AewpEItai. öii ßxEii OVTat µE To avmccipcvo rqS irapoüaaS tpEUVaS. 
Ebv Elate mpOOuµog va auggr ax£t£ a£ µla mo ý£mtiop£ptj ap£uva (7tpoßwmxA 
m vkvt£u ll) ax£ttxä iE Tot O tats itou SL£p£uviieýxav ato napöv £pwTnµazo; ýö'yto, 
napaxaX, w aTjFl£ hate 7tapaxätw to ovoµat£nwvuµö Mc, try SL£iOuvai au; xl eva 
tqUcpwvo £mxolvwviag xat ea £mxotvwvýaouµ£ g4 i aa; To auvtoµbt£po. 
Ovo icrrcm vuR :......................................................................................... 
A iEÜ AuvßM:.............................................................................................. . 
Trlkicpcwvo :............................................................................................... . 
17apa, ca2cv eiriarpiyiix TO ep(UTPNaro2öyio [os rryv 10/08/07 
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